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PREFACE
This has been the third of a series of conferences sponsored by the United States Atomic Energy
Commission held atNational Laboratories. The two previous ones, held at Hanford and Brookhaven,
were in 1960 and 1964.
An evolutionary trend can be discerned at each meeting. This conference is the first to have been
held outside the United States and this time a large number of Canadians participated as well as
meteorologists from overseas. Papers describing site programmes have been omitted from these
proceedings which consequently are now entirely devoted to original research contributions and
the discussion they provoked.
Most papers have been reproduced as received from the contributors, without further editing.
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~IDITY

OF CURRENTLY POPULAR

PLUME RISE F<RMULAS

James E. Carson and H. Moses
Radiological Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory
ABSTRACT
The ground-level concentrations of pollutants downwind of a tall chimney
decrease as the effective height of the stack increases. The effective height
of the stack is the actual height plus the rise of the plume centerline due
to momentum and buoyancy of the effluent. Over twenty plume rise formulas have
been proposed, but none is Widely accepted due in part to a lack of sufficient
plume rise data for testing.
In this paper, 711 plume rise observations are used to test the ability
of fifteen of the published formulas to predict plume rise. The plume rise
data were obtained from stacks whose heat emission rate varied over four orders
of magnitude.

1.

INTRODUCTION •

Very tall stacks are an increasingly used tool for reducing groundlevel concentrations downwind from large pollution sources, such as coal and
oil-fueled electric p<JfIier plants. The reason is that, considering current techniques for removing sulfur and other noxious materials from the fuel either before or after burning and despite the cost of construction, a very tall stack
is the least expensive and most effective technique available. Modern power
plants are much larger than those built just ten years ago; the need for effective
dispersion under all weather conditions is even more imperative.
Stacks 600 or more feet tall are now in oper at Lon in many areas, such as
the T.V.A. complex and in England. The new 3,960 MIllE plant at Drax in England
has one 3-section chimney 850-feet high servicing six boilers. Stone and Clarke
(1967) report that a policy of building one very tall stack (with more than one
flue if necessary) per power plant has been adopted in England; this costly
construction is justified by the increased thermal rise compared to single
stacks.
The reasons for the reduced ground-level concentrations are the great.er
wind speed at the higher elevations, a longer time for mixing to take place
before the plume diffuses to the ground, and the change in the character of
turbulence at the higher elevations. Smoke emitted at such altitudes at night
is above the nocturnal inversions, and thus is effectively prevented from
reaching the ground. During the day, the plume is mostly above the highly unstable surface layer which frequently contains large eddies (looping) that
bring high concentrations to ground level.
In most formulas for predicting ground level concentration of a pollutant,
such as S02, from continuous elevated point sources, the effective height of
the stack must be known. Most formulas are of the form:
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I

where

1--

=
Q =
H
s =
6h =

3
concentration, gm/m
effluent release rate, grn/sec
stack height, m

plume rise, m

Plume rise is usually defined as the height above the stack orifice that
the plume centerline rises due to the momentum and buoyancy of the stack gases.
The state of the art of predicting height-of-rise from meteorological
and stack data at present is quite poor. The number of formulas for calculating plume rise appears to vary inversely with our understanding of the processes involved: over twenty such formulas have been proposed and several
new oneS appear annually. Some are based on theoretical considerations including dimensional analysis, others on strictly empirical grounds. None
is universally accepted primarily because it has been impossible to establish
the validity of any from the quality and quantity of available plume rise and
meteorological data.
2.

FACTORS INFLUENCING PLUME RISE.

Three sets of parameters control the behavior of a smoke plume ejected
into the atmosphere from a stack. These are stack engineering factors, meteorological conditions, and the nature of the effluent itself. Stack design
parameters which influence the plume include height of the stack above ground
and surrounding buildings, speed and temperature of the effluent, terrain and
buildings near the stack (which create mechanical turbulence and whose effect
usually varies with wind direction), local heat sources which create convective turbulence, the shape of the stack, and the number of stacks in the area.
Atmospheric turbulence controls both the rate of mixing of the plume with outside air and the motion of the plume after mixing has reduced the buoyancy and
momentum of the effluent to near zero. Wind speed, terrain roughness, and
static stability are the primary factors determining the intensity and spectrum
of turbulence. Large particles tend to fall to the ground short distances
from the stack; very small liquid and solid particles with negligab1e fall
velocities in still air follow almost exactly the motions of the air in which
they are imbedded. Evaporation of water in the plume cools the plume and thus
reduces its buoyancy.
Recent conversations and correspondence with air pollution meteorologists and several recently published papers indicate how badly information on
plume rise and dispersion is needed, and show how few really good data are
available. Part of the difficulty arises from the lack of a precise, widely
accepted definition of the term "height-of-rise", and agreement on how to measure
plume rise, how to handle situations where the plume touches the ground near
the stack, how to define time-averaged plumes, etc. Another, more basic, problem is created by the operation of large atmospheric eddies (periods 5 to
30 minutes), which cause large fluctuations in plume motion from one period to
the next.
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Many of the expressions relating plume rise with stack and environmental
parameters are of the form:

where
tili

V
s

c

is computed plume rise
is stack effluent velocity

U is wind speed
Qh
d

is heat emission rate and
is stack diameter.

The stack parameters are V d, and Qh' Some authors have included Hs'
s'
the stack height (Stone and Clarke, 1967). Of importance but not included
in the formulas are such factors as the number of stacks, shape of stacks, and
the location of the stack with respect to both the building it services and
other structures nearby. The aerodynamic effects produced by stack and building geometry may have a significant effect on plume rise or downwash near the
stack. It is assumed that Vs is sufficient to prevent downwash, and that the
stack is high enough to place the plume in free air above the building wake.
Many, but by no means all, of the formulas for predicting plume rise
contain two terms, one for momentum of the effluent (momentum is proportioned
to (V 2 d2), the other for buoyancy [that is, proportional to Q or (Ts-TA)/T
h
A
raise8 to some power]. In many of the formulas, the momentum term is not included as a separate entity, but its effect is included in the coefficients for
the buoyancy term. Momentum and buoyancy are, of course, not independent.
If Vs is small compared with U, then there will be downwash behind the
stack. If
Vs is very large, the rate of mixing with ambient air will be
increased. Thus, plume rise will reach a maximum value for some intermediate
value of VS ' Stone and Clarke (1967) find that this is about 25m/sec.
The major area of disagreement in the literature is the power to which
the buoyancy term should be raised. Values from 0.25 to 1.00 have been published, and tested in this study. More on this point later. Investigators
are not in agreement as to whether the heat parameter to use is total heat
flux or the temperature difference.
The meteorological parameters which influence plume rise are the horizontal wind speed (U) and stability, as denoted by the vertical temperature or
potential temperature gradient. Wind speed appears in virtually all of the
formulas, usually as U-l,but stability does not. Also of importance is the
wind direction if the terrain surrounding the stack is not uniform. Other
factors influencing plume rise through their effect on turbulence intensity
are the intensity of solar radiation and the distribution and type of cloudi-
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ness. Even over terrain which is quite smooth, cumulus clouds will cause
patchy ground heating to set up large thermal eddies with appreciable vertical
components. Under such conditions plumes from even tall stacks may be brought
to the ground.
Two eddy sizes in the atmosphere are responsible for diluting plumes:
very small eddies (the size of the plume or smaller) which cause the plume
to widen and to entrain outside air, and much larger ones which cause the path
of sucessive portions of the effluent to follow different trajections.
3.

DATA USED IN STUDY.

A fairly comprehensive set of data were used to carry out this comparison study relating plume rise with stack and meteorological variables. Ten
stacks were used, with plume rises and heat emission rates ranging over about
three and four orders of magnitude respectively. A total of 711 individual
observations were used.
Table 1 presents a summary of the data sources. Two sets of measurements were based on those obtained from the small Argonne Meteorology Stack
(Moses and Strom, 1961; Carson and Moses, 1966). Three industrial stacks in
England (Bosanquet, Carey and Halton, 1950); a stack at Harwell, England
(Stewart, Gale and Brooks, 1958); two stacks from Germany (the Gernsheim and
the Duisburg stacks [Rauch, 1962) and three stacks of TVA complex--Widows
Creek, Gallatin and Paradise (Carpenter, Frizzola, Smith, Leavitt, and Thomas,
1967) are the other sources of data upon which this investigation was based.
Only data from single stacks were used in this comparison.
There is an appreciable non-uniformity among the data from the ten
stacks. For example, averaging times of the plume rise measurements differed-from 1.5 - 2.5 minutes for the German data, 4 minutes for the Argonne measurements, and up to 120 minutes for the TVA data. Plume rise definitions and
techniques of measurement varied; wind measuring levels and procedures were
not always comparable. For this study all winds were corrected to represent
the wind speed at the top of the stack. Table 2 shows the ranges of meteorological and stack parameters which prevailed during the data acquisition period. This table provides a picture of the scope of the total set of data.
No attempt was made to apply weights to the data in spite of the differences of averaging periods. Among the data there are numerous instances where
consecutive readings were taken and each is considered as an independent
measurement. Where consecutive readings are correlated, the assumption of
independence is, of course, invalid.
There is also a lack of agreement on techniques for measuring plume
rise and associated meteorological variables. Most plume observations are
made optically (photographic or by eye), a few with samplers. Optical considerations, such as the contrast of the plume against the sky and horizon, length
of plume photographed, visibility, etc., place serious limitations on observing procedures. Since plumes under most weather conditions meander, most plume
data refer to some type of time-averaged position. There is no uniformity
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between the various sets of data on how to determine such average positions.
The lack of standardized observing techniques seriously reduces the quality
and comparability of the various sets of plume rise data. Optical and other
considerations (such as dilution and evaporation of water droplets in the
plume) usually do not permit direct measurement of the final plume rise.
The paucity of acceptable height-of-rise data is due in large measure
both to the inherent difficulties in carrying out satisfactory plume rise
measurements and to the unwillingness of industry to release such data for
fear of possible litigation. Plume rise measurements are ordinarily made by
photographic, visual, or tracer sampling techniques. All of these methods are
fraught with experimental difficulties; none is inexpensive or easy. The
authors would appreciate receiving additional plume rise data for further testing.
To facilitate comparisons, a uniform set of symbols, using meters,
seconds, kilocalories and degrees K, was adapted as presented below:
6h

6h

o
c

vs
d
U

Qh
H

s

T

A
Q

mean wind speed at top of stack, m/s

=

heat emission rate, kilocalories/sec

=

height of stack, m

observed plume rise, m
calculated plume rise, m
stack exit velocity, m/s
stack diameter, m

= air temperature, OK
=

air potential temperature, OK
stack gas temperature, OK

Ii-

=
=
=
=
=

F

=

S

=

T

s

L

K,x,y
Q

4.

=
=
=
=
=

horizontal distance from point of emission
regression coefficients
release rate, gm/s
concentration, gm/m

3

buoyancy flux parameter (Csanady, 1961;
Briggs, 1965)
stability parameter (Csanady; Briggs)

METHOD OF COMPARISON.

Fifteen plume rise formulas, described in detail in the next section,
were used in this study. The appropriate stack and meteorological data were
inserted into each of the formulas, and the predicted plume rise, 6h , computed
for each of the 711 observations.
c

- 6 The standard error of observation for each formula,

S.E.

N - 1

was then computed.
The data were stratified into three stability classes: stable if
< -0.22°K/10Om; neutral if
between. The data were further divided into five source groups (since data
within each source are more comparable than the entire set): the Argonne,
Harwell, T.V.A., German and Bosanquet data. The results of the studies on
data by sources will be included in a later report.
~

a

Q/ z ~, 0.85°K/lOOm; unstable if d Q/ d Z

Computations based on data from all stability classes were also made.

The ability of a formula to predict plume rise can be improved if
the height calculated by a given equation are multiplied by a "correction
factor" A.
The standard error of estimate of the altered
equation:
1/2
S.E.

=( ~

(611 0

-

A 611 c)2]

N - 1

is a minimum if "A" is defined as:

and

~

(611 0 ) (611 c )
£_ (611 c)2
the summation is over the entire set of data.
A

=

The value of A for each formula and the reduced standard error are
listed in the tables that follow. Note that the A factor is not Stumke's K.
It would be tempting to say that the formula giving the smallest
standard error of estimate was the best. Considering the quality of the basic
data, it would be premature to make such a statement. More and better data,
plus more refined analysis, are required before even a statement that plume
rise depends on a specific power of Qh (or 6T/T) can be made with certainty.
Some of the formulas tested apply to all data, others to certain stability
classes only.
Other studies comparing observed and calculated plume rises have been
made by (1) Moses and Strom (1961) using observations from the small Argonne
stack and and six plume rise equations, (2) Rauch (1962) using the Duisburg and
Gernsheim data, (3) Stumke (1961, 1963) using the Harwell, Rauch, Bosanquet and
Argonne data and eight formulas, (4) Moses, Carson and Strom (1964), and (5)
the CONCAWE Working Group (Brummage ~ aI, 1966).
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5.

THE PLUME RISE EQUATIONS.
(A) The Holland Formula.

Holland (1953) presented the followind empirical equation for
predicting plume rise:

&c =
This expression is based on wind tunnel tests and data from three
stacks, two operated by Oak Ridge and one by T.V.A. This formula contains
both momentum and heat flux terms. Note that plume rise is proportional to
heat flux, Qh' to the first power. Since the height of plume rise also depends
on stability, Holland suggested that 10% to 20% of the rise given by the equation be added for unstable conditions and an equal amount subtracted for inversions. In this comparison, 20% correctIDDS have been applied for stability.
This, and many other equations, have been criticized on the grounds
that they are empirical; they should not be applied to ranges of variables
outside those used in their formulation. StUmke (1961) concluded, in a survey
of available plume rise data and formulas, that this equation, if multiplied
by 2.92, gave the best fit of all formulas tested.
(B)

The Sturnke Formula.

StUmke (1963) later int~oduced an empirical modification of the
Holland formula:

The momentum term was not changed, but the thermal term depends on buoyancy to
the one-fourth power.
(C) The CONCAWE Formula.
The CONCAWE Working Group on Stack Height and Atmospheric Dispersion made an analysis (using 438 plume rise observations) to fit an
equation of the form:
x
&

c

=

K

Q

h
-=---

UY

wher e K, x and y were determined empiricially bl}T regression techniques (Brummage
aI, 1966). Their result, based on all data, was:

~

6h
(D)

c

=

2.58

The CONCAWE Simplified Formula.

u O. 70

- 8 The above regression equation is rather unwieldy.
an equation of the form:

&

was postulated.

c

=

For this reason,

Q 1/2
K

h
U 3/4

-~~

Their value of K, derived from regression techniques, was

5.53.
(E)

The Lucas-Moore-Spurr Formula.

These authors (1963) showed that plume rise measurements ftD in
two United Kingdom power plants could be reconciled with the theoretical
results of Priestley (1956), the equation having the form:
&

c

= K

Q 1/4
h
U

Using their value K for neutral conditions ( =5700 when tJ1 is in feet, U
in ft/sec and Q in megawatts), this formula becomes:
c
h

&c

-

135 [

Q~ 1/4 J

(F) The Rauch Formula.
Rauch (1964) proposed a plume rise equation of same form as the
Lucas-Moore-SpulT expression, with the value of K computed from two stacks
in Germany. His equation is:
&

c

=

47.2

[~

1/4
]

His value of K is much smaller than that proposed by the British authors.
(G)

The Stone-Clarke Formula.

Plume rise studies conducted by the Central Electricity Generating
Board in England show that: plume rise depends in part of the height of the
stack itself. The higher the stack, the greater too rise due to the decrease
in turbulence intensity and slower ntixing, especially above 100 met!ers (Stone
and Clarke, 1967). They proposed the following, a modification of the LucasMoore-Spurr formula,
&

e

=

Stone and Clarke emphasized that this is a tentative formula, and that
the coefficient for H may be under-estimated. They also state that exit speed
s
and chimney diameter
should enter the expression.
(H)

The Moses-Carson 1966 All-data For'll1Uw With Correction :rae-tors.
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Moses and Carson (1966) used least-square multiple regression techniques
to determine the coefficients in a plume rise equation containing both momentum
and heat flux terms,
&1

c

C C C and C are constants determined by least square re4
I, 2, 3,
gression techniques.

where

The data were separated into three stability classes (stable, near neur a 1 and unstable) before the regression calculations were made. After considerable experimentation with the constants, it was decided to let C2 = 1 and
C4 = 0.5 (for all sets of data). Cl and C3 were then determined by the regression analysis.
t

A total of 752 plume rise observations, all that could be found in the
literature and elsewhere, from the United States, England and Germany were
used. The observed plume rise in these data varied over three orders of magnitude; and heat emission rate over four.
The resulting equation for data from all stability classes was:
&1

c

V d

=

s

U

Applying the "correction factor' term, A, defined above, the value computed by this expression should be multiplied by 2.43 for unstable lapse rates,
by 1.00 for neutral and by 1.02 for stable.
(I)

The Moses-Carson 1966 Formulas for Stability Classes.

If the data are separated into stability classes before the regression coefficients are computed, the resulting equations are
Unstable Atmosphere
&1

c

= -1.28

Vd

~

'1"

15.65

U

QH 1/2

-

U

Near Neutral Atmosphere
&1

c

=

3.72

Vd

~

.,.

3.15

~

1/2

U

U

Stable Atmosphere
6h
c
(J)

=

Vd
1.22 - L +U

4.90

~

1/2

U

The Moses-Carson 1967 All-data Formula.

In our 1966 studies, the T.V.A. plants at Colbert, Gallatin and
Paradise furnished the bulk of the data with large heat emission rates, a

- 10 total of 107 observations. More recently, these data have been considerably
reworked. In particular, the averaging periods have been changed (made much
longer) and the values of Qh have been reduced by a factor of two or more.
Additional plume rise data were included.
It was, therefore, decided to recompute the regression equations using
the new, better data. In addition, it was decided to use only data with
single-stack emission, as the effect on plume rise of two nearby stacks is
not known. This change in input data reduced out TVA data to 66 observations,
and the entire data set to 711.
As expected, the lowering of the Qh values for these data had a marked
effect on the regression coefficients. Tlie resulting equation for all stability
classes became (Moses and Carson, 1967):
6h c

=

[-0.029 (V ~d )

+

5.35(

Q~)

J/

2)

The "A" correction factors become 2.65 for unstable conditions, 1.08 for neutral
and 0.68 for stable lapse rates.
The negative sign for the momentum term is at first disturbing, to say
the least. This result came out of the computer and implies that a plume with
no heat content (Qh = 0) would fall. This not a proper application of the
equation, since no empirical equation should be used outside its range of
formulation.
In this study, the exponent of the heat emission term (C4) was given
successive values of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 3/4, and 1. The regression parameters
Cl and C3 and the standard error of estimate were computed. The multiple regression parameters, based on all stability class are summarized below:
C
4

C
l

C
2

C
3

1/4
1/3
1/2
3/4
1

3.75
2.93
-0.029
6.14
7.76

1
1
1
1
1

18.4
12.2
5.35
-0.039
-0.016

Standard Error
of estimate, m
29.9
29.7
29.7
32.1
31.6

These data show that as C4 varies, the coefficients C and C3 vary in a
l
compensating manner, and that the standard error of estimate shows little variation. The momentum and heat emission terms are, of course, not independent.
This means that all 5 equations are nearly equal in ability to predict plume
rise; the equation with C4 = 1/2 is very slightly better than the others.
Moses and Carson have applied multiple regression techniques to compute the parameters in an equation of a form similar to the Rauch and LucasSpurr-Moore equations:
&

c
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where C4 was given values of 1/3, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1. The equation for C4
had the smallest standard error; the value of C3 being 5.32. When C was
4
set equal to 1/4, C 3 was 47.3, almost exactly Rauch's value.

= 1/2

The question of the power to which the heat emission term is raised
was not resolved by these calculations.
(K)

The Moses-Carson 1967 Formulas for Stability Classes.

This altered set of data were then subdivided into the three
stability classifications and regression equations were calculated. The
results are:
Unstable

&c

=

Q 1/2

V

s d T 10.53
U

3.47

h
U
1/2

Neutral

Stable

V

c

=

0.35

&c

=

-1.04 _s_ d T 4.58
U

&

_s_d
U

T

Qh

5.41

U

Qh

V

V2

U

(L) The Briggs Transitional Case.

Briggs (1965) by dimensional analysis techniques suggested the
following formula for the rise of a bent-over plume:
&

c

=

2.0

[F

l/ 3

UL

2/ 3

J

where F is the buoyancy flux = 0.038 Qh and L is the distance downwind of
the stack at which &0 is measured. Note that plume rise is proportional to
Qh 1/ 3 an d U -1 •
(M) Briggs' Windy. Stable Formula.
Again by dimensional analysis, Briggs (1965) suggested that plume
rise in a stable atmosphere is given by:
&

where

c

S is a stability parameter

F ~/3

=
=

U S

"J

g

TA
Note that plume rise is again proportional to Q
h

1/3

-1/3
,but now to U
•
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(N) Briggs' Neutral Windy Formula.
In a neutral atmosphere, mixing of stack effluent with ambient
air will never reduce buoyancy to zero. Therefore, the plume will continue
to rise. Bri~gs (1965) suggested that the final plume rise would be greater
than (400 FlU ).
In this paper, using his suggested relationship,

the formula tested

was
&

c

=

In a neutral atmosphere, this equation states that plume rise is proportional to Q and U- 3
h
(0)

Csanady Formula.

Csanady (1961), also using dimensional analysis, and data from
stacks in Canada suggested

r

&

c

=

250

...,

Lu J
3

This formula, except for the nondimensional constant, is similar to Briggs'
neutral windy case.
5.

RESULTS OF COMPARISON.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of these computations. Table 3
lists the standard errors of estimate of the various plume rise equations,
based on all data for those equations indicated as applying without regard
to stability. Table 4 lists the standard error of estimate by stability
classes.
The Moses-Carson 1967 equations properly should not be included in these
tables - as they were derived on the basis of the data used to test all equations. These data do show the scatter of the observations around the regression
plane. The Moses-Carson 1966 formulas were derived on the basis of 645 observations use d in this comparison study. Also 1i st ed are the A-factors, the
standard error of estimate of the "corrected" equation, and the average calculated plume rise. The average observed plume rise for all data was 48.46 m;
the observed standard deviation of all data was 60.95 m.
It should be pointed out that the A-factor is not multiplying constant
whose properties are to make the average calculated plume rise, '2S1i , equal the
c
average observed, &' .
o

The Holland, CONCAWE simplified and P:uch formulas all had standard
errors below 40 meters. A comparison of the Rauch formula results with those
of the similar Lucas-Moore-Spurr and Stone-Clarke relations indicate the

- 13 coefficients used in England are too large by a factor of three. An examination of the detailed calculations show that formulas with plume rise proportional to U-3 (Briggs neutral windy case and the Csanady equation) yield
much too high computed heights under light wind conditions. It is somewhat
unexpected to note the CONCAWE simplified formula is slightly better than the
standard CONCAWE relation.
Of interest is that none of the A-factors is greater than one, and
that all of the formulas except the Moses-Carson 1967 and Holland overestimate
the average plume rise. The Briggs transitional formula with the A-factor has
the smallest standard error of any equation tested, the CONCAWE is next lowest.
By far the best set of plume rise data available are those provided by
the TVA (Carpenter ~~, 1967). Our ca1cu1ations1using data from this source
only, show that the Moses-Carson 1967 all data formula yielded the lowest S.E.
of any equation tested, and was somewhat better than the Moses-Carson 1966
relation.
When the data are separated according to stability, and tested by
means of formulas indicated for that class, the Moses-Carson 1967 equation is
definitely superior (Table 4).
6.

CONCLUS IONS.

A very tall stack is at present the most effective and least expensive
method available for reducing ground level concentration from large pollution sources to acceptable limits.
No plume rise equation can be expected to accurately predict shortterm plume rise. In this comparison, plume rises observed for periods 4 minutes and less comprised the bulk of data. The large variation of plume rise
from one averaging period to the next (see the examples in Carson and Moses,
1966) reveals the presence of eddies with much longer periods. It is planned
to continue this study after a detailed re-examination of the basic plume rise
observations; some sort of data compression is needed. The question of the
correlations between Vs and (Vsd) with Qh and the ability of the various formulas to predict plume rises from homogeneous data sources will be investigated.
A study of Tables 3 and 4, plus data not included in this report, indicated that none of the equations was markedly superior.
Two of the more important questions in plume rise calculations were
not resolved in this study: the power to which the heat flux term should be
raised and whether or not a separate term for momentum is needed. On the
basis of these calculations, formulas with Qh raised to the 0.5 power were
slightly superior.
What is clearly shown is that the quality of the presently available
plume rise data is simply inadequate; more and better data are needed.
From the standpoint of goodness of fit and ease of computation one is

- 14 inclined to suggest

the

=

r

A[0.02

9 V d

~+

5.35

(Q~)1/2J7

as the preferred plume rise equation. Corrections for stability are made by
using the A factors of 2.65, 1.08 and 0.68 for unstable, neutral and stable
conditions respectively.
It should be emphasized that this equation was not designed for day-today operation with a single stack. It is to be used for general design cons.iderations.
As more data are accumulated it is quite possible that the regression
coefficients will change. Further, the recommended value of C4 = 1/2 and C2
= 1 may be adjusted as a result of further study and measurements.
Since the equation recommended is an empirical equation, it is important
to caution that it only be used over the range of variables upon which i t
is derived. It is also essential to realize that these results apply to relatively smooth terrain without the undue influence of buildings. The equation,
however, does represent a least squares fit that should serve as a useful guide
in building stack design.
There are plume rise observations that have not been included in this
study; the authors would greatly appreciate receiving a listing of these observations.
7.
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Table l.

Argonne I
Argonne II
Harwell
Duisburg
Gemsheim
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Summary of Data Used

STABLE

NEUTRAL

20
26
8
51
10

10

6

36

6

102

134

27
328
33
7

11

Bosanquet

UNSTABLE

TOTAL

46

379
43
7

TVA
Widow's Creed
Gallatin
Paradise
Totals

1
2
4

9
24
26

122

470

10

26
30
119

711

e

e
Table

STATION

WIND SPEED
m/sec

2.

Ranges of Stack and Meteorological Parameters

STACK EFFLUENT
VEL.
m/sec

HEAT EMISSION

PLUME RISE

RATE

ki1oca1/ca1

m

m

STACK
OrA.
m

STACK
HEIGHT

Argonne I

7.3 - 1.0

13.2 - 4.7

12.7 - 2.0

16.9 - 1.4

34

0.44

Argonne II

10.3 - 3.1

14.0 - 4.56

34.4 - 3.3

34.3 - 0.2

34

0.44

Harwell

11.7-3.0

9.90

1215 - 1215

116 - 18

61

3.46

Dudsbur g

10.5 - 1.6

12.1 - 3.5

2475 -

979

112 - 9.0

125

3.50

Gernsheim

9.2 - 1.5

5.3 - 2.2

1003 -

384

78.0 -21.0

75

2.30

Bosanquet

10.0 - 3.1

10.8 - 8.5

61.0 -14.0

?

1530 - 72

2.5 & 1. 25

Tennessee Valley Authority

I-'
---.l

356 - 73

153

6.34

16.4 ... 14.8

4
1. 79 - 1. 57 X 10
4
1. 77 .. 1. 50 X 10

476 - 8L

153

7.63

19.2 -15.3

4
2.46 .. 1.70 X 10

457 - 64

183

7.93

Widow's Creek

6.6 - 1.5

24.5 -22.9

Gallatin

8.2 - 1.6

Paradise

11.3 .. 2.3

- 18 Table 3.

Summary of Plume Rise Formula
Comparison - All Data.

S.E.1F1

Formula
Holland
Stumke
CONCAWE
CONCAWE Simplified
Lucas-Moore-Spurr
Rauch
Stone-Clarke
Moses-Carson 1966
Moses-Carson 1967
Briggs Transitional
Csanady

S. E. /1:1

0

S.E. :fn

0.81
.61

33.00
29.53
26.89
29.91
36.14
36.14
34. 70
27.49
29.66
25. 73
57.36

39.83
53.64
40.66
37.86
133.25
36.14
121. 73
35.83
29.66
80.00
3742.17

.71
.73
.35
1. 00
.37
.79
1. 00
.49
.012

= standard error of formula, meters

e.e,»: =
&

A Factor

standard error of formula with "A-factor", m

= 48.46 meters

Sample size

= 711

Sample standard deviation

= 60.95 m.

&

c

35.24
68.24
63.61
65.24
151. 96
53.13
140.11
50.54
43.08
76.92
662.81
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Summary of Plume Rise Formula

Comparison - Data by Stability Classes.

Formula - Stability

s.s.ei

A Factor

S.E.fF2

6h

9.67
37.06
31.42

15.2
61.1
35.9

0

Sample Size

Holland
Unstable
Neutral
Stable

20.22
38.33
41. 97

4.17
.89
.64

Moses-Carson 1966 for specific stability classes
Unstable
Neutral
Stable

11.47
33.24
42.97

.77
.88
.60

9.19
30.95
23.78

Moses-Carson 1967 for specific stability classes
Unstable
Neutral
Stable

9.07
30.25
23.35

1. 00
1. 00
1. 00

9.07
30.25
23.35

10.34
86.03
94.12

1. 09
.51
.37

10.18
28.30
26.24

31.38

.72

29.93

.011

67.40

Briggs Transitional
Unstable
Neutral
Stable
Briggs stable windy
Stable
Briggs Neutral
Neutral

5043.22

119
470
122

-
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DISCUSSION

CSANADY

By what method were observational "effective"
heights determined? In particular, how was
6h determined in light winds, or why was it
assumed that there ~ a 6h, rather than a
continuously rising plume!

CARSON

The observed plume rises are those r~ported
in the literature. In most cases, this
height was really not the final plume rise,
a quantity very hard if not impossible to
measure as you well know. I would be pleased
to learn how one can measure it.

CRAWFORD

Is there any particular reason that your
analysis did not include Priestley's theory
of the Bent Over Plume?

CARSON

No. However, the Lucas-MOore-Spurr and
Rauch formulas tested are based on PriestleyD s
analysis.

TAYLOR

In this analysis you use the same formulae
for all ranges of heat and effluent output
and of atmospheric turbulence. It seems to
me that a significant factor is whether the
plume remains ucompact' and basically
cylindrical or breaks up into spherical
puffs, the rise presumably being greater
in the compact case when the buoyancy would
be diffused less rapidly.

CARSON

Our objective was to find one formula or a
set of equations valid for stacks of all
sizes under various turbulence conditions.
Whether the plume breaks up into puffs or
not seems to be more a function of the
atmospheric conditions than those of the
stack itself.

- 21 PLUME RISE:

A CRITICAL SURVEY

Gary A. Briggs
Atmospheric Turbulence & Diffusion Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Summary

The published data for rise of buoyant plumes are compared
wi th about half of the thirty formulas now in the 11terature. Rise
in stable air can be accurately predicted, given the buoyancy flux
of the source, F, a s tabiIity Parameter proportional to the mean
potential temperature gradient, s , and the mean wind speed, u. The
Morton, Taylor and Turner theory quite successfully describes plume
behavior when there :I s negligible wind, predicting that & = 5 FI/4s-3/ 8 •
When the plume is bent over in a I:I,nd the formula of Briggs best
predicts the rise, & = 2.5(F/us) /3. Rise in an adiabatic or an
unstably stratified atmosphere is not nearly as well known. AJ 1 2/
present observations of plume paths are fit fairly well by the "x 3"
law, where x is the distance downwind of the stack. No "final" rises
in this case have been observed, and no data go downwind as far as
the distance of greatest concern, i.e. that at which maximum ground
concentration occurs. In view of these difficulties it is possible
to r'econmend only an empirical fit to present data, a ''minimum expected
plume rise."

(The complete report will be an ORNL-NSIC .9,ocument, 1967)
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!\~THE PROBLEM OF THE

"EFFECTIVE CHIMNEY HEIGHt"
G. T. CSANADY

~I

University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario

From the early days of quantitative attempts at describing
pollution levels produced by chimney stacks, the notion of an
"effective chimney height" (ECH) has taken hold in assessing the
effects of buoyancy on the dispersal of effluents. This essentially
engineering concept is quite attractive at first sight and is based
on the recognition that the main criterion (as far as air pollution
problems are concerned) in designing a chimney is the maximum ground
level concentration of effluent. Possible definitions of an ECH are
then:
1)

The physical height of the smoke plume above the
point of maximum ground level concentration,

2)

The height of a chimney that would produce the
same maxim~m ground level concentration if the
effluents were emitted without buoyancy.

The two definitions are equivalent only if (a) the diffusion
process is not significantly affected by buoyancy; (b) the path of
the buoyant plume is horizontal in the neighborhood of the maximum
ground level concentration, In practice, one may assume (a) as
approximately true, but rarely (b), and then it becomes important to
define precisely what one means by an ECH. The second possible
definition given above begs more questions and seems more artificial
than the first, so that I shall discuss the problem below using the
first definition.
Whichever way one defines ECH, it is certain to depend on
some key atmospheric parameters, notably wind speed, gustiness and
stability. Moreover, ECH plus actual chimney height must be defined
as the mean level at which one finds the centre of a smoke plume at
a given-alStance from the source, because the actual plume meanders
above and below such a mean level in a random fashion.
Accepting these difficulties attendant on the problem, we
may make use of the recent consolidation of experimental evidence regarding the behavior of chimney plumes in attacking our central
problem, which is the calculation of ground level concentrations, and
then deduce what we can about that elusive quantity, effective chimney
height. With the aid of financial support from the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission and the Meteorological Branch, Department of Transport

~

- 23 (Canada), we have carried out chimney plume studies at the
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, which are now sufficiently
conclusive to base such considerations upon. The raw material for
the present article is contained mainly in the Ph.D theses of P.R.
Slawson and C. Rajasekharamurthy, recently submitted, and a paper
by myself (Csanady 1967) which is not likely to be widely available,
so that much of it is repeated below.
The most important result of the very careful experimental
work of Slawson on the smoke plume from a large chimney is that in
the "initial" phase, the plume follows the previously established
2/3 power law whether the atmospheric temperature gradient is
moderately stable, neutral, or even moderately unstable.
In strongly
unstable conditions, the initial phase becomes too short to be useful in plume diffusion calculations.
It is also probable that under
very light winds the simple power law formula ceases to be valid
because of verticle inhomogeneities in the atmosphere, which are
then more important because the buoyant plume rises rapidly.
Pollution hazards are, however, not likely to be very significant
under such conditions, and sufficient guidance regarding such hazards,
can in all probability be obtained by calculations based on the 2/3
power law.
For gaseous effluents suspended in a chimney plume existing
theory (the "Sutton Model" or something equivalent) can be used to
predict dispersal, but for heavy particles, dust and grit, it is
necessary to take into account their settling velocity. Fall-out
calculations from a hot plume have been performed by Rajasekharamurthy
and lead to interesting conclusions regarding the ECH.
It is perhaps
only for such heavy particles that the concept of an ECH as originally
envisaged is useful, gaseous effluents behaving in a more complex
manner.
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The Basic Equations:

Gaseous Pollutants

When the temperature distribution in the atmosphere
along the vertical does not exert significant dynamical effects
on moving parcels of gas-rnominally in a "neutral" atmosphere, but
this also holds for moderately stable or unstable cases), the mean
height above ground, h, of a smoke plume at a horizontal distance
x from the chimney is, within the first few thousand feet of the
chimney, well described by the "2/3 power law" (Scorer, 1958, Slawson
and Csanady, 1967):
h = h + 2.3 ~1/3 x 2/ 3
(1)
o

where h

is chimney height, and

movemen~s defined by
~

~

is a length-scale of buoyant

=F

l?5

with U = wind speed, F = "flux of buoyancy".
calculated from source data as:
F = W R2 g Pa - Pg
o

(2)

The latter may be
(3)

Here w = gas velocity at chimney exit, R = radius of
chimney, g = ~cceleration of gravity, Pa = density of atmospheric
air, P g = density of effluent gas. Equation (1) is true over flat
ground in a neutral atmosphere, on the assumption that the wind
speed U is constant over the height range (h - h ) involved, for
gases discharged with substantial buoyancy (of o~der 100 0 C hotter
than the atmosphere), excluding the immediate neighborhood of the
chimney where initial momentum and plume radius playa certain role.
Beyond this immediate neighborhood such plume motion is "buoyancy
dominated" and is well described by Eq. (1) up to distances of about
x = 1250~. At still larger distances the effects of atmospheric
turbulence become important and the mean path of the plume becomes a
straight line inclined at a fairly small angle (of order 100) to the
horizontal. The behaviour of the plume in this "final" phase is not
completely understood yet, but we shall not concern ourselves with it
because maximum ground level concentrations of pollutants normally
occur within distances where Eq. (1) is valid. For our purposes
here it is sufficient to regard Eq. (1) valid at all distances of
interest.
The smoke plume meanders up and down about its mean position
under the influence of large-scale atmospheric eddies, while it is
also subject to mixing about its own centre of gravity due to
smaller-scale eddies. In a cold plume, situated at a mean height h
above the ground, the mean concentration observable at fixed points
below the axis of the plume on ground level are described by the
following equation, derived from the continuity condition on the
basis of the experimental fact that the spatial distribution of
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t ::rS

mean concentration is Gaussian and that the ground "reflects"
on
9
1
: :
• 1962):
the P01::t:n:s U
(4)
x

(2:::

Here N is mean concentration ( ML- 3), along the "axis"
on ground lev~l (y = 0, ~l= 0), the axis being in the direction
of the mean wind. Q (MT ), is the rate of discharge of effluent
and 5 ,5 are "standard deviations" of the dispersion along the
horizontal and vertical respectively. Eq. (4) applies in moderate
to strong winds, when the plume is "slender", i. e. when its crosssectional radius is much smaller than the distance x of that cross
section from the source.
In a buoyant plume, it is reasonable to assume basically
the same distribution of mean concentration as in a cold one,
provided that the rate of-rlSe dh/dx of the plume is suitably
small. Because, due to its buoyancy, a hot plume is more turbulent
than a cold one, one would at first expect a more rapid rate of
growth of the standard deviations 5 and 5. The extra turbulence,
however, affects only the spreadingYof theZhot plume relative to
its centre of gravity, while the standard deviations determIned by
concentration measurements at fixed points are a result principally
of the large-scale vertical meandering. For this reason it is a
good approximation to regard the standard deviations equal to those
characterizing a cold plume, about which considerable observational
evidence is available. In particular, at relatively small distances
from a chimney (within a mile or so) the standard deviations are
known to grow linearly:
5

Y

=

P x

Y

(5)

where p , p are constants, proportional to the root-mean-square
turbuleXt v~locities in the horizontal and vertIcal respectively:
vI 2
'" -UW

l 2

= -U-

(6)

At somewhat larger distances a relationship similar to
Equations (5) may still be employed, as a good approximation
section-by-section of the plume, but then p ,p are less than the
values given in Equations (6). To simplifyYtheZsymbolism we shall
write

e

5 Z = 5 = px
5
5y = -q z = q-5

(7)

The value of q is often close to, but slightly less than,
unity.

-
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Por the theoretical development it is convenient to combine
the large number of variables involved into the following nondimensional groups:
N p l / 3 h 5/3
K

=

a
q

0

U h 1/3
y

o

=

D =

(nondimensional "concentration")

Q p2!3
P

2/3

(nondimensional "velocity") (8)

E.2
h

(nondimensional "distance")

o

After substitution of Equation (1) into (4) and on using
all the previous definitions, the following relationship is
obtained between the three nondimensional variables involved:
K

1

=

exp

[

-

(1 + 2.3 D2 / 3 y-1)2 ]

2

(9)

2D

The only two independent variables are thus seen to be
nondimensional velocity and nondimensional distance, a very considerable simplification compared to the host of variables involved
in the relationships that finally led to this result.
In a cold plume h = h = const, F = 0 and the nondimensional
concentration must be definea in a different way:
N h2 U
a
q

c =

0

Q

(10)

The equivalent of Equation (9) for a cold plume hence
becomes:
1

C =
7T

2
D

exp

[- z?-]

(11 )

This is seen to contain a single independent nondimensional
variable only, D.

- 27 Features of the Mean Concentration Distribution
The nondimensiona1 concentration K being a function of
two variables one may first ask, what will be the behaviour of K
at fixed nondimensiona1 wind-speed V? For a given source-strength
F this also means at fixed actual wind speed (assuming that
gustiness also remains constant with wind speed). As an example, the
variation of K with D at V = 3 = const. is shown in Figure (1),
bottom. The similar variation of C with D in a cold plume is also
shown in Figure (1), top. The general features of the two distributions
are identical: at some distance from the source the ground-level
concentration rises suddenly to a maximum and then drops off rather
more gradually.
From a practical point of view the location, D = D , and
the value K = K or C = C of the maximum concentration iW of
interest. In a mco1d p1umW we have, irrespective of wind speed:
D

m

=

0.707

Cm = 0.234

(12)

In a buoyant plume on the other hand, we have, from

a Kia D = 0:
( 13)
This shows that D (and therefore K ) is a function of V.
The exact functional re1Wtionship, ca1cu1a~ed from Equations (9)
and (13), is shown in Figure 2. It is seen that for V > 2 the
location of the maximum, D , changes little, while its value, K ,
remains also nearly constaWt in the range 2 <V <8. At large V m
the buoyant plume behaves as a "cold" one: K decreases in inverse
proportion to actual wind speed and Dm remainW constant.
A different light is thrown on the concentration distribution
by asking what the concentrations will be at fixed distances, as the
wind speed varies. A typical example of this behavlour is shown in
Figure 3, nondimensiona1 concentration K versus nondimensiona1 wind
speed V, at a fixed D = 2.0. By way of illustration, the dependence
of concentration on (dimensional) wind-speed in a cold-plume is also
sketched in. The theory gives maximum concentrations in a cold plume
at U - 0, although the theory itself does not apply when the plume
is no longer "slender". One may nevertheless accept the intuitively
also obvious result that pollution danger from a cold plume is greatest
in calm conditions because then there is no wind to transport the
pollutants bodily away from the source zone. With a hot plume conditions are quite different: the buoyant movements are capable of
removing pollutants from the neighborhood of the source and in very
light winds nothing comes down to ground level. At the same time,
in very strong winds the buoyant plume behaves very much as a "cold"
one (as already remarked before) and K tends to zero with increasing
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In between a "critical" wind speed V = Vc occurs at which
K = Kc becomes a local maximum.

V.

Critical wind speeds V

and local maximum concentrations
The

K (both functions of D) may he calculated from aK/aV = O.
r~sult is:
V

-4/3
c = 1.15 D

~1

2
Kc = ~1 + 4D 8 - I
4.6 TT D ! 3

+

4D 2 x 1)

exp

[-

(1 +

(14)

VIZ + 4D 2)ZJ

(15)

8D

These functional relationships are illustrated in Figure
4. Close to the source the most unfavourable conditions occur
in high winds, far from the source in light winds. A sharp peak
of the local maximum concentration K occurs at a value D = D
of the nondimensional distance closePto unity. The exact valBes
are
D = 0.98
P
K = 0.0225

(16)

P

This value K is the absolute maximum of the nondimensional
concentration in thg entire distance D-wind speed, V plane. Its
value may also be taken from Figure (2) where it is seen to occur
at V = Vp ' the value of this most unfavourable wind speed being
(17)
V
= 3.78
P

We are now in a position to solve the problem of the "effective
chimney height" with buoyancy present. For a fixed distance D the
most unfavourable conditions occur when V = V. The plume height
h = h c corresponding to this critical wind sp~ed is
(18)
At D > 2 or so this gives very nearly h /h = D + 0.5, a
linear increase. Equation (18) is illustratetl iR Figure 5.
Alternatively, at a fixed wind speed V the worst conditions
occur at the distance D • D , calculated from Equation (13). The
corresponding value of h = W may be found from Equation (1) and is
displayed in Figure (6). ThTs clearly drops quite sharply with
increasing wind speed.
While either h or h could be used as an effective height
of sorts, the most lo~ical ~efinition would be: that plume height
associated with the absolute peak value K of the nondimensional
p
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concentration, occurring at D = D and V = V .
plume height h = h is easily fouRd to be
p
p
h

p

.. 1.6 h

The corresponding

(19)

o

independently of effluent buoyancy, a quite surprising result.
One must remember here that this "effective height" would be
produced, in the case of high flux of buoyancy at the source, by
a rather high wind speed, which may be relatively infrequent.
The value of the dimensional wind speed U corresponding to the
absolute maximum concentration is, from tRe definition of V,
Equation (8):
Up

= 3.78

(20)

h 173 273
o
P

Similarly, the absolute maximum value of the dimensional
concentration is
Q 2/3
( 21)
N = 0.0225 q - P
p1/3 h 513
P
o
-5/3
-2
-1/3
i.e. ¥~3ying as h
(not h
,as in a cold plume), P
and p / . The deBendence on gRstiness is particularly noteworthy:
recalling the definition of p and q, N is seen to be proportional to
p

N
P

v

,2

(7

w,2

7)

1/6
(22)

- 30 An Example
It may perhaps help in the appreciation of the above
theoretical results if they are applied to an actual chimney.
In calculations below we shall use the source data of Tal1awarra
(NSW) power station, for which I have reported smoke plume
observations previously (1961). Before taking up this discussion
it should be emphasized once more that the theoretical model we
are using is highly idealized (flat terrain, neutral atmosphere,
steady and uniform wind, the concentration being a mean value over
a period of order 10 minutes) and even under these idealizations it
is restricted to sources of sufficiently high buoyancy. Thus the
theoretical results could never offer more than guidelines for
practical installations. To obtain experimental verification of
the theory it will be necessary to conduct model or pilot scale
experiments. Such a programme is now under way at the University
of Waterloo, where we have a 20 ft. high pilot chimney in the
middle of flat terrain, with a furnace supplying heat at the rate
required by the scaling laws to simulate chimneys one order of
magnitude higher.
The relevant data of the Tallawarra coal-fired power
station chimney were:
radius

R = 10.5 ft.

gas velocity at chimney top,

W

buoyant acceleration,

b

chimney height

h o = 288 ft.

=

o
=

12 ft./sec.
P - Pg
2
g a
= 12 ft./sec.
Pg

These data give (P/h )1/3 = 3.82 ft./sec. and therefore
a wind speed associated witH the peak concentration:
14.45
U
= 3 78 ~ =
p

.

_2/.,)

P

p 273

Por "average" atmospheric turbulence we may take p = 0.07,
hence U = 85 ft./sec. or 58 mph, a rather high wind. On checking
back toPPigure 2, however, we also find that the maximum concentration occurring with V : 2 is still quite close to K , hence in
a wind of U ~ 30 mph still a fairly high level of pol1Etion is
obtained.
factor"

The actual pollution level is best specified as a "dilution
6, defined in the following way:
N

6

= .....E.
N.
1

(23)

where N. is the initial concentration in the effluent gas (per
ft 3 of the effluent, reduced to atmospheric temperature and pressure).
From Equations (21) and (23) we have now
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= 0.0225 q G p2/3

(

Fl/3 h 513

6

24

)

where G is the gas flow :ate. [L 3 r- l ] reduced to atmosphe
temperature and pressure. At Tallawarra we had G = 2790 ft 3ic
/sec.,
and therefore we calculate assuming q = 1 and again "average"
turbulence, p = 0.07:
6 = 0.0225

2790 . 0.07 2/ 3
3.82 . 288 2

= 3.37

x 10- 5

As against this, in a cold plume we have
m = 0.234

N

and therefore

The minimum wind speed at which it makes sense to uS~5
this theory is around U • 10 ft./sec., giving 6 = 78.8 x 10 ,
and possibly more under calm conditions. Thus, buoyancy produces
a reduction of peak concentrations by a factor of at least 23,
but possibly even more, a very considerable gain in the battle
against air pollution.
Fallout of Dust from a Hot Plume
Finally, some calculated results of Rajasekharamurthy on
the mean path of a cloud of heavy particles, emitted in a hot
chimney plume, will be described here briefly. The calculations
are based on the hypothesis that the resultant vertical velocity
at any point in such a plume is the difference of the upward
buoyant velocity and the downward free fall velocity. The buoyant
velocities are calculated theoretically as described in Csanady
(1965) .
Some typical results are shown in Figure 7.
dimensional variables used in this figure are:
z
Z* =
I
X*

f

x
=T

* = trf

The non-
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where f is the free fall velocity of the heavy particles.
One conspicuous feature of the calculated results in
Figure 7 is that at a large enough distance x the path of a
dust plume becomes straight, of inclination tan- l f*. This
is exactly as would happen in a "cold" plume and corresponds
physically to the situation where the dust plume is far enough
below the hot gaseous plume not to be influenced by buoyant movements any longer. The straight-line path can then be extrapolated
backwards to the source and defines an ECH, at which a cold dust
plume could have been emitted to produce the same straight line
path.
A plot of the ECH so determined versus free fall velocity
is shown in Figure 8. Clearly, above flU = 0.10 the buoyant rise
becomes rather insignificant, while at flU less than 0.01 the dust
plume is not too far below the hot plume within the range of distances where the maximum concentration at ground level is likely to
occur.
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DISCUSSION

FRIZZOLA

Analysis of 8 neutral cases from TVA Paradise
Gallatin and Widdows Creek plants tend to
verify the first phase equation.

~

= 250 -!._3
u

where

=

~/t
250
x/t = 1200

For windy unstable conditions the first
phase apparently occurs earlier downwind.
CSANADY

This kind of formula may indeed become
practically useful, although we have to be
careful to state precisely what it means
when we put it into the hands of design
engineers. This height is a kind of
"landmark" along a plume: beyond this
point atmospheric eddies, rather than
buoyant movements, govern its diffusion.
Maximum ground level concentrations are,
however, not in any direct way related to
this height. Nevertheless, this height
may prove to be a useful design criterion
if it is sensibly used.
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OF STRONGLY RADIOACTIVE PLUMES

F. A. Gifford, Jr.
Atmospheric Turbulence & Diffusion Laboratory, ESSA
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

Summary
If a portion of the gases in a plume is radioactive, heat
will be supplied continuously to each plume element by radioactive
decay, producing buoyant rise. A plume could also acquire buoyancy
through chemical reactions, thermal radiation effects, or latent
heat exchange. This paper considers the plume rise that results
from such buoyancy addition at a uniform rate.
Plumes exhibit four generally recognizable stages of behavior:
1) an initial, momentum-dominated stage; 2) the bending-over stage;
3) a transitional stage dominated by plume buoyancy and momentum;
and 4) a final stage, dominated by the degree of atmospheric turbulence present. Briggs has stressed the importance of the transitional
stage, which seems to explain most eXisting plume-rise observations.
For a buoyancy dominated, nonradioactive plume the "transitional
rise," z, is given by
( 1 )

where F = gQ;w'{7tp CoT) is a buoyancy parameter; g is gravitatIonal
acceleration, Qa(cal sec-l) is the rate of heat emission from the
stack, p is air density, Cp is air specific heat at constant pressure, T is absolute air temperature, u is average wind speed, and
x is downwind distance from the stack. The corresponding result
for a radioactive plume is found to be,
( 2 )

where F* = gQ*/{7t CpP T), and Q*{cal secto the plume of fission product activity.

2)

is the rate of emission
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The final rise of a nonradioactive plume is found to be

( 3 )
where ~
€ ::

= (g/T)

(de/dz) is the atmospheric stability Parameter, and

0.445 is the (observed) entrainment constant. For a radioactive

plume the corresponding result is

( 4 )
(where t = x/u is time.) This shows that a radioactive plume will
continue to rise in a stable atmosphere, although the rate of rise
can of course be quite slow.
Expressed in terms of the rate of release of fisSiO~ product
heat from a reactor stack or containment leak Pr(MW sec- ), equation
(2) becomes

z = 1.29 x 103

l/
Pr 3

u- 4/ 3 x

( 5 )

where u and x are in cgs units and the standard values of the parameters
have been used. Figure 1 is a graph of equation (5).
Order of magnitude calculations show that both radioactivity and
thermal buoyancy plume rise should be considered in the safety analysis
of postulated nuclear power reactor accidents. For the extremely unlikely, rapid release of all or a large fraction of the volatile fission
products, as is occasionally assumed in reactor safety analyses, these
rises would result in significantly lower downwind radioactive dosages.
For the usual design basis or ''maximum credible" accfdent., assuming a
release rate of O.l~ of the contained volumeper day and a reactor
power of 3000 MW or less, the rises can safely be ignored. But for
releases only somewhat more severe or reactors of moderately higher
power level, both radioactivity and thermal buoyancy rise should be
considered.
(The complete paper is in the Journal of Applied Meteorology,
August 1967.)
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DISCUSSION

CRAWFORD

1.

Why does mR/MW decrease with distance
continuously for an elevated release?

2.

What was time of integration for mR?
Was the change in wind direction during
this time taken into account?

1.

It decreases continously because the
source is a finite gamma-emitting cloud.
Hence there is an appreciable ground
level dose even though there is no
significant concentration at the ground.
The gamma mean free path is about 200
to 300 meters.

2.

The doses were integrated over all time.
The change in wind direction was not
taken into account. The effect would
be small because of the possible short
release times.
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ABSTRACT
A key factor in reactor site evaluation is the frequency of occurrence
of various dispersion conditions and this relationship to potential off-site
doses following a reactor accident. Detailed measurements of the wind speed,
wind direction, and temperature at heights up to 1200 ft at the Savannah
River Plant form the basis for a comprehensive analysis of the frequency of
occurrence of potential off-site doses. A complete set of data was taken
about every five minutes, and 107,000 sets (about one year of data) were
analyzed. The meteorology data were converted to ordinary dispersion parameters through correlating equations developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
The results were expressed on curves in dose per unit release of activity
vs distance from the reactor with probability of occurrence as a parameter.
Separate sets of curves were calculated for releases of noble gas and of
halogens and at release heights of 200 ft (a nominal stack height) and of 850
ft (about the height of the tallest power plant stacks). Additional curves
were developed to show dose as a function of direction and probability of
occurrence. In addition to the dose frequency distribution analyses performed
as a function of height of release, direction, and distance; more conventional
frequency distributions of wind speed, wind direction, and thermal stability
were developed as a function of height. All the analyses were carried out on
the IBM 360/65.
These results represent the first known analysis utiliZing data up to
1200 ft and taken often enough to develop reliable frequency distributions
for a short term release.

* The information contained in this article was developed during the
course of work under Contract AT(07-2)-1 with the U. S. Atomic
Energy Commission.

- 42 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARy
A key factor in reactor-site evaluation is the frequency of occurrence
of various dispersion conditions and the resulting potential off-site doses
following a reactor accident. Detailed measurements of the wind speed, wind
direction, and temperature at heights up to 1200 ft at the Savannah River
Plant (SRP) are the data used for a comprehensive analysis of the frequency
of occurrence of potential off-site doses for a postulated major accident in
a Savannah River Reactor. A complete set of these data was taken about once
every 5 min, and 107,000 sets (about a year of data) were analyzed.
The primary objective of the study was to obtain local data suitable
for developing estimates of the frequency of occurrence of off-site doses as
a function of dose magnitude. These estimates should give considerable
insight into the physical interpretation of site requirements and could lead
to more objective assessments of the suitability of reactor-site combinations.
The results of the evaluation for the Savannah River reactors and site
were expressed on curves in dose per unit power (fission product release)
versus distance from the reactor with probability of occurrence as a parameter.
For the existing 200-ft stacks, the studies showed that the whole body dose
at 8 kID would be less than 18 mrjMW for 70% of the observed meteorological
conditions. The calculated dose at the 95th percentile was 68 mrjMW. Increasing the height of release from 200 to 850 ft would reduce the whole body dose
at the plant boundary about a factor of 8 at the 95th percentile. Similar
calculations were developed for thyroid inhalation doses, but the dose magnitude was very small because of an effective filtration-collection system.
DISCUSSION
The evaluation of a reactor site depends on the following factors:
(1)

Fission product inventory (reactor power)

(2)

Fraction of fission products released from fuel in an accident
(Design Basis Accident)

(3)

Effectiveness of consequence limiting systems (containment
buildings, filtration adsorption system, and leakage rate)

(4) Atmospheric dispersion
All evaluations have these four factors in common, and since no containment
is perfect, i.e., there will be some leakage in an accident, the fourth
factor is uniquely related to the physical site. Few reactor sites are
equipped nor is time available to gather detailed meteorological data to
warrant frequency analyses of potential doses. Therefore, doses are generally
estimated for assumed unfavorable or conservative meteorological conditions
and for the Design Basis Accident with no estimate of the frequency of
occurrence of this calculated dose. Hence, there is the probability that the
estimated dose will be exceeded because of more unfavorable dispersion conditions. This probability is generally neglected on the premise that the
conservative dose estimate is sufficient, i.e., the frequency for exceeding
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the estimated dose is low. The net result is that for some sites the frequency
of exceeding guideline doses is probably higher than would be acceptable, if
known; while for others an unnecessary economic penalty is paid because the
frequency may be much lower than i s generally acceptable. The Atomic Energy
Commission Regulatory Agency has not defined an acceptable dose-frequency
relationship. This factor, in t he writer's opinion is one of the important
ne eds in reactor siting.
As a part of the continuing reactor safety program at the Savannah River
Laboratory, an experimental and analytical program was undertaken to define
better the potential off-site doses following a major reactor accident.
For this definition, the key factor was measured local meteorological
parameters of a type and frequency that would permit an assessment of the
frequency of occurrence for classes of dispersion conditions. However, to
estimate the frequency of occurrence of doses, simple tower measurements of
wind speed, direction, and temperature had to be converted into ordinary
dispersion coefficients. Early in our studies, Brookhaven National Laboratory
developed a method (Singer et aI, 1966) for converting tower measurements to
dispersion coefficients which we used in our site evaluation studies.
Experimental Program
A detailed discussion of the experimental program which utilized 1200
and 110 ft towers is discussed in a companion paper by the authors.
Analytical Program
The analytical program had three objectives:
(1)

Select or develop appropriate dose computation methods.

(2)

Develop methods for converting the tower data to dispersion
coefficients and make dose computations for each data set.
Develop dose-frequency distributions as a function of release
height, direction, and source strength.

(3)

Extract frequency distributions of conventional meteorology
data on wind speed, directi on, and stability.

Dose Computation Method
The two most important dose estimates for site evaluation are the whole
body dose and the thyroid dose from inhalation of iodine isotopes.
The method selected for whole body dose estimates is that described in
DP-l098 (Cooper, 1967) that utilizes the RADOS code developed at Savannah
River by Arnett and Cooper. RADOS is suitable for calculating the whole
body dose from an instantaneous r elease of gamma emitting isotopes from a
point source. The code utilizes a finite cloud model based on a Gaussian
distribution in the horizontal and vertical direction. Provisions are
included for estimates of the "f'umi.gat.Lon'' condition, Le., a bounded

- 44 uniform vertical distribution and a Gaussian horizontal distribution; and
sector averaging, i.e., a bounded uniform horizontal distribution. The code
is simple, fast running, and by comparison with the CLOUD (Duncan, 1959)
code is a reliable computational method for the finite cloud approximation.
The thyroid dose is calculated from the local ground-level concentration
using the Gaussian plume model and the dose conversion techniques of TID 14844
(Ui Nunno et aI, 1962) that has been updated with more recent biological
constants.
Dispersion Method
The Gaussian plume model was selected for the dispersion calculation
because it is widely used and because the BNL correlations are in the appropriate form. Differences between the Gaussian plume and other methods are
related primarily to the form and type of parameters required. Most of the
methods give comparable results.
Conversion of Tower Data to Dispersion Coefficients
The detailed method covered in Reference 1 was developed by Singer et aI,
(1966) on the basis of over 75 release tests. The method presents procedures
for developing approximate dispersion coefficients from observed meteorological data varying from visual observations of the sky and ground-level wind
speed to completely instrumented towers with instruments at the source height.
Comparisons of estimates based on the BNL method both for the BNL site and
other sites as well as on Slade's data (Singer et aI, 1966) help confirm the
general applicability of the method.
The Savannah River site is in open country with gently rolling hills,
comparable to the BNL site. So topography introduced no special reservations.
In addition, the BNL method was applicable at heights of 100 meters or so and
for short releases, about 1 hr.
The analyses to be presented later presume the method is applicable at
heights of 260 meters. At this time, few dispersion measurements are available for comparison. Detailed studies of measured sigmas at SRL may provide
some basis for judging the applicability at these heights. Preliminary
results of these studies will be referred to later.
A diagram of the BNL method is shown in Fig. 1. Either of these two
procedures has been followed in calculating dispersion coefficients for our
analyses.
(1)

A data set consisting of wind speed, wind direction, and dt/dz at
the release height is classified as stable or unstable on the
basis of the dt/dz measurement. The dispersion coefficients are
then derived according to procedure 2 in Fig 2.

(2)

A complete data set including wind speed, wind direction, dt/dz,
aa, and ae, at the release height ~s classified as stable or
unstable on the basis of the dt/az measurement. The dispersion
coefficients are then derived according to procedure 1 in Fig. 2.

- 4S Either of these procedures give the necessary meteorological parameters
for calculating the dispersion coefficients.
Dose and Meteorology Analyses
The procedures described are utilized in a very large computer program
that uses each set of tower data as input for one pass through the code. The
code classifies the data according to thermal stability at the height of
interest, generates dispersion coefficients, and makes dose calculations for
each data set and the assumed source. The dose at several distances and the
measured azimuth are retained, and the process repeated for each data set. An
edit routine lists the number of times a particular value of the dose was observed at each distance and azimuth and for each release height. The output
gives results for the data block just analyzed and also the cumulative results
of data analyzed up to and including the current block.
In addition to the dose analyses, more conventional meteorological
parameters are classified and frequency distributions developed. Just recently,
the option has been added to compute the integrated man-rem dose for our local
population distribution.
The computer program (for the SRL computer, IEM 360/65) described is a
key feature in our studies. Although the arithmetic involved is relatively
simple and straightforward, the logic and data handling procedures are quite
involved; therefore, a program of the magnitude described would be impractical without access to a large high-speed computer.
Results of the Analyses of Data
for One Year (107,000 Data Sets)
Tower data for about a year have been analyzed, and the results developed
for a 1 MW fission product inventory. The characteristics of the fission
product is very important in interpreting the results. The SRP reactors are
housed in large concrete structures that are maintained at a negative internal
pressure at all times by an effective ventilation system. The effluent from
the process area is drawn through a very effective air cleaning system that
removes particulates larger than 0.3 micron and adsorbs.99.9% of halogens on
carbon beds. The exhaust is discharged through a 200-ft stack, but we are
considering an 850-ft stack to reduce the potential off-site doses following
an accident. This system is on line at all times, is routinely tested in
place, and is capable of continuous operation under accident conditions.
The character of the released material is emphasised because it is different
from that normally associated with power reactors. The assumed release fractions
are:
Release Fractions
To Atmosphere
Fission Products
From Fuel
Noble gases

1.0

Halogens

0.5

5. x 10-4

Particulates

0.01

5. x 10- 5

1.0
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The release time is assumed to be instantaneous, although the actual
release time could vary from about 10 to 40 min, depending on the mixing
efficiency in the building.
The whole body dose and thyroid dose as a function of distance for the
two release heights are shown in Figs. 3 through 6. The doses are integrated over all time. Curves are shown for four cumulative frequency levels.
The nearest plant boundary is about 8 km from a reactor. At this distance
and for the 70-meter release height (Fig. 3) there is observed for the whole
body dose a factor of 6 between the 70 and 99% cumulative frequency levels
and a factor of -2 between the 95 and 99% levels. The factors for the whole
body dose and 260-meter release height (Fig. 4) are 3 and 1.7, respectively.
Similar results for thyroid doses are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
In our studies, thyroid doses are less critical than whole body doses because of the effective filtration-collection system; for power reactors, the
thyroid dose is generally more limiting.
The same data are replotted as a function of release height in Figs. 7
and 8. The studies show that raising the release height from 70 to 260 meters
reduces the whole body dose a factor of -8 at 8 km and a factor of 3 at 40 km
for the same cumulative frequency level.
Thyroid doses are also reduced as the release height is increased from
70 to 260 meters. The reduction is much greater at 8 km than at 40 km
because thyroid doses are directly proportional for the ground-level concentration. As the release height is raised, the distance at which the concentration
maximum occurs also increases. With the 2 0 aa in the Brookhaven Correlation
for stable conditions, the concentration maximum is at about 13 km for a
70-meter release and at >40 km for a 260-meter release. Hence the Brookhaven
Correlation emphasizes the doses at greater distances. The use of a single
stable case is probably an oversimplification, but it should be conservative.
Parametric studies of the effect of changes in correlations have been
made over a limited range to evaluate the sensitivity of our conclusions.
Although our studies are not complete, the dose magnitude at a given frequency can be altered by about a factor of 2 to 3 for the whole body dose and
about a factor of 3 to 5 for the thyroid dose for reasonable changes in the
correlations. Calculation with the measured aa and ae are in progress.
Preliminary results show that, if the BNL correlations are taken at face value
and measured sigmas are inserted, the calculated whole body doses are about
double, and the thyroid doses are a factor of 5 to 10 higher. Considerable
study is needed, however, before the best procedure for using the measured
sigmas can be specified. A general observation is that the measured sigmas
tend to show a higher tendency toward laminar-like flow, especially at
increased heights. The sigmas do not appear to be as strongly related to the
temperature derivatives as low-level tests have shown. Studies are continuing
in this area.
This analysis provides a basis of quantitatively estimating the cumulative
frequency associated with a particular dose. Although 10 CFR 100 (1961) does
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no

~'",e cify

a' a.l.Lova'xl,e frequenc:,- f'or exceeding a calculated dose, an
judgment of this relationship is made of necessity when arriving
at a conclusion on acceptability.
imp~lcit

Generalization of the method to other sites and source conditions is
not warranted. The tower data and methods could, however, provide an
approximate basis for evaluating other sites provided that the methods were
specifically adapted for the site.
The present plans are to continue the program through mid-1968. About
two years of data would be on hand. Analyses of the data will continue
indefinitely. The data is stored on magnetic tape and could be made available under certain conditions for analysis by others.
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FIG 2 CONVERSION OF TOWER DATA TO DISPERSION COEFFICIENT
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DISCUSSION

HOLLAND

This is an excellent example of reactor
climatology: the collection and analysis
of data specifically tailored to the
requirement for a particular decision
which is to be made regarding design of
a reactor safeguard feature.
The
narrowness of the objective has been of
value in permitting a solution to be
obtained with a minimum expenditure. On
the other hand it must be emphasized that
this specific application was made possible
by the existence of a broad base of
information and techniques developed in the
more basic research programs over the
years.
We were very pleased to find available the
broad based research results that permitted
us to perform the desired analyses. The
assertion on the narrow objective was
intended to imply that application of the
more general or basic work to specific
problems can be best and most economically
done by defining and pursuing narrow
objectives.

- Sl DP-MS-67-68
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ABSTRACT
The facilities used in the Savannah River Laboratory Meteorological
Program and operational experience with the program are described. The
primary facility being used is a TV tower that is instrumented to a height
of 1200 ft. Another tower has instruments to 110 ft. The system, in service for about two years, provides wind speed, wind direction, standard
deviation of wind direction, and temperature data once every 3 to 5 min.
at each tower. Output data are punched on paper tape in a form suitable
for computer processing. The instruments have performed satisfactorily
since correction of the initial problems detected during checkout of the
equipment. Sensors mounted on the 1200-ft tower are serviced every 3
months unless major damage occurs. The major hazard has been the melting
and falling of ice during warm periods of the winter months. No problems
due to RF pickup have been encountered at the TV tower. Availability of
the equipment has been better than 90% since February 1966. The system
is expected to continue in service for about another year.
INTRODUCTION
A meteorology program was established in October 1964 to obtain micrometeorological data for the Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) reactor safety
program. Objectives of the meteorological program are:
1.

To provide data for estimating the frequency of occurrence of
various dispersion conditions and the related potential offsite doses given a particular source and release height.

2.

To estimate the effects of varying the release height.

This paper describes the meteorology system used and reports on
system performance and costs to date. A following paper by the authors
covers analysis techniques and results.
ir

The information contained in this article was developed during the
course of work under Contract AT(07-2)-1 with the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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SUMMARY
The system consists of instrumentation at two tower locations. An
on-site fire tower has 3 levels of instruments up to 110 ft and an offsite commercial TV tower has 11 instrumented levels up to 1200 ft.
All instrumentation was installed by October 1965 and has performed
satisfactorily since a 6-month familiarization and debugging phase. Data
of usable quality have been obtained continually since March 1966.
All tower-mounted wind instruments are dismounted and inspected
approximately every 3 months. The ground-based equipment is checked weekly and calibrated monthly.
The initial cost of the equipment and installation was about $95,000.
DISCUSSION
Frequency analyses require that wind speed, direction, standard deviation of wind direction, and temperature be recorded every 3 to 5 min
for all elevations up to 1200 ft. For a system such as a tall tower with
relatively inaccessible sensors it is necessary to have some redundancy
to ensure a continuing analysis program. For minimum operation 2 of the
6 wind sets and 6 of the 11 temperatures are required. Any additional
data are incorporated in the analyses to enhance the frequency distribution analyses, which are a function of elevation. Output from the
system is on punched paper tape that is processed by the SRP computer
facilities and transferred to magnetic tape for dense data storage.
Approximately 1 year's data are stored on one tape reel.
The instruments are arranged on each tower as shown in Fig. 1. For
the 1200-ft tower, the sensors are mounted on 20-ft booms that extend 10
ft from the tower structure, as do the booms for the 110-ft tower. All
instrument booms, conduit, and junction boxes are clamped to the tower to
avoid any drilling that might weaken the structure. All conduit is
grounded, and shielded cable is used.
Three types of sensors are used; speed, direction, and temperature.
All instruments, both tower sensors and ground-based receiving and readout equipment, were obtained from Climet Instruments, Inc., Sunnyvale,
California.
Wind speed
a slotted disc
cal pulses are
Threshold wind

is sensed
between a
generated
speed for

by a cup-type anemometer assembly
light source and a photo-diode so
at a rate that is proportional to
this assembly is between 0.75 and

that rotates
that electriwind speed.
1 mile per hr.

Two types of direction instruments are used. Bivane transmitters
sense both the azimuthal and the vertical component of wind direction.
These instruments are used on 4 levels of the tall tower and all 3 levels
of the short tower. Azimuthal direction only is obtained from the 2 lower
wind set elevations of the tall tower. The signals from the transmitters
are generated by vane driven potentiometers.
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Temperatures are sensed by platinum resistance thermometers which
have a nominal 100-ohm resistance at 32 F and a temperature sensitivity
of approximately 0.22 ohm/F.
Ground-based equipment is the same at both installations except for
the number of wind translators. The equipment, arranged at the tall
tower as shown in Fig. 2, consists of 6 channels of wind translation, 2
sigma computers, a digital clock, analog to digital converter, control
chassis, and paper tape readout. All the receiving and readout equipment
is conventional except for the sigma computer.
Original specifications for the sigma computers called for an averaging time of 10 sec. Subsequent analyses and consultations indicated that
an averaging time of 10 min or more would be more appropriate since this
corresponds to the time for a release from the reactor building at normal
air flow. New sigma computers with considerably more and expensive
components were built at SRL to provide averaging times up to 30 min. Figure 3 is a schematic of the sigma computer now in service; the basis for
this design was obtained from reference 1. All operational amplifiers used
in the integrating circuits are chopper stabilized to prevent drift. All
components are of a high quality so that temperature effects are minimized since the equipment is subjected to the normal range of arr'xl.errt
temperatures. Two of these computer circuits were built into a single
chassis to compute both horizontal and vertical sigmas for one elevation.
Four channels are presently available at the tall tower.
Figure 4 shows wind traces and the corresponding computed sigma.
Although the exact averaging time is difficult to establish, results agree
favorably with hand calculations for periods of 10 min and longer.
Major problems that have developed, been identified, and corrected
are described in the following paragraphs.
The wind speed transmitters began to behave erratically very early
after installation. In some instances, the anemometers stopped completely after only a few weeks. At first, the transmitters were merely
replaced because it was suspected that they were damaged during installation. Continued erratic behavior indicated a more serious situation,
and the instruments were removed and examined. Microscopic examination
of the anemometer shaft bearings revealed the presence of foreign
material, mainly rust as indicated by chemical analyses. These bearings
had been made of 400 series stainless steel, lubricated, and then centrifuged to remove excess lubricant so as to obtain the low torque needed to
measure low wind speeds. To exclude moisture and foreign material, the
bearing seals with the stainless steel were repla~ed by f1Teflon fl * sealed
bearings. Although the threshold speed was increased from 0.5 mile per
hr to between 0.75 and 1 mile per hr, it was still considered sufficient.
The sealed bearings have continuously operated for over 6 months.
Potentiometers on the direction transmitters have presented problems
since initial operation. When the direction signal alone is considered,
performance has been satisfactory, but when this signal is used as input
for the sigma computer to obtain the standard deviation of wind direction,
any transients, such as wiper noise, are accentuated. Before potentio-
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meters that will be used with the sigma computer are installed, they are
completely disassembled, cleaned in an ultrasonic bath, lubricated, and
tested for acceptability. Performance tests on operating instruments
are made monthly to assure data are valid.
The temperature instruments have presented the most difficult
calibration problems. The resistance at a reference temperature and
the lead resistance of the resistance thermometers have been measured
accurately, but small anomalies remain for one or two elevations on
the tall tower. Resistance thermometers with four leads would have
facilitated calibration. But when we discount the data from the two
suspect elevations, the temperature measurements are accurate to within
±O.] F on a relative basis.
The original installation employed a standard output signal level
of 0-10 mV for analog to digital conversion. This was the maximum
obtainable level for the temperature system without introducing signifi~
cant electrical heating within the resistance thermometers. The low
(0-10 mV) signal level proved unacceptable for the wind sets because of
much higher currents that produced grounding problems. All wind translator output was subsequently raised to a 0-1 V level. Concurrently,
a highly stabilized operational amplifier was added to raise the temperature signals to this same level prior to analog to digital conversion.
Figure 5 shows the sun and ground sides of a bivane that has been
in service for about 6 months. These vanes were constructed of expanded polystyrene that has low inertial qualities and sheds water well
when new. The side exposed to sunlight eroded considerably and lost
most of its water shedding ability. We are now testing vanes coated
with aluminized "Mylar'H~*, 0.00015-inch thick, which excludes sunlight while retaining the desirable features. Also being tested is
a similar vane of balsa wood coated with "Mylar." Both types of vanes
were tested in the BNL wind tunnel. The dynamic characteristics were
comparable to those vanes initially purchased.
Icing on the tall towers, although infrequent, is very damaging.
In February 1966, melting ice fell from the tower and destroyed the
wind systems. Wind vanes and anemometer cups were stripped from the
instruments, and two instruments were damaged severely.
Now that routine operation has been established, maintenance of the
ground-based equipment is no problem. The system is checked weekly and
calibrated monthly. Output data are processed and checked weekly to determine operability of the tower sensors. A good high-power telescope
has been used on occasions to check the tower sensors for mechanical
damage due to icing, bird migration, or other causes.

~H<

"Teflon"
Du Pont Trademark for fluorocarbon resin.
"Mylar" - Du Pont Trademark for polyester film.
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Since the tower instruments are inaccessible and outside help is
required to perform maintenance on the tower, we assure efficient
operation by thoroughly checking the instruments every 3 months. Enough
spare parts are available to completely renovate all wind instruments
if necessary. All wind instruments are removed, repaired as required,
and reinstalled. This checking requires 2 days and only requires the
tower climber to remove and install the instruments.
Since March 1966, the system has been in essentially continual
operation, and for our purposes the data acquisition efficiency has
been greater than 90%. This efficiency takes into account data that
are lost during maintenance and data that are discarded because of
system malfunctions.
The capital expenditure for the system was $95,000: $65,000 for
instruments and $30,000 for installation. The improved sigma computers
added another $6,000. Operating costs are estimated at about $10,000
per year for maintenance and improvements to the system. Operation and
interim maintenance of the equipment requires the equivalent of one and
one-half full-time technicians.
REFERENCES
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~ativeEmissions
Dose Factors from Long-Period Point Source
of Atmospheric Pollutants
George E. Start and Earl H. Ma.rkee, Jr.
ARFRO
Environmental Science Services Administration
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ABSTRACT
A new technique for estimating air pollution exposures which
result from long-period effluent releases is descri'bed. A continuous
point source release is approximated by sequential instantaneous point
source releases. The total effluent exposure effect of the release is
determined from the summed total integrated concentrations from each
instantaneous point release. These exposures are expressed as a
relative dose factor, the sum of hourly values of total integrated
concentration (units-hr/m3 ) . The new method is particularly useful for
calculating relative dose factors in regions in which the winds undergo
a marked diurnal cycling.
The maximum mixing depth concept is adopted to limit vertical
dispersion. As a computational simplification, the fields of atmospheric
stability and wind within the boundary layer are assumed to have spatical
homogeneity during each hourly computational interval.
The technique is illustrated for a continuous, ground-level, point
source release of effluent. However, elevated, intermittent, multiple
point sources can equally well be incorporated in the model. The input
data used for illustration is a sequence of the climatically most
probable winds and stabilities within the atmospheric boundary layer
over the NRTS. The technique has two other important potential
applications. If the input data are the current observed meteorological
parameters, the technique becomes a real-time method of evaluating the
severity and extent of the relative doses resulting from accidental
releases of hazardous atmospheric pollutants. When forecast meteorological parameters are considered, a predicted coverage, severity, and
accumulation of atmospheric pollution is obtained.
INTRODUCTION
During January 1966 the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission requested
that the Air Resources Field Research Office at the National Reactor
Testing Station in Idaho review methods used to calculate effluent air

- 60 concentrations and seek techniques yielding less conservative, yet
realistic estimates of effluent air concentrations which result from
long-period continuous point source emissions. Since the revised
estimates of effluent air concentrations were desired within a few
months, the secondary factors of washout, deposition and plume depletion,
were negleted to expediate the reviewing. The emphasis of the review,
instead, was directed toward the dosage that a long period effluent
release (24 to 36 hours) would produce if the wind field were free to
undergo one or more directional changes. The geometry of the effluent
plume and the resulting influence of this geometry on the rate of
diffusion were the principle factors reviewed. ~ considering the
shape of the plume, the recycling or recirculation of the effluent was
considered, permitting the inclusion of dosages resulting from repeated
passages of the effluent.
During the review of the concentration calculations a new technique
for estimating effluent dosages was developed and coded for computer
processing. The source, receptor, and meteorological diffusion factors
were handled as input variables.
DISPERSION MODEL
If the diurnal and long period recirculations of effluents released
from a point source are examined, there will be times in which the effluent
plume is transported as if it were released from a continuous point source
(CPS). At other times the plume will behave as if it were released from
an instantaneous line source of finite length (IFLS). More often, one
portion of the plume will act as if it developed from a CPS release while
the remaining part of the plume behaves mostly like an IFLS. The choice
of the diffusion rate (the rate for a CPS or an IFLS ) will produce
significant differences in the calculated concentrations of the effluent.
The alternative to the dilemma is the formulation of a model which can
handle both CPS and IFLS diffusion conditions.
If the continuous point source release is viewed as a sequence of
instantaneous point source releases, the diffusion model is easily formulated. The continuous point source plume is composed of an infinite number
of effluent puffs separated by infinitesimal time steps. The problem
of the model is then the determination of the number of puffs necessary
to simulate the real plume to the desired degree of accuracy. If the
effluent puffs are assumed to retain Gaussian symmetry in the horizontal
plane, a solution of the IFLS vs CPS dilemma is readily attainable.
Plume segments are viewed as groupings of a finite number of circular
puffs. Thus, the effect of the plume is estimated through the summed effect
of the individual pUffs, making the horizontal geometry of the plume
unimportant because the overlapping of the puffs compensates for the
reduced lateral rate of diffusion associated with the IFLS plume segments.

- 61 Figure 1 illustrates the puff model generation of a plume with a one
mile separation between puffs and the IFLS and CPS diffusion characteristics of the transport.
Figure 2 illustrates the respective ground surface areas over which
some portion of the effluent plume has passed. Note that the plume shown
in Figure Ib is doglegged, but, because of the skewed transport of puffs
1, 2, and 3, the "exposed" ground area in Figure 2b is a quadrangle.
Figure 2c illustrates the ground area over which the plume has passed by
the end of hour 3. Following the second wind shift 'both plume segments
are carried downwind by the skewed type of transport.
The determination of the number of effluent puffs necessary to yield
an acceptable reproduction of the continuous plume was pursued in two
ways. Both the lateral spreading of puffs along plume segments diffusing
like effluent from an IFLS source and the longitudinal spreading of a
puff along a plume segment diffusing like a release from a CPS were
examined.
The plot of total integrated concentration (TIC) or relative dose
factor versus distance is illustrated in Figure 3 for a plume segment
initially thTee miles long. The dotted curve represents the calculations
for a continuous point source release. The solid curves represent total
l~
integrated concentrations calculated
I
for
individual puff centers, for the
\
II
I
end points, and the center of a crossH~~'-:S poi~' aou~
wind-oriented, three-mile-wide IFLS
plume
segment. At about 12.4 miles
'\
downwind
the puff technique calcula"'" I~
tions equal the values calculated for
the CPS plume. Beyond 12.4 miles the
ColI'- "
poilll_ce-~ ~ Irtsl~ 1'.'1 souru
relative dose factor calculated using
cenler
the CPS plume simulation by puffs
~ ~LI'"
L .......
(labeled "puff centers") is less than
,.....
'\: I'~
the factor calculated by the equation
for a continuou~ point source. However,
\ i"l~~
when
the plume begins to be transported
i\ '\
,,~
~
like an IFLS, the limiting rates of
-Putt c
diffusion shown for a crosswind-orientated
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to the greater rate of decrease applicable to individual puff centers.
Physically, this means that the longer plume segment must travel further
before it begins to diffuse as if it were one large cloud or puff.

DIFFUSION EQUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
If normal distributions of effluent concentration in the three
coordinate directions are assumed, then the general diffusion equation
for an instantaneous ground level point release of effluent is

2Q

;p

=

(2'1r )3/2

exp

000

x Y z

2
-ML2
2

ox

2
2
+ L- + !.-)
2
2
o
0

x

( 1)

z

where
X(x.y.z}

= effluent

concentration at point (x.y.z)

' \ = amount of effluent in the puff

(units/m3 )

(units)

= coordinate distances from the pUff center in alongwind.

crosswind. and vertical directions. respectively (meters)
o

x

.0.0

Y. z

definition
= usual
concentration in

of the standard deviation of effluent
the x.y. and z coordinate directions

(meters)

In addition to the assumption of normal distributions of X along the x.y and
z directions one further assumption was mRde. Isotropic diffusion was
assumed in the X-Yor horizontal plane to permit complete horizontal
symmetry. This assumption seems reasonable and its restrictive consequences should be slight. Using this assumption
(2)

where
OR = standard deviation of effluent concentration in the
horizontal or X-Y plane (meter)

This assumption results in circular sYmmetry and the horizontal rate of
diffusion of the effluent puff is invarient with either the direction
of horizontal transport or changes in this airection of transport.

- 63 Table I illustrates the six general classes of atmospheric stability
established for diffusion calculations at the NRTS. The corresponding
approximate vertical temperature gradients are listed. Class A corresponds
to strong unstable conditions; class F corresponds to moderately stable
conditions, and class D represents near neutral stability.
TABLE I.

NRTS STABILITY CLASSES

Stability
Class

It is accepted that at relatively
long flow distances the horizontal
rate of diffusion approaches the
Fickian diffusion rate which is proportional to the square root of the
length of the trajectory. Examination of the original empirical curves
of 0y vs distance compiled by Yanskey,
MarKee and Rickter (1966) for stability
classes E and F (those classes with
the greatest information available
at long distances) showed this reduced
rate of growth of a beginning near
20 km. The equatidhs developed from
curves for computer calculations of oR
or a are

Vertical Temperature
Gradient (OF/100 Ft)

A

-1.1 or less

B

-0.5 to -1.0

C

-0.1 to -0.4

D

0.0 to 0.4

E

0.5 to l.0

F

1.1 or greater

y

for S < 20 km
and
a

= 32.15

a(S)0.5 for S > 20 kIn

( 4)

H

where
S • total path distance traveled by the puff center (meters)
a = constant of proprtionality, determined empirically from diffusion
data for each stability class.
The fundamental equation for calculating a is
z
a (1+1)=0 (1)+ao (1+1)

z

z

z

where
a (i+1) = standard deviation of vertical effluent concentration at
z
the end of time i+1
(meters)

a (i) = standard deviation of vertical effluent concentration at
Z

the end of time i

(meters)

ao Z(i+1) = change in a Z during time interval (i+1-i)
a (0) :: 0
Z

(meters)

- 64 Smith and Singer (1966) have discussed the limitation of vertical
dispersion in the troposphere and quote some typical values of the depth
of the mixed layer found by Holzworth (1964). They have presented the
effect of changes in meteorological conditions with time and distance
from the source. Smith and Singer prefer to deal with a virtual distance
XI which equals the flow distance at the end of the last time increment
plus or minus a AX which is selected to maintain continuity of
and
0z at the beginning of the next time increment. The authors of this
paper have adopted the approach of equation (5) in whicho is calculated
as the sum of their initial value and an incremental chanle. A single
exponential expreaaion is used to calculate 0yas a function of distance.

°

The curve fitting of empirical diffusion data for the six NRTS
stability classes resulted in three characteristic zones describing oz.
The three equations valid in these zones are

Ao

z

Ao

z
AO z

where

= b(S)Y
= O.465L+O. 335L
=0

for S<X
S-~

-XL

( 8)

L

for XL ~ S~2XL
for S>2X

(9)
(10 )

L

b • constant of proportionality, determined empirically from diffusion
measurements for each of the six NRTS stability classes.
Y = stability class dependent exponent, determined from slopes of
empirical diffusion data curves.
Table 2 lists the empirical coefficients a and b and the exponents Y
used for calculation of °H and oz.
Table 2.

Empirical Coefficients and Exponents for Calculation of 0H and Oz.

STABILITY CLASS

a

b

X

A

0.718

0.100

1.033

B

0.425

0.105

0·975

C

0.349

0.128

0.891

D

0.267

0.146

0.824

E

0.299

0·331

0.567

F

0.401

0.812

0·307
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In the model, the depth of the vertical mixed layer, L, is an input
variable and Oz( S, L, b, ~ is influenced by variations in L. If Oz is
allowed to decrease when L decreases, the concentration, X, determined
from equation 1 will increase with time and a negative rate of diffusion
will be calculated. Therefore, the assumption is made that bO z is nonnegative. After each change in the input meteorological parameters a
new value of 0 z(max) and 0 z(X L) are calculated. The value of 0 z at the
end of the previous calculation is compared to the new values ofOz(max)
and 0z(XL) and the correct equation for calculating bO z is selected so
that Oz has a constant or increasing magnitude.
Plume depletion was omitted with no provisions made for dry deposition
or washout of effluent from the plume. From this standpoint the calculated
relative dose factor values are higher than expected since depletion often
becomes an important consideration, particularly when meso-scale trajectories are considered.
Ef'f'Luert decay is not included in this technique. Its inclusion
would require a simple multiplication of equation 1 by an exponential
function. The source strength, ~, is assumed to be the actual mass of
effluent released to the atmosphere. In the case of radioactive effluents
released from a contained power reactor, effluent plate-out, while the
effluent is still within the containment vessel, and the time varying
leak rate from the containment vessel are already included in Qp'
For a continuous release of effluent it is more customary to express
the rate of effluent release in terms of units of effluent released per
second. The source strength Qp may be written as
~ = Q 3600

where

(n)

(units/puff)

d

Q • rate of effluent release (units/sec)
d = number of effluent puffs released during time interval t = i (puff/hr)
3600 = number of seconds per hour (sec/hr)
Combining equation 11 with equation 1 for a ground level source and
receptor leads to
x(x,y,o) =

2

(2~)3720 2 0
H Z

3600 Q
d

exp

-(x2j y2)
20 2

(12)

H

Recalling that integration of equation 1 from x • _m to +m yields the
equation for effluent concentration downwind from a continuous point
source, or the total integrated concentration. the next step is obvious.
But before integrating equation 12 with respect to x, the variable x is
transformed using the relationships
x - ut

and dx • udt

where
u = mean velocity (non-zero) during the time interval, i, in
which the effluent was released (mps)
t = time (seconds)

- 66 Instead of integrating from t = ~ to t = +m in one operation, it is
more useful to integrate using several intermediate time steps so that
the time accumulation of the total integrated concentration is ootained
from the average of several instantaneous X values. Since the computations are to be performed for a finite number of points (x,y,o) and
during a finite number of time intervals, a simple summation will
reasonably approximate the integral for the total integrated concentration. Using a length IIMII as the intermediate time steps for integration,
integration of
12 yields

D.F.(x'Y)M =

M
d

R. [
B
u(K)

7200Q

( 14)

a=l

where

D.F.(x'Y)M = the change in relative dose factor at point (x,y) during
time interval

Mo( Units-sec)

m3
The change in total accumulated relative dose factor during time
step M (time interval N-(N-M)
) which results from effluent released
during a time interval ~t may be obtained by summing over all puffs
released during ~t. The total,accumulated relative dose factor
through time t = N for the plume segment released during time interval
~t is obtained by summing all incremental changes in relation dose
factor between t = 0 and t = N.

The total accumulated relative dose factor resulting from all
effluent released and circulated through time t = N is calculated by
a final summation of the contributions of each plume segment.
EXAMPLE COMPUTATIONS
The following examples will illustrate an application of the puff
model technique. Referring to figure 4, suppose a system in a nuclear
power reactor were to fail and vent radioactive gases into the atmosphere
at a location in the northern portion of the National Reactor Testing
Station. What total accumulated relative dose factors would result?
To simplify the example, a point source located at ground level will be
used and effluent concentrations will be calculated for ground-level
receptors.
Figure 4 shows the mesh of computational grid points. The spacings
between grid points, dx and dy' in the example, are 5 miles. The
computer code developed is flexible, however, and dx' and dy, and the
number of columns and rows are input controlled parameters. The only
restriction on the mesh of computaional points is the number of storage
locations available in the electronic computer system. The grid shown
in figure 4 covers the SE corner of Idaho. The long axis is rotated
39.2 0 east of true north to better fit the non-mountainous region of
the upper Snake River Plain.
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Table 3 lists a diurnal sequence of wind speeds and directions,
atmospheric stability classes, and associated depths of the mixed layer,
For simplicity, this diurnal cycle is assumed to be repea ted during each
",succesSive 24 hour i nt e r va l .
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\
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For operational conve ni ence t wo
procedures have been adopted.
When the effluent concentration
of a puff center decreases to
equal or become less than a specified mi nimum value (an i nput control
parameter), t hat puff is neglected
for all future eff l uent expo sure
calculations. If an effluent puff
is transported beyond the 'boundaries
of the computational grid (no mesh
is affected by a concentration
equal t o or grea ter t han t he
minimum concentrat ion specified
above), the puff i s eliminated
from all r emaining computations.
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- 68 will result from the diurnal wind cycle listed in table 3. Effluent
trajectories for the initial hour of effluent release (00 hour), and
06, 12, and 18 hours following the reactor failure are illustrated in
figure 5. Since most of the winds are Northerly durtng the diurnal
cycle described in table 3 the net 24 hour displacement is nearly
straight to the south. Figure 6 illustrates the successive 24 hour
displacements that the effluent released at 0200 MST (12 hours following
the reactor system failure)would experience.
Table 3.
Hour
Beginning
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Diurnal Cycle of Wind, Stability, Depth of Mixed Layer,
Source Strength
Wind
Direction
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
SSW
SSW
SSW
NE
NE
NE
NE

N
N
N
N
N
N

Wind
Stability
Speed (mph)
Class
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
6-15
6-15
6-15
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6
<6

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
F
F

F
F
F
F
F

Mixed Layer
Depth
220.
210.
200.
190.
180.
170.
160.
150.
150.
175·
325·
425.
475.
500.
475.
400.
350.
325.
300.
275.
260.
250.
240.
230.

Ninety-three hours after the reactor accident all of the effluent
has been transported beyond the boundaries of the computational grid.
The resulting pattern of relative dose factors is shown in figure 7.
The highest relative dose factors were calculated downwind to the south
of the source as expected, since light, northerly winds predominate
the diurnal wind cycle. Except for the short displacement NNE during

- 69 during the 3 hours of SSW winds) the pattern of total accumulated
relative dose factors appears much as expected for straight-line plume
transport in which recirculation is neglected.
When a "balanced" diurnnlwind cycle is considered) the effect of
recirculation becomes important. The "balanced" diurnal wind cycle is
a diurnal sequence of winds in which the net 24 hour displacement is
quite small) e.g. like an approximate balance between land breeze and
sea breeze regimes or between upvalley and down-valley circulations.
Figure 8 illustrates successive 24 hour displacements for a valley
circulation in which stronger SSW winds are nearly balanced by Nand NE
winds. The result is a slight 24 hour displacement to the ENE. The
total accumulated relative dose factors resulting from this diurnal
regime are much different. These results are shown in figure 9. There
are definite axes of maximum relative dose factor both to the south of
the source and to the north-northeast because of the northerly and southsouthwesterly winds which predominate the diurnal cycle. There are no
westerly winds) however) which account for the largp lobe of relative
dose factors to the ENE of the source. This maximum axis lies along
the axis of the 24 hour diurnal net displacement cycle. Without
recirculation this maximum would have been neglected. In fact) without
recirculation) the eastward extent of the exposure to radioactive effluent
would have been seriously underestimated.
No account has been taken for deposition of effluent and the resulting
mass depletion of the plume. The inclusion of these effects would
partially offset the effect of recirculation in the case of a depositing
radioactive effluent. Radioactive decay has not been incorporated but
may be easily included for a specific calculation simply through
multiplication by the appropriate exponential function. From these
viewpoints) the calculated relative dose factors represent estimates
slightly higher than expected.
REMARKS

The puff model technique has several potential applications. The
example presented in section 4 represents an application of climatological
data for the estimation of relative dose factors. The input meteorological
data could have been current observed data and the technique would be a
real-time or operational tool for rapidly evaluating a developing air
pollution episode. With forecast data the technique becomes a prediction
tool for forecasting potential air pollution episodes.
The example computation has illustrated the puff modeling technique
for a simple situation. A single ground level source was adopted for the
computations but a calculation for a number of elevated sources could
have equally well been made.

- 70 The puff model technique is generally applicable to most geographical
locations. Specifically, it is designed for regions in which there is a
significant diurnal wind regime.
The computer code for this model requires about 24,000 memory core
locations and nearly saturates the CDC 1604 and IBM systems presently
available at the NRTS. Fields of Wind, stability, and mixing depth
will be incorporated into the model to refine the transport and diffusion
estimates within the computa.tional grid when a computer system with 40
to 60 thousand memory core locations becomes available at the NRTS. As
the horizontal extent of the pollution grows it will become more and
more important to consider the vertical variation of the input meteorological parameters. A mUltiple layer approach, somewhat like the multiple
layer primitive equation model currently used for numerical weather
prediction, may be necessary for diffusion calculations at large distances
from the sources.
Field studies of long range dispersion, including effluent recirculation, are needed to evaluate the applicability of diffusion theory at
long distances downwind from the source. Very little empirical data
exist concerning effluent diffusion for trajectory distances beyond 10
to 15 miles. In the few cases when a nuclear accident has occurred, the
meteorological information may have been reasonably well knwon, but the
source strength as a function of time was estimated by working backwards
using standard diffusion formulas. As a result, a verification check
of the puff technique by the available data would link the new technique
with the standard formulas through the source term. It would be more
desirable to evaluate the model with data entirely independent of the
meteorological formulas.
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FIGURE lAo PUFF SIMULATION OF THE PLUME DEVELOPED DURI NG HOUR I .

i
FIGURE l B.

PUFF

FIGURE Ie .

S I~illLAT ION

.\

OF THE PLUME DEVELOPED AT THE END OF HOUR 2.

PUFF SIMULATION OF THE PLUME AT THE END OF HOUR 3.
(NOTE EFFLUENT RELEASE TERMI NATED AT THE END OF HOUR 2 .)
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FI GURE 2A.

EFFLUENT-EXPOSED GROUND AREA AT THE END OF HOU R 1.

FI GURE 2B .

EFFLUENT -EXPOSED GROUND AREA AT THE END OF HOUR 2.

FI GURE 2e .

EF FLUE NT-EXPOSED GROUND AREA AT THE END OF HOUR 3.
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FIGURE 7 •
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FIGURE 8.

EXTENDED PERIOD , CLI MATO LOGIC ALLY " MOST PROBABLE" TRAJE CTORIE S
-- FALL SEASON .
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FIGURE 9 .

TOTAL ACCUMULATED RELATIVE DOSE FACTORS FOR FALL TESTING.

•
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THE USE OF DATA IN EVALUATING

RADI!o~~ON

HAZARDS

ASSOCIATED WITH A REACTOR ACCIDENT
by
Harry Moses, Mary A. Bogner and James E. Carson
Radiological Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory
ABSTRACT
Wind speed, wind direction and stability measurements collected by
the Meteorology Group at the Argonne National Laboratory have been used
to evaluate the hazards associated with an assumed maximum credible reactor
accident. Comparison of these results with those based on a constant
wind direction, 2 meter per second wind speed and inversion conditions
indicates a reduction factor of 10 for a 30-day iodine inhalation dose is
reasonable when meteorological conditions are used.
1.

INTRODUCTION.

Pollutants injected into the atmosphere are diluted by mixing with clean
air. Wind speed, wind direction, turbulence intensity and stability are
the major meteorological parameters which determine how. rapidly concentrations of materials are reduced through mixing. Also of importance are the
character and roughness of the underlying surface, and terrain features such
as a hill-valley complex or a body of water.
Ordinarily, in evaluating the hazards associated with a maximum credible reactor accident, a very pessimistic set of meteorological conditions is
assumed. For example, a wind speed of two meters per second, an inversion and
a constant wind direction for the entire period of release are postulated.
Such conditions persisting for 1 to 30 days are, of course, unrealistic.
Previously this has been necessary because the use of actual weather data was
prohibitively laborious and expensive. More realisitc results may be obtained
by using actual values of wind speed, wind direction, and stability as they
occur in nature, and an electronic computer to make the necessary but lengthy
calculations.
This paper describes a technique, utilizing hourly values of actual
meteorological data, for evaluating the radiation doses following a reactor
accident and comparing these results with those obtained from the usually
assumed pessimistic meteorological conditions. This technique was devised
for the Safety Analysis of the Argonne Advanced Research Reactor (AARR) at
the Argonne National Laboratory.
II.

SOORCES OF DATA.

The AARR reactor is designed to use the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
case developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and will operate
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at a power level of 100 megawatts. In ascertaining the effect of an
assumed maximum credible accident, it was postulated that the reactor
containment building would not be violated and would leak at a rate of
1'7. per day.
The wind speed and direction data were obtained by cup anemometers and Aerovanes located at 150 feet and 19 feet above ground.
The wind instruments at 150 feet were located on the Meteorology Tower,
those at 19 feet were mounted on a pole 200 feet to the east of the
tower. Stability measurements were obtained by a copper-constantan thermocouple located 144 and 5.5 feet above ground. The Meteorology Tower
served as the platform for the upper thermocouple, a mast 150 feet west
of the tower served as the support for the lower one.
II I.

GENERAL METHOD FOR CALCULATING RADIATION DOSES.

Calculations show that the radiation doses provided by the isotopes of iodine 131-135 in the assumed AARR maximum credible accident
are the primary ones determining the three critical distances: exclusion radius, low population zone radius, and population center distance
(Di Nunno et aI, 1962).
IV.

DOSE CALCULATION USING ACTUAL METEOROLOGICAL DATA.
(A)

Inhalation Doses Due to Iodine.

To perform the dose calculations, the area surrounding the
reactor was divided into 18 contiguous 20° sectors centered at 15, 35,
and every 20° thereafter through 355°. One-day and thirty-day dose calculations for the inhalation of iodine isotopes were made for each of
the distances: 100, 300, 500, 800, 1500, 2000, 4800, and 20000 meters
for each of the 20° sectors.
Two-hour dose calculations are not presented in this study since
the usually assumed unchanging meteorological conditions for the two-hour
period are realistic.
The infinite time dose to the thyroid was determined for each hour
at each of the 9 distances and 18 direction sectors. During anyone
hour, only the direction sector towards which the wind blew received a
dose, the dose over the other sectors was counted as zero. Thirty day
doses were computed by summarizing the doses received at each point
representing the centerline of the sector at each distance for 720 consecutive hours. These computations were performed for consecutive, overlapping 720-hour intervals beginning with each hour from 0100 January 1,
1959 for a period of about 5 1/2 years. A total of 47, 620 consecutive
720-hour dose calculations were made and these were used to form cumulative percentage frequency distributions. The 5, 10, 20, 40, 50, 70, 80,
90, 95, 98 and 100 percentile doses were determined. A 90 percentile dose
of 500 rem at a particular distance and direction sector, for example,
indicates that 90% of the calculations for the 720-hour period show a dose
value of 500 rem or less.
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The dose for a one-hour exposure was determined from the equation:
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is the dose received during the hours from t to t + 1
due to a particular radioisotope, r, in sector 69
at distance d.
is the number of hours after the accident.
are coefficients obtained from Table 1.
is the 19 foot wind speed in meters per second at hour t.
is a particular 20° sector indicated by the 19-foot
wind direction at hour t with the reactor located
at the vertex.
is 1.16 x 10 -7 per second - the leakage rate of 1% per
day.
is the infinite time dose in rem per curie inhaled.
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are the standard deviations of the concentrations of an
isotope at a distance d, assuming a Gaussian distribution within
the cloud in the y and z directions.
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is the breathing rate taken as 2.32 x 10per second (20 cubic meters per day).

o

is the power level in megawatts taken as 100.

p

cubic meters

is 3.14•••••..•
F

P

is the fraction of radioactive material released from
the reactor containment shell to the building and is
taken as 0.5.

- 80 is the fraction of radioactive material released to the
building which becomes airborne and is available for
emission into the atmosphere and is taken as 0.5.
A
r

is the radioactive decay constant for isotope r.
is the reactor inventory of isotope, r, per megawatt after t seconds of reactor operation.
o

D
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for all sectors except the one indicated by the hourly
wind direction. The numerical values for the other
coefficients were taken from TID-14844.

The 30-day dose for a particular isoto pe at sector 69 and
distance d is given by:
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and the 30-day total iodine dose is given by:
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Similar iodine inhalation doses for 24-hour periods were made
based on approximately 6 years of data beginning January 1, 1959.
(B)

Dose Factors.

In this section the inhalation dose to a receptor from a longlived emitter contained in a puff or in the plume from a constant continuous
source is examined. A comparison is made between the dose obtained from
using actual meteorological conditions and that obtaLned from assuming Gifford's
stability category E (Gifford, 1961), constant wind direction and 2 meters
per second wind speed.
Under actual meteorological conditions, the inhalation dose from
an isotope r due to an exposure of N hours at a distance d in sector 69
may be calculated from:
N
D

r, N,I:::::. 9-, d

Z
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\...
y
z-

s,t

where

Q
N, r

is the number of curies per megawatt passing a receptor at
point d in N hours and the other symbols have been previously defined.

The dose under the category E unchanging wind conditions may be
given as:

(4)
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D

(r,N,69,d)E

= (D

-0)

\A t , r

R P QN.r

N

:It'

(5)

2 [~(d) P-"(d)
y
Z

1

E

Dividing equation 4 by equation 5, the dose factor, R, at any distance may
be given as:

R

= Dr.N.69.d
D

(r, N,69-, d)E

=

2 [tr'(d) c(d)
y

Z

JE

'

N

N

1

.E

t=l

u [p(d) ?(d)

y

J

Z

8

(6)

,t

Dose factors were calculated for the periods 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 30
days for the nine distances and 18 20-degree sectors. To illustrate,
for the 4-day or 96-hour calculations, inhalation doses due to one-hour
exposure for each sector and each distance using actual wind speed, direction and stability data were summarized for 96 hours. This sum was divided by the dose calculated assuming constant meteorological conditions
to provide the dose factor. Dose factors were computed for the over lapping
96-hour periods beginning with each hour for 34, 964 hours i.e. about a
4-year period beginning with 0100 January 1, 1959.
Thus, the dose factor calculations are similar to those of the
iodine inhalation dose distributions. Similarly, a cumulative percentage
frequency distribution was constructed showing the 5, 10, 20, 40, SO, 70,
80, 90, 95, 98 and 100 percentile dose factors for each distance and sector.
(C)

The Gaussian Correction.

It is common practice to assume that the concentration about
the plume center line forms a bivariate Gaussian distribution, and that
the plume boundary is located on a surface where the concentrations are
one tenth that at the center line. Since the plume meanders, concentrations registered at a point on the ground are less than that of the center
line. If the meandering angle is large compared to the angle subtended
by the plume itself and if one assumes that the center line of the plume
has an equal probability of being over any point on an arc of the circle
centered at the reactor, then the average concentration is 0.57 times
the centerline or maximum concentration. In these calculations, a factor
of 0.6 was applied.

v. ANALYSIS OF DATA.
(A)

Iodine Inhalation Dose Calculations.

The results of the iodine inhalation dose calculations for
a given period may be expressed by the four variables: dose magnitude,
cumulative percentage frequency or dose frequency percentile, distance
from the reactor and direction from the reactor.
Thirty-day dose data are given in Figure 1.

Curves A-D represent
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90, 95, 98 and 100 percentile isopleths showing distances at which a dose
of 300 rem or less is received. Corresponding isopleths for a 75 rem
dose are given in curves E-H. To illustrate, curve A is a plot of the
distances from the reactor in each direction sector at which an iodine
inhalation dose of 300 rem or less will be received in 90% of the 720hour consecutive, overlapping periods beginning with each hour during a
5 1/2 year period. The information presented in Figure 1 is essential
for determining the low population zone distance, i.e. the greatest distance at which a 300 rem dose occurs in a 3D-day period.
Figure 1 shows that the isopleths for the 90, 95 and 98 percentiles
are relatively parallel. The 100 percentile curve representing the extreme
for each direction shows more variation. The 90 percentile 300 rem isopleth varies from about 700 to 900 meters. The maximum distance occurs
in the northeast sector.
According to Figure 1, the southeast sector is the most favorable and the northeast least favorable with respect to a 3D-day iodine
inhalation dose. Should a reactor accident of sufficient magnitude to
give a 300 rem dose at slightly less than one-half mile occur, it is likely
that no one will be allowed to remain at this location.
In Figure 2, the dose versus distance curves provide a comparison
between doses calculated for constant meteorological conditions - stability
category E and a steady wind direction - and those at the 98th percentile
level calculated for actual meteorological conditions. The maximum curve
represents the highest doses received in any 20° sector; similarly the minimum curve represents the lowest doses received in any sector. The comparison was made at the 1500 meter distance. The minima given in the figure were determined the same way.
The dose factor for each percentile can be determined by dividing
the dose obtained from the actual meteorological data by that obtained
from the constant conditions. The degree of pessimism resulting from use
of constant meteorological conditions is well illustrated. For example,
at the 98th percentile level, the 3D-day iodine inhalation dose in the
sector giving the highest doses is lower by a factor of 6 or 7 and the
minimum sector shows doses lowered by a factor exceeding 10.
(B) Meteorological Dose Factors.
The dose factor as previously described represents the ratio
of the inhalation dose calculated from actual meteorological data to that
which would have been obtained if a constant speed of 2 meters per second,
a constant wind direction and stability type E prevailed. The results of
these calculations are shown in Figure 3. This chart shows the decrease
of the meteorological dose factor with exposure period. The highest and
lowest values of the 18 direction sectors are given. Values greater than
one appear for 1 and 2 day maximums on the 100 percentile curve. Such
values may arise from prolonged periods of stability type F and wind speeds
less than 2 meters per second.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS.
Doses calculated from actual meteorological observations are
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significantly lower than those obtained from the usually assumed "worst"
diffusion conditions. For the 30-day iodine inhalation dose, a factor
of 10 reduction is obtained on the 90th percentile level and about 6 on
the 98th percentile values for the 20-degree sectors giving the maximum
values. For long-lived emitters the inhalation dose factors are from 6
to 13 on the 90th percentile level and from about 4 to 10 on the 90th.
The direction of the observed or monitoring station with respect to the reactor makes appreciable difference. For the same distance
the probability of high doses is greater northeast of the reactor at
Argonne.
Although the information presented here is characteristic of the
Argonne site, the magnitude of the dose factors would be quite similar
in other middle latitude stations having similar wind rose and inversion
frequency patterns. A study for a number of stations, however, is necessary before general conclusions can be drawn. However, this study does
show that for this station significant reductions are obtained when the
actual meteorological data are used. For a 30-day dose, a factor of 10
is reasonable.
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TABLE 1
TABLE OF ISOTOPE CONSTANTS
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1
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8.26 x 10
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1
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9.20 x 10
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2.20 x 10- 4
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)( AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF THE EBR-II
CONTAniMENT VESSEL COMPLEX ON EFFLUENTCONCENTRATION
C. R. Dickson. G. E. Start. and E. H. Markee. Jr.
ARFRO
Environmental Science Services Administration
Idaho Falls. Idaho
ABSTRACT
Dispersion measurements of a tracer. uranine dye in solution.
were made around a reactor complex to 600 meters from release point.
in stable and unstable atmospheres. The tracer was released from the
northeast side of the EBR-II reactor containment vessel and sampled
at the one meter level by 90 high-volume air samplers. Some 24
releases for 30-minute periods were analyzed. Techniques of dispersal.
collection and analysis of the tracer are included. Meteorological
measurements during tests included vertical and horizontal wind direction
and velocity fluctuations at the six meter level at one upwind and
several downwind locations and vertical temperatures at several levels
on a 74 meter tower.
It was found that the increase of the product of vertical and
horizontal turbulence downwind of the structures over that in open
terrain could exceed a factor of 15 at 100 meter downwind for 5-minute
periods and averaged a factor of 5.0 for 30-minute periods. A counteracting measure is the factor of two decrease of the wind speed in the
wake cavity of the structure.
The average maximum arc concentrations were found to be proportional
to the -0.6 power of distance downwind. No simple power law relationship was found for 0y with distance downwind. Predictions of 0y from
o via the empirical relationship 0 = 0.0350exO· 7 were excellent.
S~veral formulae were tested for calculating the diffusion in the
wake of an obstacle.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear power reactors are generally enclosea in a containment
vessel to prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactive gas or air
to the atmosphere. In event of a power excursion. there is a possibility that the containment vessel will be ruptured and this radioactive gas will escape to the atmosphere. It then become necessary to
delineate the danger area and estimate the radioactivity immediately
downwind of the reactor complex. Estimates of exposure may be somewhat conservative in the immediate proximity of the source if the
well-known continuous point diffusion formulas are used. The continuous
point source formulas were derived using the assumption that the flow
field of the gas has homogeneous turbulence and parallel mean
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streamlines. An accelerated rate of dilution in the atmosphere should
be experienced immediately downwind because of the increase in turbulence
from aerodynamic effects as the wind blows around the buildings. The
reduced concentrations or relative dose levels that could be experienced
from this increase in diffusion and turbulence has not been measured
extensively.
Two types of experiments are possible: field studies using a
tracer material and wind tunnel scale model tests. A wind tunnel scale
model approach to this problem was carried out by James Halitsky, New
York University College of Engineering, in a study called "Wind Tunnel
Tests of Gas Diffusbn from a Leak in the Shell of a Nuclear Power Reactor
and from a nearby Stack".
This paper describes a field study program in which the dispersion
of a fluorescent tracer from a height of one meter downwind of a
reactor complex at the National Reactor Testing Station in Southeast
Idaho was measured. This field study was designed to give direct and
reliable data. The principal purpose of this study was to determine
diffusion patterns around the EBR-II reactor from a release location on
the surface of the containment vessel. The reactor complex consists of
a reactor containment building, plus a number of smaller buildings
throughout the area (figure 1). The building height variation is from
4 to 38 meters. the power plant and containment dome are 38 and 29 meters
high respectively. A total of 15 surface tracer releases and 9 stack
releases were made. Eight surface releases were conducted in unstable
atmospheres and seven during inversion conditions. The tracer material
was collected and analyzed at 90 sampling stations for 30-minute periods.
The effects of the reactor complex upon the horizontal and vertical
wind direction variances were also measured.
METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
A series of six 6-meter towers were located at 600 meters upwind
and 50, 100, 200, 400 and 600 meters downwind. An NRTS bivane and
Beckman and Whitley cup anemometer were installed at the 6-meter level
at each arc. The tower at 50 meters also had temperatures and dewpoints
at 1/2, 1, and 2 meters. A 74 meter tower is also located at the right
edge of the 400 meter arc with wind velocity and direction sensors at 6,
46, and 74 meters and temperature elements at the 2, 15, 46, and 74 meter
levels. A summary of stability data from the tower at 50 meters downwind
and from the 74 meter tower is shown in table 1. There is evidence of a
heat island near the reactor complex since the tower at 50 meters indicated only lapse to neutral conditions. This can also be indicative as
to the amount of diffusion measured at the intermediate arcs.
A meteorological summary of the 15 releases is shown in table 1.
It can be seen that eight tests were conducted during lapse conditions
and seven tests with an inversion. Wind speeds ranged from a minimum of
1.7 meters/sec at the 50 meter arc to a maximum 10.5 meters at tbe 600
meter arc during the tests.
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Meteorological data for the various tests included standard
deviations of horizontal and vertical wind direction, 0e or a , mean
wind speed, u, and difference in temperature between the 2 an~ 74 meter
heights.
The data in table 1 show a marked reduction of wind direction
standard deviation and average wind speed as one proceeds downwind from
the reactor area. The wind speed generally increased by a factor of two
from 30 to 600 meters downwind. It appears that the towers at 400 and
600 meters have wind speeds and turbulence conditions nearly the same
as the upwind location.
TRACER EMISSION AND ANALYSIS
Uranine dye, with a median particle diameter of less than 1\.1 was
dispensed from a specially designed adjustable nozzle mounted at a height
of one meter on the containment vessel. The dye solution for each release
consisted of 75 grams of dye in four gallons of water. A pressure of 100
psi and an airflow rate of 500 cfm were delivered to the nozzle from a
l~ge compressor.
The releases were over 30-minute periods at the rate
of .0417 grams of uranine dye per second. The spray quickly evaporated
leaving dry uranine dye particles in the air.
A sampling grid was installed with arc widths of 249, 150, 60, 60
and 60 degrees respectively at distances of 30, 100, 200, 400, and 600
meters from the reactor dome. The positions of the arcs and spacing
between samples are shown in figure 2.
Staplex high-volume air samplers were used at the sampling points.
These samplers draw about 30 cfm when not loaded. To obtain high collection efficiencies for this dye, a glass fiber-type filter paper
known commercially as Hurburt X-934H, backed by an MBA 2133 dust filter
was used. A flow rate of about 15 cfm was drawn thrOUgh the filter
paper. After each test the exposed filters were collected in plastic
bags and washed in 50 ml of distilled water. Since investigations
(Dumbauld, 1962) indicated that fluorescence was sensitive to pH, four
ml of one molar phosphate buffering solution were added to bring the
dye solution to a constant pH. A small sample of the solution was then
placed in a quartz cuvette and the corresponding fluorescence measured
by Photovolt model 540 Fluorescence Meter. The sensitivity of the
measuring system was 1o-lOg of uranine dye. This permitted an air
concentration as low as 10-9 g/m 3 of uranine dye to be measured.
TURBULENCE DATA RESULTS
One can estimate the increased atmospheric dilutions anticipated
due to the buildings by forming the ratio of the term oeO~u for the
downwind over the upwind of the buildings. These "dilution ratios"
were calculated for 5, 10 and 30 minute periods. Figures 3 and 4 show
a mean decrease in dilution ratio from at least a factor of 21 for five

Table 1.

Meteorological Data for EBR-II Diffusion Tests at 6m Height (30-min Samples)
Test 2

Tower

Os

-

l

~.!!-

600
U
50D
100 D
200
D
400D

5.7

3.6

5.1

57.0
30.5
8.9

16.9
14.6

1.b

8.3

2.8
4.8

6.2

5.5

600D

5.8

3.5

-3.4

t.T1
-0.6

~

~.!!-

l

6.1

11.12

3.4

5.0

9.0

10.8
10.3

3.5
4.3

200 D
400
D
600 D

11.1
7.3

7.4
4.5

5.4
6.1

7.2

3.8

6.2

3.3

7.5
3.8

4.5
4.1

22.9
16.4

5.8

15.2
11.8

9.1

50D
100D

3.2

5.1
6.1

4.8

6.0

11.3

37.1 13.9
26.6 13.7

7.6

3.7

-0.8

2.0
4.1

10.9

7.3

..:t..

11.8
10.1

600u

~

6.0

-1.5

Test 6
-0.3

-0.7

9.4

~.!!-

t.T1

+1.7

-0.9

3.9
4.6
5.5
5.7
Test 7

-0.2

-0.2

3.5
16.8

8.0

15.1

5.5

7.2

7.5
5.3

5.8
7.2

6.0

3.5

B.O

3.9
14.4

5.7
2.8

13.3

3.5

35.0
17.6

5.2

11.4

9.4

6.7
4.6

5.5

9.3

4.0

5.6

53.5
27.9
11.0

-

t.T1

4.2

8.9
21.6
14.2

Test 5

Os -

Horizontal wind direction standard deviation (degrees)

O~ -

Vertical wind direction standard deviation (degrees)
Wind speed (m/sec-1)

u -

Test 4

Test 3

5.9

+0.9

to
0

-0.4

3.7

t.T - (OF) temperatures at 400m arc (74m-2m)
t.T (OF) temperatures at 50m arc (6m-1/2m)
1M - Missing

e

e

e

e

Table 1. (Continued)

Meteorological Data for EBR-II Diffusion Tests at 6m Height (30-min Samples)

Test 8

-

Tower

°e

600

u

8.1

3.9

6.1

50D
100
D
200
D
400
D
600 D

17.2
14.7

13.2
12.0

3.7
4.3

M

M

8.1
8.0

~

'fest 10

Test 9

u
t:.T
t:.T
_
_
--.J.
+0.8

-

~ ~.:- ~
8.6

4.4

4.2

27.6

11.7

5.1

13.9
M

4.3

5.7

4.0

6.0

-0.5

~ ~

-.:-. s:

t:.T 1

+0.7

-0.6

4.3

5.9

2.2

6.9
15.8

H.l

9.2
M

2.7

11.6

9.5

3.7
4.3

3.1

¥.

M

8.5

4.1

3.8

6.6

4.2

5.0
5.6

8.7

4.5

4.0

6.9

4.2

5.8

Test 11

+0.5

t:.T 1
-0.7

Test 12

Test 13

1.0
f-J

600

u
50D
100D
200 D
400
D
600D

11.9

4.0

30.9

13.2

9.7
5.4

19.7
11.8
10.6

10.9

6.5

6.7
4.0

7.9
9.0

12.1

4.0

9.6

-5.0

-1.4

11.4

3.6

10.5

4.7

29.7

13.2

5.5

11.0

6.2

6.5

8.0

19.8
H.O

6.9
8.6

3.7
4.1

9.4

9.4
6.0
4.0

10.8

4.1

9.8

33.0

13.9

21.9
11.4
10.9
10.9

-4.3

9.7

0e - Horizontal wind direction standard deviation (degrees)
0, - Vertical wind direction standard deviation (degrees)

u - Wind speed

(m/sec- 1)

t:.T - (OF) temperatures at 400 marc (74m-2m)
t:.T - (OF) temperatures at 50m arc (6m-l/2m)
1
M - Missing

-0.9

11.5
11.5

3.7

9.3
10.4

-3.8

-0.7

Table 1. (Continued) Meteorological Data for EBB-II Diffusion Tests at 6m Height (30-min Samples)
Test 14
Tower _ aS
600

u

50 D
100
D
200
D
400
D
600
D

~

-

-

l

u

_u

lJ.T
lJ.T
_---1..

0
_ 0

4.1

10.3

-3.0

16.6

2.7

4.0

5.0
6.6

24.7
20.0

12.6

11.3

11.9
8.2

9.4

4.4

16.7

10.2

4.8

7.7
7.6

19.8

9.4

4.2

10.2

16.7

9.3
25.2

Test 16

Test 15

-0·7

lJ.T

lJ.T

+6.7

0.0

__--J...

7.9
5.4
3.8
2.8

~l

-

u

4.6

4.0

1.7
2.2

31.2
18.2

15.3
12.4

3.2

2.7

9.1

7.6

3.6

3.4

6.0

3.6

3.9

4.6

3.9

4.9
6.4

6.5
2.1

lJ.T

lJ.T
1

+1.0

-0.7

\.0

as - Horizontal wind direction standard deviation (degrees)

tv

o. - Vertical wind direction standard deviation (degrees)

u -

Wind speed (m/sec-1)

lJ.T - (OF) temperatures at
lJ.~

~OOm

arc (74m-2m)

- (OF) temperatures at 50m arc (6m-l/2m)

M - Missing

e

e

- 93 minute periods to 5.5 for 30 minute periods under lapse conditions
and a factor of 28 decreasing to 8.7 for the same time periods under
inversion conditions at 50 meters downwind. The aerodynamic turbulence
turbulence shows a steady decrease to approximately 600 meters. Dilution
ratios between the two sides of EBR-II can exceed a factor of 10 on
obcasion for 30 minute average periods and even greater factors for
shorter time periods.
The values of turbulence parameters and thus of concentrations
depend upon the sampling time to a considerable extent. Although 5
minute periods, shown in figures 3 and 4 is perhaps more pertinent for
estimating short-period concentrations or doses, these values could
not be compared with measured concentrations.
TRACER DATA RESULTS
The simplest form of diffusion equation for use near buildings
and other obstacles is

~=L

Q rF2
where L is the projected area of the buildings normal to the prevailing
wind and K is a coefficient which is dependent on meteorological conditions. A general review of diffusion formulae relating rate of
discharge of a pollutant to concentration downwind from stacks and
built-up areas has been made recently by Barry (1964). He states that
K is a portion of Q entering the volume defined by rF-\i per second. It
has been shown in recent literature by several authors that the above
form of the equation is representative and they suggested values of K
that vary from 0.5 to 2.0 at 100 meters.
The cross-section of the EBR-II complex is rather irregular. The
area, rJ., used in this study was 665m2. The average values of K are
shown in figures 5 and 6 for lapse and inversion conditions and the
extremes of K for each stability class are shown in figures 7-10. The
K values range between .1 and 1.1 at 100 meters. These numbers seem
to be in fair agreement with values recommended by previous authors.
Wind tunnel tests by Halitsky (1963) for the same reactor complex
have shown similar values of K for neutral atmospheres (figure 11).

°,

The lateral particle dispersion,
was computed from air concentration distributions along the 30, 100, 200, 400 and 600 meter
arcs. In addition, the crosswind integrated air concentration, CIC,
for each arc was calculated.
Lateral bivane fluctuations, 0e' were tested as a Pa,dictor of
0y through the NRTS empirical relatl.onship oy=0.0350 e
The best
correspondence between measured and empirically calculated values was
obtained by using a nine second averaging time in the computation of
Ga. A scattergrem of this correspondence is shown for all arcs of all
tests as Figure 12. The computed and measured values were high and

xO· •
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and the regression equation showed a one-to-one correspondence between
the values. Therefore the average empirical predictor of all tests were
plotted against distance downwind and compared to the measured values
(Figure 13). Also the results of another method of 0y calculations
using the Gaussian assumption are shown in the figure. All three values
correspond reasonably well on the average.
Average measured 0y variation with distance downwind for lapse and
inversion conditions was compared to NRTS (Grid III) open terrain curves
(Figure 14). The lapse curve approached the class C stability (slightly
1.U'lstable) curve for open terrain at 600 meters and the inversion curve
approached the class E (slightly stable) stability curve also at 600
meters. The aerodynamic (building) turbulence contribution to lateral
dispersion appeared to be the same during lapse and inversion conditions
as indicated by the same average values of c found at 100 meters downwind during both conditions. Although verti~al diffusion was not
measured. computations of effective 0z from ground-level air concentrations
could be made for all runs from the Gaussian formula

°z =In
If"cr.CIC
Q

•

Figure 15 of a versus distance downwind showed a marked departure
from open terr~in tests (Grid III). a approaches class C s~ability
at 600 meters and class D (neutral) stibility under lapse and inversion
condition respectively.
The measured air concentrations along the mean plume axis are
shown in figures 16 and 17 for lapse and inversion conditions. The
measured mean data are represented by the heavy line. The measured
plume-center air concentrations can fit quite well to a straight line
plot on log log paper to 600 meters. The best fit assuming this power
law relationship gave slopes of 0.60 for both lapse and inversion
conditions.
A comparison of Xp was made between the open terrain and building
complex. The preliminary results are shown in table 2. The dilution
ratio values presented are the centerline concentrations of the computed 1.U'ldisturbed flow (open terrain) divided by the measured disturbed
(by building complex) flow.
Table 2.

Average Dilution Ratios

Distance

LaEs e
(7 cases, u=7.6m/sec)

Inversion
(6 cases,u=6.3m/sec)

100

4.4

3.5

200

2.8

4.2

400

1.8

600

1.4

3.9
3.2
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CONCLUSIONS
Excellent agreement was found between the horizontal wind direction
standard deviation and horizontal particle dispersion after smoothing
the wind direction record by appro1?riate averaging times and using the
empirical relationship 0y=0.0350eXU.87.
During lapse conditions a four-fold reduction in concentrations
from a release of effluent downwind of the containment vessel in the
EBR-II reactor complex at 1 meter in height could be expected on the
average due to aerodynamic turbulence caused by the buildings. This
conclusion is based on comparisons to measured diffusion from a continuous point source over flat open terrain during similar meteorological
conditions. Individual tests show this reduction can vary from 2 to 15
at 100 meters from release point. The aerodynamic turbulence effect of
buildings seems to disappear between 500 and 600 meters downwind in
both stable and unstable atmospheres. These results apply to tracer
releases of 30 minutes. Turbulence measurements using bivanes and
anemometers on both sides of the buildings are very representative of
actual concentration measurements.
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DISCUSSION

PACK

Are you prepared to draw any conclusions
on the relative merits of the three
techniques, i.e. tracer experiments, wind
tunnel experiments or measurements of
turbulence parameters upwind and downwind?

DICKSON

Since we find very close agreement between
the actual dilution ratio and turbulence
instrumentation for a 1 meter downwind release and 6 meter towers, I would suggest the
use of this method (turbulence instruments)
for this particular problem. I do not know
if this same relationship would hold for a more
elevated release.

GIFFORD

Your release point was near the reactor
building.
I would expect that for releases
farther up the building or particularly,
from a low stack above the roof, the results
might be considerably different. What is
your opinion?

DICKSON

Observations of smoke pictures showed for
different release heights that the smoke
level for all cases was the top of the
reactor containment. I believe that the
dilution ratio would be somewhat less due to
the elevation of initial release. I suggest
that you look into Halitsky's EBR-II report
for verification.

HALITSKY

Release points for the model tests were at
base, mid-height and top of reactor, at
upwind, lateral and downwind surfaces. Kisopleth graphs were d.rawn for each release
point. A copy of the model test report is
available for inspection by those interested
after the session.
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SMITH

Would it be possible to achieve release
rates that would give significant data in
periods much less than 30 minutes? Some
accidents might occur in much shorter
periods.

DICKSON

At the present time we don't have a means of
making very short term releases and
maintaining less than lu particle size.

SMITH

You might find it possible to use the SF6
technique for short releases?

DICKSON

Yes, this sounds very feasible.

MAWSON

I find it difficult to understand why you
are worrying about emissions that would last
less than thirty minutes. What sort of
conceivable accident to a strongly built
contaminent system could blow it apart to
the extent that the contents could get out
in minutes? Surely leakage from a reactor
accident would extend over hours or even days
in any reasonably foreseeable circumstances?

SMITH

We did not intend any implication concerning
the integrity of good reactor containment
structures. There are reactors still in
existence without tight containment, and there
is interest in chemical releases of shorter
duration.
I was interested in the general
problem rather than the specific reactor
accident problem.

CARSON

Your data show that turbulence due to buildings
drops off much faster than the usual rule of
thumb - 100 times the obstacle height.

DICKSON

Our observations seem to indicate that the
aerodynamic effect is dampened out somewhere
between 500 and 600 meters downwind.
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HOLLAND

Is it not implied by your data that, under
inversion conditions, the reduction in
concentration persists to at least 600 meters
distance, although the turbulence has
returned to the level undisturbed by the
building complex?

DICKSON

Yes, this is true. MOreover, this is not a
discrepancy. What has been shown is the
observation that the rate of effluent
diffusion in the wake of the EBR-II complex
converged toward the rate of diffusion
expected 600 m. downwind in open terrain.
The effluent concentration in the aerodynamically
influenced plume doesn't necessarily equal
the expected concentration in open terrain at
600 meters. This difference between the
effective rate of diffusion and the open
terrain rate of diffusion is largest. This
difference clearly will exist in all stability
situations. But the more stable the
atmosphere, the greater the difference in
concentration, and the greater the downwind
distance before the aerodynamically influenced concentration approaches this expected
concentration at this same distance.
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OF CONCENTRATION IN PLUMES AND BUILDING WAKES

Wo To Hinds
Atmosp~ric

Sciences Section - Pacific Northwest Laboratory
../

ABSTRACT
A short series of experiments to define the effect of wake flow on
the variance of concentration is described. The time history of concentration at a point in building wakes from ground level sources was
found to differ little from that observed in a plume from a point
source. An approximate power law dependence of peak to mean ratios on
averaging interval was observed in both wakes and unobstructed plumes,
but ground level sources in wake flow yielded peak to mean ratios comparable to those observed from unobstructed elevated sources. Thus,
it is surmised that elevated releases into wake flow probably will
yield greater peak to mean ratios than unobstructed elevated sources.
DEFINITIONS AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In recent years, a great deal has been learned concerning the
structure and diffusive characteristics of building wakes. Early work
depended almost entirely upon wind tunnels, from which many of the
insights into wake diffusion were garnered. The last two or three
years has seen several efforts to examine both the relation of wind
tunnel studies to field conditions, and the determination of atmospheric diffusion in wakes without recourse to wind tunnels. However,
no measure of concentration variation, as opposed to concent.r-at.Lon
distribution, has been pUblished. In this section, the basic structure
of wakes is outlined, the current status of estimating average concentrations near buildings is described, the theoretical attacks on concentration variation which are germane to peak concentration are
discussed, and an equation governing the dependence of variance of
concentration on sampling interval is given.
Wake Structure and Diffusive Character
There are several descriptions of the formation and structure of
wakes available in the literature (Birkhoff et al, 1957; Halitsky,
1963; Martin, 1965) so only a brief definition of terms is required
here. Figure 1 indicates the several portions of the wake as described
by Halitskyo Of most importance in the present discussion is the displacement zone and the cavity. The displacement zone is the volume of
air near the building which is characterized by streamlines curved
around the obstruction. The inner portion of the displacement zone is
marked by a rather stationary series of vortices generated by severe
flov distortion at the building edges and corners. The vortices are
dependent upon the upstream speed and directlon; changes in direction.
especially, cause the vortices to be shed from their sites end carried

1
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downwind, to be replaced by a new geometry of vortex placement
depending upon the new wind condition. The vortices provide a
mechanism by which material originally outside the wake streamlines
becomes enmeshed i~ the cavity, the stationary eddy attached to the
downwind side of the building. The cavity is marked by a weak upwind
flow, a decrease in wind speed, and increase in turbulent intensity
due to considerably less steady flow. (Munn, 1963, lslitzer, 1965.)
Separation of flow to cause the cavity and wake depends strongly
upon the geometry of the obstacle; in general, circular shapes show a
variable point of separation, depending upon wind speed, while prismoidal shapes characteristically induce separation at the upwind or
lateral corners. The line of separation is important in delineating
the volume of contaminated air if the pollutant is released directly
into the cavity, since little contamination upstream of the separation
is possible. (This is clearly inapplicable to pollutant introduced
upwind of the separation point.)
The shape of the wake is approximately independent of the obstacle
shape, being paraboloidal downstream of the obstacle (Birkhoff, 1957).
However, the shape of the cavity is closely related to the obstacle
shape, since the upstream boundary of the cavity is the obstacle
itself. Evans (1957) showed a variety of cavity shapes due to a
variety of obstacle shapes; in p;eneral, the cavity shape varied more
slowly with modulation of obstacle shape than did the obstacle itself.
The placement of the source is an important parameter in determining the final pattern of contamination. Halitsky (1963a, 1963b)
shows this explicitly in a series of illustrations. It is illuminating
to note that his data indicate that very short stacks, say less than
one-half obstacle diameter in height, are little, if any, different
from flush vents (Halitsky, 1963a, 1965) for introducing contaminants
into the wake. His work shows that nearly all positions of flush
sources with respect to the prevailing wind produce similar patterns
of contamination in the cavity. The exception is a source placed at
the outer edge of the obstruction. in which case a strongly asymmetrical pattern in the cavity results; still. a substantial degree of
contamination throughout the cavity is evidenced, apparently due to
the mixing induced by vortices detached from the building separation
line.
Entrainment of emissions from short stacks has captured the
greater interest of workers to date, particularly in field studies.
Since emission from short stacks is only intermittently entrained in
the cavity or wake (c.f. Sherlock and Stalker, 1941; Hohenleiten and
Wolf, 1942), this is inherently a more complicated study than considering ground level or flush-vent sources. Nevertheless, nearly all information available concerning diffusion in wakes is from stacks.
Davies and Moore (1964) used wind and water tunnels to model the flow
about a reactor building, then carried out a verification of the
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tunnel studies in the field. They succeeded in modeling the behavior
of effluent and wind speed interaction, showing that a critical effluent-wind speed ratio governed the entrainment of the plume
Munn and
Cole (1965), using a very portable sampling system and bivane measurement of horizontal and vertical turbulent intensity, tested a variety
of diffusion models used for estimating concentrations in building
wakes (Barry, 1964), and verified at least qualitatively Davies and
Moore's claim.
0

Martin (1965) carried out an ambitious and informative comparison
of wind tunnel and full scale diffusion experiments 9 verifying the usefulness of wind tunnel work for estimating diffusive capacities of the
atmJsphere. Martin's work demonstrated both qualitative and quantitative correspondence of wind, wake and obstacle, thus enhancing the
value of thorough wind tunnel tests.
Islitzer (1965) measured the effects of buildings on both turbulence and diffusion using a ground source in the lee of a reactor complex. He found that in unstable conditions the effect of the wake is
essentially damped out in 800 meters of travel, and that the effect of
an obstacle is to reduce the wind speed (outside the cavity) by some
30%, and increase the turbulent intensity. Thus, he found a net
decrease in concentration in the lee of the building relative to unobstructed sources. Culkowski (1967) has subsequently suggested that
point source ground release results provide an absolute upper bound on
mean concentration in wakes.
Concentration Fluctuation
One assumption made by many workers is that the contaminant is
rapidly spread throughout the wake once entrainment has begun (Barry,
1964). Davies and Moore apparently were successful in verifying that
this is true to a rather good approximation. However, even if the
pollutant were well mixed, a uniform concentration is unlikely, since
turbulence is enhanced by the wake. Few data are available which l.tould
define the variance of concentration in the wake; only Martin (1965)
quotes any, and his were taken well outside the cavity.
Fundamentally, the cause of concentration variation is turbulent
motion which wafts the plume of contaminant or tracer over and away
from the sampler. This separation into instantaneous and mean plumes
is a familiar tack in meteorology; much more is known experimentally
about the latter than the former, so relation of variation in concentration is usually made to the mean concentration.
Two rather different approaches to rationalizing the variation of
concentration have been suggested. Both relate to the net result of a
mobile plume in a turbulent atmosphere. Gifford (1959) considered a
plume to consist of an infinite series of diffusing disks, each with a
gaussian distribution within itself, which through atmospheric meander
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combine to produce a gaussian distribution of concentration at points
within the mean plume. O~~ deduction from this model was that the
peak concentration observed at a point, normalized to the mean concentration at that point, must decrease as a power law of distance
from the source if the point were near the centerline, and nearly as
a power law in any case.
A different starting point led Csanady (1967) to rather different
expressions for the variation of concentration at a point in a plume.
Starting with the equation of continuity, he derived a conservation
statement for variance of concentration, then deduced a formulation
for the variance as a function of distance from the centerline of a
slender plume. Presuming the distribution of concentration observed
at a point thrOUghout time to be akin to a Poisson distribution, he
showed approximately the magnitude of peak-to-mean concentrations to
be expected as a function of distance from source point and centerline
of the plume.
A wide variety of data are available for estimating peak-to-mean
concentration behavior. Two types of peak concentration can be defined. One, as discussed by Gifford and Csanady, considers variability
of concentration in relation to plume centerline. Another results
from averaging the time history of concentration at a point over
differing intervals, that is, considering the concentration to be a
random function of time, the observed peak concentration will be a
decreasing function of smoothing interval. Gifford (1960) presents a
number of data from several workers which indicates the effect of
increasingly smoothing concentration measurements. A fairly well
defined power law dependence results, with the index a function of
displacement from the plume centerline. Singer (1960) presents a
summarization of data vm.ch indicates a power law dependence, also.
In a later paper, Singer et al (1963) presented a nearly independent
set of data, again from a number of workers, which also indicates a
power law dependence of peak-to-mean ratio on smoothing interval.
Recognizing that the peak concentration can be specified in terms of
standard deviation of the distribution of concentration observed
through time (see Csanady, 1967), Singer and his co-workers (1963)
hypothesized that a power law connected variance and smoothing interval.
Not all data indicate a strict power law, however; Faoro (1965)
presents data which indicate that the index is a function of smoothing
interval, and Genikhovich and Gracheva (1965) in an examination of
horizontal dispersion derived a sum of exponential, inverse-linear,
and inverse-square terms for the decrease of variance with smoothing
interval.
The Governing Equation
The effect of smoothing a variable before calculating the
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variance is presented in a formal representation of filtering and its
effect on Fourier components in Pasquill (1962)j but no explicit relationship is developed
An expression for the change in variance
with change in smoothing interval follows from a consideration of the
definition of the variance of a smoothed function, as shown in another
paper at this symposiumo Briefly, if
0

x

is a continuous, stationary random variable

t

is interval of smoothing

o

2
s

is variance of X smoothed over overlapping means of
length t
is autocovariance of (unsmoothed) X at lag

~

then, to a good approximation

or

d:~ ·2[(:t

-j ~

(2)

Solution of this equation follows from knowing the form for p( t /2), or
assuming simple functional formso One of the very simplest is to

ass=: [~t) -J

=

b +

kt

so that
0

2

-2s
0

5, 0

=

(qb

e-k(t-t 0 )

(4 )

an equation which is used later with data gathered during the field
tests.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The general method for measuring the diffusive character of the
atmosphere is to release an inert tracer in a specified fashion and
measure the resulting concentration (or related parameter) at one or
several points downwind. The techniques used in the present series
were evolved from the rather well-known methods previously used in
larger scale experiments carried out at Hanford and other siteso In
this section, the tracer and the method of its dispersal are described,
the sampling techniques and instruments are discussed, and the layout
of the sampling geometry is shown.
Tracer Technique
The atmospheric tracer material used during these experiments was
the fluorescent pigment zinc sulfide, Vo So Radium Corporation designation No. 2210. It is a very fine particulate that fluoresces green
under ultraviolet lighto The particle size distribution is neerly log
normal with a geometric mean of about 205 microns and a standard deviation of logarithms of the diameter of 0.70. The density of the zinc
sulfide particles is 4.1 grams per cCo
Ordinarily, the tracer is suspended in water for dispersal through
high volume insecticidal foggers. In the present case, the use of
water as the suspension agent was thought to be impractical, since some
travel distances on the order of only a few meters were used, which
mi~ht well preclude complete evaporation of the droplets.
A dry
cleaning solvent, trichloroethane, was substituted; this liquid has a
very high vapor pressure at normal temperatures, and evaporates completely within a meter. A small backpack type of herbicide dispenser
(manUfactured by Solo Kleinmotoren), which uses a high speed air flow
to break up the tracer suspension into small droplets, proved to be a
satisfactory low flow dispenser. Figure 2 shows the sprayer, and
associated equipment, in operation.
Sampling Techniques
Two types of air sampling were conducted during this series of
tests: time-integrated concentrations, and time history of concentration. The time-integrated concentrations were comparable to the
standard measurements as made in nearly all Hanford diffusion experiments, whereas the time history measurements are relatively new. In
both cases, the measurements were to be made directly within the
cavity, rather than in the wake proper where the mean wind direction
has been re-established.
The air flow within the cavity is unsteady, since each change in
wind direction causes a new orientation of the building with respect to
the prevailing wind, and thus a different eqUilibrium shape and position
of the cavity. Winds within the cavity thus show a remarkable
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variability in direction at any given point, often going full circle
in less than a minute~ Since the efficiency of any sampler, whether
aspirated or not, is a function of the relative direction of sampler
port and wind direction (Green and Lane, 1957) and rapidly approaches
zero when the wind is against the back of the sampler, some means of
assuring wind flow into the face of the sampler was required.
The design evolved for the air samplers is shown in Figure 30 The
air sampler itself is identical with that used in previous tests (Barad
and Fuquay, 1962), a membrane filter aspirated by gasoline engine
powered vacuum pumps through calibrared critical flow orifices. The
samplers were mounted with a large tail to provide orientation with
minimum overshoot and adequate turning moment in light winds, and
dubbed SOS (Self-Orienting Sampler).
The measurement of time history of concentration was made with a
Self-Orienting Real Time Sampler (SORTS), which is a Real Time Sampler
(RTS) (Nickola et al, 1967) mounted with a tail similar to the SOSo
The RTS uses the phosphorescence of ultraviolet irradiated zinc sulfide
to activate a photomultiplier, and can reliably yield concentration
measurements in the range from about 3 x 10- 7 to 3 x 10- 3 g/m3
0

Although no precise measurement of the time constant of the RTS is
available (or possible, since stationary sources of accurately known
concentration are inordinately difficult to provide), it may be estimated by knowing the travel time through the sampler and the recorder
speed. 'l'he time to traverse the sampler is about 008 seconds, and the
full scale response time of the recorder is 0.5 seconds. Thus, to
assure adequate accounting of instrument smoothing of the real concentration, average concentrations over five second periods were chosen
as the minimum time resolution for data reduction. Figure 4 shows the
SORTS.
Other errors in sampling, such as anisokineticity and deposition
were neglected. For the range of wind speed and particle sizes in this
series, the anisokinetic error is not large, on the order of 20% or
so, and probably about 10% in general (Sehmel, 1966). Although deposition can be large over long travel periods (Simpson, 1962; Islitzer,
1963), the short distances involved in this series did not allow time
for large amounts to deposito
Assay of the SOS samples was by use of the Rankin counter (Barad
and Fuquay, 1962), which counts scintillations emitted from zinc sulfide when bombarded by alpha particles.
Design of the Sampling Grids
Two separate sampling grids were used in this study. One, the
Control gird, was laid out around the Hanford 400 foot meteorological
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tower to indicate the history of concentration variation from an unobstructed point source. The second was laid out around a fairly large
prismoidally shaped abandoned building to provide data showing the
difference, if any, in concentration history in the lee of a building,
The control grid consisted of three arcs of samplers at distances
of 30, 50, and 100 meters from the source point. The arcs were 85
degrees in azimuth range with access roads which allowed positioning
of the SORTS near the center of the mean plume. To avoid introducing
confusion, the SORTS was placed in position before tracer release and
left stationary without regard to subsequent wind shifts, Figure 5
shows the control grid from right angles to the test wind direction o
The Wake grid consisted of three arcs at 30, 50, and 100 meters
from the center of a building 24 x 34 x 11 meters high. The arcs were
considerably greater in angular coverage, due to the expected large
shifts in wake positioning with wind direction changes. The inner arc
covered 310 degrees, the middle arc 270, and the outer arc 200 degrees.
Figure 6 shows a portion of the wake grid, looking essentially across
the cavity area.
Field Procedure
The advent of favorable winds set the crew in motion, one man
setting up and checking out the generator and preparing the tracer
formulation, another to starting the sampler engines, and a third to
placing filters in the SOS samplers. The operator of the SORTS was
tentatively stationed downwind where calibration and checks were
completed. Usually within an hour the final position of the SORTS was
chosen, and tracer release was begun. Due to the small size of the
formulation container, only short-term tests could be attempted in this
series, and tracer release usually was restricted to 10 or 15 minutes.
The SORTS recorder was run at a chart speed of six inches per
minute, 50 the (mechanical) integrator was read in increments over
half inches, a simple task, to yield average concentrations over fivesecond intervals.
DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION
The data gathered in this series of diffusion experiments consisted only of concentration measurements. This is a rather unusual
situation for meteorological tasks, and should be explained. The most
important factor was logistical in nature; although fairly sophisticated meteorological measurements were readily available for the
Control tests, only the most gross measurements were possible for the
Wake tests, since no portable instrumentation was available. Since
the variance of concentration was to be investigated, there was little
point in measuring only mean wind over the period of testing; any useful information must surely come from the variance of wind speed or
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direction. However, since the point of the investigation was to determine whether first order differences were introduced by the presence
of a large obstacle, direct measurement of concentration presented the
best method of answering the question. Furthermore, since the governing equation stated earlier is independent of meteorological parameters,
depending only upon the time history of concentration, no critical need
for wind or temperature measurements was introduced. Therefore, rather
than distract from the investigation of concentration per se by atte~pt
ing to correlate results with mean atmospheric conditions, a procedure
which is increasingly questioned (Pasquill, 1963), no wind or temperature data were recorded.
The decision to divorce the wake and control tests from atmospheric
conditions was not made hastily. However, Martin's work (1965)
strongly indicated that in wakes the presence of aerod~amically produced turbulence overshadowed effects of atmospheric stability or wind
conditions so long as the wind was strong enough to produce a wake, say
five meters per second. This is particularly true in the cavity, since
even very strong stability, or very strong winds are disrupted entirely
due to the increased turbulence intensity. There was thus no necessity
for atmospheric conditions to be known in detail.
The average concentration patterns as shown by the SOS grid were
used to illustrate the position of the SORTS with respect to the source
and were not required for other work, so the patterns are given in
arbitrary units.
Concentration Patterns
Figures 7 and 8 present the concentration isopleths for the Control tests C-3 and c-4. Note that the patterns are both slightly
bimodal, that for c-4 the more pronounced. The SORTS was situated as
nearly due downwind as was possible to forecast, as indicated on the
figures.
The patterns from the Wake tests are shown in Figures 9 and 109
for tests w-6 and W-7, respectively. Although the source point, indicated on the figures, was placed at an upwind corner, still an asymmetrical concentration pattern resulted. This is probably a reflection
of the mean wind being slightly off the corner; since a point source
was used, effectively only a single streamline was traced near the
source.
Time History of Concentration
In an appendix, the concentration recorded by the SORTS is given
for each of the tests. The tabled data are five-second averages of
concentration, normalized to the average concentration at the SORTS
position, which is listed with each test.
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DA'l'A ANALYSIS
Several points were investigated using the data g::t:lered during
the four tests, the results of which are reported here. First, some
idea of the distribution of concentration at a point was sought. A
second topic was the distribution of the peak-to-mean ratios obsei-ved
in point source and wake plumes. Since a ftdrly large amount of data
concerning point source peak-to-mean ratios are available, a comparison
of wake results to point source results seemed appropriate. And
finally, the data derived from increasingly smoothing the concentration
trace were compared to the theoretical predictions.
Distribution of Observed Concentrations
Although not nearly enough tests have been completed for a definitive test of the distribution of concentration observed at a point,
some guidance concerning what may be expected is certainly possible.
It has been assumed on occasion that the time distribution of concentration is akin to a Poisson distribution, more for convenience than
rigor (Csanady, 1967). The Poisson distribution itself is incorrect in
principle, since each of the observations forming the distribution must
have the same expected value, a restriction which is obviously in conflict with the finite memory of the atmosphere embodied in the finite
time scale of autocorrelation.
If, in fact, the distribution were Poisson, the variance and mean
of the distribution would be identical. Table I shows the observed
values of the variance and the mean; clearly the strict Poisson distribution is inapplicable. However, the standard deviation and the
mean are indeed nearly equal, a phenomenon which has been reported for
tube flow also (Csanady, 1967).
Table :t
Test
C-3
c-4
w-6
W-7

Mean
.656
.310
4.83
.817

x
x
x
x

Variance
10-4
10-4
10- 4
10-4

0.878
0.358
167.0
0.760

x
x
x
x

10-8
10- 8
10-8
10-8

Standard Deviation
0.937
0.598
12.9
0.872

x
x
x
x

10- 4
10-4
10-4
10-4

The frequency polygons of concentration observations are presented
in Figure 11. Three of the tests are rather comparable in distribution,
but W-7 is anomalous in appearance. Since W-7 was a very short test
(six minutes), it may well be that the distribution is not stable-that a considerable proportion of the variability was yet to be evidenced in the length of record. It should be noticed that all the
tests show a decided upturn at low values of X/X. This tendency is
more clearly shown in Jt'igure 12, the composite of all four tests.
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The increase in frequency of low values of X/X is a clear indication
of the importance of intermittency in concentration fluctuations even
near the centerline.
Peak-to-Mean Concentration Ratios
There are several manners in which peak-to-mean ratios may be
presented. Perhaps the most informative is that used by Gifford (1960)
in one of his figures. He presented the peak-to-mean ratios as a
function of total time of data collection divided by the period of
averaging. Since the peak observed with a period of averaging equal to
the sampling period is just the average, the peak-to-mean ratio must
approach unity as averaging interval increases.
It is physically obvious that the peak-to-mean ratios which are
observed must be a function of position in the plume, since sites much
removed from the centerline must be very intermittently exposed to
finite concentration, and thus must show larger peak-to-mean ratios for
the same value of averaging interval. This is exactly what Gifford's
plot indicates.
Figure 13 presents the data from the wake and control tests in the
present series along with the lines which Gifford tentatively suggested
as representative of sites near and removed from the plume centerline.
It appears that the control data indicate that Gifford's near-centerline curve may underestimate the variability which is observed near the
centerline. In view of the very few tests in the control series, however, and their bimodal nature, no firm statement can be made. Perhaps
the most critical conclusion resulting from the data in Figure 13 is
that peak-to-mean ratios in wakes are somewhat greater than those for
point source plumes, and may indeed be comparable to ratios observed on
the ground near an elevated release. This is true even though the
source was at ground level in this series.
An alternate representation is enlightening in showing more consistent behavior between the various tests in the wake and control
series. Plotting the peak-to-mean ratios as a function of averaging
interval, as shown in Figure 14, indicates that all tests have about a
t- l/2 dependence on averaging interval. A similar consistency in behavior is also indicated later in a comparison of variance for the
different tests against the functional form mentioned earlier.
Variance of Concentration
Any attempt to compare the theoretical predictions of increased
smoothing with the data described above should begin by calculating the
parameters b and k from the data. However, such calculations were not
at all successful. A variety of problems seem to accumulate during
such calculations, mostly concerned with the lack of knowledge of the
variance and autocovariance of the unsmoothed function. Clearly, the
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character of the unsmoothed function becomes crucial as t, the smoothing interval, approaches ~ero. Since it is at or very near t = 0 that
b can be calculated, it is not surprising that estimates of b are not
accurate. On the other hand, k is determined by approximating the area
under the autocovariance function, which is a function of the covariance at t near ~ero, also; hence, k depends upon knowledge of b, so
neither parameter can be well estimated.
Alternate checks of the theory against data are possible, however.
First, b and k can be experimentally determined by, respectively, the
2/02
slope of 0
near tit = 1, and the displacement of the data from
0
s s,o
a power law at some large tit , say 20 or 40. If the approximations
o
are accurate, the curve generated with these values of b and k should
fit the data at all other t / t . Second, from equation 3,
o
P(t/2) = ~ (2 + b + kt)
where P(t/2) is an estimate of the autocovariance as a function of lag
time t. If the approximations are accurate, P(t/2) should correctly
reflect the observed covariance in a smoothed fashion.
The results of the first comparison are shown in Figures 15 and
16, for the control tests, and 17 and 18 for the wake tests. The corresponding values of b and k are given in Table II.
'"':'he agreement
between theory and data is good; note the regularity .1.n the values of
b , apparently a function of release time. Further evidence of b increasing as length of record increases is presented by Islitzer (1963),
who indicated one and two hour records of wind direction yield b =-0.12
and-0.06 respectively.
Table I I
Test

b

k

C-3

-1/4
-1/2
-1/4
-1/2

-0.0090
-0.0130
-0.0053
-0.0181

c-4
w-6
W-7

The results of calculating P(t/2) from b and k are presented
in Figures 19 and 2J for the control tests and 21 and 22 for the wake
tests. Although the observed detail is not evident in the calculated
p( t), the scale is rather accurately estimated. Note that the linear
approximation of equation 3 does not imply a linear autocovariance,
Que to tne appearance of 0 2 , a nonlinear parameter.
s

Here again, as in many other circumstances, the results of calculations using autocovariance are not critically dependent upon the form
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assumed. The calculations of P(t/2) do not benefit from the smoothing
of integration, but still, fairly crude approximations yield rather
good results. Such behavior is encouraging in that good results may
not be excessively difficult to achieve with future refinements.
Conclusions
Too few tests were successfully carried out to warrant sweeping
generalizations. Nevertheless~ it seems clear that the effect of
buildings upon peak-to-mean ratios is comparable to that observed near
an elevated source, even with a ground level source feeding the wake.
It seems plausible, then, to expect that elevated releases from short
stacks will accentuate peak-to-mean ratios, due to alternate entrainment and release of the plume by the wake flow as wind speed fluctuate~.
In another sense, since a general equation can describe the dependence
of variance on smoothing interval, it was shown that wakes (with their
aerodynamically generated turbulence) and point source plumes in an
unobstructed atmosphere are akin in their reaction to smoothing perhaps a reflection of a unifying tendency introduced by using a common
statistic, the variance. In general, point source ground level plumes
are an upper bound on mean concentration (Culkowski, 1961) and a lower
bound on concentration variance; wakes may decrease the mean concentration, but certainly seem to increase the variance.
j
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APPENDIX

Concentrations Measured
TEST C-3

by

the SORTS

Release Time 15 Minutes

x/x
. 27
2 .6 7
4. 80
4.26
4.80
4.00
4.00
8.56
3.12
5.85
4.64
1. 68
. 32
0
0
.163
2.52
1.48
2.56
2.9 6
2. 28
2.14
2 . 38
.605
.11
. 082
.0 55
.082
. 082
.820
.685
3.48

.388
. 137
0
0
. 0855
.125
. 051
1.81
2.91
4. 43
3.11
1. 28
2. 25
5.23
1.01
. 342
. 228
.171
.194
. 080
. 0548
.274
.410
• J '14
.110
0
. 410
0
1. 15
.331
. 274
. 490

1.31
. 274
. 055
. 055
0110
. 055
. 055
.0214
.110
. 605
. 548
.214
.137
. 131
.685
. 548
.274
. 214
. 410
1.37
1. 78
. 685
. 131
1. 78
3.44
. 821
. 274
.137
0
. 125
. 935
1.20

1.67
3.16
1.84
2.01
1.01
2.05
.295
.342
. 81
1.84
,251
.126
. 0855
. 216
.126
1.61
2.78
3.6 8
2.96
2.05
.685
. 251
.111
.0855
.251
.775
1.93
. 434
.171
. 560
.251
. 171

.434
. 64
1 .88
1.71
.434
1.26
. 0855
. 0434
. 0434
1.59
4.01
2.49
5005
4.62
1.59
2.01
.342
.903
2086
.434
.171
.171
. 0855
. 126
.126
.56
1 .03
.434
1 .12
. 514
.217
. 0855

.0855
. 388
0111
00855
. 0855
.0434
. 0434
.126
. 296
. 126
.111
.855
.855
.855
.855
.434
. 855
0
0
0
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TEST c-4
Release Time 10 Minutes

X/X
.58
0
0
0
0
.87
5.80
3.49
1.16
4.07
2.91
2.62
.58
0
0
0
1. 74
2 052
0
.58
.87
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
.181
0
0
0
0
0
0
.46
2.28
4.45
1.81
6.0
9.55
1.98
.13
1.19
.533
.363
.182
.182
.092
.092
.092
.092
0
0

0182
.182
0
.092
0
.182
1.19
4.83
1.12
3.13
7.07
2.08
.92
.73
0267
0261
0363
5.45
1.65
.46
1.65
.63
1.09
.46
0363
1 05')
1.51
.63

.182
0092
.092
.092
.182
.092
.092
0
0
0
0
0
3.10
12.3
2.31
1.26
.533
.363
0363
.363
.915
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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TEST w-6
Release Time 15 Minutes

X/X
.238
.4'11
.416
.110
.219
.257
.165
~238

.092
.055
.013
.055
.046
.128
.046
.064
.046
.120
.092
.238
.696
1.37
.348
.257
.248
.092
.013
.3.11
.183
.942
.302
.193
.230
.677
.202

.156
.. 183
.532
.623
.414
.165
.073
.120
.209
.147
.476
.230
.046
.128
.128
.100
.120
.110
.120
.202
.156
.083
.031
.037
.071
.092
0
.412
.173
.173
.018
0
.018
.284
.083

.010
.046
.092
.021
.018
.018
.027
.329
.055
.055
0
0
0
0
0
.110
.193
.248
.261
.642
.055
.120
0
.092
.046
.018
.018
0
.027
.018
.055
.348
.202
.010
.055

.064
.010
.021
.083
.120
.073
.046
.046
.100
.173
.110
.064
.120
.037
0
0
0
.083
.128
.110
.092
.055
.120
.385
.642
.487
.100
.083
.209
.092
.010
.027
.037
.150

2.31
1.12
2.98
2.61
1.20
4.14
1.64
3.70
3.10
.530
.800
6.44
8.11
3.35
.965
1.32
2.92
3.98
10.41
6.09
1.23
1.06
1.15
1.32
.706
2.38
3.98
.530
4.41
6.79
2.92
2.30
22.36
20.91
6.17

4.33
2.30
1.16
1.23
1.23
1.06
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TEST W-7
Release Time 6 Minutes

x/x
.052
.261

7.47
3.29
2.14
1.51
1.10
.887
1. 73
2.46
2.09
2.03
1.36
. 836
.365
.261

.473
.261
.626
.418
.626
.313

.365
.365

.574

.680
1.21
1.51
1.10
1.25
1.83
.574
.261
.365
.313

.522
.365
.680
.680
.732
2.03
1.15
.680
.261
.261
.313
.418
.836
1.21

.574
. 784
1.04
.888
.941
.993
.836
1.04
.888
.313
.313
.313
.626
. 680·
.522
.888

o
o
o
o

o
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DISCUSSION

VAN DER HOVEN

In your individual tests, did you find any
anomalously high concentrations to the lee
of the highest mountain range, as was found
by Smith et al of Meteorology Research Inc.
over the same terrain?

HINDS

Occasionally we could infer them. However,
our sampling network was too coarse to be
sure that our measurements would reflect
such anomalies in every instance.

BRADLEY

What is the principle of operation of the
real time zinc sulfide sampler used on your
aircraft?

HINDS

The real time sampler draws ZnS-laden air into
a chamber where the ZnS is exposed to ultraviolet light. Then, after traversing a light
trap, the phosphorescing ZnS passes a
photocell connected to an integrating
recorder
A rather detailed description was
published in the Journal of Applied
Meteorology, April 1967 by P. W. Nickola and
others.

HOLLAND

The finding that diffusion at night is more
like that in the daytime in mountainous
terrain than over level terrain seems to
corroborate two other findings that come to
mind. One is a recent remark by Cermak that,
in the wind tunnel studies of Point Arguello
models, the deformation of flow induced by
the mountains dominated the spread of smoke
near the surface. This would minimize the
effects of changing stability. The other is
an indication I obtained at Oak Ridge years
ago based on wind profiles that the ridges
acted as roughness elements at night, increasing
the vertical transfer of momentum, but not in
the daytime when their effect was overshadowed
by that of convective eddies.
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HINDS

I might point out that the relatively
smaller contribution of lateral diffusion
in mountainous terrain may be part of the
reason that the exponent determined for
as is so much less than unity, even in the
running mean averaging technique.
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vITTH

DI~lON

SLIDE-HUT~

CALCUlATIONS

GAGE YOINTS

Frank Gifford
Atmospheric Turbulence & Diffusion Laboratory
ESSA, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
c:l.nd
Robert j'1aterfield
Division of Reactor Licensing
USAEC, Hashington, D. C.
Abstract
Gage points are given 'nth the help of vhich tne most commonly required a'tmos oher-Lc diffusion calculations can be carried out
ra}Jidly using a s imp'Le slide-rule settingj e vg , maximum ground
concentration, its distance, and the corresponding effective stack
height as functions of the ~revailing type of meteorological condition.

Ground level air-concentration X, units m-3 , at a downwind
distance x, m, resulting from the release of Q units sec- l of
material at an effective source (stc:l.ck) height h, m, is commonly
calculated by means of the Gaussian formulc:l.

1 )

In this u is the average wind speed, assumed constant, and cry and cr
are standard deviations of the plume distribution in the y- and z- z
directions. These two quantities are specified empirically by means
of graphs originally presented by Pasquill (1961, 1962), which cover
meteorological conditions raneing from type A, qUite unstable, to
type F, moderately stable. The effective stack height h can include
any plume rise due to buoyancy or momentum effects.
To eA~edite computations with this useful formula, a number of
,-rriters [Hilsmeier and Gifford (1962), Bryant (1961.~), and Couchman
(1961), for example-l have given graphs of equation (1) in which,
for the various meteorological types, X/Q is displayed as a function
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of x and h. These curves have maxima where 2 (J 2 = h
which occurs
at smaller values of x for the more tillstable meteorological conditions.
Figure (1) io a graph of equation (1) in which, for various (effective)
stack heights, h, the envelopes oi' the individual X/Q. vs. x curves
have been dra..m . Figure (1) is based on the graphs given by ~:iss Bryant,
and includes the type G (extremely stable) condition that she discussed.
For simplicity the vertical coordinate dis~laYG X/Q-values for the fixed
value, u = 1 m sec- l• The solid, envelope curves oi' Figure (1) determine
the maximum concentration, ~or a given stack height (or ~i'fective stack
height) that will occur at any distance, or i'or any meteorological type.
The regions of the graph for which a given meteorological type predominates are indicaten. by hat.chl ng , The envelope curves can be thought
of as enclosing curves corresponding to a continuum of meteorologica~
conditions, from A through G.
Figure (1) contains the information most often needed in practical
atmospheric diffUsion calculations. That is, ~t gives the waximum
ground level concentration for any specified stack height, doymvind
distance, or meteorological condition. As a further aid to calculations, the information in Figure (1) can oe represented approximately
by means of slide-rule gage points; that is, special settings of an
ordinary slide-rule. There are two sets of gage points, each consis~
ing of a setting for each meteorological type. One set is for com~uta
tions involving h and the other for those involving x , The sage points
are placed so that the following numbers on the elide-rule CI-scale
appear opposite the index of the rule:
rv~eteorological

type:

A

B

C

D

E

F

gage point for h:

130

130

128

110

100

92

gage point for x:

600

950

1380

2200

3350

4800

G

7500

This can also be done by setting the index of the sltde to the gage
point on the D-scale. The gage points can be marked permanently on
the slide-rule. ;{e found it convenient actt~lly ~o staron the gage
points into the slide of the rule, using ordinary machinist's dies
for the appropriate meteorological condition letters.
An example, illustrated by Figure (2), vall demonstrate the
use of the gage points. Suppose it is required to find the distance,
x, at which for type C cpnditions a maximum relative concentration
defined by X/Q. = 2 x 10- 4 (ignoring for the moment the adjustment
for ¥dnd speeds other than u = 1 m sec- l) will occur. This is the
problem set up in Figure (2). The index of the slide is set o~posite
the value 1380 on the D-scale, which is the ci[tancc, or x, gage ~oint
for type C meteoroloeical conditions. This serves to place the number
1380 on the CI-scale opposite the slide-rule index. The slide-rule
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cursor is set to 2 x 10 -4 = X/Q on the A scale. The required distance,
x = 308 m ~ 300 m, is read o:p:posite this :point, on the CI-scale. To
find the stack height h, corres:ponding to this, it is only necessary
to set the .lide index to the ty:pe C stack height gage :point, 120, on
the D-scale (without moving the cursor) and read the corresponding
value of h under the cursor on the CI-scale; h = 27 ~ 30 m.
Variables can be entered in any se~ence re~ired; that is,
any variable can be regarded as the one that is to be found, the
others being given. It is only necessary to recall that: X/Q
(for u = 1 m sec- l) always appear's on the A-scale, and x or h on
the CI-scale, under the cursor hairline; and the corres:ponding, x
or h, gage :points on the CI-scale are always set to the slide-rule
index, or else the slide index is set to the gage point on the
D-scale.
The follo,ring points should be observed:
1)
e~ls

For winds other than u = 1 m sec -1 , the actual value of X/ Q
the value ap:pearing on the A-scale divided by u.

2) The gage :points given all correspond to the value:
X/Q(u = 1 m sec- l) = 10-5. Conse~ently, for smaller values of
x, or h, the corresponding values of X/Q will be larger, as can
be seen from Figure (1). For this reason the gage points will
normally be set so that the ~eft decade of the A-scale corresponds
to values of x/Q betueen 10- and 10-5 and the right decade to values
between 10-) and 10- , which is the range of X/Q-values ordinarily
encountered.

3) This slide-rule presentation is only an approximation to
Figure (1). It depends on the fact that the relationship between
x or hand X/Q is nearlK equal to a reciprocal square relationship.
For values of Xl Q : 10- ', 1. e. the mid-point of the normal range of
values the given gage points will be reasonably accurate. At X/Q : 10- 5
or 10-3, errors in distance can reach 20% for ty:pe F conditions. Errors
in distance are smaller for less stable conditions, and the gage point
settings give values ~ite close to those of Figure (1) for ty:pes
A and B over the whole range. Errors in stack height ~f 10 or 15%
should also be assumed for x/Q much different from 10-,. For rough
diffusion estimates, such computational inaccuracy is of little
concern, being considerably smaller than the effect of physical
uncertainties ordinarily associated with the diffusion model.
Acknowledgement
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1 ~-MOUNTAIN

IRON DIFFUSION PROGRAM
3

W.T. Hinds
Atmospheric Sciences Section Pacific Northwest Laboratory

A B S T R ACT
From November, 1965 through July, 1966 a largescale program designed to illuminate the diffusion characteristics of marine air over coastal range mountains was carried
out in Southern California, at Vandenberg Air Force Base.
The experimental design for this program is outlined, and
salient features of diffusion analysis are presented. The
technique developed for predicting plume width, based on the
Hay-Pasqui11 running average method, indicated that
S = 200/o e, much larger than heretofore reported for unstable
conditions. The prediction of centerline exposures over
mountainous terrain was shown to be dependent upon temperature stratification in a different manner than observed over
level terrain, and that exposures were generally lower and
less dependent upon both season and time of day over
mountainous country.
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INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a substantial amount of
work dedicated to a better understanding of diffusion over
various types of terrain, including large-scale programs
over flat prairie and desert, urban complexes, and coastal
plateau regions. There have been no large programs conducted
to define diffusion over mountainous terrain. The southern
portion of Vandenberg Air Force Base, California was selected
as an excellent location to begin work on this almost
excessively complicated task. The Coast Range in this area
is of moderate height and topography, reasonably civilized by
roads and other appurtenances of man's domain, and with a
wind regime rather readily forecast from climatology due to
the well-developed sea breeze circulation. In addition, good
meteorological support instrumentation was available.
The problems involved in Mountain Iron were, nevertheless, numerous and complex. Not the least of the
problems was the terrain, which prohibited striking off
sampling arcs concentric about release points, the classic
and simplest concept of atmospheric diffusion experimental
designs. Furthermore, the understanding desired from these
tests seemed likely to require a detailed definition of the
varying structure of the atmosphere over the test area,
detail beyond the scope of standard meteorological observations and source point conditions.
The scope of the operation included
1.

tracer releases from two sites and collection of
diffusion and meteorological data over South
Vandenberg; and

2.

reduction and analysis of the data with the hope
of developing diffusion models for relatively
mountainous terrain with the same degree of
success that has been attained over somewhat
simpler terrain.

The total amount of data gathered during the
Mountain Iron series is overwhelming and certainly all of it
could not be fully utilized for the multiple purposes to
which it might apply. Indeed, many aspects of atmospheric
behavior which may be pertinent to the problem were not even
considered for detailed study, such as seabreeze circulation
onset and decay and its relation to diffusion. Therefore,
the data which were gathered during the testing series were
set up for storage in rather more detail than ordinarily
might be expected, since there remains much of value in these
data beyond their initial application.
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Of some importance is the path chosen for analysis
of such a complex set of data. Of several alternatives, two
were finally settled upon as most likely to yield useful and
profitable results. One was simply a statistical determination of the best-fit equation in a product form of
equation. The fundamental reason for adopting this method
was the guarantee of useful results although the degree of
reliability was unpredictable. The latter led us to parallel
the statistical approach with attempts to fit the data into
models which were derived from physically based reasoning.
In deference to the complexity likely to be induced by the
terrain, no guarantee of success or simplicity could be predicted for this "physical" approach either; but if successful,
this approach was the more likely to yield insights into the
processes involved in diffusion over and around hilly terrain.
Satisfactory results were achieved with both approaches
although the statistical model was slightly better than the
"physical" model. However, the latter would most certainly
improve with continued examination of the mechanisms which act
to disperse airborne materials.
DATA ACQUISITION
The Site
South Vandenberg lies on a westward jutting portion
of the California coast about a hundred miles west-northwest
of Los Angeles. The Coast Range Mountains dwindle into the
ocean along this section of the coast, forming the westward
buttresses of the Santa Ynez Mountains which culminate in
4000 foot high ridges several miles inland. On South
Vandenberg, the mountains are characterized by ridges 1000 to
1500 feet high running generally east-west, with 2000 foot
high peaks along the southern portion of the Base. The most
striking feature of the area is probably Honda Canyon, a
rather deep and steep-sided canyon walled on the south by
Honda Ridge and on the north by Target Ridge. The canyon is
some seven or eight hundred feet deep along most of its
length, and is generally no more than 1-1/2 miles across.
Smaller canyons branch from these two main ridges, mostly
opening north and east, which are not so deep, but even
narrower. The result is a broken-up appearance which is much
more rugged than the description in terms of feet and miles
implies. Prominent terrain features are identified in
Figure 1.
Another impressive feature is the Lompoc Terrace,
several square miles of level and rolling grassland only a
few hundred feet above the ocean. North of this plateau
lies the very flat flood plain of the old Santa Ynez River;
from this smooth river bottom, the Santa Ynez Mountains rise
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N

Figure 1.

Terrain Features - South Vandenberg Site.
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abruptly like a pile of sand on a table top. The coastline
around the Base lies nearly north-south along the portion of
the Base north of Honda Ridge, then turns more than 90 degrees
to east-west along the southern border of Point Arguello.
This abrupt curvature of the coast appears to be related to
the common occurrences of northwest winds over the Base
veering to west winds over Point Conception, a few miles south
of Point Arguello.
The major ridges are mostly covered with a dense
stand of low growing chapparal and related shrubs, whereas
most of the lowlands are generally grassland. The floor of
Honda Canyon, the Sudden Ranch area, and the Lompoc Terrace
may be cited as examples of grassland areas. Trees occur in
scattered clumps only, except east of the head of Honda
Canyon and along creek beds. The vegetation types change
rather rapidly with increasing distance from the ocean; trees
occur in increasing number following the generally increasing
average precipitation inland in this area.
The Sampling Grid
Ordinarily, diffusion tests are designed with
sampling arcs concentric about the source point, spaced
logarthmically to reflect the expected power-law decrease of
exposure with distance. This type of design was inconceivable
at South Vandenberg, as thoughtful contemplation of a topographical map will show. However, existing roads and jeep
trails provided a suitable network of possible sampling
routes, with a few drawbacks. The roads in general follow
creek banks and ridge tops.
The routes chosen provide adequate sampling from
Source A, the primary source point, at the intersection of
Photo Road and Surf Road, especially in the prevailing winds,
northwest and north-northwest. Approximately, sampling
distances in these conditions are 1-1/2, 2-1/2, 4, 6, 7, and
10 kilometers. From this source point, with westerly winds,
sampling distances approximate 1, 4, and 6 kilometers, a
somewhat less satisfying set of measurements, but still
adequate.
The situation was far less satisfactory when
considering sampling from Source B, the second source, near
Surf Road between Target Ridge and Honda Canyon Road.
Located at the foot of Honda Canyon, Source B is notable in
geographical setting in that all contiguous major topographical features effectively radiate from the area, so that
roads following the major features are radial, not circumferential. The consequences of this arrangement was to
provide poor crosswind plume definition and to leave in
question the true peak concentration for releases from this
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source point, except for winds with a strong northerly or
southerly component. The sampling distances from Source B
were approximately 6 and 7-1/2 kilometers for south-westerly
winds; 5-1/2 kilometers in westerly winds, and 1/2, 1, and
5-1/2 kilometers in northwesterly winds.
Occasionally, depending upon wind conditions, tests
from both sites yielded samples at distances exceeding 12 or
13 kilometers, usually from the southern end of the Sudden
Ranch sampling area. These important data were few, since
they in general are caused by an especially strong curvature
of wind flow in the lee of the Santa Ynez Mountains.
The samplers along the routes chosen were nominally
spaced one-tenth mile apart along routes 1, 3, 6 and portions
of 2 and 10; two-tenths mile apart along routes 4, 5, 7 and
the remainder of 2 and 10; and four-tenths mile apart along
route 9. Figure 2 is a detail map of the sampler network,
illustrating the dense network of sampler stations and
defining the sampler routes. The occasional uneven spacing
indicates a nominal sampler position with a particularly
undesirable exposure which could be improved by a small
variation in spacing. Rocks, trees, buildings, and brush
commonly occasioned such variations. Larger scale factors
could not be dealt with so handily; cuts for a roadway along
the lee side of ridges induced several cases of poor sampler
siting, which were unavoidable without seeking or building
new roads. The most striking examples of this situation lay
along Honda Ridge between sites 05-050 and 05-100; a few
samplers were placed along the roadway along the lee (south)
side of the ridge behind nearly vertical cuts approaching
100 feet high. Meaningful sampling in the wake of a bluff
body is no simple task, so to estimate the effect of this
particular example of undesirable sample siting, an old trail
along the crest of Honda Ridge was resurrected and five
supplementary samplers placed along it during the summer
portion of the test series. In general, the effect was
noticeable but not crucial.
A similar perplexity arose when considering sampler
orientation. The air samplers used are not particularly
sensitive to misorientation, but without question, a wind
blowing across the filter face or against the sampler back
will yield nontypical exposures. Since the same network was
to be used for both sources interchangeably, a single
orientation could not be entirely correct. However, the
details of topographically influenced wind patterns are
mostly unknown; little but guesswork could be used to surmise
the wind direction at each sampler, in any event. The
simplest solution was chosen: the samplers were faced toward
the primary source point. This choice has the advantage of
consistency, but it is not unassailable. One exception to
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this unanimity was the route along the floor of Honda Canyon.
Since the canyon is rather deep and steep in general, the
flow was expected to be along-canyon rather than acrosscanyon, so the samplers were placed facing an up-canyon wind
except in a few unusual circumstances.
Meteorological Support
A considerable effort was required to gather the
extensive meteorological support called for in the experimental design set up for Mountain Iron. Very few of the
meteorological data were available from standard or existing
sites, and thus necessitated a lengthy phase of instrumentation setup and personnel orientation. At the beginning
of the Mountain Iron testing program, only three sites were
reporting in the convenient WIND system mode. To supplement
these observations, portable battery operated cup-and-vane
anemometers were set up at several sites, as indicated in
Figure 1 which shows the positions of all the meteorological
observing positions.
Source point observations were made by another
cup-and-vane anemometer set up near the trailer bearing the
generators. This setup was also battery powered equipment.
The temperature structure of the atmosphere at the source
point was measured by a wiresonde, which was routinely used
to heights of 140 meters (500 feet) at hourly or occasionally
half-hourly intervals.
Upper air soundings were ultimately made from four
sites: Building 22, the Ionospheric Sounder in Honda Canyon;
Pad D area; and from the Boathouse in the Sudden Ranch area.
The procedure set for the radiosondes called for a frequency
of reading which was twice the standard, to a height of 5,000
feet, with one sounding to be followed to 10,000 feet.
The Diffusion Data
As the very first step, the list of exposures
measured at the various sampling positions during a test was
converted to a map of the exposures over which contours of
exposure were drawn. This rather laborious task was
necessary, since the sampling was confined to existing roads
which were not related in any reasonable fashion to the
source points. The resulting isopleths of exposure give a
fairly reliable picture of the intersection of the plume with
the ground.
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ANALYSIS
Travel Time
The time available to a particle for dispersion
from its neighbors plays a fundamental role in diffusion, and
is a determining factor for the smoothing in the Hay-Pasquill
technique for estimating cry. In relatively smooth areas, the
calculation of travel time is relatively straightforward,
since the assumption of homogeneity is not bad -- the wind
speed probably changes only slowly with distance. This is
patently not the case at South Vandenberg; flow over the
ridges characteristic of this area is normally at a significantly higher speed than over the sea-level lowlands, and
frequently the Sudden Ranch area experiences higher speeds
than the ridges (see Smith, et aI, 1964, for a discussion of
this phenomenon). The best estimate of the time actually
available to the plume therefore requires a changing wind
speed with distance. A simple x/u approximation is only good
for a limited span of time, or distance, after which the wind
speed must be altered to another more appropriate speed. It
is incorrect to use the arithmetic average of wind speed to
the point in question, averaging overall available data in
intervening regions; since time is inversely proportional to
speed, an inverse averaging process is required. However,
any real averaging technique leads immediately to the
problem of boundary specification between regions, and treatment of data points lying close to the boundary.
The boundaries chosen in the South Vandenberg area
were specified according to available wind speed sensors and
representativeness of the siting of the sensors. The
"spheres of influence" of the various sensors are indicated
in Figure 3 for source A. The position of the sensor
providing data for each sphere is named in each area. From
these areas and isopleths of exposure contours, the appropriate wind speed could readily be used to calculate the
travel time between the boundary of any given area and the
sampler in question. Successive calculation of times along
the plume path yielded the total time to each of the centerline exposures, and correspondingly, the time to each of the
cry measurements.
Plume Width Estimates
Regardless of the distribution within the plume,
the standard deviation of the distribution appears as a
fundamental parameter in the equation of continuity. For
this reason, the task of determining the plume standard
deviation as some function of meteorological conditions or
measurements merits considerable effort. If a reasonably
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precise method can be found for estimating cry, not only is the
estimation of centerline exposure made easier; the area
affected by the plume is more or less readily estimated.
Given the amorphous geometry of the sampling routes,
however, direct calculation of a cry was in general impossible.
In a very limited number of cases, fortunately, the sampling
routes were perpendicular, or nearly so, to the plume, so that
meaningful cry calculations were conceivable. After screening
all tests, the best examples of monomodal tests which crossed
sampling routes at near right angles were chosen for cry calculations for comparison with estimates made from the
isopleths. The technique of estimating cry involved measuring
the distance across the plume between exposure contours which
were one-tenth the centerline exposure at that distance.
This distance is 4.3 cry if the distribution within the plume
is Gaussian. Although tne standard deviation of a distribution is somewhat sensitive to the form of the distribution,
the data show that the estimated values of cry are not
greatly different from the calculated values, especially in
view of the difficulty in assuring good distributions for the
calculations. An overestimation involved in the estimated cry
values is clearly shown in Figure 4. On the average, the
estimated values exceed the calculated values by 10%, with a
reasonable amount of scatter. The overestimation is
apparently due to the unsymmetrical distribution common to
most tests: whereas the average kurtosis was 3.1 (close to
the Gaussian value of 3.0), the average skewness was 0.65
instead of the Gaussian value of zero. Since a skew distribution is characterized by a larger cry than a normal
distribution with the same maximum value, a large part of the
difference must be attributed to skewness. One point of
interest is the difficulty in estimating cry encountered for
the five-minute tests. There is no obvious reason for the
scatter indicated by the outlying two five-minute tests.
Since only 10% error was indicated, the estimates
of cry from measurement of plume width were presumed reliable,
and cry was measured from isopleths at all points possible
for the test series. It must be noted that some of the
values were deduced from slightly bimodal tests, or even
noticeably skewed tests, and may well not be correct to
within 10%; the necessity for a wide sample of data made
some compromise mandatory. Plume width data from source B
were scanty and difficult to procure, so only source A data
were used.
Traditional presentations of plume width data
rely on a simple power-law dependence of cryan distance. If
the Mountain Iron data are plotted in this fashion, such a
dependence is indeed discernible, as seen in Figure 5. The
scatter about the mean is rather large, the limits shown
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being a factor of two removed from the mean.
The Hay-Pasquill suggestions and hypotheses offer
another approach which is clearly worth an attempt. The
success of the Hay-Pasquill technique lies in the correct
choice of 8, a simple matter ex tost facto, but not at all
clearly possible to forecast.--A ter some experimentation,
the relation
or

8 = 3.46/o e

(oe in radians)

(1)

8 = 200/o e

(oe in degrees)

(2)

was chosen as the best indicated by the data, although
8 = 100/oe was little different. The relation for S yields
considerably larger values than other workers have reported,
even in stable conditions wherein one might expect 8 to be
large. The larger 8 applied to the Mountain Iron data
results in considerably less smoothing than was found to be
appropriate elsewhere, a fact which no doubt reflects a
structure of turbulence which differs strongly from other
sites.
Using the 8 calculated from Equation 2 above, a 0y
was calculated for each of the measured 0y values. The 0y
values were normalized to 0eu (approximately equal to 0v) and
plotted as shown in Figure 6. There is a notable improvement
in relating 0y to downwind travel (time, here); the limits
show 75% of the data lie within 40% of the mean. There are
several outlying tests, though, which certainly do not fit
the scheme.
Having available a reasonably dependable method
for estimating 0y from source point meteorological data led
to the hope that a physically consistent model for diffusion
over South Vandenberg was possible. However, the success of
such a model would be limited by the fraction of data which
remained as unexplained outliers.
DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS FOR DIFFUSION OVER SOUTH VANDENBERG
The data discussed above can be used directly for
estimating exposures at various distances over the Base, but
dependence on distance alone is not likely to yield the most
accurate estimates attainable, since no meteorological
variables would be used to categorize the various tests.
The method of integrating atmospheric variations into the
diffusion data to yield a straightforward equation, rather
than a set of graphs, is sometimes termed modeling of the
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diffusion results. Two approaches were followed in developing
a workable model: one follows directly from a theoretical
discussion, the other from a statistical fitting procedure.
These two models will be discussed in that order so that the
surprisingly close relationship between a purely statistical
result and the result of semi-physical reasoning will be
clear. The units used in this section are cgs.
The Quasi-Physical Model
The fundamental theory of diffusion chosen as a
framework for the development of a physically meaningful
model derives from the Hay-Pasquill modification of Taylor's
theorem (Pasquill, 1962). Of first importance to this theory
is the determination of the proper averaging interval to be
applied to the source point wind direction fluctuations so
that a wind variance calculation will yield an accurate
estimation of plume spread. The method of determining the
proper averaging interval relies directly upon the travel
time to the point in question, so in essence, diffusion is
treated as a time dependent process, which 0e and
as
variables indicating the rate of horizontal plume spread.
The theoretical approach to estimating the rate of plume
spread in the vertical is analogous, but no measurements of
wind fluctuations in the vertical were made during this series
of tests. However, the turbulence in the vertical wind
component is generally closely related to stability, so a
direct dependence of vertical plume growth on temperature
stratification was postulated.

u

Sinoe the exposure data decreased nearly as t- 2 and
since 0y as a function of (oe)s is nearly lin~ar in time, it
was found that the linear transformation X = ut was
sufficiently accurate to allow the straightforward substitution of X for t as the independent variable, which
prevented compounding errors due to inaccurate travel times.
Thus, considering linear plume growth in the lateral
direction to be a function of 0a8 and X, and in the vertical
direction to be a function of ~T and X, the equation of
continuity takes the form
(3)

Determining the power function relationship for the above
dependence which best fits the data, we have

The predictions fall within a factor of two of the observed
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data 68% of the time, and within a factor of four 96% of the
time.
The dependence on as shown in the above equation is
much smaller than expected. This is perhaps due to using a
as at a single point, which may be non-typical, to describe
the diffusion over terrain of such differing character as
found in South Vandenberg. Indications were found in the few
tests available with the full complement of WIND system
sensors in operation that as varied considerably over the
Base, and that using downwind values of as may well improve
the dependability of the predictions. Further study of the
relation between lateral plume spread and wind variability
would be expected to improve prediction capabilities.
The usefulness of the "quasi-physical" model is
limited, then, even though good estimates of plume width are
available for a substantial fraction of the cases. However,
the relatively successful predictions achieved by this model
provides confidence that a model resulting from data which
are completely divorced from any dependence on a calculated
travel time will be equally successful.
Statistical Modeling
In spite of the advantages which a physically based
model possesses, some serious flaws sometimes prevent such a
model from being truly useful. Not the least of the complications which can accrue to a physical model is complexity,
due to the myriad inter-related factors which must be at
least partially accounted for. Another and simpler approach
is to form a product of relevant parameters with statistically determined exponents on each of the factors. Since the
determination of the exponents is based on a least-squares
analysis, the best (statistical) fi t of the" equation to the
data results in the least variance of the predicted values
about the observed values. The drawback to this sort of
analysis, of course, is precisely in the exponents for best
fit, which may well have little physical meaning, not allowing for confident extrapOlation, either in distance or
geography. Nevertheless, a statistical approach can yield a
useful and simple result for immediate application, a fitting
criterion for any engineering study. This section will
detail the results of the statistical analysis of the
Mountain Iron data, and discuss the reliability of the final
equation.
An equation format using all available source point
data yielded the equation
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for which 73% of the data were within a factor of 2 and 97%
within a factor of 4 which is probably adequate. However,
the temperature stratification through a thicker layer than
54 feet produced a measurable improvement in the predictions.
By including the temperature difference between 6 and 300
feet, the equation

was found for best fit, which predicted 75% within a factor
of 2 and 97% within a factor of 4.
Some interesting information is hidden in equation
6 which is worthwhile examining. Equation 6 was derived
from all Source A data, without discrimination according to
day or night conditions. That there is indeed a difference
in the predictions for these two conditions is shown in
Figure 7, where daytime and nighttime data are separated. Of
most importance is the systematic error indicated for the
daytime tests: at the lower exposures (greater distances) the
predictions are low, and the error appears to increase as
exposures decrease. If the data are separated into groups
for day and night, the equations resulting yield predictions
with 80% within a factor of 2 at night and 83% during the
day, with the portion within a factor of 4 remaining at 97%.
However, the increase in success is not outstanding enough to
recommend itself.
It is significant to note that the forms of both
equation 5 and 6 are physicalli reasonable. The proportionality between concentration u- expected from the continuity
equation is very closely approached. The inverse dependence
on cre was also expected but the exponent is considerably
smaller than expected due, perhaps, to a substantial variation in cre over the hilly terrain. The increase in dilution
with increasing instability indicated by the exponent for
temperature difference was also expected and reasonable in
magnitude.
SECONDARY INVESTIGATIONS
In conjunction with the work leading to the
equation which was the object of this study, several subsidiary facets of diffusion over South Vandenberg were
touched upon. These studies were in general brief and not
at all definitive, but certainly of interest in the conclusions which were possible. The topics included were
short-term releases and an example of the detail available
from carefully constructed trajectories. The initial effort
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made here on trajectory studies indicates investigation of
transport on a mesoscale to be particularly promising for
future work.
Short-Term Releases
During the Mountain Iron testing series, a few tests
were conducted with release times considerably shorther than
the standard. Although such tests were not required to
provide the final equation sought, additional confidence in
any use of the equation seemed possible if such data were
available. In all, nine tests of five-minute duration were
made, all from Source A, and two being night tests. The
exposure data from the five-minute tests formed a very
homogeneous set, with relatively little scatter; comparison
with data from 30-minute tests showed the five-minute tests to
result in the same level of exposure at moderate distances,
one to three miles. The striking difference lies in the
dependence on X of the five-minute tests. Whereas the 30minute tests decrease with the -1.8 power of distance, the
five-minute tests decrease with the -2.2 power of distance.
This is in accordance with theory, at least in principle, if
not in magnitude; the 3D-minute tests are little affected by
longitudinal diffusion, but the five-minute tests must be
significantly affected, since the longitudinal dimension of
the short tests is more or less comparable with the horizontal
dimension.
Trajectories from Five-Minute Average Winds
A detailed investigation of trajectories as
indicated by the surface winds averaged over five-minute
intervals was carried out for one case. The wind field was
drawn in detail from the outlying station wind information
for each five-minute interval, from which the plume travel
was deduced and drawn on a map. This technique yielded the
best estimate of plume travel, as would be expected. The
results of the trajectory predicted and observed for
Mountain Iron Test 72 is shown in Figure 8. It is worthwhile
to note that the curvature on the ground pattern of exposure
is indeed indicated in the low level wind pattern as well,
and is not necessarily due to direction shear in upper winds.
No attempt was made to relate the spread of the estimated
plume segment trajectories to the observed plume spread but
such a relationship would be worthy of future study.
COMPARISON OF MOUNTAIN IRON DATA WITH OTHER SITES
One important aspect of any large field program in
atmospheric diffusion is the relationship between the data
gathered and data available from previous experimentation.
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The importance of comparing new data with older, more familiar
data is at least two-fold:
1.

anomolous diffusion conditions or sites will be
singled out, and may provide important contributions
to the understanding of diffusion in general; and

2.

if no anomalies are found, the existence of
regularities in diffusion at varying sites provides
hope that generalized models will indeed be
appropriate.

Earlier work along this line is reported by Fuquay
and Simpson (1964) using data from many field programs,
including the Dry Gulch diffusion program at North Vandenberg.
The present purposes do not require detailed comparisons of
the Mountain Iron data with many other sites, since a comparison with the Dry Gulch data will indicate the degree of
difference of the South Vandenberg area sufficiently. The
integration of Dry Gulch into the body of diffusion data can
be found in the above paper.
Briefly speaking, Dry Gulch data indicated that, on
the average, winter nighttime conditions yielded exposures -some two to four times higher than summer night conditions.
In contrast, daytime conditions were little different between
the seasons, and the daytime tests averaged about a factor of
four lower than the night tests. The Mountain Iron data do
not fall into the same pattern. Over South Vandenberg, on the
average, summer nights produced the highest exposures, about a
factor of two higher than the winter tests. Also, the daytime
Mountain Iron tests, although having lower exposures than the
night tests, are not as much lower as the Dry Gulch tests
indicated; indeed, the Mountain Iron data indicate a considerable overlap between day and night tests, something not found
in all earlier series.
Some important differences between Mountain Iron and
Dry Gulch data can be seen in Figure 9. Here the day tests
from both Dry Gulch and Mountain Iron are plotted, as well as
the average of all Hanford day tests. The overlap is remarkable. All the data averages lie within a factor of two over
the range of data. Considering the number of tests included
in the average curves, some fair degree of confidence can be
felt in the resulting figure. Since the terrain varies from
flat (at Hanford) to South Vandenberg's ridges and canyons, it
seems that terrain effects are minimized during daylight hours;
relatively windy days produce similar exposures at all three
sites. The restriction to "relatively windy days" is made
because the Hanford area, at least, can be subjected to intense
convective conditions which may well yield results considerably
different from those found in the windy conditions prevailing
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during all the tests; there is some question whether South
Vandenberg is ever subject to such intense heating, due to the
proximity of the ocean and adjacent cool air. In any case, no
tests have been made at either site in such convective and
relatively windless conditions.
Considerably wider scatter between sites is indicated for the night tests, as shown in Figure 10. As noted
before, the Dry Gulch data show winter nights to yield higher
exposures than summer nights, whereas the Mountain Iron data
show the summer nights to yield higher exposure than the
winter nights. A great deal of difficulty attaches to these
generalizations, though, in that the Dry Gulch test series had
rather sketchy testing during the night hours, and the
Mountain Iron series had only a few tests during the winter
nights. Thus, some question may remain whether the results
shown in Figure 10 are completely adequate for representative
climatology. The Mountain Iron test series included a
generous sampling of nighttime summer tests, a substantially
higher proportion than Dry Gulch, or Mountain Iron winter
testing, and may be relied upon. The relatively low exposures
indicated for Hanford's night tests are from the large proportion of testing in only slightly stable conditions. During
very stable conditions at Hanford, the resulting exposures are
considerably higher than indicated here; however, very stable
conditions near the surface are not at all characteristic of
the Vandenberg area, so the more moderate stability shown is
more or less comparable to Vandenberg results.
In spite of the rather close relationship between
sites indicated in Figures 9 and 10, it must be remembered
that a great deal of scatter exists around each of the
averaged curves. Most of the curves, in fact, have data which
lie a factor of three or more above and below the mean, which
precludes any finer comparison between the curves. However,
the average slope of the data curves is probably rather well
determined, and deserves mention. The Mountain Iron data
indicate a steeper slope for the night tests than any of the
other sites shown here, which seems to be the result of the
enhanced mixing caused by the strong vertical motions induced
in travel over the ridges of South Vandenberg. The slope of
both winter and summer tests over South Vandenberg is' steeper
than over North Vandenberg, so apparently the rough terrain
is equally influential in causing enhanced diffusion, whether
or not a subsidence inversion exists. In fact, since the
averages of the Mountain Iron data are so closely related, the
hilly terrain seems to be the decisive factor in determining
diffusion.
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AIRBORNE TRACER MONITORING
The Battelle-Northwest Queen Air 80 aircraft was
used in an attempt to monitor tracer at locations and elevations not possible with the ground-based bulk filters. The
aircraft was instrumented with a device capable of monitoring
the emitted zinc sulfide tracer on a real-time scale.
The zince sulfide real-time sampler mounted on the
Queen Air aircraft has been dubbed the QARTS. A similar
ground-based device is described by Nickola et al (1967).
Briefly, the device consists of a chamber into which air is
continuously drawn and irradiated by an ultraviolet lamp. The
air and phosphorescing zinc sulfide (if any) pass through a
light trap and past a photomultiplier which monitors the
glowing particles. The photomultiplier anode current is
recorded on a strip chart moving at generally 6 inches per
minute. The chart is calibrated in terms of air concentration
of the zinc sulfide tracer.
It must be admitted that some subjectivity was
required in interpretation of the QARTS recorder charts.
Unfortunately, the atmosphere frequently contains contaminants
which phosphoresce or in some other manner simulate the
phosphorescent effect of the zinc sulfide tracer in the QARTS
system. This "noise" varies from day to day, and from location to location. For instance, in flying close to and downwind of the Johns-Manville plant, frequently considerable
noise is observed. An idea of the noise to be expected was
obtained by pre-generation QARTS operation, and an occasional
between-test flight. In any event, some subjectivity is
involved in chart interpretation. Some positive signals can
be discarded immediately by an experienced chart reader as
being "non-typical" in appearance. Other signals are debatable, and still others are unquestionably zinc sulfide. Both
the debatable and sure intercepts were tabled and plotted on
the maps.
Vertical Extent of Tracer with Respect to Thermal Stability
In attempts to analyze the data from these aircraft
tests, it seemed reasonable to categorize the tests on the
basis of thermal stabilities. It was found that both
wiresonde data from near the tracer source and WIND Station
300 data showed superadiabatic conditions for all tests
during which they and the aircraft were operated. (Wiresonde
was operated during 20 of the 23 successful aircraft runs;
the WIND network gave data for 12 of the 23.) Thus, these
systems showed an atmosphere which was unstable from the
surface to about 300 feet. This common characteristic,
superadiabatic conditions, made differentiation of field tests
on the basis of WIND or wiresonde temperature lapse rates
impossible.
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Examination of radiosonde data generally confirmed a
temperature decrease with elevation at low levels. At levels
above those monitored by the WIND system or by the wiresondes,
there were considerable differences in thermal stratification
from test to test. It is on the basis of the radiosonde data
that some classification of the aircraft runs was attempted.
The first category of stability includes tests in
which temperature decreased at least the adiabatic rate
(-0.5p o per 100 feet) throughout the lower 3,300 feet of the
atmosphere. Tracer diffusion would be expected to proceed at
a high rate and to relatively high elevations during such
tests.
The second category includes tests in which no
temperature inversion was present, but which included a layer
whose temperature lapse rate was between isothermal and
adiabatic (OPO to -0.5p o per 100 feet). Such layers would be
expected to somewhat inhibit vertical motions.
The final classification, which claims 16 of the 23
aircraft tests, includes those in which a temperature inversion
was observed below 3,300 feet MSL. Such an increase in
temperature with height would, of course, be expected to
greatly suppress vertical atmospheric motions. Only the confident aircraft tracer intercepts were considered in specifying
vertical extent of tracer.
It is difficult to draw conclusions on expected
concentrations since too few measurements were made at or near
a given distance from the source to insure statistical
significance. Por instance, it is possible to traverse
through a given spatial location with the aircraft and find a
significant amount of tracer. A repeat traverse would likely
reveal a much different concentration -- possibly zero. There
is no assurance that the peak observed on a given traverse is
representative of the peak possible at that location. If we
plot peak concentrations on a distance vs. height graph, we
find relatively high and low concentration values plotted side
by side. If we are looking for the peak concentrations
(defined here as the highest expected instantaneous concentration), then we ignore the low values. In such a graph a
plotting of, say, 20 points may result in the use of only the
three or four highest values for isoplething peak concentrations.
After pointing out the difficulties involved in
drawing conclusions concerning concentration, we point out
with some reservation that there is a tendency for isopleths
of extreme concentration for the unstable runs to be lower at
a given elevation and distance than for the other two stability categories.
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The\second category, slightly stable, yielded the
interesting result that on occasion, significant penetration
of the slightly stable layer was possible, in the order of
hundreds of feet.
The third category, with an inversion below 3,300
feet, indicated that very minimal amounts of tracer penetrated
the inversion base: the "lid" effect was pronounced and easily
discernible.
Comparison of Peak Aloft Concentrations to Peak Ground
Concentrations
Of interest in any analysis associated with a
ground-level release is the relationship between "ground"
concentrations of a contaminant and concentrations that can be
expected aloft. In the current study, this relationship was
investigated by comparing the peak instantaneous concentration
observed by the aircraft at a given distance from the source
to the mean centerline concentration measured at the ground at
the same distance.
Concentration measurements made by the aircraft were
normalized to a unit emission rate, making it possible to
compare the near instantaneous concentrations, Xi, measured
~loft by the aircraft to the mean centerline concentration,
Xp, measured at the ground. If somehow one is able to specify
that the concentration measured by the aircraft at a given
distance is the highest concentration which occurs at that
distance, then the ratio Xip/Xp can be formed for that
distance, where Xip is the near instantaneous peak concentration observed aloft.
Before proceeding with a description of the analysis,
it should be stated that the method necessary to develop the
aloft-to-ground comparison entails use of techniques and data
that are less than ideal. This will shortly be seen. Yet,
the comparison should offer some "feel" for the magnitude of
the aloft concentrations which can be associated with the predicted ground concentrations.
On the ground, the large number of samples obtained
close to and concurrent with the centerline sample build
confidence in its validity. The data is restricted to a single
plane 1.5 meters above the surface. The "plane" may be badly
warped by terrain, but it is an easily defined surface. The
aircraft intercepts with tracer are a series of relatively
random intercepts with a plume, no two of which are concurrent
in time. As was previously pointed out, a repeat traverse of
a zone which showed a high tracer concentration may result in
finding no tracer at all. The aircraft has an infinite number
of planes through which it must search out tracer, and yet the
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total number of tracer intercepts throughout all aircraft tests
is of the same order of magnitude as the number-of samplers
exposed on one ground test.
The peak aloft concentrations employed in forming
the aloft-to-ground ratio are those reported in the data
already mentioned for each field test. These values are the
farthest upscale point reached by the QARTS system recorder
pen during each intercept. It is unfortunately true that the
magnitude of this pen excursion across the chart is to some
degree a function of the sensitivity adjustment of the
recorder. Although an attempt was made to maintain a constant
sensitivity adjustment, this may not always have been the case.
(The possibility of using a mean signal level for a short -say one second -- increment of time to define peak concentration was considered, but the problem of defining the area
under a near instantaneous up and down pen motion would have
arisen frequently.)
At the ground, the plume centerline is relatively
easily defined within the area embraced by the ground samplers.
But as was pointed out earlier, perhaps only three or four
aircraft intercepts from an entire field test may be available
to specify the extreme or peak concentrations on a graph
embracing tens of kilometers in the horizontal and three
thousand feet in the vertical. Even if one can select the few
near-peak aircraft concentrations available from each field
run, problems arise if the intercepts occur beyond the zone in
which ground samplers provide data with which to compare them.
Despite the problems mentioned in the preceding
paragraphs, it was felt that some comparison of aloft-toground concentrations was in order. Because of plume
trajectories over water and instrumental difficulties, only
seven tests were acceptable for this rather detailed work.
The ratio Xi/Xp was computed for each QARTS tracer
intercept. These ratios were plotted vs. distance from the
source. The points on Figure 11 are from test MI-23. A
ratio was plotted for all confident intercepts. However, only
the highest ratios were selected as a gyide in the plotting of
the peak aloft concentration ratio Xip/X p. This curve is
labeled "MI-23 (Typical)" on Figure 11.
Although the points for individual aloft-to-ground
ratios for other runs are not plotted, the other curves on
Figure 11 were determined in the same manner as was the curve
for MI-23. The extent of the curves along the distance axis
is dictated by the range of distances over which aircraft
intercepts occurred -- except that the curves were not extended
closer to the source than 0.5 km. The proximity of the plume
to the ground would limit the ability of the aircraft in
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finding Xip at short distances.
It is a moot point as to whether to draw the curves
as the straight lines indicated, but the paucity of data and
abundance of approximations used in obtaining the data make
the question somewhat academic. In any event, it is true that
the curve can never go below a ratio of one. The temptation
to draw the curve for MI-23 points in a concave upward fashion
is not in evidence in points plotted from the other six tests.
The curve for test MI-23 has been designated
"typical" since it falls in the middle of the group of curves,
because it has a slope reasonably typical of the others, and
because the data extended over a relatively wide range of
distances. The equation for this curve is Xip/Xp = 2.0 XI. 2
where X is the distance from the source in kilometers. The
curves derived from aloft-to-ground concentration ratios from
the other six tests range from about five times the "typical'!
values to 1/5 these values.
_
Considerin that Xip/Xp increases as XI. 2 , and that
Xp decreases as X-I. 9, it appears that dilution of peak concentration aloft is considerably slower than dilution of the
mean concentration along the surface. Peak concentrations
seem to decrease aloft about as the square root of distance,
as opposed to decreasing proportional to distance along the
surface as shown by Gifford (1960). In any case, a great deal
remains to be learned about diffusion aloft.
APPENDIX
Description
of Data Available from ETAC
.
Broadly, data reduction during the Mountain Iron
program produced low level wind distribution, corresponding
exposure distribution, and upper air soundings.
The exposure distribution lists the sampler site,
the mass of pigment accumulated at the site, the corresponding
exposure, and the exposure normalized to total mass released.
The low level winds were of two types, source point
and outlying sites. The source point wind data are available
as basic ten second averages of speed and azimuth. The outlying winds are available as tables of 7 1/2 or 15 minute
averages of wind speed and direction from each of the sites.
These 7 1/2 or 15 minute averages are themselves averaged
over 30, 60, and 90 minute periods beginning at the start of
tracer release. About two hours of data at each site are
available, along with the average over the entire period of
data reduction, and the standard deviation of wind direction
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over the (approximately) two-hour period.
Upper air data were gathered from radiosonde ascents
at up to four sites, released hourly beginning before tracer
release and continuing for four to six hours. Data tabulations
of elevation, wind speed, direction, and relative humidity at
100 meter intervals to 600 meters and 200 meter intervals to
1800 meters are available for each ascent. A tabulation of
significant levels is also included.
Wiresonde temperatures at the source were taken
approximately hourly, and are tabled at 10 meter intervals
from the surface to 60 meters, and at 20 meter intervals from
60 to 140 meters.
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RADIOACTIVE AIR POLLUTION IN THE 9 DIS
;;:..

J. Z. Holland
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.
ABSTRACT
Device sets the stage for the first act, written by nuclear
engineers and physicists, in which Disposal begins the action wbile
Decay gradually closes the curtain. Displacement provides the scene
for the second act, written by meteorologists, in which turbulent
Dispersion prevails until Deposition (both wet and dry) brings down
the curtain. Dose opens the final act, in which the nature of Damage
is revealed, and Disappearance ends the play. The attention in this
critique is centered on Displacement and Dispersion, their changes of
character with varying time and length scales, the deterministic nature
of one and the statistical nature of the other, and their relevance to
radioactive air pollution.

***
The "D" is not a misprint. You might have supposed this talk
would contain prophesies for the 1990's. It is not specifically concerned with that future time period, although it is very much concerned
with time.
The 9 D's of radioactive air pollution are:
Device
Disposal
Decay
Displacement
Dispersion
Deposition
Dose
Damage
Disappearance
Examples of "device" might be a nuclear power plant, a nuclear
fuel reprocessing plant, a nuclear rocket engine, a nuclear auxiliary
power unit for space applications, a nuclear explosive device. Each
has its associated means of "disposal" of radioactive particulates or
gases.
The first three D's are under the control of the nuclear
physicists and engineers; the last three D's are the province of the
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radiobiologist and health physicist. THe middle three DIS belong to
the meteorologist. This puts us on an equal footing with the other two
groups. The meteorologist has to deal with the displacement of the
pollutant from its point of release into the atmosphere, its dispersion
about its center of gravity, and its deposition on the surface of the
earth.
Just what the meteorological consultant or the meteorological
researcher does or can do about displacement, dispersion and deposition
varies considerably with the spatial and time scales of the atmospheric
processes involved. In a recent ESSA report (1), the "turbulent (less
than 1 kIn)," "convective (1 to 10 kIn)," "meso- (10 to 100 kIn),"
"synoptic (100 to 1000 kIn)" and "planetary (larger than 1000 kIn)"
scales of motion were distinguished. This is a convenient nomenclature,
dividing the scales as it does into factors of ten. However, for dealing with problems in radioactive air pollution it is necessary to differentiate among several additional orders of magnitude. As shown in
Table 1, I suggest dividing the turbulent scale into inertial (less than
10 m), mechanical (10 to 100 m) and thermal (100 to 1000 m). You may
argue that the division between "inertial" and "mechanical" should be
variable depending upon the Reynolds number of the turbulence in the
energy-containing range. But, of course, the "planetary" scale would
have different meanings on different planets, too, so perhaps if we
don't get too far off the ground these terms will not be misleading.
From experience with the patterns of displacement and dispersion of
nuclear debris, it also seems necessary to subdivide "planetary" into
"zonal (1000 to 10,000 kIn)" and "meridional (greater than 10,000 km)."
Now both displacement and dispersion depend upon time, but clearly
not in the same way. The time in each case is not that measured at a
fixed point, but rather that experienced by a travelling mass of air,
so we shall call it "Lagrangian time." It is sometimes called "travel
time" and it is, in fact, the time that Simpson and the Hanford group
have used advantageously in organizing diffusion data.
The differences between displacement and dispersion can be,
briefly and roughly, described as follows:
(1) In each particular event, displacement is a deterministic
process measured by a single vector function of time, for example referring to the position of the center of gravity of a diffusing cloud
relative to its initial position; dispersion is a statistical process,
measured by the various moments of the distribution of pollutant
material.
(2) Since the "u"-component is usually defined as being along
the average direction of flow, and since the displacement over the
travel time is a measure of the mean velocity, the displacement time
scale is a natural one over which the average may be defined; the
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velocity components relevant to the dispersion are then the deviations
from this mean, defined by statistical moments, such as the standard
deviation, taken over the same averaging time.
Thus both the displacement length scales and the dispersion length
scales, while different from each other, should be related to the same
time scale in order to treat the same pollutant cloud under the same
conditions. The gross relationship between the two length scales can
be derived as follows.
The displacement length scale Lx can be simply defined as:

where u is the mean wind velocity as defined above and Tx is the
associated time scale. This is the same relationship as for an individual event but now Tx is to be interpreted as a time interval characterizing a class of events. We wish to associate certain classes of
meteorological phenomena and certain classes of radioactive pollution
sources with the various orders of magnitude of Tx'
Now to obtain the corresponding dispersion length scale let us
define the ftscal e of a motion system ft as twice the average amplitude of
the trajectories measured relative to the mean motion. This would be
the mean diameter of the eddies if the trajectories, after subtracting
the mean motion, were circular. We now have to define lT ampl i t ude lT and
will do this by using the properties of a sinusoidal oscillation, the
amplitude of which is e~ual to J2 times the standard deviation. The
horizontal cross-wind displacement of this reference sinusoidally
oscillating particle is
y

2TTt

= Ay sin'rY

where t is time measured along the mean trajectory from a crossing of
the mean displacement vector, Ty is the dispersion time scale and Ay is
the amplitude which is to be determined.
Then the lateral velocity component v would be
_ dy
2TTAy
2TTt
v :; dt = -Tcos
""""T::
y
y
So we may define an "amp'l Lt.ude of v"
A v :::

2TTAy
T

y

and set this e~ual to J2 cr v so it will be exactly correct in the case
of a sinusoidal oscillation or circular eddy.
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The scale of lateral motion associated with the dispersion has
been defined as

Ly

= 2 Ay

and since

Ay =

J2 crv

271

Ty

it follows that

and the dispersion time scale

Ty :::;~.
v

For the displacement time scale and the dispersion time scale to
be equal, let

then

Lx

=

uT,

Ly ....... 1.
2 0' v T ,
-"V

and

which is of order of magnitude 10 in many situations of interest.
Table 2 shows, for the time scales by factors of ten from less
than 10 sec to more than 4 months, and for subjectively estimated
typica.l values of u and 0 v' the corresponding displacement and dispersion length scales.
Table 3 represents these ll scale s of motion ll in terms of the
nomenclature suggested earlier. This serves to emphasize the way in
which each scale of motion governs the dispersion of clouds displaced
by the next larger scale of motion.
It is now appropriate to ask the
following questions: Which of these time scales are of importance in
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relation to radioactive air pollution, and what needs to be learned
in order to answer questions about displacement and dispersion by the
relevant types of motion systems.
It is first important to notice that the radioactive decay and
deposition set limits on the time a pollutant cloud can spend travelling and spreading in the atmosphere. Table 4 shows examples of types
of pollutants which would be SUbject to these limiting mechanisms as a
function of the time scales on which they act. Some of the familiar
features are that radionuclides which could be part of a pollutant
cloud have a wide range of half-lives and all possible chemical properties, that the residence time of particles in the atmosphere depends
on their size and the altitude at which they are injected, and that
the occurrence of precipitation greatly shortens the atmospheric lifetime of the smaller particles to the order of hours. Nevertheless, as
we know from experience, some part of the starting population of radionuclides and particles can remain airborne for days, weeks, months or
years. The phenomena affecting displacement and dispersion on a particular time scale will, of course, not necessarily be the same for two
different types of pollutants, for example, a 10 micron particle released in the lower troposphere compared with a 100 micron particle
released in the stratosphere.
The 9 DIs now look like a three-act play, the closing curtains for
the three acts being "decay," for the first act (nuclear physics),
"deposition" for the second act (meteorology) and "disappearance" for
the third act (radiobiology). Extending the analogy, a "device," a
"displacement" and a "dose" are the respective stage settings for the
three acts and "disposal," "df sper sf.on" and "damage" are the action!
I would not push this too far, since obviously the "curtain" of the
first act cannot occur until the rest of the play ~s completed, and
the "action" of the last act may continue long after everyone wishes
the play were over. Furthermore decay and deposition are more than
mere endings, since the particular ways in which they occur have a
great influence on the consequences which follow. However, "disposal,"
"dispersion" and "damage" are certainly three areas of very active
research.
Are there categories of device and disposal which can lead to
radioactive pollution having displacement and dispersion time scales
in each of the ranges being considered? Examples are given in Table 5.
It does not appear that any time-scale can be neglected, although
priorities among them have changed over the years and can be expected
to vary. The problems involving the shorter and longer time-scales are
very familiar; those in the middle of the table are less so.
Assuming, then, that the nuclear meteorologist must be prepared to give
quantitative advice on displacement and dispersion on any scale, where
do we stand with regard to techniques for making such estimates? I
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cannot answer this question in t =rms of accuracy. However, it is not
wi t hout scientific reasons that the spectrum of motions is divided up
into many sub-ranges which can be given different names. Different
physical pr oce s se s are negligible, significant or dominant on the different scale s , In Table 6 I have tried to show qualitatively the
changes in dominant independent variables with increasing scale, and
to give a subjective appraisal of the present state of advancement
towards incorporating each variable.
I think it can safely be concluded that in order to assist the
development of the potential applications of nuclear energy, a comprehensive predictive ability is needed for all scales of atmospheric
motions, and that these many scales of motion must be understood in
two ways: in a deterministic way for predicting displacement and in
a statistical way for predicting dispersion.
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TABLE 1

Scales of motion for radioactive air pollution

< 10 m inertial
10-100

ill

mechanical

}

turbulence

}

planetary

100-1000 m thermal
1-10 kID convective
10-100 kID meso
100-1000 kID synoptic
1000-10,000 kID zonal

> 10,000 kID meridional

TABLE 2
Corresponding length scal es

Time
Sc al e
T

< 10

sec (ll s e c II)

Wind
Speed
u
(m/sec)

5

Displacement
Length
Scale

v

Di spersion
Length
Scale

(m/sec)

Lx

<

Lateral
Eddy
Velocity

50 m

Ly

·5

<

3 m

1 0-100 sec (llmin ll)

5

50-500 m

·5

3-30 m

1 0 2-1 0 3 sec (lltens of mt.n")

5

500-5000 m

·5

30-300 m

1 0 3-10 4 sec

(lIhr ll)

5

10 4 -10 5 sec (lldayll)

10

105-106 sec (lIwk ll )

20

1 0 6-1 0 7 sec (ll seasonll)

20

>

1 07 sec (llyearsll)

e

0

~

0\
00

5-50 kIn

1

1-10 kIn

1 00-1000 kIn

5

50-500 kID

1000- 10 ,000 kIn

> 10, 0 00
0

kID

10
10
1

1000-10, 000 kID

>

1 0, 0 00 kID

> 10, 000

km

e
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TABLE 3

Dominant motion systems
Time Scale

Displacement

Dispersion

I!secl!

inertial & mechanical
turbulence**

inertial turbulence

"mf,n "

thermal turbulence**

inertial & mechanical
turbulence

I!tens of minI!

convective systems**

mechanical & thermal
turbulence

"hr"

convective & meso-scale
systems**

convective systems

I!day I!

synoptic systems*

meso-scale & synoptic
systems

"wk"

zonal planetary systems*

zonal planetary systems

I! season I!

meridional circulation

meridional circulation

"years"

none

meridional circulation

*

Displacements due to larger systems are added.

**

Displacements due to larger systems are usua.lly dominant.

~~~~~~-

---
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TABLE 4
Limits set by decay and deposition

A. Limits set by decay
Time Scale
(:t factor 3)

Radionuclides*
(arbitrary selection)

sec

Br 89

min

Br87, Br88, Kr90, xe 140, N16

tens of min

s37, Br85, Kr89, Xe137, Po218 (RaA)

hr

Kr87 , C13 8, C139, Pb2l 4 (RaE), Bi 2l 4 (RaC)

day

A41, Na 24, Kr88 & Rb 88, Sr91, zr 97 , 1133, 1135,
1134

Te134

&

wk

Mo99

Te132 & 1132 Xe133 Xe135 Rn222

season

Be7, p32, p33, S35, Sr89, y9 1, Zr95 & Nb95, 1131,

,

'"

Xe13lm, Ba140 & La140, Ce14l
years

Na22 , Mn54, Fe55, zn65, Kr85, Ce144 & prl 44, Pm147 ,
Pb210 (RaD), Po210 (RaF)

*

Activity decreases by an order of magnitude in given time period.

e

e
TABLE 4 - CONTINUED

Limits set by decay and deposition
B.

Limits set by deposition*

Time ScaJ..e

(±

factor 3)

surface layer
« 100 m)

Injection Altitude
boundary layer
troposphere
« 1000 m)
« 10,000 m)

stratosphere
(> 10,000 m)

sec
min

particles, D

tens of min

D

>

> 100~

30~

>

I-'

100~

-....]

I-'

hr

D
./

>

10~

"

day

all particles

wk

>3~

any particles in a
D

> 100~

rain~+~~
LL')U\.J.LII.L

> 10~

-----~
~

D

>

l~

/

-,

season
years

*

> 10~

>3~

~

all particles

cl40 2

Inventory decreases by at least an order of magnitude in given time period.

>3~

D

>

10~

all part;i.cles

H3, C14

TABLE

5

Device and Disposal Examples
Time scale
factor 3)

(!

Device

Disposal

sec

Laboratory or shop apparatus

Leak, spill or small explosion penetrating window, door or roof vent

min

Criticality facility, reactor or
hot lab
Nuclear power source on rocket
launch pad
Ore tailing pile

Minor excursion, fire, chemical explosion, routine stack disposal
Fire or chemical explosion
Windstorm

Fuel reprocessing plant or power
reactor

Tall stack, accident with containment leakage, explosion or fire

hr

Nuclear rocket test stand
Low-yield nuclear explosive

Rocket engine exhaust
Cratering test, surface test

day

Nuclear explosive
Nuclear powered space vehicle

Surface or air burst
Disintegration in large particles
on re-entry

wk

High yield nuclear explosive device
Nuclear powered space vehicle

Cratering, surface or air burst
Disintegration in medium-size
particles

t

e

'1S

of min

~

-....J
N

e

•

e
TABLE 5 - CONTINUED

Device and Disposal Examples
Time scale
(:!: factor 3)
season

Device
Nuclear explosive
Nuclear powered space vehicle

years

Nuclear explosive
Nuclear powered space vehicle

Disposal
High altitude or high yield
detonation
Burnup on re-entry, low altitude
& high latitude
High a.ltitude or high yield detonation
Burnup on re-entry, high altitude
or low latitude

.....
-.:J

VJ

TABLE 6

Governing variables
Time scale

Displacement
(deterministic)

Dispersion
( statistical)

sec

relative velocity (a)

turbulent energy dissipation (a), relative velocity (a)

min

relative velocity (a.), and buoyancy (a)

turbulent energy dissipation (a), relative velocity (a), mechanical energy
production (b), rate of change of
buoyancy (b)

\-'

"--l

tens of min

terrain forcing (b), temperature
field (b)

thermal turbulent energy production (a),
relative velocity (b), rate of change of
buoyancy (b)

hr

temperature or pressure or density
field (a), Coriolis force (b), latent
heat (c)

weather (b), vertical variation of
stability (a)

day

pressure and temperature fields (a),
variation of Coriolis force (b), latent
heat (c)

stability of synoptic flow field w.r.t.
meso-scale disturbances (?)

wk

radiative temperature change (c),
friction (c)

stability of zonal flow field (b)

e

+:-

e

e

e
TABLE 6 - CONTINUED

Governing variables
Time scale
season

Displacement
(deterministic)
changing heat source distribution, modes
and phases of upper air circulations (?),
solar events (?)

years

Dispersion
( statistical)
stability of general circulation (c)

sunspot cycle (?), "26-month" oscillation
(?), persistency & time lag characteristics
of general circulation anomalies (c)

....
-...:J

tI1

(a)
(b)
(c)
(?)

Useful solutions have been obtained
Work is underway
Not yet attempted
Reality of causal relation not known
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~NG

RANGE TRAJECTORIES

P. W. Allen, E. A. Jessup, and R. E.

~~ite

Air Resources Field Research Office, Las Vegas, Nevada
Problem of Air Trajectories
A single air molecule can have a trajectory that can be described with a
line, but most meteorologists use single lines to represent the trajectories
of air parcels. A single line trajectory has the disadvantage that it is
a categorical description of position. Like categorized forecasts it
provides no qualification, and no provision for dispersion in case the
parcel contains two or more molecules which may take vastly different paths.
Diffusion technology has amply demonstrated that an initial aerosol cloud
or volume of gas in the atmosphere not only grows larger, but sometimes
divides into pUffs, each having a different path or swath.
Yet, the average meteorologist, faced with the problem of predicting the
future motion of a cloud, usually falls back on the line trajectory approach
with the explanation that he had no better tool for long range application.
In his more rational moments, he may use some arbitrary device to spread
his cloud with distance. One such technique has been to separate the
trajectory into two or more trajectories, spaced about the endpoint of
the original trajectory after a short period of travel, repeating this
every so often like a chain reaction. This has the obvious disadvantage
of involving a large amount of labor without much assurance of improved
accuracy. Another approach is to draw a circle about the trajectory endpoint,
to represent either diffusion or error. The problem then is to know what
radius to give the circle and also whether to call it diffusion or error.
Meteorologists at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) are asked frequently to provide
advice which involves trajectory technology, such as ptediction of an
aerosol cloud path, reconstruction of the motion of a volume of air,
indication of the dilution, and· the possible trajectory prediction error
over great distances.
Therefore, we set out, nearly three years ago, to provide some statistical
knowledge about the status of our trajectory technology. This report
contains some of the results of that study, and in particular, information
that may help to evaluate the significance of a trajectory endpoint, whether
it is predicted, reconstructed from wind data, or obtained from a single tracer.
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Study Program
Four someiihat independent activities were begun during the first few months
of 1965:
1.

Air Re sources Laboratory, in Washington, prepared a computer program
which the National Meteorological Center used to extract from their
daily numerical prognostic charts a predicted line trajectory at the
700 mb level, having its starting point at the Nevada Test Site and
extending for 30 hours. These were delivered by 'IWX to NTS, after the
numerical progs had been run by the computer.

2.

The duty forecasters at the Nevada Test Site began routinely to predict
trajectories starting from NTS and extending out for 30 hours. During
the first several months these were at 10,000 feet, the same as the NMC
trajectories, but midway in the year they were lifted to 12 ,000 feet
mvs s L, whereas the NMC forecasts were left at 10,000 feet. About 15
meteorologists contributed to this.

3.

NTS meteorologists began routinely reconstructing "actual" air
trajectories from current wind data, starting them at NTS and extending
for periods in excess of 30 hours. These are variously called
"reconstructed" trajectories, "computed" trajectories, "streamline"
trajectories, or "post-facto" trajectories. All these terms refer to
the same trajectories, constructed at the same altitudes as the
predicted trajectories.

4.

A program was started to launch small clusters of tetroons (constant
volume balloons) almost daily to define the "real" air traj ectories.
These tetroons were radar-tracked as long as possible out to a maximum
of about 30 hours. For operational reasons these were flown at
12 ,000 feet.

All four of these activities provided trajectories having the same starting
place and time and were carried on simultaneously over the course of a little
more than a year. The differences in altitudes can certainly be blamed for
some of the differences in the results, but our opinion is that the altitude
effect is small relative to other difficulties.
Description of Techniques
The miC 3-level model forecasts need not be described here except to say
that the predicted trajectories were obtained from the stream function
extrapolations and were obtained at 700 mb (approximately 10,000 feet
altitude) by interpolation between the levels used in the model. The
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family of trajectories starting from points encircling NTS it was possible
to approximate other starting times, such as 1800 Z. Soon after our year
of data was obtained NlvC went to the multilayer model and the trajectories
were terminated. The new model has been programmed so that trajectories
can now be extracted again, but they have not been produced routinely.
The NTS line trajectory forecasts were prepared by the duty forecaster, whoever
he happened to be. About 15 meteorologists contributed to the study at various
times. The forecasts were prepared daily from 1200 Z upper air maps but with
starting times of 1800 Zo Heights were initiaJ..ly 10,000 feet changed later to
12,000 feet. The forecaster normally prepared his forecast before the NMC
predicted trajectories were available, so his trajectories were prepared
somewhat independently of NMC. This statement needs qualification because,
while each meteorologist used his own judgment and his own forecasting
techniques, nearly all forecasters depended on NMC prognostic charts for
the longer range portions of their forecasts, unless they had reason to
differ greatly from the NMC predictions. The most-used technique was to
extend the existing NTS wind pattern for a few hours, modify it in a
reasonable manner for the middle of the period, and parallel the NMC
predicted flow pattern for the last part of the period. This technique is
preferred because these meteorologists believe that their knowledge of local
winds and circulations is superior of that of the NMC model which has a
rather large grid spacing. They concede that the NMC model is better at
longer times when only large scale motions are predictable.
The reconstructed trajectories were so-called because the air presumably
traces out the trajectory first and the meteorologist attempts to reconstruct
the path. The technique used was the central tendency method (AWSM 105-47)
in which the trajectory was taken parallel to the streamline flow for
successive 6-hour increments which were centered on map time. Maps were
at 6-hour intervals. Locally analyzed (10,000 feet, later 12,000 feet)
streamline charts were used, in which accepted streamline techniques were
supposed to have been applied. All reconstructed trajectories were checked
and when significant analysis and construction errors were detected, it
became necessary to reanalyze many of them to fit the data more carefully.
From this, it was assumed that the reconstructed trajectories are at least
as "accurate" as would be done by an average meteorologist, and probably of
much higher quality. This evaluation will become significant when these
trajectories are compared with the tetroon trajectories.
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Comparison Between Forecast Trajectories and Reconstructed Trajectories
The first figure presents the vector difference between predicted and
reconstructed trajectories in terms of percentage occurrence. The
six-hour trajectory forecast would be expected to have less than a 30
nautical mile vector difference (error) 5Cf/o of the time. Likewise,
50% of the time, a 24·-hour forecast would have a 120 nautical mile
circle of error. A curve of the normal circular distribution at 18
hours is included for comparison. It can be seen that the distribution
is slightly skewed toward smaller errors.
These results are not as dependent on mean wind speed or trajectory length
as was expected. However, we have the data to raise the curves slightly
for cases of stronger winds, and to lower them for weaker winds.
Over the year, one standard deviation
of the mean trajectory length in each
half year one standard deviation came
length, depending on forecast period,
only about 42% to 48% of the length.

of difference fell close to half
forecast period. During the first
to between 50% and 6r:J1o of the mean
but in the final half year it was

predicted trajectories fell short, as shown by the mean along-stream
correction vectors. The along-stream (positive downstream) and cross-stream
(llositive to the right) vector components are the average corrections required
to go from the forecast trajectory endpoints to the verifying trajectory
endpoints. AlSO, there was apparently a tendency to predict toward the
right-hand side of the reconstructed trajectories, looking downstream.
I~st

The resQlts of the In~C forecasts are not shown but their vector differences
were roughly 2~~ larger than the NTS forecast errors. These forecasts were
verified against trajectories reconstructed from wind data. Next we looked
at the accuracy of the reconstructed trajectories.
The Tetroon Program
During the period of this study some 220 small clusters of tetroons were
released from Yucca Flat. Each cluster consisted of either three or four
tetroons, released almost simultaneously (Within 2 or 3 minutes) at 1800 Z,
four days per week. They were inflated and ballasted to achieve a floating
altitude of 12,000 feet m.s.I. At this altitude they were in the air
traffic lanes of small aircraft but FAA determined that the combined weight
of mylar, cord, and metalized mesh corner-reflecting radar target, about 700
grams, was sufficiently well distributed over 19 square feet of cross
sectional area to present no serious safety hazard. Since most tracking was
accomplished from FAA Air Route Traffic Control Center radars it was no
inconvenience to keep the controllers advised of the tetroon positions.

- 180 lbe characteristics of tetroons should be well known from the published
wor-ks of Pack and Angell, (1960, 1965) and others. They tend to float
on surfaces of constant density but are relatively free to depart from
these surfaces and follow vertical air motions. Except for leaks, there
is always a slow restoring force which tends to bring them back to the
intended density surface.
The tetroons used in this project were followed initially by M-33 radars
wh i.ch t.rack automatically and provide accurate height as well as other
position inforrnation. In most cases the actual initial mean floating
alti.tude was \'iithin 1,000 feet of the 12,000 ft. design altitude. Af'ter
leaving the NTS area, almost no height information was available
because the FAA radars do not provide it and outside of southern Nevada
the Air Force radars are not often used in tracking. However, the small
amount of information available, including comparisons with wind soundings,
terrain, etc., suggests that the longest trajectories may have been those
in which the tetroons w~intained their design altitude or even rose slightly
with time and distance. Sone ascent is possible from changes in ambient
density and solar heating of the tetroon skin. Experience shows that there
is a relatively small probability of flights higher than 18 thousand feet
due to bursting, or lower than 10 or 11 thousand feet due to terrain
shielding and grounQ clutter. Therefore it is believed that most long
flights vere not far from the design altitude. This minir.l.Um altitude for
effective tracking was used to select the altitudes for the forecast and
reconstructed trajectories. It is believed that a significant number of
tetroon tracks were lost because their density surfaces dipped downward
below the level of radar visibility. This would not be unusual for the
northbound flights.
Most of the longer flights contain periods during which the positions of
:part or all of the cluster 'I-rere not observed, per-haps because the observer
could not identifY them in terrain clutter or precipitation echoes, or
because the radar could not see them through terrain shielding or range
limitations. For these reasons, most flights contain gaps in the continuity
of data.
An examination of the vertical motions of the tetroons during the early
ti~e when they were tracked from M-33 radars showed that 26% of the
re Leaues were in unst.ab.Le air, \\ri th vertical motions of more than 1500
feet from design altitude. Of these cases, few were tracked beyond a
few hours and in none of them were clusters of three or more tetroons tracked
even as long as three hours. Thus, the tetroon data sample is biased toward
vertical stability. There ~~y be an additional bias resulting from the
difficulty in keeping track of more than one very sl~Tly moving object in
the middle of much ground clutter on the radar scope. It is possible that

------------
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only those triads, which hung relatively closely together were tracked
successfully to great distances.
Tetroon positions, as determined from the FAA radar scopes, are at best
accurate only to about one mile in range and one degree in azimuth.
This is about the area of a pencil mark on the FAA radar scopes. \'fuile
not important in documentary trajectories, this low resolution slightly
handicaps use of the data for diffusion calculations in cases of slow
dispersion. The position data for this entire set of tetroon flights is
being published by ESSA (Jessup, 1967).
Comparison Between Reconstructed Trajectories and Tetroon Trajectories
Figure 2 presents a comparison between the air trajectories constructed
from wind data and those of the tetroon clusters. Since many tetroons
were lost before 24 hours the longest track in the cluster was used for this
comparison. The difference vectors for 6 hours are as great as those in
Figure 1 but the differences are less at greater times. The reconstructed
trajectories tend to fall short of the tetroon positions, so that the NTS
forecasts, which fell short of the reconstructed trajectories, appear now
to be even poorer. On the other hand the reconstructed trajectories are
about as far to the left of the tetroons as the forecasts were to the r Lght
of the reconstructed ones, so the forecast trajectories were perhaps somewhat
better oriented than the reconstructed trajectories. These distributions
suffer from small numbers of cases, there being only 20 on which to base
the 24-hour curve.
Dispersion of Tetroons
Of the tetroon clusters released, some 2~~ were tracked as triads (3 tetroons)
intermittently for 6 hours, and about 5% out to 18 hours. Not all of these
multiple tetroon tracks are usable in dispersion estimates. ~any have one
or more tetroons missing from the scope during portions of the flight.
Only two contain all three tetroons for essentially an entire 18 hours.
One was tracked to the 24-hour point but there is a gap early in the flight.
The dispersion of each cluster was computed from Brier's (1950) approach,
in Which a mean position (center of gravity) of the cluster is determined.
The standard deviation of the separations between each tetroon and this
mean rosition is a measure of the dispersion. Only three particles make a
very small sample and no claim is made as to the validity of the results
of any single flight as a measure of atmospheric dispersion. There were 29
flights examined in this initial stUdy of dispersion, and dispersion was
computed at 3-hour intervals along each flight. All of the results were
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to get the average deviation as a function of period of travel.
In Fic;uxe 3, twelve individual flights, selected for their length, are
plotted to show the ,.,ide range of results. Some of this range must come
from the sw~ll number of tetroons (three) contributing to each point. The
ordinate in the diagram is the standard deviation, or, of the three
tetroons t separation from their mean position, in nautical miles on the
left, kilometers on the right. Time or the period of travel, t, is the
abscissa. The straight sloping lines are coefficients of horizontal
diffusion, defined here as

Kn. =

0:;2-

2.;'

after Pasquill (1962).

Some flights had rapidly increasing rates of separation, one with large
values and another i'Tith small values. other flights, nearly half of those
plotted, displayed a reduction in separation during portions of the fli~~t.
These flights are most of those with long tracks as triads. For orientation,
other studies of long ra~ge dispersion as sur.narized by Heffter (1965)
have results covering almost exact~ the same broad range of Kh'
vfuen the values for each 3-hour time period are averaged, the resulting
curve is as shown in Figure 4. The coordinate system is the same as
before. The nurooer of values (flights) contributing to each point is
Shovffi in parentheses. The descending sigma after twelve hours is due to
sam~le distribution.
The cases with rapid dispersion were lost to radar
view after a few hours and the tracks to longer times were of those with
less and less dispersion. These points fall generally in the middle of
those from studies summarized by Heffter.
Next, the rate of dispersion, ~~ , from individual flights was examined.
These values, averaged over all available flights for every third hour,
Figure 5, are ali-laYS positive over this tracking period, but when plotted
against period of travel they decrease rapidly with time. This result F.Jay
also have been influenced by the selectivity of the radar tracking, but
not as much as the mean dispersion itself. While this decrease IT~y be more
rapid than has been suggested by other investigators and deserves further
study, it probably should not be taken at this point as more than a
qualitative indication of the atmosphere's capability for transporting
pollutants with sloi'l dilution. Apparently values of Kh in the range of
107 cm2/sec do not represent unusually slow dispersion and when one must
estimate a maximum concentration, then a conservative Kh could be a lower
number ,
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of the large-scale flow pattern was not very successful. The best that can
be said so far is that, vdth exceptions, there seems to be less dispersion
in winter than in summer, with cyclonically curved trajectories than with
anticyclonic curvature and with low ¥dnd speeds than high speeds. This
matter needs further study.
Comparison of Forecasts, Reconstructed Trajectories, and Tetroon Dispersion
~ming the observed average hourly rates of tetroon dispersion, it was
possible to make an estimate of what the standard deviations of tetroon
separation might have been, had more of the flights been continuous to
these late times. The curve in Figure 6 was obtained in this manner. The
points fall generally along the line ~ = 108 cm2/sec. This device for
overcoming the bias of a decreasing sample is only a poor substitute for a
larger gross sample but starting from the dispersion of a relatively large
initial s~~ple it extends the average trends in dispersion of progressively
fewer individual tetroon triads rather than using only their average absolute
dispersion. It may therefore be someWhat nearer the normal long-range
atmospheric dispersion than that plotted in Figure 4. It gives sigma
values roughly proportional to t o•5 • These results are tabulated for the
trajectory forecast periods in Figure 7, along ¥dth the standard errors of
the NTS forecasts and reconstructed trajectories, as compared with tetroon
trajectories. The NTS and NMC trajectory forecasts have nearly the same
standard deviations, suggesting that they are almost equally good (or bad).
Both have standard deviations between 55% and 60% of the distance traveled
by the tetroons. This is far from the average error of 23% of distance
traveled at the 300 mb surface, reported by ~bore et al (1954). They show
roughly 6 to 9 times the dispersion of the tetroons. The reconstructed
trajectory errors are only 5 to 6 times larger than the tetroon dispersion.
Thus we have shown that trajectories reconstructed from wind data can be
seriously misleading either as standards for forecast verification or as
guides to the motion of aerosol clouds.

Taking the standard deviation of the NTS forecasts from the tetroon trajectories,
and assuming norw~l circular distributions, a set of curves can be dravffi, as
in Figure 8, from which the percentage probability of vector error can be
found for any trajector; forecast.
Conclusions
~fO large questions remain to be answered:
HOVI well do these tetroon data
represent the true long-range dispersion of air trajectories, and why
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can It ite reconstruct real trajectories from "rind data considerably better
than we can preaict them beforehand? \k are not ready to answer the
first question. Part of the answer to the problem of reconstructing
real trajectories is that 'dnd soundings are too sparse both in areal
coverage ana frequency, especially over mourrtadnour areas. Another part
of the problem is that our streamline analysis technique in mountainous
areas neeJs ir~rovemcnt to account for terrain effects. Some consideration
has been given to tryin6 more sophisticated techniques for trajectory
construction but analysts now feel that the largest source of error is the
inade~uacy of wind data.
Tne more useful results of the study, so far as application to trajectory
technology is concerned, are: 1) The development of realistic statistical
measures of the accuracy of trajectory forecasts, measures that can be
presented along with the forecast to help the user evaluate his risk in
basing decisions on the forecast. 2) Indication that the trajectories
that are constructed frOTIl normal network vnnd data do not represent true
air motions very accurately. They are only moderately better on the
average than trajectory forecasts. 3) Indication that normal wind sounding
networks, especially in mountainous areas, do not provide sufficient
information to fully describe air motions in the lower five to ten thousand
feet of atmosphere. L~) Additional information on the rates of dispersion
of tracers in the atmosphere over long travel times. 5) Accmrr~lation of
a file of "real" air trajectories that can be used to develop techniques
for trajectory prediction, and test relationships between diffusion,
divergence, and the large scale characteristics of the atmosphere.
Future Hork
The inforw~tion contained in the ESSA publication of more than 200 flights
of tetroons - singly, in pairs, and in clusters - has only been skimmed
lightly thus far. Our office is using the catalog to develop improved
s~rero~llne analyses and trajecto~J forecasting techniques.
We believe
that additional infornation can be developed through study of the
dispersion, divereence, accelerations and curvatures of these trajectories
in relation to mountainous terrain and large scale flow patterns.

e
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DISCUSSION

SMITH

ALLEN

1.

For what application are your dispersion
diagrams intended?

2.

Don't you think that some of the
discrepancy between your calculated and
measured trajectories could be resolved
by looking at isentropic charts rather
than constant pressure or height charts
as diffusing parcels follow isentropic
trajectories?

1.

These particular tetroon "cluster"
dispersion calculations were intended for
comparison with trajectory errors to see
whether these are of the same approximate
magnitude.
It was originally intended that
tetroon cluster dispersion would be investigated as a possible measure of long
range dispersion of aerosols, but the
strong sample bias toward minimum
dispersion made it inadvisable to place
much reliance on the results for such a
purpose, except to indicate potential
situations and values for low dispersion.

2.

You are probably correct that small
particles and gases would follow isentropic
surfaces. However, our data on aerosol
tracers do not provide good verification
of forecasts, being low in number of cases
and containing uncertainties as to cloud
center. The tetroons tend to follow
surfaces of constant density rather than
isentropic surfaces. For operational
purposes it is impractical to predict
isopycnic trajectories so we chose to
ignore the differences between such
surfaces and constant pressure surfaces.
We believe that the effects of such
differences are probably less than the
effects of vertical motions arising from
thermals, heating of the tetroon, etc.
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HOLLAND

There may be a reason for the decrease in
spread and increase in mean speed of tetroon
clusters over those computed for air parcels.
Continuity requires that longitudinal
acceleration is accompanied by lateral
convergence, vertical shrinking or both.
Deceleration or vertical shrinking must
be accompanied by lateral divergence.
Therefore the three-dimensional motions on
the synoptic scale will result in the
clustering of dispersed particles which are
constrained to move on isopycnic or isobaric
surfaces. The clustering will favour regions
of maximum longitudinal velocity. The
clustering of originally uniformly dispersed
particles on an isobaric surface, analyzed by
Angell on a computer, may be an example of
this same process. This would not happen
to particles which are free to move in three
dimensions.
It does happen, however, to
particles floating on a water surface in
which 3~ dimensional motions are occurring.

ALLEN

Vertical motion is certainly a strong factor
in the behaviour of tetroons, and a factor
that we are unable to evaluate from current
radar scope data. We are in the process
of computing divergence from the triads but
have not reached the point of relating the
results with other meteorological processes.

BADGLEY

Why do the tetroons disappear from the
atmosphere, in particular why is this more
prevalent with unstable than with stable air?

ALLEN

There are many potential reasons for tetroon
disappearance and we are not usually able to
determine which reason applies to a
particular disappearance. Among them are
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1.
2.
3.
4.

loss of helium through pin hole leaks,
intersection of the ground (mountains)
by the isopycnic surface,
separation of tetroons with one or more
lost in ground clutter on the scope,
grounding by precipitation.

In the case of unstable air, it is likely
that the tetroons are grounded during the
downward portions of their trajectories through
thermal cells. The vehicles, while having a
small restoring force tending to return them
to their isopycnic surface, still respond
very readily to the vertical motions of the
air in which they float.
The desired floating
altitude of 12,000 feet is not a lot higher
than many of the ridges over which the tetroons
must pass in leaving NTS.
PACK

Would you comment on the distribution of
the recovered tetroons? Weren't about 8~~
found within about 500 miles of launch?

ALLEN

Certainly, most of the tetroons (at least 60%)
were grounded within 500 miles or less of
the release point.
Inspite of the low
population density of Nevada, the density
distribution of returned tags is greatest
from Nevada and decreases with distance from
southern Nevada.

v
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~TMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION OF LARGE CLOUDS 1
Todd V. Crawford
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California
Livermore, California
ABSTRACT
Clouds of pollutants travel within a coordinate system that is
fixed to the earth's surface. and they diffuse and grow within a
coordinate system fixed to the cloud's center. This paper discusses
an approach to predicting the cloud's properties, within the latter
coordinate system, on space scales of a few hundred meters to a few
hundred kilometers and for time periods of a few days.
A numerical cloud diffusion model is presented which starts with
a cloud placed arbitrarily within the troposphere. Similarity theories
of atmospheric turbulence are used to predict the horizontal diffusivity
as a function of initial cloud size, turbulent atmospheric dissipation,
and time. Vertical diffusivity is input as a function of time and height.
Therefore, diurnal variations of turbulent diffusion in the boundary
layer and effects of temperature inversions. etc. can be modeled.
Nondiffusive cloud depletion mechanisms, such as dry deposition,
washout, and radioactive decay, are also a part of this numerical
model.
An effluent cloud, produced by a reactor run at the Nuclear
Rocket Development Station, Nevada, is discussed in this paper.
Measurements on this cloud, for a period of two days, are compared
to calculations with the above numerical cloud diffusion model. In
general, there is agreement. within a factor of two, for airborne
concentrations, cloud horizontal area, surface air concentrations, and
dry deposition as airborne concentration decreased by seven orders of
magnitude during the two-day period.
INTRODUCTION
Clouds of pollutants move within a coordinate system that is
fixed to the earth's surface, and they diffuse within a coordinate
system which travels with the cloud's center. This paper will discuss
the prediction of the time and space variation of pollutants with respect
to a coordinate system which travels with the cloud.

lThis work was performed under the auspices of the United States
Atomic Energy Commission.

/
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2
The cloud size of interest is from a few kilometers initially, to
a few hundred kilometers at several days' time. Since upper air
observational stations and the grid interval in meteorological
prediction models have spacings of about 300 km , it is not possible to
predict the horizontal wind field with a resolution of less than 300 km.
Hence, to include the effect of scales of motion smaller than 300 km ,
we must formulate a suitable diffusion model (or theory).
The use of a diffusion theory implies that the motions responsible
for changes in concentration are random. Almost any fluid motion can
appear random if observed within the appropriate time or space scales.
For instance, the Tiros satellite photographs give evidence that large
scale atmospheric motions are composed of "eddies. II However, it is
necessary to examine some of the consequences of using a diffusion
theory on space scales of kilometers to several hundred kilometers
and time scales up to a few days' duration. This will be examined
here as well as to discuss the implications for sampling large clouds
in the light of diffusion theory.
U sing diffusion theory as a framework, a numerical model is
developed for predicting the time dependent behavior of large clouds.
There is a great deal of generality in the way the height and time
dependent diffusive properties of the atmosphere can be handled within
this numerical model.

Calculations done with the above numerical model are compared
to measurements made on an effluent cloud produced by a reactor run
at the Nuclear Rocket Development Station near Las Vegas, Nevada,
U.S.A.
It should be mentioned that Crawford [3,4,51 has covered these
three subject areas in much more detail than will be attempted here.

TIME AND SPACE SCALES OF DIFFUSION
The classical solutions to various diffusion problems have
resulted in Gaussian spatial distributions of concentration. Diffusion
studies in micrometeorology, where the sources were continuous point
or line sources, have resulted in observed cross-wind Gaussian
distributions. Still it has been observed that the shape of the Gaussian
distribution is dependent upon the sampling time of the measurement
system.
The observed Gaussian distributions are the result of operating
each sampler on the arc for a time period longer than the period of the

2Throughout this paper the word cloud will refer to cloud of pollutants
or tracers; it will not refer to natural water drop or ice crystal
clouds.
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"mo st efficient eddies. ,,3 In contrast to this re sul t, the casual
observation of any smoke plume reveals decidedly non-Gaussian
conditions at anyone time.
The data collection and analysis for a large cloud become much
more complicated than for the continuous point source. Here the
coordinate system travels with the continually changing. deforming
cloud. The size and concentrations within large clouds are usually
measured with aircraft-mounted instrumentation. flown through the
clouds in a time short compared to the time scale of the diffusion
processes. For instance, if data were obtained with a space resolution
of meters along a flight path in a cloud which was kilometers in size.
one would expect the measured concentrations to fluctuate appreciably.
Figure 1 illustrates the variability to be expected on a small time and
space scale within a large cloud. Note that Fig. 1 is analogous to a
snapshot of a smoke plume. These considerations suggest that diffusion
theory predictions will more nearly correspond to space-smoothed
parameters like an integrated dose through a cloud or cloud area
rather than to concentrations at anyone location within the cloud or to
anyone cloud width respectively.
It is a separate and valid question whether any diffusion theory
prediction should be expected to fit space-smoothed data from anyone
cloud at anyone time. It seems evident that some time averaging of
the space-smoothed diffusion data is required in order to obtain
agreement between data and predictions at anyone point in time. A
specific question then concerns the length of the averaging time to use.
Assuming that the minimum averaging time should include at least 10
of the "rnost efficient eddies," and assuming that these eddies travel
with a mean wind speed of 1 0 m/ sec, it turns out, for kilometer-size
clouds, that the minimum averaging time is comparable to the time
since cloud generation for kilometer-size clouds. This would be
unsatisfactory because it removes time dependency from the problem.
Thus, it is implied that there will be departure of space-smoothed
data from a diffusion theory prediction as a function of time, and that
much data, at different times, need to be available before comparisons
can be made between prediction and theory. These considerations also
indicate that a diffusion theory prediction will do better when compared
to the average of several clouds as a function of time rather than to any
one cloud.
It is unfortunate that these conditions are forced upon us, but
there is no other approach feasible due to limitations of wind data. It

3T h e "eddies" which are most efficient in diffusion are those of the
same size as the plume. Eddies which are much smaller than the
plume have a small effect only on the plume shape; eddies which are
much larger cause transport instead of diffusion. The looping smoke
plume from a chimney is a good example of large eddies transporting
but not diffusing the plume.

I-'
~

~

Fig. 1.

e

Isopleths of cps from a NaI crystal; the scale is 1 : 2,,000,,000; there has been
no correction for decay during the time of data collection - H+15:30 to H+21:30 .

•
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is not possible without closer spacing of observation stations to predict
the horizontal spreading of clouds in detail.
THE NUMERICAL MODEL

The numerical model is two dimensional; three-dimensional
diffusion is obtained by assuming circular symmetry about a vertical
axis. The basic differential equation to be numerically integrated is:
(1)

where X is concentration per unit volume, r is radial distance from
the axis of symmetry, z is vertical distance, K r is radial (or
horizontal) diffu siv ity, and K z is vertical diffusivity. Radial
diffusivity is assumed to be independent of height, and vertical
diffusivity is independent of radial distance from the particular clouds
center. The diffusivities are determined by the turbulent properties
of the atmosphere and the scale of the cloud.
For the case of the instantaneously produced cloud,
Richardson (10] hypothesized that the rate of separation of pairs of
particles (or the spread of a cloud - one particle of the pair being the
cloud center) is dependent upon the separation itself. From a variety
of data Richardson (10] found that:
(2 )

where (J is the separation between two particles. For cloud diffusion,
can also be considered the standard deviation in distance of the
concentration along a path through the cloud I s center. Richardson's [10]
data involve (J' s over a range 10 3 to 10 8 em. This hypothesis is
physically appealing because it implies that the "most efficient eddy" in
a diffusion process is one which is of the same size as the separation
of the particles.

(J

Equation (2) is also consistent with the prediction of similarity
theory (1,8]. If Eq. (2) is to be used as a tool in evaluating Eq. (1),
then (J must be known as a function of time.
U sing similarity theory, Batchelor (1] shows that:
(3)

This is for early times where diffusion is only a function of t , (J
(initial separation) and E (turbulent dissipation), (J (t) is the sep£>ration
of a pair of particles (one of which is the cloud center), and C is a
1
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constant of order unit~ which results from the dimensional analysis.
The over bar on the 0' (t) indicates that it is the average of many pairs
of particles which are expected to follow Eq. (3).
A s time increases, finally 0'2 (t) »O'~, and then the diffusion
processes become independent of the way in which the particles were
initially released. As long as the distance between particles is still
small enough so that further dispersion is a result of eddies within the
inertial-subrange, then dimensional analysis indicates that:

-2dO' (t) = C
dt
2
where C

2

t2
E

(4)

is another nondimensional constant of order unity.

Dimensional arguments give the time of transition from Eq. (3)
to Eq, (4) as
T=

where C

3

C

3

0'2/3
0

E

-1/3

(5)

is another nondimensional constant of order unity.

Before preceding with the use of similarity theory in a numerical
diffusion model, it is desirable to make a statement about its
applicability to atmospheric diffusion. There are several questions
which have to be answered, and are as follows:

1. What is the smallest eddy size to which similarity theory
applies?
2. What is the largest eddy size to which similarity theory
applies?
3. How well does similarity theory predictions agree with data
within the eddy size range for which it is applicable?
Batchelor [1] suggests that the small-size end of the initial
subrange is an eddy size of the order of 1 mrn, This, clearly. is small
when compared to the space scales being considered in this paper.
The large eddy end of the initial subrange is not as well known.
Crawford [4] has extensively reviewed the literature on the applicability
of similarity theory predictions to atmospheric energy spectra and to
atmospheric diffusion; therefore. this review will only be summarized
here. The various energy spectra studies indicate that the large eddy
size limit of the initial subrange for vertical turbulence is about twice
the height of the measuring instrument above the ground. For
horizontal turbulence (turbulence is defined as random variations
within the sampling time framework used) there are energy peaks for
eddies having periods of 50 to 200 hr (1800 to 7200 km wavelengths if
an average eddy speed of 10 m/ sec is used). This is the scale of large
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synoptic storms, and it is a physically reasonable upper limit for a
horizontal eddy size in the earth I s atmosphere. This size is also
consistent with maximum values of horizontal diffusivity of
1 - 3 X 10 10 em 2/ sec given by many investigators.
Various turbulent energy spectra studies indicate a more or less
continuous decrease in turbulent energy with decreasing eddy size.
The wave number dependency for these energy spectra ranges from
approximately -1.0 to -2.4, so that the -5/3 law, predicted by
similarity theory, lies approximately in the middle of the range. It
should be remembered that there may be distortions in each individual
spectral study due to instrumental errors, as well as limits on
averaging and sampling times. It is conceivable that there may be a
"gap" in eddy sizes at anyone time or location, however, the studies
indicate that all eddy sizes exist at some time. Thus, it is reasonable
to expect on the average some sort of order in the turbulence data as
a function of wave number.
The diffusion predictions of similarity theory have not been as
well studied in the atmosphere as the turbulent energy spectra
predictions. There have been a few diffusion studies analyzed within
a similarity theory framework of clouds of pollutants on space scales
up to a few tens of meters and time periods of a few minutes also.
Beyond that, in space and time, systematic studies of clouds of
pollutants or the dispersion of many balloon pairs within anyone large
cluster have not been done for long enough periods of time to compare
with similarity theory predictions of diffusion. Rage et al. [6] published a
summary of almost all of the existing cloud size «J) observations at
different times. These data are rather heterogeneous, in that they
included instantaneously produced clouds, large plumes, and some
balloon pairs. Crawford [4] added similarity predictions and more
data to the graphical summarization of Rage [6]. This summarization
is given in Fig. 2. For a detailed discussion of each data source and
its applicability to vindicating diffusion theory predictions see
Crawford [4]. At this point, however, it is worth noting that when
initial cloud sizes and realistic values of turbulent dissipation are used,
similarity theory predictions do a reasonable job of fitting this
heterogeneous collection of observations. In this context it should be
mentioned that normalized (to 5 iii] sec wind speed) dissipation values
are of the order of 10 to 100 (erg/ gram -sec) in the surface boundary
layer, of the order of a 0.1 to 1. 0 in the midtroposphere, and of the
order of a 0.01 to a 0.1 in the stratosphere.
Lastly, several widely different studies have shown that
Richardson's [10] equation fits data for (J of 1. 0 to 10 6 - 10 8 em.
is consistent with similarity theory predictions.

This

There is certainly strong evidence, within the limits of our
knowledge, that similarity theory predictions are applicable on the
large scale if the sampling time is consistent with the time scales of
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the turbulent processes. Obviously, there is an upper limit to the
diffusivities that should be permitted in the atmosphere. For
horizontal diffusion, a variety of studies has indicated that a
reasonable upper limit is of the order of 10 1 0 em 2/ sec. Figure 2
indicates that similarity theory predictions require several days
before a diffusivity of this value is reached.
Horizontal diffusi vity in the numerical model is then determined
at each time step by Eq. (2) and the numerical integration of either
Eqs. (3) or (4), depending on the value of or in Eq. (5). The constants
are assumed to be unity in Eqs. (3) to (5). The initial a (0'0) is taken
as one-half of the initial cloud radius, and appropriate values of € are
input as a function of time.
For kilometer-size clouds near the earth's surface, the
similarity theory prediction approach gives values for vertical
diffusivities which are too large to be reasonable in the surface
boundary layer. Consequently, in the development of the logic for the
numerical integration of Eq. (1) it was generalized so that K z can be
arbitrarily specified as a function of time and height. However, the
computer code, 2BPUFF, currently uses the simplified form of K z as
a function of height given in Fig. 3. Therefore, K z increases linearly
with height in the boundary layer and then is held constant with height
until reaching the top of the mixing layer. It can be implied that the
environmental lapse rate is almost dry adiabatic up to the top of the
mixed layer. At this height vertical diffusivity decreases with height
until it reaches a prescribed "ambient" value for the free atmosphere.
The depth of the boundary layer, the altitude of the top of the mixed
layer, altitude of the stable layer, the value of K z at 1 meter above
the ground, the value of K z immediately above the top of the boundary
layer, and the value of K z above the stabilizing inversion are all
externally specified. In the latest version of this computer code these
parameters along with time, altitude of the ground, height of the cloud
center, atmospheric dissipation, and rainfall rates are read in as an
input table. Thus, all of these parameters can be arbitrary functions
of time. The code interpolates linearly between values specified at
discrete time intervals in this table. It is obvious that all of these K z
parameters are not well measured for anyone particular event.
Nonetheless, it should be pointed out that all of the details of K z so
important for micrometeorological calculations are not as important
for prediction of the gross characteristics of the large clouds of interest,
as discussed in this paper. By an examination of radiosonde data and
judicious use of micrometeorological studies in the surface boundary
layer, 'reasonable estimates of these K z parameters can be made for
any particular event.
With K r computed from the similarity theory approach and K z
computed from a model like, as indicated in Fig. 3, and time dependent
input parameters, then the forward time step numerical form of Eq. (l)
which is to be evaluated is:
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(6)

However, the exact equation used at any particular point in the r-, z
(j and k indexes, respectively) grid or in time depends on the boundary
conditions. The cloud is divided into 10 equal layers vertically and
10 equal rings radially to establish the initial grid spacing. For
reasons of computing time economy and in order to maintain the cloud
within the grid, the grid system grows in an outward direction from
the cloud center with time. When either the top or the bottom grid
point reaches the top of the atmosphere or the ground level, the
vertical grid system growth is stopped in that particular direction and
a reflection boundary condition is assumed. Prior to the grid system
reaching a boundary, a "sink" boundary condition is assumed.
Figure 4 illustrates the geometry associated with the numerical
model, and also relates a weakness of this model, as discussed
previously. To be specific, this is the maintenance of circular symmetry
about the vertical axis. Consequently, it is not possible to explicitely
handle accelerated diffusion caused by a persistent (in time) change in
horizontal wind speed and/ or direction throughout the depth of the
cloud.
A typical calculation starts with the geometry of a stabilized
(motions which were initially responsible for producing the cloud are
no longer important) cylindrical cloud and a Gaussian distribution of
activity within the cloud, as given by:

(7)

where r is radial distance from cloud center) (Jr = 1/2 of the initial
cloud radius, z is elevation above sea level, Zc is elevation of the
cloud center, and (Jz = 1/4 of the total cloud thickness. Therefore, it
is obvious that at the cloud center the initial concentration is unity.
Integration of Eq. (7) from r = 0 to r = 00 and z = -00 to z = +00 for a
cylindrical cloud reveals that the initial cloud burden is given by the
product of the cloud thickness and the square of the cloud radius.
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There are several nondiffusive depletion mechanisms included in
the computer code, 2BPUFF. A nonfalling cloud loses some material
to the ground by impaction of submicron particles on vegetation, or,
for that matter, due to absorption of the gases in a cloud by vegetation.
The concept of a deposition velocity has been used to treat this specific
form of deposition, the velocity of which is defined by:

v d =-L
X

(8)

sfc

where V d is deposition velocity (cm/ sec), F is flux (mass; em 2; sec)
downward, and X f (mass/ cm 3) is atmospheric concentration at the
s c
ground surface.
The value of Vd is a function of the turbulence in the lower
atmosphere, the particle size or whether it is a gas, and the ground
surface characteristics. Thus, V d can be directly determined from
measuring the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (8). This has been
done using continuous plumes. Values of Vd range from 10- 1 to
10+ 1 cm/ sec (Chamberlain [21 ; Islitzer and Dumbauld [71 ; and
Pasquill [91 with most reported values being quite close to 1 cm; sec.
In the computer code 2BPUFF, V d is an input parameter.
If the cloud has diffused to the ground so that X sfc is nonzero,
the computer code integrates Eq. (8) over ~t to get the mass removed
from the cloud by deposition. Then the concentrations in the lowest
one-half vertical grid increment of the cloud are reduced to be
consistent with the mass removed at each particular radial distance
from the cloud's center.

Another nondiffusive depletion mechanism is rain. The general
equation for change in concentration due to rain fa:tling through a cloud
of particles (or gas) is given by:
X

=X

o

e -At

(9)

where X o is concentration at time of start of rain, A is a washout
coefficient, and t is time since start of rain. In the computer code,
2BPUFF, ~t is substituted for t in Eq. (9), and the concentration at
every grid point in the cloud is reduced for every time cycle in the code
when there is some rain. The top of the rain, the inner radius, and
the outer radius of the "ring" of rain can be externally specified. The
rain either has to cover the entire cloud or it must be a ring of rain due
to the assumption of circular symmetry. The main physical difficulty
in this rain option is the specification of a realistic washout
coefficient (A). This washout coefficient is a function of particle size
within the cloud, the chemistry of the particles, the rainfall rate, and
the density of the particles. There have been some studies relating A

-
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to rainfall rate for different particle sizes and densities in the cloud.
The results of most of these studies can be approximated with an
equation like:
A = A Rain B.

(10)

In Eq. (l 0) A and B are empirically determined constants, and Rain is
a rainfall rate. In this code A and B are externally specified parameters.
The computer code is limited, since the input coefficients A and B only
refer to one particle size. In reality, most pollutant clouds have a
particle size spectrum.
This computer code also has radioactive decay option. A (n
type of radioactive decay can be assumed for both the cloud and for any
material deposited by the cloud on the ground. The outputs of the code
are then in units of radioactivity instead of in units of mass concentration.
The exponent, n , is externally specified.
One of the most useful features of numerical models of
atmospheric processes is the case with which one can investigate the
influence of particular parameters on the end results. Some parameter
studies were performed with this model.
The larger the initial cloud radius, the larger is the initial Kr.
Also, the larger the sam e initial cloud radius, the larger are the
initial size terms in the similarity theory equations, and, also, the
larger is the time before transition from one similarity theory regime
to another. Calculations indicate that a factor of three difference in
initial radius makes a factor of 10 difference in the final concentration
at some point late in time. The larger the initial cloud, the larger is
the concentration at late times if both clouds start with the same initial
concentration. Initial concentration is inversely proportional to the
square of the radius of the initial cloud. If one overpredicts the initial
cloud radius by a factor of three, then it's initial concentration is too
low by a factor of nine. Thus, the error in predicting the initial cloud
size, as far as establishing an initial concentration, is about equally
compensated for by the size effect on the diffusion calculation. Figure 2
makes this evident. For the same initial cloud burden an initial
1 m radius cloud will have about the same concentr-ation as an initial
1 km radius cloud after several days. This is fortunate because it is
often easier to predict the total amount of pollutant released in a
particular event than it is to predict the initial cloud cone entration.
Computations with different values of atmospheric dissipation, €,
indicate that an order of magnitude change in € ultimately makes about
a factor of four difference in the concentration. This is also evident
from an examination of Fig. 2 where a f'actor- of 10 difference in €
makes about a factor of two difference in me (J; concentration for
one-dimensional radial diffusion is proportional to (J-2.
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Vertical diffusion is controlled by the form of K z that is used and the
depth and height of the initial cloud. The relationship of the initial cloud
depth to the depth of the diffusing layer determines the ultimate possible
dilution of the cloud due to vertical diffusion only. Thus, with a total
cloud depth of one kilometer and a tropopause height of 10 km there
can, at the most, be a factor of 10 dilution due to vertical diffusion.
In practice, lower inversions than the tropopause may limit this
possible dilution. Therefore, it is important to reflect the significant
inversion heights in the way one specifies K z . The other details of the
K z specification influence the concentration time history in a vertical
plane, and hence dry deposition, but have little effect on the ultimate
dilution.
Calculations were done for deposition velocities of 0.1, 1. 0,
and 10 cm/ sec for a cloud which was initially touching the ground.
Early time (or close to ground zero) depositions are directly and
linearly related to the deposition velocity; however, with time these
differences diminish due to the large deposition velocities depleting
the material in the air near the ground surface. Thus, at late times
(around 10 to 15 hr) a large deposition velocity is multiplied times a
low concentration near the ground, and the amounts deposited end up
about the same as those deposited by the smaller deposition velocity.
The air layer near the ground surface is replenished with
material by vertical diffusion downward and this diffusion rate
varies diurnally. Consequently, there is a larger diurnal variation in
deposited amount and surface concentrations for the deposition velocity
which removes the most material from the air (i., e. Vd = 10 cm/ sec).
For clouds which are around 1 km deep and for calculations covering
one to two days, dry deposition has little effect on total cloud burden or
on center point concentration.
A CASE STUDY

It is, of course, very desirable to compare predictions of any
numerical model with measurements. As indicated earlier, it is
extremely difficult to obtain airborne concentration measurements with
enough time and space resolution to determine the representativeness
of the data. The cloud either has to be very concentrated or the
measuring system very sensitive if the cloud is to be studied over a
period of several days.

To the author's knowledge the best effluent cloud to date to choose
as a case study was one produced by the operation of a reactor at the
Nuclear Rocket Development Station (NRDS), 90 miles northwest of Las
Vegas, Nevada, U. S. A. on March 25, 1966. The reactor was run
between 0933 and 0948 PST with a total integrated power of
1.05 X 10 6 MW-sec. For purposes of discussing the time dependent
behavior of the effluent cloud, H-hour is taken as 0945 PST.
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Aircraft and meteorological data indicate that the cloud rose to
about 3.4 km MSL (ground surface = 1.16 km MSL) and was about
500 m thick. Crawford [5] estimates that the cloud, shortly after the
reactor was shut down, was 6.75 km long (in the direction of the wind),
0.9 krn wide at the upwind end, and 6.3 km wide at the downwind end.
The initial cloud geometry for input to the computer code
2BPUFF is cylinder. Thus, it is appropriate to ask: When is a cloud
a cloud or when is it a continuous plume, from the standpoint of
observing and calculating its characteristics at some point downwind?
With this in mind, the view is taken here that a short release plume
looks more like a cloud than a plume at some point downwind where
the time of arrival (time from H-hour) is large compared to the
duration of the plumelike release (15 min in this case).
Applying a criterion of travel time at least 10 times the duration
of the release to the above reactor release means that the effluent is
more like a cloud than a plume after about 2-1/2 hr of travel time (or
43 miles downwind). Consequently, calculations with the computer code
2BPUFF are only applicable after this time. Close in (i. e. a travel
time of the same order as the release time) plume models are more
appropriate than cloud models. Calculating the horizontal area of the
above cloud yields an equivalent circular radius of 2.8 km for input to
the computer code 2BPUFF.
This reactor effluent cloud moved towards the west-southwest,
over the Sierra Nevada Mountains just south of Mt, Whitney at about
H-hour plus 5 to 7 hr , across the Central Valley of California, and off
the coast of California at H-hour plus 15 to 22 hr.
By the daylight hours of March 26, 1966, the cloud had moved
west of the coast of California and stagnated in a rather weak undefined
wind field. The cloud's shape became rather difficult to define by this
time, but portions of it were measured through March 27, 1966.
Figure 5 shows the long-range meteorological trajective
calculated by the U. S. Weather Bureau at NRDS, and Fig. 6 is a map
showing the location of all pertinent aircraft data. Aircraft data were
obtained by several different organizations. Data tabulation and
discussion thereof are contained in the detailed case study of this cloud
by Crawford [51 and will not be duplicated in this paper. However, it
is useful to present Fig. 6 in order to document cloud movement and
to illustrate the problem of obtaining representative measurements of
concentration. The H-hour plus 18 to 20 hr normalized cloud in Fig. 6
is the same one shown in more detail in Fig. 1. By H-hour plus 24 hr
decay and diffusion depleted much of the cloud (see Fig. 1) below the
sensitivity of airborne NaI crystal gamma scintillation counting
equipment. However, normalized cloud shapes, for late times have
been drawn in Fig. 6, based on a few NaI crystal readings and aircraft
filter data.
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As indicated in Fig. 6, there were some altitude spirals done by
aircraft. From these concentration data it is possible to obtain an
idea of the height of the cloud as a function of time; this is given in
Fig. 7. The vertical bar indicates the altitude span of the majority of
the radioactivity; the altitudes of the maximum radioactivity are
indicated by the location of the aircraft identification symbol. The
ground surface is the smoothed ground surface used for input to the
computer code, 2BPUFF, calculations. Obviously, some of the aircraft
altitude spirals were in locations removed from the majority of the
cloud and hence over different topography. The potential temperature
lines in Fig. 7 are the height of the isentropic surface, as determined
from radiosonde data in California and Nevada, which are consistent
with the isentropic surfaces associated with the initial cloud. The top
of the cloud was somewhat higher over the tops of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, to be consistent with the tops of a few scattered shower
clouds and radiosonde data.
U sing the initial cloud-size estimate mentioned earlier, along
with cloud track topography and meteorological data, measured
radioactive decays, etc., the computer code 2BPUFF was run to
calculate the time history of this cloud. 4 Figure 8 gives the observed
cloud concentrations from airplane filter data and the calculated
concentration as a function of time. Because much of the aircraft filter
data involved exposure times of a few minutes to a few tens of minutes,
it is more realistic to fit the calculated averaged concentration curve
to the data than to the calculated center point curve. By using this
calculated curve to relate back to some early reference time, it is
possible to estimate the source terms. This has been done and is
within a factor of two of other, independent source term estimates. It
should be noted that all of the available ai r cr-aft data are in Fig. 8.
Still a detailed discussion could be given on the representativeness of
each data point; however, in the interest of brevity this will not be done
in this paper. Suffice it to say that many of the seemingly low values
were obtained outside of the cloud. It should also be noted that
background is about 10 to 20 pCi/ m 3 for these data and that Fig. 8 has
not been background corrected.
Several of the aircraft were equipped with NaI crystal gamma
scintillation detection systems. The peak count per second data from
this system are plotted in Fig. 9. The calculations here are
normalized to the calculated center point curve. A source term
determined from these data is also within a factor of two of the other
source term estimates (1 count/ sec = 3.53 pCi/ m 3 for this equipment
and cloud). The data in Fig. 9 are background corrected by subtracting
a background of about 400 counts/ sec.

4F o r a detailed description of the meteorological input to this calculation
see Crawford [5].
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Figure 10 gives both calculated and measured cloud areas as a
function of time; the labeling of the isopleths of concentration is based
on the normalization of Fig. 9. The measurements come from the
aircraft data (see Fig. 6).
Figure 11 is the calculated surface concentration under the cloud
center as a function of time based on an initial center point
concentration (see Fig. 8) of 2 X 10 9 pCi/m 3. In this case the cloud
diffused to the ground in 4-1 f 2 hr before the surface concentration
could rise above zero. Diffusion downward and a rise in ground
elevation during H-hour plus 4 hr to H-hour plus 6 hr caused the
calculated surface concentration to rise rather rapidly. The rapid
fall, rise, and then fall again in surface concentration between H-hour
plus 6 hr and H-hour plus 16 hr is a consequence of the cloud going
over the Central Valley of California and then on over the Coast Range.
At H-hour plus 24 to 27 hr , the surface concentration just barely
reached the smallest ordinate by vertical diffusion, as shown in Fig. 11.
Thereafter, decay, radial diffusion, and deposition kept it below
2 pCif m 3. The only piece of surface concentration data which can be
compared with the calculation in Fig. 11 is a filter from Lone Pine,
California which was exposed for 23.8 hr. This filter gave an average
concentration (over the 23.8 hr) of 560 pCifm 3. Lone Pine was
approximately on the center line of the cloud f s path, and the cloud was
in that particular area at times of H-hour plus 5 hr to H-hour plus 7 hr.
Using calculated cloud size and measured wind speeds, it was possible
to convert this measurement to an aver¥e concentration, during cloud
passage at Lone Pine, of 6 X 10 3 pCif m. This is consistent with the
prediction of Fig. 11 at about H-hour plus 5 hr.
The computer code 2BPUFF accumulates and radioactively decays
material deposited on the ground along the center line of the cloud's
path. Thus, "r-eal time" hot line deposition patterns are output from
the calculation at specified time intervals. In this calculation only dry
deposition, with a deposition velocity of 1 cmf sec, was operative.
Figure 12 is the last such figure at H-hour plus 55 hr (or the afternoon
of 3/27/66) for this calculation. Because the only long-range (beyond
several hours or several tens of kilometers) surface deposition data
that are available comes from airborne NaI crystal gamma
scintillation equipment flown at low altitudes, the ordinate in Fig. 12
has been labeled to be consistent with Fig. 9.
Another output from the calculation is concentration as a function
of height at different times; Fig. 13 is one such example with aircraft
data for comparison. The H-hour plus 11 hr 18 min altitude spiral was
behind the leading edge of the cloud (see Fig. 6). The detailed writeup
of this case study (Crawford [5] ) contains 15 more figures of calculated
versus measured concentration as a function of height. In general, the
agreement is within a factor of two for these altitude spirals which
were within the main part of the cloud.
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CONCLUSIONS
Limitations in wind data require a diffusion theory approach to
the problem of predicting the time and space behavior of kilometer-size
clouds for several days. Consequently, the predictions are only
expected to apply in a statistical sense. Space-smoothed quantities
are expected to be better predicted than local quantities, and the
averaged time dependent behavior of many clouds is also expected to
be better predicted than the time dependent behavior of anyone cloud.
A numerical diffusion model has been developed which uses
similarity theories of atmospheric turbulence for horizontal diffusion
and permits the use of time and height dependent vertical diffusivities.
Although not well vindicated for diffusion of kilometer-size clouds,
similarity theory predictions are consistent with the available
atmospheric data.
Depletion by ground deposition and rainfall has been included in
the model, but the diluting effects of vertical shears in the horizontal
wind field have not been included.
Parameter studies have indicated that the effect of anyone
atmospheric parameter is not too important on the long time
concentration calculation. It is obviou s , though, that elimination of
many of the real physical parameters in this model would have a
significant effect on predictions. It also is evident that for a particular
project this computer code could be used with several physically
realistic values of atmospheric parameters to investigate the possible
range in concentration calculations.
Calculations using the numerical model computer code 2BPUFF,
plus initial cloud size and appropriate meteorological parameters for
one case study provided a factor of two agreement in concentrations
from 1 to 2 days, surface air contentration, dry deposition, vertical
concentration profile shapes, and cloud size. It is satisfying that this
agreement is obtained for so many of the calculated outputs.
Considering that air concentrations decreased some seven orders of
magnitude over 2 days, the factor of two agreement is considered quite
good by this author.
It should be pointed out that the conditions for this case study
were rather favorable for comparison to the computer code, 2BPUFF,
calculations. For instance, there was little persistent (in height or
time) vertical wind shear throughout the cloud. Particle sizes from
a reactor effluent are small, so there would be little gravitational
settling, and there was no large-scale precipitation.

Obviously it is desirable to conduct more case studies, but the
results of this particular one look very encouraging.
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RISE--!ND DISPERSION _:N.BAR..- THE SHORELINE
WHEN FLOW PATTERNS ARE
DOMINATED BY THE LAKEBREEZE

Q!'J kARGli I,AKE

Wm. J. Moroz and E. Koczkur
University of Toronto

ABSTRACT

The rise and dispersion rates of the plume from
a large thermal generating station located on the Lake
Ontario shoreline in relatively flat terrain on the
outskirts of a large city are examined under conditions
where the local flow patterns are dominated by lakebreeze
circulations. For the periods of analysis winds aloft
were observed using pilot balloons released over the land
near the source and temperature structure in the vertical
was observed on both sides of the shoreline using an
instrumented light aircraft. This study was conducted
with the full co-operation of the power company concerned
and the characteristics of the emissions were readily
available for the period of analysis.
The plume was recorded for subsequent analysis
using time lapse photographic techniques. Application
of special films and filtering devices permitted observations to be extended beyond the point where the plume is
no longer visible to the naked eye. Analysis of individual
photographs is conducted using a photodensitometer to avoid
error through the introduction of subjective interpretations.
The position of the plume centerline in space
and the vertical spread of the plume have been determined
under conditions of moderate wind shear in the vertical
and a slightly stable lapse rate through the layer of
rise and dispersion. Tall stacks are used at the
particular station observed and plume rise is enhanced
by relatively large momentum and buoyancy forces. It is
found that well above the surface) despite a strongly
buoyant emission) within the lakebreeze circulation
system rise and rate of dispersion of a plume in the
vertical are less than would normally be predicted onthe
basis of ground level observation of meteorological
parameters.
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1.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Many of the worlds larger cities have developed on or
near large bodies of water. It is well known that local
thermal circulations develop in the atmosphere at these
locations and considerable effort has been directed toward
determining the characteristics of the sea breezes or lake
breezes (Fisher, 1960; Frizzola and Fisher, 1963; Moroz and
Hewson, 1966; Moroz, 1967). While the characteristics of
these local wind systems are of direct interest to meteorolo·
gists for many reasons they are of particular interest to
meteorologists and engineers concerned with the transport and
diffusion of atmospheric contaminants from sources located
near the sea coast or near the lake shore.
This investigation was undertaken primarily to study
the rise and dispersion of the effluent from a large thermal
generating station under large scale atmospheric conditions
which are conducive to the development of a lake breeze near
the shoreline of a large lake in the Great Lakes Basin. Under
the large scale meteorological conditions where the classical
lake breeze would develop; viz., very weak large scale
pressure gradient and clear skies; one would expect local
concentrations of a contaminant emitted from an inland point
source to be relatively high because lapse rates would normally be near neutral but winds speeds would be very low.
Under these same large scale conditions diffusion and transport of a contaminant may be improved near a lake shore but
the prediction of plume behaviour is difficult because wind
speed varies with height in the lake breeze and because near
the surface the temperature structure of the atmosphere in
the vertical near the lakeshore is modified because the air
has passed over the cooler water.
It is felt that an observational study of plume rise
and dispersion in the lake breeze is of further interest
because, in the lake breeze flow system, contaminants which
do not rise above the surface layers of onshore flow, will
always pass over the land where the population resides.
While some studies have previously been undertaken to examine
pollutant transport and diffusion in a sea breeze (Frenzel,
1962) and plume behaviour under specified meteorological
conditions near a lake shore (Hewson, Gill and Walke, 1963)
additional information is essential if diffusion is to be
predicted within this mesoscale flow system.
It is hoped that the results of this study will be of
some value to those attempting to predict the behaviour of
stack effluents emitted near an ocean coastline. While the
thermal and moisture characteristics of the sea breeze and
the lake breeze can be expected to differ because of the
bounded water surface of even a large lake, the physical
dimensions of the two flow systems and the wind characteristics in space and time do have similarities and transport of
contaminants, at least, should be similar.
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2.

LOCATION OF THE STUDY AND EFFLUENT EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

This study was conducted at a location on the north shore
of Lake Ontario in the outlying suburbs of a very large metropolitan community (Fig.l). The original plant site had been
selected because i t was outside the most densely populated area
of the city but, due to the very rapid growth of the community,
within a few years the land around the plant had been developed
as light industrial and suburban residential property. Thus,
while the land over which the plume passes is relatively flat,
the surface below the plume is roughened by one and two story
commercial and residential structures.
Despite the complication introduced by the nature of
the underlying surface, selection of this particular location
and plant for detailed examination offered several distinct
advantages. The surrounding surface is essentially horizontal
and uniformly rough and is characteristic of the surroundings
of many thermal generating stations throughout the world.
Lake Ontario is a cold, deep lake having many of the temperature
characteristics of Lake Michigan where the original studies
of lake breezes had been undertaken and it was anticipated that
the local thermal flow system on a location on the Lake Ontario
shoreline would be similar to that previously observed. The
plant studied is one of the largest thermal generating stations
in the world and is representative of currently developing
stations. Further, the owners of the plant were extremely
co-operative because of their interest in the outcome of the
investigation and were able to provide complete operating
records for the periods of investigation, details which are
rarely available except through inference. Finally, in the
region where the investigation was conducted supporting
meteorological data was available from Canadian Meteorological
Stations located on Toronto Island and at Malton International
Airport, both within 15 km of the actual observation site.
The generating station studied is a 2400 MW station
having 8 three hundred MW generators and associated boiler
units, two units discharging through one of the four stacks.
At the time of the study the plant was in the final stages
of construction and only four units and two stacks were
operational. The stacks are 152 m high and have an external
diameter of 7.9 m at the top. The line of stacks is parallel
to
the lakeshore and the stacks are horizontally separated
by 85.5 m. Gases are discharged to the stacks through
electrostatic precipitators having a guaranteed collection
efficiently of 98% for particulates on a mass basis. Each
unit discharging to the stack has its own electrostatic
precipitator and under full load conditions each unit exhausts
approximately 1.3 x 10 4 m3 sec- l
at a temperature of 403°Ko
Under these conditions the stack exit velocity is 11 m sec- l
with a single unit operating, and the temperature of the
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discharge at the stack mouth is estimated to be 394·K.
The observations presented here were made September 8,
1966 in a fully developed lake breeze wind system.

3.

THE OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM

In planning the study it was desirable that plume rise
and dispersion be examined with a knowledge of the actual
temperature and wind structure through the layers where the
plume was observed. For tall stacks and large rise the
meteorological observations required could not be obtained
using surface based instruments and, for this reason, some
emphasis was placed on upper level observation with surface
observations being obtained from existing meteorological
stations in the vicinity of the station.
The temperature structure of the atmosphere in the
vertical was observed three times daily using an instrumented
aircraft with temperature observations at 76 m intervals to
1500 m above the surface during a spiral ascent over the water
5 km offshore and a spiral descent over the land 5 km inland.
These soundings were made over a line through the station and
normal to the lakeshore. The results of a morning and afternoon sounding on September 8, 1966 are shown in Fig.2. The
aircraft was also used to observe the behaviour of the plumes
in the horizontal plane by examination from aloft and for
checking the final height of the plumes using the aircraft
altimeter.
The prevailing wind structure in the vertical in the
vicinity of the plant was observed using pilot balloon
releases from plant property at two hourly intervals with
more frequent releases at the discretion of the observer. It
was felt that intermediate broad scale changes of the lake
breeze wind system in space and time could be inferred by
interpolation between actual observations using information
from a previous study of the lakebreeze near the Lake
M1chigan shoreline. Figure 3 is a schematic representation
showing the plume centerline on a typical velocity distribution through the layer of interest.
The actual record of plume behaviour was made using
photographic techniques which recorded the plume for subsequent
analysis. Special 35 mm film and filter combinations were
used in the study with controlled film development to achieve
maximum plume density in the processed negatives. Using the
correct combination of equipment, film, and film processing,
it was found that the plume could be followed photographically
further than it could be observed with the naked eye. Film
exposure was by single frame using an automatic, timed
triggering mechanism so that, in effect, a time lapse movie

- 219 was obtained. The actual timing of the exposures was varied
throughout the day to prescribed rates designed to provide
maximum recovery of broad detail and fine detail of plume
behaviour in time and space. Data recovery from the film
was accomplished using a microdensitometer to eliminate
objective interpretations.
Results are presented here from observations made under
meteorological conditions such that a lake breeze developed
fully with minimal distortion by exterior factors. A clearly
developed lake breeze was observed on September 9, 1966 also
but late in the afternoon of September 9 the local flow
patterns were completely dominated by changing large scale
meteorological variables and the desired observations are
distorted accordingly. On September 8 a single unit was
discharging through stack number one and a single unit
through stack number two so that the results presented
represent the behaviour of a pair of combined plumes. Both
units were operating at maximum capacity. While this
complicates the comparison of these results with those of
other investigators it is felt that the results are representative of those which might be obtained at other locations
since most thermal generating stations constructed today have
multiple stacks.
4.

THE OBSERVED PLUMES

From an analysis of photographs made from the aircraft
looking vertically downward on the discharges from this
station it was found that, at the outer limits of the distinquishable plumes, the emissions from the two stacks combined
at a distance of less than 100 m downwind and that the outer
edge of one plume would intersect the centerline of the second
plume at a distance of less than 200 m downwind from the line
of stacks under all conditions for which observations were
made. In the vertical plane, except very close to the stacks,
the two plumes could not be distinquished from the camera
location on the lake shore 2.2 km to the NE of the plant. The
results presented here are therefore an analysis of the
behaviour of two plumes emitted at the same level and at the
same velocity from stacks located 85.5 m apart.
Figure 4 is a typical vertical microdensitometer
trace through the plume at a distance of 0.27 km downstream
from the stacks. The trace clearly shows the variation in
background density with height against which the plume itself
is observed and which could lead to interpretation errors if
subjective analysis techniques were used. Data was abstracted
from this curve (Fig.4) using visual integration over narrow
strips to obtain the value of the ordinate representing film
density at the various levels through the plume and the
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background density at this level was removed from the value
obtained to obtain the true plume density. The results of
this evaluation from Fig.4 are plotted in Fig.5 where the
corresponding normal curve of the same area is also shown.
It is apparent that the observed plume density has a skewed
normal distribution which is accounted for by the decreasing
wind speed with height at the levels through which the plume
is diffusing (see Fig.3).
This type of analysis was repeated using photographs
taken at a nominal time separation of one minute over the
period from 1425 to 1520 on September 8, 1966. On each
photograph the individual, instantaneous distributions of
density across the plume cross sections were determined at
several distances downstream between the source and the point
where film resolution became questionable, a distance
exceeding 1 km.
Combining the instantaneous results for each
fixed distance downstream from the source yields a time
averaged distribution for the plume cross section, the mean
plume height,and the mean depth of the plum~ as well as
estimates of the standard deviations of plume heights and
plume depths in time at the various distances.
The skewed normal distribution shown in Fig.5 is
characteristic of all of the negatives analysed. This
actual distribution leads to the determination of a mean
It p l ume centerline height ll defined as the height Zc at which
the normal curve is a maximum and a mean "modal plume height K
ZM at which the actual curve of plume density attains a
maximum. It is impossible to show all of the results on a
single figure; for this reason the observed plume centerline
height from three independent observations, each separated
by about 15 min in time, are presented in Fig.6 for comparison
purposes and to indicate the scatter of the results. In
Fig.7 the mean plume centerline height and the mean modal
plume height of all of the plumes analysed for this presentation are combined and in addition the mean outer boundaries
of the plume are shown.
In order to compare the results obtained from this
investigation with those which would be predicted using the
relations of other investigators it is necessary to specify
a final height to which the plume rises and to define the
mean velocity of the layer through which the plume is rising
and diffusing. It is apparent, of course, that such relations
may not be truly applicable to the situation being discussed
here because wind speed varies with height throughthe layers
of interest. Figure 7 indicates that in this case the combined
plume does in fact rapidly approach an asymptotic height,
approximately 230 m above the top of the stacks at a distance
of 1 km downwind. Selection of a mean velocity applicable
for these results is more questionable and Smith and Singer (1966)

~
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have indicated the significance of using a "mean equivalent
wind" for the layer where wind speed shear is a factor.
However, for purposes of comparison the mean wind speed observed
at standard anemometer height at the lakeshore which might
normally be used to estimate plume rise and dispersion at the
location considered is taken as the mean velocity for the layer
of interest. In this case the appropriate velocity is taken to
be that indicated by an anemometer at standard height located
at the Island Meteorological Station.
In Fig.8 are shown the variation of plume rises which
would be predicted using the relations of several investigators
for the physical characteristics of the emissions from the
particular station being examined. These relations are
applicable for releases from a single stack into a layer of
uniform wind speed and should be increased by a factor which
accounts for an increased rise of the plume
centerline when
two or more plumes combine which might take the following
simple form
Z

_c,N
where

-

ft N -Zc,l

is the centerline height attained by an
c,l individual plume
Z
is the centerline height of N combined plumes

Z

c,N

)SN

is a factor by which the rise from a single

50uree should be increased to account for the effects
of more than one plume, ie.fi ~ 1.

From the observation, for the simplest case where N = 1, it is
apparent that using surface observations of wind speed in the
lake breeze the rise of the plume is best represented by a
relation of the form presented by Stumke. On the other hand,
if a mean wind speed through the layer of plume rise is
determined,Hollandts formula provides a good estimate of the
observed combined plume rise.

Figure 9 indicates the observed standard deviations of
the plume depth in comparison with standard deviatioffiwhich
might be suggested for the low wind speeds and near-neutral
lapse rates prevailing when these observations were made. The
rate of vertical diffusion of the combined plumes is
significantly less than would be suggested on the basis of
surface observations of wind speed and lapse rate. The observed
standard deviation of the vertical spread of the plume varies
with distance downstream from the source according to the
relation

o-z

=

X

S

where S takes the value 0.44. This
results of Hilst and Simpson, (1958)
atmosphere the standard deviations
increase with distance more slowly
distance.

is comparable with the
who found that in a stable
of the vertical distributions
than the square root of the
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5.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Results are presented for the observed rise of the
combined plumes from two stacks of a thermal generating station
near a lakeshore when a lake breeze dominates local flow
patterns. During the periods of observation the atmosphere in
the vicinity of the plant was near-neutral through a deep layer
above the surface and relatively strong wind shears at low wind
speeds were observed through the layers of plume travel. Plume
rise and dispersion under these conditions are of special interest
because the plume is brought over the land at any location along
the lake shoreline by the onshore flow in the lake breeze unless
the final height of the plume can be increased so that the plume
passes through the layer of onshore flow at the surface and
into the layer of return flow aloft. To achieve this result
final plume heights in the order of 500 to 750 m above the
surface must be attained.
For the combined plumes each having strong buoyancy in
response to an excess thermal energy release of 6.5 x 10 6 cal sec- l
and emitted at an exit velocity of 11 m sec- l the plume centerline
approaches an asymptotic height of 230 m above the level of
release in a travel distance of 1 km. Over the observed period
of travel the rate of dispersion of the plume in the vertical as
indicated by standard deviations of plume depth about the mean
plume centerline is considerably less than would be predicated
in a thermally neutral atmosphere using observed winds at the
surface. This difference is only partly accounted for by
differences in wind speeds at the surface and aloft.
Through the levels in which the plume was observed the
wind speed decreased almost linearly with height. This wind
speed distribution resulted in a skewed normal distribution of
the plume density in the vertical and the observed maximum plume
density occurs above the level which would be predicted if the
density distribution were truly normal. The shift of maximum
plume density in a layer of wind speed shear in the vertical
is suggested by the theoretical analyses of Pasqui11, (196~ and
Gee, (1967) • If the emissions were released into an atmosphere
where wind speed increases with height, as is more frequently
the case, the density distribution in the plume would be skewed
in the opposite direction with the maximum plume density
occurring below the plume centerline. The magnitude of the
skewness appears to decrease at greater distances from the
source and while the magnitude may be small for conventional
plume analysis, if rise through a very deep layer is considered
the skewed density distribution should be accounted for.
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SMITH

How did you define 6h?

MOROZ

Simply as the height of the plume centerline above the stack exit at a distance of
about 1 km downwind.

DAVIDSON

Is the relatively slow growth of 02 in your
experiment related to what I think is a
relatively stable thermal layer at the sealand breeze boundary?

MOROZ

Yes, undoubtedly stability in the surface
layers is a factor although we would be
reluctant to say that the stability at the
interface between the lake breeze and the
return circulation is the dominant factor
because plumes have been observed which
rise through this region. Perhaps the timelapse movie which will be shown later will
improve our presentation of the physical
picture.

SLADE

If you were to reduce the observed values
of 02 in order to account for the initial
plume depth, would this not tilt your curve
into better agreement with the C and D
curves?

MOROZ

Yes, the curve slope would be changed but it
is felt that the observations presented are
in agreement with what was observed under
the conditions reported.
It is felt that the
difference between these observations and
the results of other investigators arises
principally because large scale eddies seem
to be missing in the lake breeze with the
effect that there is little plume meander in
the vertical, at least near the lakeshore.
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RAJASEKARAMURTHY
What is the effect of wind shear on the
plume rise? If we represent the mean path
by a power law of the form

~

=

k(:t

where, Z, X are plume coordinates
g'
'V
1.S

F / U3 i

length scale of

h
U

h

k

n

buoyant movements
= wind speed at stack level
= constant
= power law exponent

it can be shown by turbulent entrainment
(Morton et al., 1956) and eddy diffusivity
hypothesis that
2

n = 3 (l+p) ; where p is wind power index
in ~Zp (for the initial
phase only).

It may be interesting to analyze the data in
the light of this.
Wind tunnel results
show somewhat less than the familiar 2/3 for
uniform wind.
MOROZ

One of the effects of the wind shear is to
cause a shift of the location of maximum plume
density. We have attempted to indicate this
in the results.
For the results presented a linear relation
fits the wind profile fairly closely and has
been used in our initial interpretations.
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U

~

= Umax

+

~(~

-

~

max

)

where ~ is negative, Uma x is the maximum
wind speed in the lake breeze occurring
at ~
max
We are very much interested in the effects
of wind shear in the vertical but the
results presented here are for a very
limited case, viz diffusion in a lake breeze.
We are still analyzing our data and fully
intend to consider the more general cases
for which we believe we have reasonable
observations.
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~MOSPHERIC

TRANSPORT AND DIFFUSION AT COASTAL SITES
Isaac Van der Hoven

Environmental Science Services Administration, Silver Spring, Md.
Abstract
On the average overland atmospheric diffusion rates are shown
to be three times more rapid than those with overwater trajectories
when the water is colder than the air temperatures over the land.
The transport distance required to complete the transition from
overwater to overland diffusion is shown to be a function of plume
height, wind speed, and vertical temperature profile. Diffusion
models are suggested to account for the diffusion rates within this
transition zone. Coastline atmospheric trajectories are discussed
in terms of local effects which result in the daily reversals
between land and sea breezes and of large-scale pressure gradient
effects which generally result in straight-line trajectories.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing trend of siting nuclear power reactors along
sea coasts or large bodies of water has intensified interest in the
effect upon atmospheric diffusion of overwater as compared to
overland air trajectories. In a very general way, one could reason
on a physical basis that air trajectories over water surfaces weald
decrease atmospheric diffusion rates On two counts when compared to
trajectories over land. First, smoother water surface would tend
to decrease the contribution to diffusion by the surface roughness
elements. Second, cooler water temperatures as compared to air
temperatures, especially during the day, would decrease the contribution from convectional turbulence. Obviously, high winds causing
wave action or water temperatures warmer than air temperatures would
have the reverse effect. Near the boundary of the land-water surface,
an important question to be considered is the rate of atmospheric
diffusion in the transition state, especially in the change from
overwater to overland trajectories.
METEOROLOGICAL ESTIMATES OF ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION
The technique of classifying analog records of wind direction
and speed traces according to turbulence characteristics and
diffusion types has been used for a number of decades. In the past
decade this has developed into the substitution of direct
meteorological measurements for the diffusion parameters such that
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the standard deviations of horizontal and vertical wind angles are
proportional, respectively, to cry and Oz the standard deviations
of the plume distribution as de si. r Lbed by the generalized Gaussian
equation. Slade (1966) provides a detailed rationale for using
the standard deviation of the horizontal wind direction (oe) alone
for the acquisition of a site diffusion climatology. It is on this
basis that coastal site diffusion will be evaluated as well as the
diffusion transition that may occur because of the change in the
underlying surface of the air trajectory.
OVERWATER VERSUS OVERLAND DIFFUSION
In a study specifically designed to compare quantitatively
diffusion rates over extensive water surfaces as opposed to land
surfaces Slade (1962) made a series of measurements of air and
water temperatures, wind speed, and wind direction fluctuation on
the east and west shores of Chesapeake Bay. Under generally
westerly wind conditions it was found that after air had traveled
for about 7 miles over open water the wind direction fluctuation,
oe, as estimated from the direction range (Markee, 1963) over a
five-minute period was always less than before the overwater
trajectory. Table 1 summarizes the results and indicates, on the
average, a 50% reduction in cre and a 25% increase in wind speed
after 7 miles of overwater travel. One and one-half months of data
from the l52-ft level of the meteorological tower at the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station (1965) along the Connecticut side of Long
Island Sound show similar results, namely, median values of cre of
3 0 and 60 and of wind speeds of 11 and 9 knots, respectively, for
overwater and overland trajectories.

e

e
Average Wind Direction Fluctuation and Speed for Land and Water Trajectories

Table I.
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The ratio of axial plume concentrations over the water as
compared to the land can be expressed as

Xwater

(u
(u

a
a

y
y

a)

z land

(1)

a)

z water

where u is the mean wind speed and Oy and 0z are the standard
deviations of the plume concentration distribution in the crosswind and vertical directions, respectively. The equation can be
evaluated using the wind speed values listed in Table 1 and
converting the 0e values to 0y and Oz as done by Slade (1966).
The result as shown in the last column of Table 1 is that, for
downwind distances to 104 meters from the source, the average
ratio is about 1.5 for all cases, and varies on the average from
2.9 for cases where the water is colder than the air during the
day to 0.9 for cases where the water is warmer than air at night.
A ratio of greater than 1.0 indicates slower diffusion over water
than land.
It would appear from the foregoing that one of the critical
parameters in determining the relative diffusion capacities over
water and over land is the temperature difference between the water
and air. Prophet (1961) computed vertical eddy diffusivities, Kz'
from a number of experiments as a function of water-air temperature
difference for overwater flow and initial overwater potential
temperature gradient for overland flow. As shown in Fig. 1,
vertical diffusion rates over water surfaces generally are slower
than over land surfaces by a factor varying from 2 to 10, depending
on atmospheric stability near the surface.
TRANSITION FROM OVERWATER TO OVERLAND TRANSPORT
A marked change in the underlying surface over which air flows
can induce significant changes in the mechanical and thermal
turbulence of the flow and, consequently, significant changes in the
diffusion rates of the atmosphere. How rapid this change takes
place very near the ground is shown by an analysis (White, Camera,
and Wilsey, 1965) of 0e data taken at a height of 12 feet at a
location several hundred feet from the Atlantic shoreline at Cape
Kennedy, Florida. Fig. 2 summarizes these data for the month of
March 1963 showing hourly average values of both wind direction and
0e. Note that whereas the direction changes markedly from offshore
to onshore flow between 1000 and 1100 hours, 0e shows no such change.
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The onshore flow at a height of 12 feet already is affected by
surface-induced turbulence at a distance of several hundred
feet from the shoreline and cannot be distinguished from offshore
flow. From both 08 and ~ (vertical angle standard deviation)
data at the 30-ft and 200-ft level of a tower located 2000 feet
from the Pacific Ocean, it was concluded (S~ith, Kauper, Beran,
and Vukovich, 1964) that the upper level sees ocean air with
little surface roughness while the lower level is in the shallow
layer of more turbulent air developing inland from the coastline.
The physical mechanism involved in the transition from
relatively non turbulent overwater to turbulent overland flow is
schematically shown in Fig. 3. At the point where the turbulent
land surface layer intersects the more stable elevated plume,
rapid downward mixing takes place. Hewson, Gill and Walke (1963)
noticed this effect numerous times with smoke emitted from an
elevation of 256 feet at the shoreline site of the Big Rock Point
Nuclear Plant as well as a report by Collins and Bowne (1967) for
the Millstone Point site. Their general conclusion was that
stable air coming from the water and passing over warmer land
changed to a neutral or unstable condition extending to stack level
within 3 miles of the shore. Robinson, Eberly and Cramer (1965)
concluded from time-lapse photography of a 250-ft stack effluent
at the Humboldt Bay Power Plant that in the case of onshore flow
the initially stable plume mixed abruptly to the ground at a point
of from 500 to 1000 meters from the stac~ At this point the effect
was similar to that of fumigation and was observed to last throughout the half-hour smoke emission period.
Prophet (1961) using aircraft vertical sampling data of a
tracer released from the Fermi Reactor Site and aircraft vertical
temperature data over Nantucket Island found that the maximum
height of vertical mixing due to surface heating was a function of
the square root of the ratio between overland travel time and the
initial overwater difference in potential temperature within the
inversion layer. The result is shown in Fig. 4 in terms of travel
distance (x) and height (H) in meters, mean wind speed (u) in m/sec
and vertical potential temperature profile in the inversion (69) in
°C. This empirical relationship fits very well the detailed
measurements at the Millstone Point site reported by Collins and
Bowne (1967) where for 17 cases of onshore gradient, the height of
the mixed layer reached the stack height (125 m) at an average
distance of 3000 meters from the beach with an average value of
u
4.5 m/sec and ~
2.5 0 C.

-=

e=

-
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SHORELINE TRAJECTORIES
In estimating the diffusion of an effluent at distances of
several miles or more, the assumption usually is made that the
centerline of the plume will move in a straight line in the
direction as measured near the source. At sites with complicated
terrain or at a shoreline, this assumption may be quite erroneous.
Pack and Angell (1963) illustrate air trajectories in the Los
Angeles Basin as derived from constant volume balloon flights. They
conclude from a series of 88 flights at a height of about 500 feet
over a period of a munth that trajectories starting from various
points along the coastline are very complex with numerous reversals,
loops and directional shifts. An example from their data is shown
in Fig. 5 covering a series of trajectories from Long Beach over a
24-hour period. Note that for the two trajectories with similar
release times (0656 and 0620) but on successive days, the landward
turning as shown by the hourly position marks occurred before noon
in the one case and not until evening in the other case. The
coastline projection caused by the Palos Verdes Hills just west of
Long Beach undoubtedly complicates the classical landward flow
during the daytime and reversal at night. Nevertheless, this is a
real situation with observed trajectories and points out the
difficulty in determining trajectories from the initial direction
of movement in complicated terrain.
In order to categorize air trajectories it would seem necessary
to separate those conditions where large-scale pressure gradients
determine the trajectory from those conditions where local effects
such as terrain, low level inversions and differential surface heating
predominate. The large-scale effects usually are accompanied by
higher wind speeds and do not show the characteristic diurnal wind
direction reversal. Along the east coast of the United States and
the Great Lake region the diurnal oscillation between onshore and
offshore flow as caused by the local differential heating between
land and water surfaces is most pronounced in late spring and early
summer. Biggs and Graves (1962) determined a Lake Breeze Index to
distinguish between lake breeze and non lake breeze days as a function
of mean afternoon wind speed and the difference between daily maximum
air temperature and water temperature.
DIFFUSION IN A TRANSITION STATE
In predicting downwind diffusion in a transition state it is
important to know the location of the effluent source in relation
to the turbulent boundary as depicted in Fig. 3. Thus, in the case
of a ground-level source near the shoreline, the downwind diffusion
of a onshore flow will be characteristic of overland diffusion

- 235 despite the recent history of the air flow over water. Groundlevel tracer tests conducted at the shoreline locations of Cape
Kennedy and Vandenburg Air Force Base as reported by Haugen and
Taylor (1963) and at the Point Arguello Naval Missile Facility as
reported by Smith~ Kauper~ Berman and Vukovich (1964) show good
agreement with the downwind concentration values of the experimental
data summarized by Slade (1966) which were largely inland experiments.
As can be seen by the comparison in Fig. 6 for neutral conditions,
no significant difference can be found between coastal and noncoastal sites in the average landward diffusion from ground-level
sources.
The fumigation-like effects discussed with regard to Fig. 3
require special consideration when determining inland surface concentrations. One would assume the condition could persist for the
duration of the onshore flow. Initial diffusion of the elevated
plume would be slow in comparison to plumes having a history of
overland trajectory. If measurements of diffusion parameters such
as 08 and a are available within the marine layer before it is
affected by surface heating, they can be used for the initial plum~
growth estimates. If no~ some reduction factor as discussed in
Table 1 is appropriate. The downwind distance from the shore where
rapid vertical mixing of the plume takes place can be estimated
from the empirical relationship in Fig. 4, substituting the height
of the initial plume centerline for B. At this distance the
concentration from a uniform vertical mixing through the layer, B,
can be expressed by the familiar fumigation expression

1TT)2

Q

a

y

u B

SUMMARY

Coastline diffusion characteristics are largely "near source"
effects. That is to say, for the usual reactor effluents emitted
within the first few hundred feet of the surface the transition
from overwater to overland trajectory (or vice versa) is completed
within the first several miles of travel. Beyond thes8 distances
the diffusion is characterized by the existing surface under the
plume and the comparison of typical overwater to overland downwind
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concentrations shows an average ratio of about 3 when the water
surface is colder than air temperatures over the land. For the
situation of an initial overwater flow followed by a re-entry on
the shore one would expect slower diffusion rates over the land
depending on the length of the overwater trajectory and how much
colder the water temperatures are than the land temperatures.
The transition zone in the case of daytime onshore flow is
characterized by the development of a turbulent mixing layer,
increasing in height as the flow travels inland. Thus, for a
typical effluent from a 100 m stack at the coast, the initial
slow dilution is abruptly mixed vertically at a horizontal distance
of about 1000 m. However, for a ground source, the effluent is
immediately in the well-mixed layer and typical land surface
diffusion rates apply.
The computation of air trajectories is largely indeterminate
from fixed-point wind measurements when the large-scale pressure
gradient is weak and local effects predominate. A uniform coastline such as the Florida coast tends to produce reproducible
trajectory reversals as opposed to the more complex trajectories
observed off the Los Angeles Coast. Strong large-scale pressure
gradients (moderate to strong winds) tend to result in straightline trajectories and can be estimated from fixed-point wind
measu remen t s •
The effect of temporal changes in effluent trajectories when
integrated over seasonal emission periods or longer is probably
small enough so that fixed point, straight-line wind statistics can
be used in an appropriate long-term diffusion model. A more
sophisticated model involving individual trajectories is required
if the emission period is on the order of hours or days.
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DISCUSSION

MOROZ

In your schematic representation of the
fumigation near the internal boundary layer
you indicate that the plume comes to
surface very rapidly. Do you believe that
this actually occurs or do you think there
is simply an increased rate of diffusion
of the plume from this region onward?

VAN DER HOVEN

My only visual confirmation of this rapid
mixing downward to the surface is the
time-lapse motion picture of the smoke plume
emitted from the 76m Humbolt Bay Nuclear
Plant stack for a period of ~ hour. The
downward mixing can only be described as
dramatic and occurred quickly, say within
100m after travelling about 800m.

DAVIDSON

We have had experience with plumes released
in rural inversion areas moving into the
urban heat island in New York. We find
these plumes to mix rapidly downward below
the urban inversion. Full mixing seems to
occur within a half-mile or so of travel
over the heated surface.

MUNN

Professor Berlyand of Leningrad University
has recently published an interesting paper
on diffusion near shore lines. Amongst
other things, he suggests that for an
emission of S02, the water will absorb some
of the S02. Berlyand has calculated the
resulting reduced ground-level concentration
on the far side of a lake due to this effect.

VAN DER HOVEN

I have no data to this effect, but the
suggestion certainly sounds possible.
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~OSCALE

DIFFUSION DERIVED FROM TETROON FLIGHTS

J. K. Angell and D. H. Pack
Environmental Science Services Administration, Silver Spring, Md.
Abstract
A summary is presented of continuous-point-source (CPS) and
instantaneous-point-source (IPS) diffusion within the planetary
boundary layer as obtained from tetroon flights at Los Angeles,
Atlantic City, New York, and Idaho Falls. For downwind distances
from 5 to 50 km, the IPS and CPS diffusion is proportional,
respectively, to the 0.8 and 0.9 power of distance for the
combined data. Over a day, CPS diffusion in the lateral direction
is also proportional to release interval (in hours) to the 0.3
power. Based on the classical solution for Fickian diffusion, the
coefficient of (horizontal) eddy diffusivity varies from 10 6 to
10 7 cm 2 s-l. With the additional assumption that tetroon diffusion
is a result of eddies within the inertial subrange, the dissipation
averages 1.0 ~m2 s-3. The variation with time of the square of the
separation distance between simultaneously released tetroon pairs
is in good accord with similar data, at larger and smaller scales,
obtained by other workers. There is Some evidence that this
separation rate is largest from 5 to 10 minutes after release for
pairs initially separated by the order of 100 meters.
INTRODUCTION
The successive and simultaneous release of superpressured,
constant volume balloons (tetroons) permits estimation of continuouspoint-source (CPS) and instantaneous-point-source (IPS) diffusion
on the mesosca.le. This paper presents a summary of the diffusion
results obtained from tetroon flights within the planetary boundary
layer at Los Angeles, California; Atlantic City, New Jersey; New York,
New York; and Idaho Falls, Idaho. Positioning was accomplished by
means of radar tracking (WSR-57 or M-33) of transponder equipped
tetroons. The transponders permit the tetroons to be tracked at
elevations on the order of 500 meters without any interference from
ground clutter. Inasmuch as accurate tetroon heights could not, in
general, be obtained from the WSR-57 search radar at Los Angeles,
Atlantic City, and New York, this discussion is limited to diffusion
in the horizontal plane.
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W8 have presented information on the use of tetroons in diffusion
at a previous AEC meeting[Singer (1965U and in the literatureLPack and
Angell (1963), Angell and Pack (1965a, 1965bil. In this note we are
updating this information, especially the inclusion of the 100 tetroon
flights made at the National Reactor Testing Station in the summer of
1966. Four techniques have been presented for determining lateral
diffusion values for CPS diffusion. They are the "40" method and the
"traj ectory series" [Pack and Angell <19638, and the "all possi ble
pairs" and the " r unning mean variance" techniques [Angell and Pack
<1965aU.
In this analysis we use a variant on the " all possible
pairs" technique to estimate lateral diffusion as a function of time
and distance.
CONTINOOUS-POINT-SOURCE DIFFUSION (CPS)
Tetroon trajectories throughout the 24 hour period were obtained
at Los Angeles, Atlantic City and New York. From these data it is
possible to estimate lateral diffusion as a function of time interval
of release, and Fig. 1 shows the average lateral separation between
successively released tetroon pairs as a function of time interval
between tetroon release. The lateral separation (DL, in km) for the
combined data is approximately given by
(1)

where x is downwind distance in kilometers and t is the time
interval between releases in hours. a is a dimension-balancing
factor of nJmerical value one.
Only at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) were
successive tetroon releases consUtently made at time intervals
of about one-half hour. The above equation would yield a lateral
separation nearly twice that observed. Fig. 2 is reproduced from
Angell and Pack (1965a). (The ordinate can be compared with
Fig. 1 by multiplying by 1.414). Of particular interest is the
lower curve for the "Non-sea breeze days". This indicates, for
the shortest release intervals, lateral-separation values quite
similar to those measured at the NRTS. In both of these situations
there appear to be very steady winds over relatively short times
(approximately 0.5 to 4 hours). At NRTS we believe this is due to
the channeling effect of the mountains on either side of the Snake
River Plain while at Atlantic City the absence of a sea breeze
permitted synoptic scale " channeling". The difference over short
release times is further illustrated in Fig. 3 where the lateral
separation is plotted versus release interval for several
distances from the release point.

-----------------

--

-
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The abrupt change in slope of the curves is self-evident. The
early-time values, if taken literally would show a release time
dependence larger than t 4• O• There are several reasons for ignoring
the exact value. First, the data are not homogeneous since the
short-time values are entirely from the NRTS while the longer times
are composities from three different experiments and, second, none
of the experiments was designed to maintain a fixed time interval
between releases over the 24 hour period. However, the data strongly
suggest that while the change in lateral dispersion with release
interval is, in the mean, not too dissimilar to values obtained from
b~lk tracer experiments (e.g. to. 2 , Stewart, et al., 1958) there are
topographic and mesoscale synoptic influences that can change, (in
the cases at NRTS and Atlantic City, reduce), the lateral dispersion
from the mean value. This time and space interval is important in
practical problems and the uncertainties illustrated here make this
a fertile field of study.
INSTANTANEOUS -POINT-SOURCE DIFFUSION (IPS)
Figure 4 shows both the CPS and IPS data from the NRTS, with
the latter based on the spreading of tetroons launched with an
initial separation distance of nearly 0.5 kilometers. Because of
this large initial separation, at a downwind distance of 5 kilometers,
the IPS diffusion is greater than that for the CPS. However, since
the CPS diffusion increases as the 0.9 power of the downwind
distance, while the IPS spreading is proportional to about the 0.7
power of this distance, at about 8 kilometers downwind the two values
are equal and the CPS diffusion becomes progressively larger.
Figure 5 shows the lateral and longitudinal separation distances,
as a function of downwind distance, for 44 simultaneous releases (4
at Los Angeles, 4 at New York, and 36 at the NRTS). The average
initial separation distance for the com~ined data was 0.4 kilometers
in the lateral direction and 0.3 kilometers in the longitudinal
direction. Of particular interest is the similarity in longitudinal
and lateral separation as a function of distance. The effect of
combining all available data is to show a slight increase in the rate
of spreading with downwind di stance over that obt ai ned solely from
the NRTS observations. Initially, for both componentsJthe separation
(6L) is closely approximated by
6L ::: 0.2 x

0.8
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where, as before, x is downwind distance. These data suggest
that, in the mean and over distances from 5 to 50 kilometers
the IPS diffusion is less rapid than the CPS rate of spreading
(spread proportional to x O•8 compared to x O•9).
The empirically derived equation 2 may be compared to that
of Smith and Hay (1961)

o

(3)

where 0 is the lateral standard deviation, ~ is the ratio of
Lagrangian and Eulerian scales and i is the intensity of
turbulence. This expression is valid for the time when the
cluster is growing at the maximum rate and when the standard
deviation of the cluster is large compared to the scale of
turbulence. This latter criterion they state in terms of
x/~, which must be 1I1arge" compared to o.
The tetroon data
obviously do not support the linear dependence on downNind
distance, x l• O, for this distance range. This is not surprising
since it is unlikely that the first of the criteria, maximum
growth rate, is sustained over this entire range.
If, however, we ignore the lack of agreement in this exponent
and assume that the coefficient of downwind distance, 0.2, is
applicable then

2/3~

i 2

0.2

Inasmuch as the measured mean lateral turbulence intensity value
was 0.3 for these 44 tetroon pairs the resulting ~ is
3.3. This is a reasonable value and in fact is precisely the
value obtained (in the vertical) from tetroon flights at
Cardington, England[Angell (1964U. The identity of the results
is probably fortuitous. It does however seem to indicate the
tendency for averaged data, encompassing a wide variety of
atmospheric conditions, to show considerable similarity. (One
can also speculate that the evaluation techniques are too
insensitive to show differences).

(;!T/u)

(4)
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These tetroon separation data can also be used to derive
other parameters related to dispersion, specifically the Ky of
Fickian diffusion and the dissipation value. With the relation
o

2

Y

=

( 5)

2K T

Y

where Oy is the lateral standard deviation (here assumed equal
to the lateral separation), Ky is eddy diffusivity in the lateral
direction and T is the travel time, Ky values can be calculated.
Figure 6 shows isopleths of the lateral eddy diffusivity so
derived from the simultaneous tetroon releases at the various
sites. The scatter is small and at all sites the indicated
diffusivity varies from about 10 6 cm2 s-l for travel times of
10 minutes, to about 10 7 cm2 s-l for travel times of 120 minutes.
The increase in diffusivity with increase in "puff ll size is of
course to be expected and furthermore the values appear
reasonable for planetary boundary layer phenomena.
On the basis
for diffusion can
subrange, then it
that, for "small"

of similarity theory, if the eddies responsi~le
be considered to be within the inertial
can be shown (see for example, Crawford, 1966)
travel times the dissipation (8) is given by
3

8

=

0-0

3

o

( 6)

where ° is the lateral separation, ° is the initial lateral
separation and T is travel time. Th~ value of dissipation for
"large ll travel times is not appreciably different from that
obtained from Equation 6, and consequently isopleths of
dissipation have also been plotted in Fig. 6 based on Equation 6.
It is apparent that the tetroon data yield a variable dissipation
depending on travel time. This presumably reflects the
inadmissability of the assumption that the tetroon diffusion is
due to eddies within the inertial subrange throughout their travel
history. At the mean tetroon height of about 500 meters this can
hardly be true, particularly at the longer travel times.
However the mean tetroon-derived value of dissipation is about
1.0 cm 2 sec- 3• This is fairly close to the empirical expression
[Wilkins (1963)J
8

= 300/2

(7)
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where Z is the height above the ground in meters. Consequently
there is the possibility that careful measurements of the rate
of tetroon-pair separation can be used to estimate the value of
the dissipation.
Finally, it's of interest to place the IPS results from
tetroons in context with other work on the rate of separation of
object-pairs. Fig. 7 shows the square of the separation distance
(minus the initial separation distance) as a function of travel
time, based on soap bubbles[Edinger (1952U, smoke puffs
[Charnock (1951~, no lift pibals[Wilkins (1958B, and large constant
level balloons[Moore et al., (1954il. With the exception of the
large con$tant level balloon flights, all the data pertain to the
planetary boundary layer. Since the degree, and probably the rate,
of separation is dependent on initial separation, this is also
shown in Figure 7.
With the possible exception of the soap-bubble data (and the
bubble-release instrument may have affected the results here),
there is considerable coherence in these diverse experiments. Of
particular interest is the evidence for an s-shaped curve
representing the variation of separation distance with travel time;
that is, the square of the separation distance is proportional,
first, to the square, then to nearly the cube, and finally, to the
square of the travel time. Based on the data of Wilkins, the change
from the t 2 to t 3 regime appears to occur at a travel time of about
5 minutes for a mean initial separation of about 50 meters.
Similarity theory and dimensional argument indicate that
2
(8)

where cr is the initial separation distance, in cm, and Tc
is the ~ravel time, in sec, at which the t 3 regime is just reached.
Substitution of the above values results in a dissipation of
0.9 cm2 s-3, very similar to the tetroon-derived mean value. It
is apparent, however, that both Eq. 6 and Eq. 8 are very sensitive
to the assigned values of the parameters so that the apparent close
agreement needs further experimental validation.
CONCLUSION
The preceding data summarize the tetroon-derived lateral
diffusion information thus far available. They tend to support,
in the mean, the results of other methods of experimentation.
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However, they do identify time and space scales where mesoscale
phenomena appreciably affect the rate of spreading. There is
evidence that Lagrangian-Eulerian scale factors can be estimated
from this approach, or alternatively, that turbulence intensity
can be derived (if a p is assumed). It appears that dissipation
values can be obtained from properly designed tetroon experiments.
This information is in addition to the useful trajectory
information which was the original motivation for the method.
Future reports will deal primarily with the tetroon-measured
behavior of the atmosphere in the vertical, based especially on
the excellent NRTS data. In addition, the one year experiment in
operational release of tetroons from Las Vegas will considerably
extend the time and space extent of this type of data when they
become available for analysis.
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Diffusion of NTS tetroons would probably
have been somewhat nearer the K = 106 to
107 cm 2 sec- l values of your data if we
had eliminated those few flights in which
the results were most strongly influenced
by large scale circulations which tended
to separate the tetroons more rapidly than
the usual separation rate.
Our Ky values of 106 _ 10 7 cm 2 sec- l may
be somewhat conservative because of the
influence of topography upon the rate of
separation of tetroons at Idaho Falls.
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~IFFUSION MEASUREMENTS AT MEDIUM RANGE FRGi A
CONTINUOUS POINT SOURCE
Kendall R. Peterson
Environmental Science Services Administration, Silver Spring, Md.
INTRODUCTION
Most atmospheric diffusion measurements have been made at ranges
of less than 100 miles. Aircraft samples of radioactive tracers from
nuclear weapons testing have given estimates of diffusion coefficients
at thousands of miles. There exists, however, a region between 100
and 1000 miles within which few diffusion measurements have been made.
This presentation is concerned with the analysis of data obtained
from an aerial sampling mission in which argon-4l gamma intensities
were measured as far as 150 n. miles downwind from the 350-foot stack
of the air-cooled nuclear reactor at Brookhaven National Laboratory
located on central Long Island. Singer and Smith (1966) and Stewart,
et al. (1958) have previously reported on the use of 4lA to delineate plumes at shorter ranges. In cooling the reactor gases a portion
of atmospheric argon is converted to radioactive 4lA which has a
half-life of 1.83 hours. The sampling aircraft is equipped with a
gamma-ray spectrometer which can identify and measure the disintegrations of the radioactive argon gas. At anyone instant, the system
sees a sphere within which 50 percent of the activity is within about
200 feet. Since the argon mixes randomly with the other atmospheric
constituents released from the stack and its emission is nearly constant, it is an excellent tracer for use in studying the behavior of
a continuous point source out to distances which have rarely been
investigated in detail. For the purpose of this report the measured
gamma intensities will be assumed to be synonomous with relative air
concentrations.
The flight was made during the afternoon of November 30, 1966
by a research aircraft operated by a crew from Texas Instruments,
Inc. The date of the flight was not selected on the basis of a
particular meteorological situation. On the day of the flight the
reactor was operated at a normal power level.
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
Fig. 1 shows the surface weather map for 1300 EST (about
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one-half hour after takeoff). The Brookhaven plume was followed
eastward for about 150 n. miles downwind. Surface winds at this
time in Long Island and southern New England were non-geostrophic and averaged westerly at 10 to 15 knots.
A broken cloud layer with bases at about 3000 feet was
observed at takeoff; clouds thickened to the east and in the
vicinity of Nantucket Island cloud bases were 2000 to 2500 feet
with a higher overcast layer at about 4000 feet. Occasional
rain showers were encountered.
The vertical temperature structure (from rawinsonde observations at New York City and Nantucket) showed essentially
neutral stability with no "capping" inversions below 5000 ft.
OUTBOUND PLUME POSITIONS
Fig. 2 shows relative plume concentrations measured while
flying downwind from Brookhaven at altitudes of 600 to 1200 feet.
The sampling interval (the time over which gamma intensities were
averaged) is indicated by the distance between each set of circles.
Close-in readings were taken at 6 sec. and 24 sec. intervals;
beyond 75 miles readings were taken at one minute intervals
(approximately 3 miles at the aircraft cruising speed).
Measurements were started outbound shortly before 1230 EST;
the aircraft headed back toward the source at about 1545 EST.
Hence, there is a 2 to 3-hour difference between observations
taken close to the source versus those observations farthest
downwind. Therefore, this diagram represents neither a snapshot
of the plume at a given time nor a plume trajectory, but is a
3-hour mosaic made up of nearly instantaneous passes through the
plume at various times. Isopleths have been drawn to the
observed gamma intensity values (in counts per minute); they are
not corrected for radioactive decay.
The plume shows little overall meandering. Note the split
in the plume over Martha's Vineyard, also the three plume segments
ahead of the squall line east of Nantucket.
INBOUND PLUME POSITIONS
Fig. 3 shows plume positions at 1000 feet observed while
flying back toward Brookhaven. Again, the small circles show the
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This diagram is also a mosaic of plume positions from 1600
EST in the east to 1800 EST off Long Island. The most striking
difference in comparison with the outbound pattern is the
apparent increase in meandering of the plume. Another difference is the two to five-fold increase in concentrations measured
east of Martha's Vineyard at the same distance on the outbound
flight.
CROSS-SECTION AT 110 N. MILES
A north-south vertical cross-section was taken outbound south
of Martha's Vineyard and is shown in Fig. 4. A reading was made
between every set of circles. Six horizontal legs were flown in
the 1-1/2 hours from 1310 to 1440 EST between 400 and 3000 feet.
The mean values (uncorrected for decay) for each sampling interval
(in counts per minute) have been entered. The order in which each
leg was flown is shown by the arrows on the diagram. The legs at
the two higher levels were not flown long enough to rule out the
possibility of a split in the plume at 2000-3000 ft. Note the
split plume at 400 feet. This level was the last leg flown on the
cross-section and was taken 20-60 minutes after the other legs at
or below 1000 feet. The maximum values at each level are displaced
by as much as 10 to 15 miles due to both plume meandering and navigation errors.
In Fig. 5, the maximum values on each leg have been displaced
so that they all line up at zero on the abscissa. (The northern
(left) peak at 400 feet was used.) Good vertical mixing occurs to
at least 1000 feet. The observed maximum value at 800 feet is
greater by a factor of five than that at 2200 feet. Essentially
no activity was found at 3000 feet. Although the decrease in
concentration and the presence of the lowest cloud layer at about
2000 feet might suggest an inversion acting as a lid to vertical
mixing, the temperature profiles for the nearest stations
(Nantucket and New York) show no inversions below 5000 ft., even
though clouds were present below this level during most of the
rawinsonde observations.
CROSS-SECTION AT 144 N. MILES
Fig. 6 is a north-south vertical cross-section taken while
flying inbound southeast of Nantucket about 2-3 hours after the
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previous cross-section. A vertical "saw-tooth" flight path was
flown to see if it was possible to shorten the sampling time
without sacrificing resolution of the data. This vertical sawtooth consisted of a constant climb and descent between 300 and
2000 feet and is depicted initially at I-minute intervals (note
location spacing) and at 6 sec. intervals on the remainder of
the sampling run. Observations were limited to 2000 feet by a
cloud deck.
The isopleths indicate good vertical mixing near the plume
axis with a plume width of 20 to 30 n. miles.
A comparison of this cross-section with the cross-section
in Fig. 5, taken 34 miles closer to the source, indicates that
the observed maximum values are greater at the longer distance.
An explanation for this behavior is given in the next section.
PEAK PLUME CONCENTRATIONS
Fig. 7 shows peak plume concentrations between 600 and 1200 ft.
normalized to a one-minute observation time vs. distance. Circles
represent outbound readings while the triangles represent readings
taken inbound. The lower curve is a regression line drawn to distance vs. the logarithm of the observed peak concentration
(uncorrected for decay). Note the two to five-fold increase 1n
the two furthest points on the inbound flight. The points in the
upper portion of this diagram represent peak concentrations which
have been corrected for decay using estimated low-level trajectories based upon speed-adjusted surface winds (peterson (1966».
The surface wind speed near Brookhaven approximately doubled in
mid-morning. The 35S-foot tower winds at Brookhaven show about a
25 percent increase at nearly the same time. Consequently, that
portion of the plume which originated prior to this wind speed
increase would take longer to reach 100-150 miles and therefore the
4lA would have been more decayed. The estimated low-level trajectories show an age of 10.0 hrs. for the plume encountered at 144 n.
miles outbound and an age of 7.0 hrs. for the plume at the same
distance inbound. It appears that the turn-around point of the
aircraft nearly coincided with the arrival of the fresher plume
due to stronger winds at the maximum distance downwind. The upper
curve is a regression line fit to distance vs. the logarithm of
the peak concentration (corrected for decay). It is apparent that
removing the decay from the peak concentration values has reduced
the discrepancy of a factor of five between the farthest outbound
and inbound points to less than a factor of two. The possible
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errors associated with fitting a regression line to these data
are two-fold: first, at the closer distances, the fact that the
sensing equipment is measuring a spherical volume and that
measurements have been taken over 6-second intervals tends to
underestimate the true peak concentrations. Second, at the
greater distances, a two-hour error in the estimate of travel
time could yield decay corrections which are in error by a factor
of two.
In Fig. 8 the same peak concentrations between 600 and 1200
feet have been plotted as a function of travel time. Times were
determined from estimated plume trajectories referred to previously.
The open points are for the measured values, while the closed points
are for values which have been decayed corrected. The curves have
been drawn visually to the data.
HORIZONTAL STANDARD DEVIATION

Fig. 9 shows a plot of the horizontal standard deviation of the
plume, Oy, between 600 and 1200 ft. vs. distance downwind. Again,
the circles are for outbound measurements, while the triangles
represent observations taken inbound. The points fit close to the
dashed curve which is a regression line drawn to the logarithm of
distance vs. the logarithm of the lateral standard deviation. The
solid curve is an extension of the Pasquill (1962)-Gifford (1961)
liD" curve.
The liD" category is for surface winds of 10 knots or
stronger and an overcast sky - conditions which prevailed over most
of the flight path on November 30th. The correspondence of the two
curves is noteworthy but may be a coincidence for this single
experiment.
The standard deviations of the plume between 600 and 1200 ft.
have been plotted as a function of time in Fig. 10. Fuquay, et al.
(1964) have found that over travel times of 1-1/2 hours Oy usually
shows a better relationship with time rather than with distance.
For the measurements from this single flight, the scatter of the
points about the regression line is about the same for both time
and distance. If Oy is expressed in kilometers and t is in hours,
the equation for the regression line is to a close approximation,
a

y

:II

1. 2t

At t .. 10 hours the horizontal coefficient of eddy diffusion, ~,
is about 2 x 10~ cm 2/sec. It is interesting to note that these
Oy'S and this Kh fall in the middle of the range of values
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published by Reffter (1965) for a large number and variety of
measurements.

SUMMARY
In summary, the structure of the Brookhaven plume on a day
with neutral stability has been delineated out to distances of a
about 150 miles downwind from the Brookhaven reactor.
A vertical cross-section at 144 n. miles from the source
shows the plume to be well organized with good vertical mixing
giving nearly uniform maximum concentrations to at least 2000 feet.
The usefulness of a vertical saw-tooth flight path has been
verified and is believed to be superior to a number of horizontal
passes perpendicular to the plume.
Peak concentrations, as observed, decrease by more than two
orders of magnitude at a distance of 150 n. miles and a travel
time of 10 to 12 hours. Peak concentrations corrected for decay
appear to decrease by about a factor of 7 to 10 over the same
distance and time.
The lateral standard deviation of the plume seems to fit an
extension of the Pasquill-Gifford "0" curve with distance and is
approximately equal in kilometers to 1.2 t with time in hours.
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DISCUSSION

TSANG

As the plume travels from the source
downwind, the width of the plume grows
and at the mean time the centre line
of the path of the plume fluctuates, thus
the standard deviation obtained at a
cross-section will be affected both by the
fluctuation of the centre line of the path
and the fluctuation of concentration with
respect to the centre of gravity. In your
experiment, since the aircraft took longer
time to cross the plume at a cross-section
farther away from the source, therefore
the first fluctuation (i.e. fluctuation of
the centre line of path) would affect the
distribution profile, and consequently the
standard deviation as shown in your slide
more. The question is; How much does this
affect the concentration standard deviation
and whether you have taken this into
consideration in your research?

PETERSON

The standard deviation at each distance was
determined from a single pass through the
plume and represents a nearly instantaneous
estimate of cry. No attempt was made to
adjust these values to mean values over a time
period longer than the sampling time for each
pass through the plume.

CRAWFORD

Was the reactor operated continuously during
the whole time the aircraft was flying?

PETERSON

Yes. The flight was made on a Wednesday; the
reactor was operated continuously from Monday
through Friday.

-
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'{,MODELING AIR POLLUTION IN THE WASHINGTON, D. C. TO BOSTON MEGALOPOLIS
~

David H. Slade
Environmental Science Services Administration, Silver Spring, Md.
Abstract
Simplified meteorological models and pollutant source
configurations were used to demonstrate the types of pollutant
patterns that might be encountered in the Washington, D. C. Boston megalopolitan corridor. A semirealistic source distribution
and source intensity of carbon dioxide were used in this
demonstration. The results of the computations suggest that local
increases in quantities of pollutants may at times require regional
rather than local source consideration.

At the present time, the study of air-pollution patterns over
areas as large or larger than a state has received but little
attention. Air-pollution studies are now generally directed toward
understanding the source distribution and meteorological characteristics
of specific metropolitan or local areas. As population and industrial
activity increase, it seems reasonable to expect that an airborne
pollutant from one metropolis may occasionally contribute to the total
loading of that pollutant in another and that both might have a
dominant effect on the air quality in the intervening rural areas.
Such conjecture might be expected to be most valid in the heavily
settled and highly industrialized section of the eastern seaboard
between Washington, D. C. and Boston. I investigated pollution patterns
in two specific situations: (i) patterns in which the wind blows
continuously along the Washington, D. C. - Boston axis, and (ii) annual
average pollutant patterns associated with an annual wind-direction
distribution.
The pollutant used for demonstration purposes is carbon dioxide
as estimated from total values of fuel usage in each state. Information
on state fuel usage was obtained in discussions with personnel of the
American Petroleum Institute (Washington, D. C.), the Bureau of Mines,
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Department of Interior (Washington, D. C.), the Institute of Gas
Technology (Chicago, Illinois), and the National Coal Association
(Washington, D. C.). In all cases, the calculated C02 values are
increments to be added to the natural background. The total
amounts of fuels used in each state were divided among the counties
in that state in proportion to county population. It was assumed
that burning of the fuels within these counties resulted in about
three mass units of C02 per mass unit of fuel consumed (with the
ratio varying slightly for different fuels). Carbon dioxide was
used as the tracer gas primarily because emission values are
rather insensitive to variation in fuel type or combustion method.
This tracer may be considered to be some gas, X, produced in
proportion to total fuel usage and population distribution.
The C02 source values were used in two different models. In
the first model, the equation for the concentration at various
downwind distances from the source county was obtained from the
commonly used Gaussian distribution function Gifford (1960) and is
given by

x=

Q

1-

(2rr)2

{

(0

Yo

exp -

/

~2-

[ 2(0

+ 0 2)

Yo

Y

+ 0.693
T1

'2

3
where X is the average concentration (gm m- ) later converted to
parts per million (ppm): Q is the source strength (gm sec- l);
0Yo is one-fourth of the diameter of a circle of area equal to a
particular county's area (m); 0y is the standard deviation of crossplume concentration, a function of distance, and is obtained by a
power function fit to the diffusion parameters presented by Gifford
(1961) and extrapolated as far as necessary (m); D is depth of
atmosphere through which the plume is mixed (m) Holzworth (1964);
u is average wind speed (m sec- l); y is lateral distance from plume
center line to computation point (m); t is travel time from a
county center to a computation point (sec); and T1- is a half life
(sec) •
2

The decay exponential was included so that the model might be
evaluated in terms of some other pollutant which might be released
in proportion to CO2 but which would be affected by various
scavenging mechanisms during its travel.
The downwind concentration in the pollutant plume described by
Eqo 1 was computed for each of 110 counties situated within

(1)

- 265 approximately ± 150 km of the Washington, D. C. - Boston axis.
The contribution of each county's plume to each of 50 possible
grid points (15 km apart) on the center line was obtained, and
all contributions were summed at each grid point.
A variety of different meteorological parameters and ha1flives were programmed to obtain values for a broad range of
possible situations (Fig.

V.

When we consider the three curves, as representing three
different hypothetical pollutants released in identical quantity,
it can be seen that, for the same maximum permissible concentration
(10 ppm, for example), the pollution in this situation would be a
problem in the entire region from Philadelphia to Boston for the
infinite or 12-hour half-life material, but would constitute an
essentially metropolitan problem for the 4-hour half-life material.
The effect of the New York City metropolitan area on maintaining
high pollutant concentrations between New York and Boston is also
shown in Fig. 1. The New York metropolitan area was defined as
comprising 15 counties extending about 150 km along the computation
axis and 40 km to either side.
The model was also evaluated for a flow from Boston to
Washington, D. C. These results showed as ever-increasing burden
of pollutant toward Washington, D. C., in the case of the infinite
half-life material, with highest values between New York and
Wilmington.
In that this first model represents only one of many possible
situations, another model was designed to depict the average annual
pollutant concentration in two dimensions rather than in One. For
this model, an additional 35 counties were added to the original 110.
The model consisted of the long-period diffusion equation Gifford (1960a)
integrated vertically and divided by the mixing depth. It thus
becomes essentially a "box" model given by

x=

u

• exp ( - 0.693t)
T
1<
2

where P is the fractional frequency of the wind direction into 16
direction sectors, each 22~0 wide and centered on north, northeast, northeast, and so forth; r is a distance from a source to a
grid point (m); y is the diameter of a circle of area equal to
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Isopleths of average annual concentration (ppm) for
C02 (T~ = 00) and various cross sections along the
Washington, D. C. - Boston axis.
Neutral stability,
a 5 m sec- l wind and 800 m mixing depth assumed.

e
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that of a particular county (m); and the other terms are as given
earlier. One set of annual wind-direction frequencies, an average
of the Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington! D. C.
frequencies, was used for P. A wind speed of 5 m sec- was used
for all directions. The contribution of each of the 145 counties
to each of 429 grid points was then determined, and the total of
all of the contributions at each grid point was obtained. The
computer printed the total concentration values in the form of a
grid that could be superimposed on an appropriate map and drawn
directly as isopleths.
The map of C02 concentration is shown in Fig. 2, along with
various graphs of concentration plotted against distance along the
Washington, D. C. - Boston axis. Maximum values lie along this
line because of the almost exact orientation of the major population
centers on the line and also because of the comparatively high
frequency of winds from Washington, D. C. to Boston.
The effect of assuming zero transport in through the boundaries
of the model probably results in lower concentrations near these
boundaries. The ocean was not considered as a source or sink of CO2
in this computation.
Figure 3 displays the result of a similar computation for a
4-hour half-life material released in the same quantity and configuration as C02' Figure 4 shows the concentration distribution
from the 15 counties in the New York City metropolitan area with the
assumption of an infinite half-life. Comparison of Figs. 2 and 4
shows that the New York area contributes 30 percent of the average
concentration increment above background over the entire megalopolis
and about 15 percent of the incremental values over Washington, D. C.,
Philadelphia, and Boston.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4 together illustrate one of the difficulties
in attempts at local air-pollution control and legislation within
a megalopolitan area. Depending on the nature of the pollutant and
the levels of relatively safe concentration, an air shed for a locality
may not extend beyond that locality's boundaries or may extend
throughout the megalopolis and beyond [compare Fig. 2 with Fig. 3,
assuming a maximum permissible concentration of 2.0 parts per million
(ppm)]. Further, some localities (for example, Princeton, New Jersey)
might find that enactment of legislation concerning clean air on a
strictly local basis would produce less than the desired result when,
on the average, much of their problem comes from widely separated
mgjor sources.
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Similar to Fig. 2 but for T\
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Fig. 4

Contribution of CO 2 from 15 counties in the New York City
area only.
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Besides the possibility of hazard to the population, farming
and possibly the entire ecological balance of rural regions in the
megalopolis may be affected by the interplay of pollutant emissions
and meteorological variations. Again,the geophysical environment
in a megalopolis may undergo more subtle modification; for example,
Schaefer (1966) reported on ice nuclei from the exhausts of
automobiles.
The computed C02 values are used here as indicators of general
pollution patterns. However, comparison of the magnitude of these
estimates with measurements of CO 2 fluctuations due to noncombustion
(natural) sources is of interest.
The C02 concentrations shown in Fig. 2 appear to be rather low.
However, Clarke and Faoro (1966) estimate average background 00 2
increases in a 100 m layer due to natural C02 sources during the
night in the growing season as 25 to 70 ppm (the latter an extreme)
above background. Multiplying the values (Fig. 2) by eight to
account for the difference in mixing depth and then by a factor of
two or three to account for the fact that the Clarke-Faoro values
occur only during the growing-season night (while the data in
Fig. 2 are annual averages) gives annual background increases due
to combustion processes generally larger than these natural source
values, at least in the Washington - Boston corridor. The conditions
of the two models presented here tend to average out the peak
concentrations observed within a particular city.
As in all studies of pollution from a multitude of sources, the
important modeling criteria are the meteorology and intensity,
distribution, and characteristics of the source material. The
meteorological models used here are of the type intended for use
over distances of up to a few tens of kilometers. As such, they
ignore systematic variations of wind direction between the source and
the computation point; perhaps an important consideration in this
megalopolis bounded by a mountain range and an ocean. A number of
other simplifications, such as ignoring diurnal changes and correlations
between wind direction and mixing depth, probably have some effect on
the derived patterns. However, on the regional scale considered here,
our knowledge of the meteorology of the situation may be greater than
our knowledge of the sources. The variety of the possible pollutants
of interest, the location of their production, their varying rates
of emission, the physical, chemical, and photochemical reactions
between various pollutants and classes of pollutants, and the difficulty
of correctly measuring their concentrations are but some of the
complications. On the regional scale considered here, source inventory
data from both metropolitan and nonmetropo1itan locations are needed.
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The calculations discussed in this note were performed by a
CDC 6600 computer. A complete run for each of the models took
about ~ minute and included individual output for two or three
different values of wind speed, mixing depth, and half-life.
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- 271 ~URB~N HEAT ISLAND AND ~02 CONCENTRATIONS:
AN AlE POLLUTION PRCJECT AT ~IVERSITE DE MONTREAL

Conrad East
Ecole d'hygiene, Universite de Montreal
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this paper to describe the Air Pollution Project that is being undertaken at the Ecole d'Hygiene of Universite de
Montreal. The project is still in its organization phase. However, in
the absence of any results, a description of the project with an emphasis
on its goals, instrumentation and operational technique might prove
interesting and raise comments beneficial to the project.
GOALS
The project aims at studying the relationships between the meteorological conditions and the air pollution level over a large urban area.
More specifically, it will investigate the relationships between the
temperature field and the sulfur dioxide concentrations over Montreal.
The approach is not climatological, but meteorological, dealing with particular events which, however, do not change much in a two-hour period.
With such an investigation, it is hoped to answer such questions as:
what is the height and horizontal dimensions of the heat island over
Montreal for various stable meteorological conditions? what is the
sulfur dioxide distribution within this heat island? how long a period
of poor dispersion should persist in order that a certain hazardous
threshold of sulfur dioxide concentration be reached?
GEOGRAPHY
The geography of the Montreal area is relatively simple and seems
to suit rather well the kind of project in mind. The city is built over
an island approximately 30 miles long, 10 miles wide. It runs on a SW-NE
line in the middle of the Saint-Lawrence river valley, which as a flat
terrain extending 25 miles northward,about the same distance southward.
On the island itself, there is but one peak, the Mount Royal, 700 feet
high, sloping abruptly to the downtown section and rather gently on all
other sides. No significant terrain depression exists on the island.
Because of this simple topography, it is thought that the general air
flow can be pretty well depicted from a few odd-stations which are
scattered over the island.
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COLLECTION OF DATA
The field operations will consist in making simultaneous car
traverses and helicopter soundings. The car and helicopter will be
equipped with temperature and sulfur dioxide concentration recorders, so
that the three-dimensional field of both parameters in a particular situation will be obtained on a relatively short period of two hours or 50.
The car technique is thoroughly known and has been sucessfully used
by Duckworth (1954), Sundborg (1960), Chandler (1960), Davidson (1967)
and perhaps many others.
As for the helicopter technique, which has been especially used by
Davidson (1967), it is not by all means accepted by all people as the
proper way of correctly sampling the atmosphere. Many fear that the air
to be sampled be contaminated by the exhaust gases and/or come from a
level much higher than the one at which the helicopter is flying. To
give due consideration to these objections, empirical investigations have
been conducted. Strings, 18 inches long, were attached at every foot
along a pipe which was mounted along one of the skids and which was protruding 8 feet ahead the end of the skid. Their weight being neglected,
these strings are supposed to yield a gross picture of the air flow around the aircraft. As a result, for a constant altitude flight at 30
mph speed, all strings were seen to describe an angle of no more than 30
degrees with respect to the horizontal pipe; this visual observation
showed that, at 30 mph, the vertical wind was much smaller than the horizontal wind, and that, according to the aircraft geometry, any point
located along the pipe and ahead of the front end of the skid would be,
for a 30 mph or faster translation, outside the zone of atmosphere perturbed by the rotor or contaminated by the exhaust gases. This agrees
well with what engineers of the Flight Research Section of the National
Research Council of Canada observed on a Bell helicopter by means of a
sensitive wind vane installed just at the end of a skid: no vertical
flow was detected by the vane for an ascent at 40-knot transJation and
for a descent at 20-knot translation. It is therefore concluded that the
technique used by Sign X Laboratories Inc., which subcontracted for
Davidson (1967) in the New York University project, can be trusted: the
orifice of the air sampling tube will be located a few feet ahead the end
of the skid, and the soundings will be made in a spiral fashion always
allowing the aircraft to have a forward motion.
INSTRUMENTATION
The helicopter, a Hughes 269-A, will carry one Sign X Laboratories
sulfur dioxide analyser (sensitivity: 0.01 ppm; time constant: 2 seconds),
one thermistor temperature probe (sensitivity: 0.25 degree C; time response: 0.5 second), and one pressure-height transducer (accuracy: 5
meters). All three parameters, temperature, sulfur dioxide concentratioffi
and pressure-height will be recorded on one single unit.
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The car will carry the same model of sulfur dioxide analyser together with a thermistor temperature sensor and two small Rustrak recorders.
The sulfur dioxide analysers to be used are based on the electroconductivity principle. Such analysers are known to be not specific to
sulfur dioxide, the main interference being from carbon dioxide. The
question arises whether or not this interference should be taken into
account. A "normal atmosphere" contains 300 ppm of carbon dioxide.
However, this number may rise to 600 ppm in certain industrial areas
(Cholak, 1952). According to Landsberg (1961), concentrations of carbon
dioxide may vary from 300 to 1,000 ppm over cities. From a study of the
industrial and natural sources of carbon dioxide, Clarke and Faoro (1966)
concluded that concentrations of this gas may vary quite a lot in time
and space within the same city; for example, the amplitude of the mean
diurnal variation of carbon dioxide in Cincinnati for four summer months
was nearly 100 ppm, so that actual variations on one particular day could
have been much higher. The same authors in the same study reported that
no correlation has been found between the concentrations of carbon
dioxide and those of sulfur dioxide in the same city. From all this
evidence, it would be unwise to neglect the interference of carbon
dioxide on the measurements of sulfur dioxide. Here are, indeed, from a
typical calibration curve of the Sign X sulfur dioxide analyser, the
relative errors introduced in the recorded sulfur dioxide due to a change
of 200 ppm in the carbon dioxide concentration:
S02 concentration (ppm):
Error in S02 recorded (%):

1.0

0.5

2

7

0.1
25

Actually an average concentration of 0.1 or 0.2 ppm is expected over
Montreal, so that it has been decided that the carbon dioxide interference must be taken into account in the measurements. For this purpose,
one Halitsky's equipment for carbon dioxide will be added to each unit of
sulfur dioxide analysers. This equipment selectively removes the sulfur
dioxide and yields carbon dioxide values alone. For example, on one
particular sounding done by helicopter, both gases may be recorded in the
donward motion, and carbon dioxide alone in the upward motion, provided
that some precaution be taken in the second sounding not to sample the
air that has been disturbed or contaminated by the first sounding.
CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, I would like to mention that this project is, to my
knowledge, the first in Air Pollution Meteorology to be undertaken by a
french-speaking university in Canada. The project also has been
undertaken as a contribution to the problems that air pollution poses to
large urban populations and for this reason the project is being
supported by the Department of National Health and Welfare of Canada.
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DISCUSSION

SHENFELD

Are you only going to measure sulphur
dioxide and temperatures in your helicopter
survey?

EAST

Yes, only S02 and temperature.
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Diffusion Experiment Program Using
Radioactive Gas as a Tracer

By

C. S. Barrientos and H. Seitz
Isotopes, Incorporated
A Teledyne Company

Summary
A diffusion experiment program is presently being conducted
at Isoto.pes, Incorporated and sponsored by the Advanced Research
Project Agency of the U. S. Department of Defense (ARPA-DOD). The
experiment program is to study the behavior of plumes from a continuous point source emanating at ground level and diffused over a
relatively rough surface. Krypton-85 tracer is used and air samples
are taken at different downwind arcs within a 120 0 circular sector
grid.
Two experiments were conducted at a site in Nevada at a
surface elevation of 7,000 feet MSL. The terrain was quite flat
and the surface roughness elements consisted of juniper trees with
heights up to about IS feet, pinion pines with heights to about 35
feet and the usual sage and other zerophytic types of vegetation of
Nevada. Analysis of the wind profiles obtained during the experiment
indicates that the roughness length, z o , is of the order of SO em.
Two releases of gas consisting of krypton-S5 in compressed
air were performed -- one under unstable and one under stable atmospheric static stability conditions. The source strengths were 1.55
and 26.7 millicuries of krypton-S5 per minute respectively.

Samples

-
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of air were obtained using specially designed samplers deployed over
a basic 120-degree circular sector which could be activated in 30degree sectors.

The air samplers are evacuated containers provided

with hypodermic needle critical orifices.

The air samples were taken

at an approximately constant flow rate during a 20-minute sampling
period.

The horizontal sampling grid consisted of arcs at the 50,

100, 200, 400 and 800 meter radial distances from release point with
49 stations on each arc.

Additional sampling in the vertical was

obtained by using five 20-ft. towers and four 50-ft. towers.

The

samplers were assayed for krypton-8S by separating krypton fractions
(from spikes) from the air and then counting in internal proportional
counters using methane as counting gas.
The results of the analyses indicate that both plumes were
fairly stable (smooth) and that their widths (spreads) were generally
greater than would be estimated using Gaussian solution and diffusion
parameters from Hilsmeier and Gifford.

The enhanced spreads are

attributed to the presence of the large surface roughness elements.
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~ TIME

SAMPLING OF ZINC SULFIDE TRACER IN DIFFUSION STUDIES

W. L. Dotson, P. W. Nickola, and M. A. Wolf
Atmospheric Sciences Section - Pacific Northwest Laboratory
ABSTRACT
A real time sampler has been developed for the measurement of
instantaneous atmospheric concentrations of zinc sulfide particulates .
The requirements for such an instrument and its subsequent evolution
for both surface and airborne applications are presented.
Salient features of real time sampler records from several diffusion tests are discussed. The airborne instrument is shown to provide
vertical defini~ion of the tracer distribution which is not otherwise
available. Comparisons are made of the time-integrated concentrations
across the tracer plume, measured by the filter samplers of the Hanford diffusion grid, and the "fnat.arrt eneous" cross-plume concentrations
defined by the real time samplers. The instantaneous properties of the
continuous plume emphasize the local influences which perturb the mean
flow, while the relationship of the instantaneous properties to the
time-averaged ~roperties provide additional insight into the nature of
the instantaneously generated puff.

An improved airborne real time sampler, which is nearly ready for
testing, has been modified to extend its usefulness by reduction of
spurious signals.
INTRODUCTION
The development of real time samplers by the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory described by Nickola et al (l967a) resulted from the need
for time resolution of tracer distribution in the study of diffusion
processes. Its initial use to define the variability of concentration
with time at a point was extended by mounting the instrument on a
pickup truck. This provided surface, crosswind profiles of the nearly
instantaneous tracer distribution which permitted a measure of the
lateral variability of tracer distributions as reported by Nickola and
Elderkin (l967b). The results of this mobile application also provf de
insight into the manner in which a time integrated distribution is
attained, thereby establishing a more intimate relationship between
the distribution and the mechanisms which determine it. A further
extension of the real time sampler was the adaptation to airborne use
to provide a four dimensional description of the diffusing tracer.
Initial tests with the airborne unit were described by Dotson et al
(l967c) •
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TEST SERIES 4D
Some results of the combined surface and airborne real time
sampler tests at Hanford, Series 4D, are the subject of this report.
The wealth of data, and the extensive reduction and analysis thereby
required, precludes a complete summary at this time of the eight tests
which were performed. Instead, several salient features of four of
these tests are presented and discussed. These tests were selected
on the basis of their demonstration of the utility of real 1!ime
samplers rather than for their completeness of data. Indeed, surface
real time sampler records have been analyzed only for test 4D-7 and
no filter sampler data are available for test 4D-4. These four tests
demonstrate diffusion under the variety of stabilities shown by Figure
1 and were selected for this contrast also. While the temperature
profiles of tests 4D-2 and 4D-4 are quite similar, it should be noted
that wind speeds increased from 16.1 mph to 36.5 mph from bottom to
top of the 400 foot tower for test 4D-4, while for test 4D-2 winds
were about 10 mph over that full height.
Common to these tests are the general sampling procedures and the
methods of data interpretation and they are presented prior to discussion of results.
Test Procedures
All filter samplers are activated prior to the tracer generation.
Filters are exposed at an elevation of 1.5 meters on the 800 meter
and 3200 meter arcs where lateral separations are 2° and 1°, respectively. Additional filters are exposed at 18 heights at each of the
five 62 meter towers spaced at 8° intervals on the 3200 meter arc.
With the initiation of the tracer generation, recorders of meteorological data are placed on fast chart speed for better resolution.
The truck mounted real time sampler (RTS) and the airborne real
time sampler (ARTS) begin their traverses of the 3200 meter arc when
tracer generation is initiated. The aircraft path deviates from the
surface arc because a straight track tangent to the arc at the point
of intersection with the mean wind is generally flown. At distances
where the arc curvature is less, the arc is flown. Both vehicles are
capable of a traverse about every two minutes despite their speed
differential. The aircraft traverses at 120 knots but requires
greater time for turn around than the truck which traverses at 16 to
20 mph. The RTS sampling continues on the 3200 meter arc until total
tracer passage is complete whereas the ARTS sampling is generally discontinued before this time in order to perform additional sampling at
greater distances. Location of the sampling vehicles for subsequent
analysis is accomplished by operator activation of event markers on
the recorders. The RTS event marker is activated as each filter
sampler position is passed while the ARTS marker is activated on
passage of a single selected position. The height and direction of
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each pass is entered on the ARTS record alongside each event mark.
Common time between all test personnel is assured with frequent time
hacks provided by radio from the test conductor. Radio communication
also provides a means for exchange of pertinent information concerning
tracer location, wind shifts, stability changes, etc.
Following tracer passage as evidenced by the RTS, the filter
samplers are deactivated and the filters recovered. Shortly after
the debriefing of surface and airborne crews, the assessment of these
filters is available and preliminary test evaluation is made.
Data Interpretation Methods
The two modes of sampling which were used in test series 4D result in initial data which are not directly comparable. The means
for integrating these data requires some discussion. It should be
noted also that the ARTS record differs significantly from the RTS
record due to the reduced definition resulting from the rate at which
the aircraft traverses the tracer. The RTS record reveals detailed
concentration in addition to a crosswind integration of the tracer,
while the peak concentration and crosswind integration are the only
quantities presently derived from the ARTS record.
The filter assay gives the exposure, or time integrated concentration, at each position for the passage of the total tracer release.
The mean concentration can be derived by dividing the exposure by the
duration of tracer passage. The RTS, by virtue of record definition
and the precise positioning during each traverse, can provide instantaneous concentrations at each filter. These instantaneous concentrations will be both greater and less than the average concentration
of that filter; and if a representative number of traverses is made,
the RTS average shoulu equal the filter average. Consequently, the
exposures which are determined in these two ways should also be
identical. This is a means for direct comparison or the RTS with the
filters. (Indeed, this is the manner in which the RTS and the ARTS
were calibrated.) In addition to this identical function, the RTS
provides measurements of the time variation of the instantaneous concentration at each point or, from another viewpoint, the nearly instantaneous distribution of tracer.
The ARTS due to its present lack of resolution and precise positioning is capable only of defining instantaneous crosswind integrated
concentrations and positions and widths of the tracer plume. Since
the ARTS recorded signal is the crossplume time integral of concentration, the desired crosswind integrated concentration (CIC) is
determined by dividing the crosswind integrated "exposure" (CIE) by
the time to cross the plume and multiplying this resultant mean concentration by the crosswind width of the plume. This, of course, is
equivalent to multiplying CIE by the aircraft speed. The ARTS CIC
can be directly compared with the RTS CIC formed in like manner.
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For comparison with the filters, there are two methods available. The
most straightforward is to compare the time-averaged ARTS eIe with the
time-mean ere of the filter samplers which is the crosswind summed exposure (eSE) mUltiplied by the filter sampler spacing and divided by
the time of total tracer passage. However, it is desirable to compare
filters and ARTS at a common elevation as is possible with the RTS.
The low density of tower samplers in a crosswind direction precludes
comparison of the mean eIe and only the mean concentrations, therefore,
are available for comparison. Since the ARTS mean concentration always
contains the peak concentration at the altitude of a particular traverse, it is reasoned that the greatest tower filter mean concentration
at that elevation should be compared. It can be shown in a non-rigorous manner that a fixed filter in an undulating plume will have a mean
concentration comparable with the mean concentration derived from the
mean of many traverses of the plume. Figure 2 shows the relationship
of the two when the plume cross-section is assumed circular with Gaussian distribution both in the vertical and horizontal.
A further comparison which can be made of the ARTS data is the
tracer flux which is given at the source by the rate of tracer generation and at another distance by the product of a height interval and
the summation of the product of ere and wind velocity within each
height interval.
All comparisons which have been discussed in this section require
adequate sampling if reasonable agreement is to be found. The deficiencies in practice are apparent and the measure of success is similarly qualified. Further discussion of these and other limitations
appear in the next section.
Data Reduction
Exposure, the time integral of concentration, is found by dividing
the mass found on the filter by the flow rate appropriate to each sampler. For comparison between tests, the exposures are normalized by
dividing by the amount of tracer generated.
RTS recorder charts are averaged by five-second intervals during
cloud traverse. The mean signal level for each interval is readily
determined with the aid of the mechanical integrater of the RTS
recorder system. Through the prior calibration of the RTS with a
filter sampler the mean chart signals are converted to concentrations
and thence to normalized concentrations by dividing by tracer emission
rate. These five-second mean normalized concentrations are assigned
a field location by use of the chart event marker. The normalized
filter exposures, E/Q, and the normalized RTS concentrations XT/Q,
both have the units sec. m-3• As noted in the preceding section, the
mean of the XT/Q values for total tracer passage should equal the
filter E/Q at the same arc position provided that sufficient traverses
of the RTS result in representative sampling of the time variations of
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concentration. Individual traverses will record the extent of the
variability of the concentration.
Reduction of the ARTS record consists of tabulating for each
tracer traverse the following:
1.

time of initial contact

2.

time separation of ground reference and initial point

3.

time duration for tracer traverse

4.

altitude

5.

peak concentration

6.

eIE determined by the

record~r

mechanical integrater.

Using the previously determined ARTS calibration the eIE and peak
concentration are converted from signal level to units of gm. sec.
m.- 3 and gm. m.- 3, respectively, and mean concentration is determined
by dividing the eIE by the traverse time duration.
Meteorological data are summarized in an appropriate manner to
show the test history of the various parameters. These include vertical profiles, near the source, of wind velocity, temperature, and the
lateral component of turbulence to 400 feet.
Series

4n Results

The results of this test series can be presented best by focusing attention on test 4n-7 for which the more complete measurements
can be used to describe their contribution to a more full understanding of the total diffusion. Figure 3, the distribution of normalized
exposures measured by the surface filter samplers, shows a clearly
defined peak near 137° and a long, low valued tail extending northward.
Figure 4 presents the manner in which the distribution of
Figure 3 was achieved. A striking change in character of the c~oss
wind distribution of concentration took place between traverses 6 and
7. The narrow, symmetrical, high-peak distributions of the first six
traverses suddenly gave way to wide, undulating, low-peak distributions
for traverses 7 through 14. One would expect to see a concurrent,
similar striking change in the meteorology. Strangely none is in
evidence from the wind and temperature measurements at the source.
At all levels of measurement, from 2.5 feet to 400 feet, wind speeds,
wind directions, temperatures and the variances of all three remained
reasonably constant throughout the test. The wind direction at the
source was 320° with upper winds decreasing only to 310°. Thus, the
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wind direction at the source can explain only that tracer at or near
the peak. Unfortunately, no wind measurement was made between the
source and the 3200 meter arc, for the anomalous tracer distribution i p
attributed to a low-level crossflow in that region. Such cool air,
with a southerly component has been observed during other field diffusion experiments. This flow is thought to be drainage from Rattlesnake
Mountain, which is oriented NW-SE about six miles southwest of the
diffusion site. It is interesting to note that although this flow did
not affect the source it caused a distribution on the 800 meter arc
similar to that on the 3200 metel arc.
Beyond the RTS capability for documentation of the onset of local
perturbations to the flow, which is strikingly demonstrated here, there
is the capacity for detailed description of the nearly instantaneous
plume which is also clearly shown in Figure 4. The normalized crosswind integrated concentration is given to the right of each instantaneous distribution. These can be compared with the normalized crosswind integrated exposure determined from the filter samplers_ This
latter value of 208 x 10- 7 sec. de~rees m.- 3, which is shown in the
lower right figure, was equal to the instantaneous value for one
traverse, greater for five, and less for eight. It is of interest to
note that similar comparisons of crosswind integrated concentrations
were made during three previous tests in neutral to unstable conditions. In these less stable cases, 16 of 21 of the integrated
traverses gave values less than the crosswind integration of the
filters. It is proposed that the infrequent high concentration under
unstable conditions is missed by the traversing RTS. Conversely, the
infrequent low concentration during stable conditions might also be
missed by the RTS.
One discrepancy in the comparison involves the heights of sample
collection. The RTS sampled at a height of 3 meters on the truck bed
while the filters are exposed at a height of 1.5 meters. The presence
of tower mounted filters on the arc presented the opportunity to check
the vertical gradient of tracer at this arc distance. It was found
that the mass of tracer at 3.1 meters averaged 118% of that at the 1.5
meter level. Use of this correction factor would result in equal
division of traverses with greater and lesser values.
The comparison of XT/Q for each individual traverse with the filter
E/Q was expected only to have equal numbers greater and less; but if
the time period for which each five-second mean concentration applies
can be specified, the sum of the resulting exposures should compare
to filter exposures at corresponding locations. ~he period for
which a measured concentration was considered applicable encompassed
the time interval from halfway to the preceding traverse to halfway
to the succeeding traverse. The solid curve in the lower right plot
on Figure 4 was generated in this manner. Azimuth agreement is
good, but the curve does not match well in magnitude the dotted
curve from the filters. This difference is not unexpected in view of
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the previously mentioned preponderance of relatively high XT/Q values
for the individual crosswind traverse. Correction, as before, for the
error due to tracer gradient between 1.5 and 3.1 meters would reduce
the ratio of RTS exposure value to filter exposure value from 1.55 to
1.31. It should be noted, however, that the ratio of 1.18 was determined from exposures which did not encompass the early peaks of concentration. If tne vertical gradient of concentration is assumed to
vary as the lateral gradient, the vertical gradients occurring with
the peaks centered around 137 0 must result in a ratio greater than
the peaks between the 3.1 and 1. 5 meter levels. Indeed, reference to
the detailed comparison of Figure 5 shows only minor disagreement for
lower concentrations in the tail to which the 1.18 ratio should apply.
The ratio of peak concentration to mean concentration is another
parameter of interest. Calculation of approximations to this ratio
at all points along the sampling arc have been made for test 4D-7.
E/Q values measureu by the filter and computed from time-weighted RTS
values of XT/Q were both cOMpared to the maximum five-second mean
XT/Q at each comparable location. The plots of these ratios are shown
in Figure 5 below the curve of normalized mean concentration or E/Q.
The difference in the two peak-to-mean ratio curves is due, of course,
to the differences in the RTS and filter curves of mean concentration.
For the peak RTS to nean RTS curve, central values range from 3 to 5.
The high values at either end suggest that the predominant contribution was received from brief peaks of tracer. The peak-to-mean ratio
is dependent on the averaging times determining both peak and mean
values.
The striking change of surface tracer distribution sho'vn by the
RTS at 0420 PST with reduced values of the cross-vind integrated concentration suggests lifting of the tracer cloud by the drainage flow.
Filter sampling on the tower nearest the initially peaked center of
tracer distribution, yet some 400 Meters to the north, shows a definitely higher exposure above 15 meters for the total run. The ARTS
recoru of cross-wind integrated concentration best de~onstrates, perhaps, that this perturbation at the surface was felt as sharply above.
Figure 6 demonstrates this with the averaged vertical profiles of
tracer flux before and after the major surface change. The apparent
increase in total flux following the onset of drainage is discussed
below. For the purpose of examining the redistribution of tracer,
the distribution durin£; drainage flow normalized to the pre-drainage
total flux is shown by the hatched area. Conparison of the curve enclosing the hatched area with the broken curve shove that the reduction
at the surface is accompanied by vertical extension of the tracer.
The unadjusted curve during drainage shows a total flux which is double
that before the onset of dr af.nage , It is, in fact, 1. 7 times greater
than the emission rate. The initial flux below emission is not
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unreasonable for high deposition rates but the augmented flux is less
easily explained. It must be presumed that the crossflow also had a
component opposed to the mean wind measured at the tower and that use
of the tower winds for calculation of flux leads to values too greato
~be simultaneous lifting and shearing of the main flow must also contribute to the observed error.
The displacement and widening of the tracer plume which was so
pronounced at the surface for test 4D-7 was somewhat more subtle aloft.
Particularly the change in width was less noticeable. This may be due
to the tendency to disregard low level signals in the data reduction
of the lower resolution ARTS chart. In addition, instantaneous plumes
aloft generally display greater variability, presumably due to less
intense mixing after separation from the surface. This is shown in
Figure '( where widths and displacements for series 4D tests 2, 4, 7 and
5 are presented. Only for test 4D-8 is the variability low. In that
test extreme stability of the surface layer contained the plume below
800 feet and all of the traverses shown were made at that altitude.
The shift in the center of the plume aloft during test 4D-7 is seen
to be about 2300 feet, roughly 13°, which is comparable to the shift
observed on the surface. Within that time span, however, the shift
aloft appears to lag that on the surface.
~he comparison of ARTS measurements with RTS measurements was
briefly touched upon in Figure 6 where both were used to construct a
vertical distribution of flux. The desired comparison of ARTS and
filter measurements at a common elevation is available only through
tower filter data. F'igure 8 shows the normalized mean concentrations
determined with towers and ARTS. Test 4D-4, for which tower data was
not available, is included only to show a distribution profile under
a condition of neutral thermal stability but high wind shear. The absence of measurable tracer above 800 feet, even at 850 feet it was not
encountered, accounts for the single ARTS determined point for test
4D-8. The agreement, perhaps fortuitous, is hearteningo Location of
the southernmost tower 400 meters north of the main tracer passage
prevents direct comparison of the ARTS values for test 4D-7. It is
observed, however, that the ARTS defined profile is compatible with
the surface maximum at 136° and with the vertical distribution of
tracer at the closest tower. Test 4D-2 requires some additional discussion since the center of the plume was within a degree of the 130°
towero The question of calibration which arises for this test is not
applicabJe to subsequent tests. Calibration of the ARTS for all tests
after 4D-2 was made using an RTS which was itself calibrated against
filter samplers on 1 March and 17 May 1967. However, the ARTS calibration prior to test 4D-2 was made with an RTS sampler calibrated
over two years earlier. Filter samples exposed during the calibration
of the ARTS prior to test 4D-2 gave the lower conversion constant
which results in the broken curve which is in reasonable agreement
with the tower samples. Figure 8, in addition to showing the ability
of the ARTS to define the mean concentration, shows also that valid
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readings of mean concentration can be extended to heights well above
conventional samplers.
A further use of the ARTS sampler is to extend the distance of
tracer sampling. Figure 9 shows for test 4D-7 the normalized mean concentration profile at an arc four times the distance of the 3200 meter
arc where the detailed measurements were made. Peak. values at this
greater distance were about a third of those at the basic distance.
At 25,600 meters the peak. values were on the order of 15% of those
at the 3200 meter arc. At 25,600 meters, only peaks are available
even under the best conditions due to a lack of discrimination between signal and noise at the required high sensitivity. Recognized
deficiencies of the present ARTS have led to some nearly completed
modifications as outlined below.
Further Development of the ARTS System
The use of the ARTS has been limited in the past to atmospheric
environments free of liqUid water and dust since both produce sporadic
signals and the former may cause system failure. This limitation,
which is particularly serious with the high sensitivities required at
greater distances from the source, resulted in the decision to redesign the system. The redesigned system, which is nearly ready for
testing, features:
1. improved flow characteristics through SUbstitution of a new
style light trap
2. insensitivity to liqUid water through sealing of the entire
flow from contact with the photo-multiplier tube and electronics
3. discrimination between zinc sulfide and other particulates
by use of optical filters to
a. limit the ultraviolet illumination of the tracer to its
excitation frequency
b. to limit the radiation incident upon the photo-mulitplier
to the peak reradiation frequency of the zinc sulfide

4. increased stability of the system electronics through use
of a dual photo-multiplier tube sensing system which provides
a.

a constant reference signal

b.

compensation for temperature changes and

c.

increased sensitivity by dark current cancellation.
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DISCUSSION

HOLLAND

On what basis do you prefer the interpretation of the difference between the timeaverage concentration profiles obtained by
the truck and the filter grid as due to a
larger vertical gradient during the period
of high concentrations rather than as a
result of sampling error? If either the
concentration profile was varying randomly
with time or the time average had relatively
large-amplitude variations (streaks) on a
scale smaller than the spacing between
filter positions, one would expect the two
methods to give different results. An
estimate of the magnitude of the sampling error
can be obtained from the variability among
the individual traverses.

WOLF

If it had not been noted during these tests
and others that peak values generally occur
above the surface with decreasing values between
the peak and the surface, sampling errors
would have been considered. However, sampling
errors exist in both systems and a detailed
analysis of them seems unnecessary at this
time when the gradient solution appears
sufficient.
It should be noted further that the variability
was least when the cross-wind distribution was
peaked and narrow. Variability was large
when the tracer was smeared progressively
northward. This latter period gave the best
agreement between the filter and real time
sampler curves.
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~OW FOR
LEVEL WIND AND TEMPERATURE INFORMATION
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS AT AIRPORTS
Arthur Hilsenrod
Systems Analysis Division
Systems Research and Development Service
Federal Aviation Administration
Washington. D. C. 20590

ABSTRACT
The mesometeorological data used in turbulence and diffusion
studies can be used to provide information that affect aircraft
operations in the terminal area. It includes: (1) wind shear.
(2) low level turbulence, (3) conditions that propagate or
dissipate aircraft wake turbulence. (4) amount of agent to use
in the dissipation of fog, and (5) the propagation of noise.
The FAA planned programs in wake turbulence and noise abatement
are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
"The benefits to be derived from prediction and description of the
weather information are the benefits of having information upon which
a course of action is based. Weather information can be a history
of past observation, a description of the current state of the
atmosphere or a prediction of its future state. The information
has value only insofar as it is used to decide a favorable course
of action."l For the aviation community, mesometeorological
information in the terminal area can be used to decide the
following courses of action to assure the safe, comfortable,
economical and expeditious operation of aircraft:

-
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1.

Preventing aircraft undershooting or overshooting a runway
due to wind gradients.

2.

Avoiding aircraft delays in the terminal area by taking into
account the effect of wind speed on flight paths in the control
of air traffic.

3.

Overcoming the adverse effects of low level turbulence on aircraft.

4.

Altering the flight paths of aircraft to maintain acceptable
noise levels on the ground with minimum operational penalties.

5.

Weather modification, including dissipating fogs, by the
effective use of appropriate agents.

6.

Avoiding the potential hazards of aircraft wake turbulence.

7.

Making operational decisions based on the forecast of ceiling
and visibility, wind and temperature.

At present, mesometeorological information is not obtained to
accomplish the foregoing. However, within the FAA, studies are
going on or are being planned to delineate the mesometeorological
environment to improve National Airspace System operations, e.g.,
increase airport capacity, avoid delays or diversions, avoid
discomfort, etc. Because of their potential interest to this
conference the discussion will be limited to recent findings and
FAA plans with respect to the mesometeorological aspects of wake
turbulence and noise abatement.
WAKE TURBULENCE
The wake generated behind the aircraft is characterized by a
sheet of air originating in the vicinity of the trailing edge of
the wing. It trails aft and downward. The shape, magnitude and
distribution of vorticity within the vortex sheet are dependent
on the lift along the wing span. The instability of the vortex
sheet causes the edges to roll up in the vicinity of the wing tips
and form trailing spirals. A transfer of vorticity from the sheet
to the spiral accompanies this rollup as indicated in Figure 1.
A short distance aft of the wing essentially all the vorticity
contained in the sheet is transferred to the two trailing vortices
and the sheet no longer exists. 2,3
These vortices are of interest to the aviation community because
they could cause structural failure or upset to following aircraft.
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A current theory 2 , 3 representing the distance required for the
rollup of the vortex sheet is given by:
D

=

0.76 V b b v

10

D = distance required for rollup of vortex sheet (ft)
V = free stream velocity of aircraft (ft/sec).
b

= wing

span (ft)

b v = lateral separation of trailing vortex core (ft)
and

fO

=...:4~LlI..-_
~

P bV (sq. ft./sec)

where
L = lift (weight) (lb)
P

= air density (slugs/cu. ft.)

The decay of vorticity is
\ J

YO

~=

=

represented~by:

.s., (:1 - e -

21l"r

fft)

induced velocity in direction perpendicular to r (ft/sec)

(r'.1 z,)

= cylindrical

polar coordinates

t = time (sec)
E

=

eddy viscosity (sq. ft/sec)

e = base

of natural logarithum

This current theory utilizes only the density and eddy viscosity
values for characterizing the formation, propagation and decay of
wake vortices.
Within the next year, the FAA plans to conduct tests to verify this
and other theories. Efforts will be made to determine when the
vortices form what the energies are, how long they last, how they
move, and when they decay. On the basis of this determination,
procedures are expected to be developed to cope with the hazards
associated with the vortices.
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In characterizing the vortices, the following recent findings will
be taken into account:
1.

The observation by van de Waterin;4 that in liquids the
initial rate of growth, the maximum vertical thickness of
the wake, the time at which collapse begins, and the
turbulence intensity within the wake at the time are all
correlated with the density strattfication.

2.

The reports of SchooleyS and van de Watering4 that a
characteristic time for vertical wake collapse to occur is
a function of the acceleration gravity)g, the density of
the fluid,p,and the vertical density gradient, d p /dz.
These variables are contained in the Vais"ala - Brunt pe r Lod s f

T

2

11

60 (o/p -'tf)'h

')t"

'n/c~c.le

T represents the period which a discrete parcel of fluid will
oscillate about its equilibrium position in a stratified fluid,
if a parcel is lifted or depressed from its position and let go.
In the atmosphere, this indicates that the greater the temperature
inversion the shorter the time for the wake to collapse. The
vertical wake collapse is explained by the formation of an unstable
region of isopycnic fluid due to turbulent mixing in an otherwise
stably stratified fluid. The gravity forces overcome the vertical
turbulent momentum forces and the vertical wake collapse occurs
in order to restore density equilibrium within the fluid.
3.

The report by SchooleyS that the maximum vertical wake
diameter is proportional to the cube root of the Vaisala-Brunt
period.

4.

The criterion for the existence of turbulent motion in the
presence of sharp density interface as reported by Townsend 7
and verified by van de Watering. 4 They found that the
entrainment of fluid by a liquid jet almost ceased when the
Richardson's number exceeded O. 3. The Richardson number can
be used to determine not only when the atmosphere will prevent
turbulence from generating and cause vertical motion to cease
but also to indicate whether the turbulent wake will even occur.

Tests to characterize the nature and environment of wake turbulence
will be carried out at the National Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center, at Atlantic City, New Jersey. Equipment and instrumentation
will include:
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1.

Five towers for instrument placement.
be 80 and 45 feet high.

Two of these will

2.

Colored smoke grenades that can be electrically triggered.

3.

Up to 50 hot-wire anemometers. The data will be recorded on
multi-channel
recording oscilligrams.

4.

Phototheodolites to establish the flight path of the aircraft
with respect to the instrumented tower location.

5.

Cameras to record the passage of vortices as indicated by the
smoke.

6.

Smoke emanating from the wing tips of the aircraft.
NOISE

Airport Noise: As a result of the annoyance resulting from aircraft
operation in the vicinity of airports, noise abatement procedures
and regulations have been evolved affecting (a) zoning of land about
an airport, (b) static testing of aircraft engines, and (c) aircraft
operating procedures. Efforts will be made to minimize the effects
of noise with the least departure from optimum aircraft operating
procedures.
A given sound or noise propagating from a given distance from a
sound source will vary in intensity, frequency and duration as a
result of hour-to-hour changes in atmospheric conditions. There
are times when the noise level may exceed that predicted from
calculations based on a standard atmosphere; at other times the
sound may not even be perceived.
The sound waves, as in other forms of wave propagation; are subject
to reflection, refraction, scattering and diffraction. Noise
variations,9, la, 11 other than spherical divergence based on the
inverse square law, result from:
1.

Interaction of the sound waves with the atmosphere,

2.

Ground effects along the

3.

Refraction of sound resulting from spatical variations of
temperature, wind, and humidity. Specific se~of conditions
can cause focusing and long-distance propagation of the sound
wave.

earth~

boundary,

-
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The interaction with the atmosphere results from:
1.

Viscosity) conduction) diffusion and radiation variations
in the atmosphere)

2.

Molecular absorption,

3.

Turbulent fluctuations in the atmosphere.

The attenuation resulting from turbulence is greatest in the
turbulent boundary layer. The effect of the turbulent eddies is
to interact with or scatter the sound energies. When the sound
wave is in phase with the scattering forces, reinforcement of the
wave can occur) when the sound wave is out of phase with the
scattering eddies) destructive interference can occur.
12
Tatarski
theorized that the amplitude of a monochromatic acoustic
wave, as a result of passage through isotropic turbulent atmospheres
is a function of the atmospheric structure, the wave length) the
path length, and the fluctuations are log normally distributed. 6 1
The latter appears to be confirmed by recent sonic boom tests. 1, 7
(Figure 4).
As a result of a recent review of the meteorological aspects of
airport noise, 13 the following efforts are being considered for
evolving improved noise abatement procedures.
1.

Identify categories and determine frequency of stratified
atmospheres that have specific effects on noise sources from
various locations on the ground and in the air. The categories
for months and seasons can be developed from a climatic analysis
of six hourly radiosonde and surface observations over a period
of years. They can be the basis of forecasts of anomolous
propagation.

2.

Determine the vertical thickness in a stratified atmosphere that
will provide the best measure of the propagation of sound for
noise abatement purposes. Since noise variations over a few
hundred feet on the ground can make a significant difference
in zoning about airports, the height interval used for analysis
and forecasting can be critical.

3.

As a cora11ary to the above, determine the intervals in time
and space and the accuracy of the atmospheric measurement, i.e.,
temperature, humidity and wind, necessary for the prediction of
noise for zoning regulations and aircraft procedures.
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4.

Determine the effects of turbulence on sound propagation.
Current practices 14 for the measurement and evaluation of
aircraft noise levels do not take these effects into account.

5.

Determine the effects of local conditions. e.g •• mountains.
valleys, water surfaces, buildings. etc., on noise propagation.

Sonic Boom: More than a 1000 supersonic flight over Oklahoma City17
produced sonic booms which quite frequently varied from the classical
N-wave theorized to occur. Most of these variations have been attributed
to the interaction of the sonic boom with low level turbulence. 16, 17, 18
An analysis of the sonic boom overpressures showed 16 that 1) the
variations from the calculated overpressures was greatest in the
afternoon when the turbulent intensity near the surface was greatest
and 2) the variability of the boom was a function of the distance
from the center of the flight path over the ground. The boom 10
miles to the side of the path showed greater variability than the
boom under it.
These sonic-boom signatures as received by calibrated microphones
and traced on high speed oscillographs demonstrated these variations.
These waves were classified as: (a) peaked, (b) N shaped, (c) rounded,
(d) peaked with long rise time. These are shown in Figure 2.
The effect of low level turbulence on the sonic boom signature over
short distances is demonstrated in Figure 3. The measured waveforms
at 200 feet intervals overpressures varied from .8 lb. rounded wave
to 3.4 lbs. peaked wave per square ft. Similar significant variations
also occurred when the microphones were placed 50 feet apart. l 7
The overpressures can be represented by a log normal distribution.
Figure 4 shows such a distribution of boom signature observed at a
single location on the ground resulting from the surpersonic
flights of a single aircraft. This would appear to support
Tatarski's theory.
The effect of turbulence on the sonic boom is one of redirection of
a portion of the energy of the shock wave. This redirection may be
due to the interaction of the shock wave with either the turbulent
wind field, the turbulent temperature field, or both. Determination
of these effects and their relative importance will require 1) a
spectral analysis of the deformed N-wave, 2) determination of the
spectra and cross spectrum of the wind and temperature fields, and
3) cross-correlation of the two to determine the relative importance
of the various turbulent parameters. This could be accomplished by:

-
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1.

Normalization of the sonic boom data to a common base
by a) using either a standard atmosphere, with no wind,
or a monthly standard atmosphere with a mean wind, or b)
treating several turbulent cases exhaustively, and

2.

Correlate normalized overpressures with a) wind, b)
temperature, c) lapse rate, d) cloud cover, e) shock-front
ground orientation.

With respect to the latter, Palmer 16 points out that the following
significant factors about boundary layer turbulence that were
assembled by Lumley and Panofsky19 should be borne in mind when
studying the propagation of the sonic boom.
a.

The variance of the vertical velocity near the ground,
which increases with wind velocity, is a function of
surface roughness, and is relatively independent of
lapse rate of temperature with altitude.

b.

The variance of the lateral component (i.e., cross wind)
is very sensitive to lapse rate, but not to surface
roughness or wind speed.

c.

The variance of the longitudinal component (i.e., along
the wind) depends upon the lapse rate of temperature,
surface roughness and mean wind speed.

d.

Generally, the variance of the horizontal wind components
is two or three times that of the vertical wind (i.e., the
turbulence is nonhomogeneous and nonisotropic).

e.

The eddies tend to elongate along the mean wind direction
when the winds are strong. This suggests the probability
that the greatest scattering effect occurs when the wind
is parallel to the shock front.

f.

The maximum turbulent energy density tends to occur at
longer wave lengths with increasing altitude.

Radiosonde data taken at two hourly intervals and micrometeorological
data taken near the ground with sensitive Beckman and Whitley
equipment during the Oklahoma City tests are available for analysis.

-
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DISCUSSION

DAVIDSON

Which waveform breaks windows?

HILSENROD

Any waveform that has the necessary overpressure (energy) or any window that cannot
withstand the sudden pressure. Two pounds
per square inch overpressure will probably
not break a window, four pounds per square
inch may break a few.

DINGLE

Is there a threshold speed and/or size of
aircraft for the appearance of the wing-tip
trailing vortices?

HILSENROD

There does not appear to be any threshold
speed or size of the aircraft that will limit
the appearance of the wing-tip vortices.
There are, however, meteorological conditions
that do limit the appearance of these vortices
and the determination of these conditions
will be subject to investigation.

GIFFORD

There are two points that disturb me about
your explanation of the N-shaped overpressure
patterns as being due to turbulence.
\

(1)

(2)

What seems to be happening is a highly
organized concentration of sound
energy into the observed overpressures.
This is not the effect that we would
intuitively expect by a random,
turbulent velocity field working on
an initially highly organized wave
pattern.
Your data clearly show that the length
scale of the modification of the
N-patterns is around a kilometer. This
is considerably larger than the usual
scales of turbulence elements and it
isn't clear how the -turbulence usually
present in the planetary boundary
layer could act to produce these patterns.
Would you comment?
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HILSENROD

Although the sonic boom is a force of some
energy it is still a wave and is subject to
reflection, refraction, scattering and
diffraction.
It has been suggested that for
a turbulent eddy to interact with a sonic
boom, i.e. the N-wave, the eddy need only be
proportional fraction of the N-wave, i.e.
~, ~ the size, and be in phase or exactly
out of phase with the boom to redirect its
energy. The energy in the wave may vary
little or not at all, but the shape may
vary considerably. The nature of the interaction of atmospheric turbulence with the
sonic boom requires further investigation.

SHENFELD

1.

What distances do the vortices extend
behind a jet, and

2.

Are light aircraft pilots warned about
their existence?

3.

For what length of time is the turbulence
severe?

(1,3)

The vortices may, on occasion, be
maintained in an area for a few minutes,
thus affecting following aircraft.
Frequently, because of atmospheric
conditions they do not even form.
The
wind intensity of the vortex when it is
formed, is inversely proportional to both
the wing span and speed of the aircraft.
The severity of the turbulence, will also
vary with atmospheric conditions.

(2)

Pilots of light aircraft are educated to
the existence of aircraft wake turbulence
by FAA advisory circulars and films.
The
FAA air traffic controllers advise them
of the potential hazard during takeoffs
and landing.

HILSENROD
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DIFOUT:

AN ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT
AND DIFFUSION MODEL
R. E. Iuna

Sandia Corporation
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115
ABSTRACT
Inc~unction with Roller Coaster, a joint US-UK project conducted at the Nevada Test Site in 1964, a computer programmed model
for prediction of the atmospheric transport and diffusion of aerosols
was developed. The program is a melding of a U. S. code describing
gravitational fallout of a log-normal size distribution of particles
in a vertically-varying wind field and a U. K. code describing the
dispersion of a particle cloud by atmospheric turbulence.

At its inception the aerosol cloud is approximated by a series
of cylindrical layers in the vertical direction characterized by a
source strength, lateral diameter and thickness, and a distribution of
aerosol mass with particle diameter. In turn, each layer is composed
of several line source elements of equi-size particles to conform to
the aerosol mass-diameter distribution for the layer. Each element
descends at its gravitational fall rate and is transported by the
mean vector wind while expanding by the action of turbulent diffusion.
Deposition and/or airborne dosage is calculated on a specified circular
grid of ranges and azimuths whose origin is at the cloud's initial
position. Various input and output options are described which permit
great flexibility in program use either in prediction of the dispersal
from a given cloud or in the determination of the input necessary to
produce a given result.
An illustrative problem involVing prediction of aerosol dosage
at ground level from a possible SNAP system failure during a launch
abort is provided.
Background
The model is the result of a joint US-UK effort to develop an
atmospheric transport and diffusion model for aerosol dispersal calculation as part of Operation Roller Coaster. The model combined the
desirable features of a previous model predicting transport and gravitational settling of airborne particles with a feature that permitted
the ensemble of particles to spread by the action of atmospheric
turbulence. The melding of the two concepts was performed by staff
members of AWRE, Aldermaston, England, with the advice of Sandia Corporation staff members. The general features of this early version of
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the model were presented as a portion of a paper given at an
PMS meeting in Salt Lake City in October 1964. 1 During subsequent
use of the model at Sandia, certain features of the program were
streamlined and routines to add flexibility in inputting information
were programmed. The resulting computer code, termed DIFOUT, is
currently being used with the CDC 3600 computer at Sandia, but can
be easily adopted for use on other machines.
Currently, the program is being used to perform analyses of the
possible hazards from dispersal of radioactive nuclides in the atmosphere resulting from a near ground failure of a SNAP system or the
accidental non-nuclear detonation of a weapon during transport or
storage.
Program Concept
The basic concept of the program is the so-called elevated
tilting plume model for transport and diffusion of airborne particulate. That is, the cloud from a continuous elevated monodisperse
aerosol point source is assumed to descend at a terminal velocity
characteristic of its particles and is simultaneously transported
by the mean wind transport vector and spread out by the fluctuation
velocities normal to the mean wind direction. At the location where
the particles reach ground level an air concentration and deposit rate
are calculated. The equation describing this type of source is identical to that for an instantaneous source if the source term and other
parameters are interpreted properly. Thus, the model can be used for
either instantaneous or continuous sources. Because the major use
of the model has been in the prediction of dispersal from instantaneous
clouds, the nomenclature relevant to this type of source will be used
in this paper.
Program Operation
The aerosol cloud forming the source is assumed initially to be
vertical and no longer rising because of buoyancy effects. The
stabilized cloud is broken into individual elements of monodisperse
aerosol whose subsequent history can be described by the tilting
plume model. To divide the cloud into elements suitable for use with
the above model, the cloud is divided into layers; each layer being
made up of a number of elements composed of monodisperse aerosol
particles. Therefore, by regulating the quantity of aerosol in each
mass element of each cloud layer, both the original distribution of
aerosol with height (mass-height distribution) and the distribution
of aerosol with particle size (mass-size distribution) can be approximated. Besides permitting approximation of the mass-height distribution, dividing the cloud into layers also permits each layer to be
transported along a mean wind vector averaged between the layer's
height and the ground. Thus dispersal effects resulting from wind
speed and direction changes in the vertical can be approximated.

-
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After subdivision of the original cloud into many mass elements,
the contribution from each mass element to the dosage and deposit at
ground level is calculated for points on a polar coordinate grid
centered at the initial location of the stabilized cloud. The radial
and the azimuthal densities of the output data points is specified
by the user to suit his own needs.
The above is a general outline of model operation, in the
following sections more detail is provided on the actual expressions
used in evaluating the diffusion from the source and their limitations.
Equation of Transport and DiffUsion
Each mass element of each layer in the stabilized cloud is assumed
to be approximated by an instantaneous, finite length, zero thickness,
line source located upwind of the cloud's actual position. During the
transport from the source's initial position to the actual stabilized
cloud layer location, the zero width line source expands by lateral
turbulent diffusion to a size approximating the observed diameter of
the cloud layer. The source contains a total amount, q, of aerosolized
particles of diameter, d, and calculated fall rate, f. The line
source segment begins at height b and ends at height t, thus its length
and thickness of the layer it approximates is t-b and its centroid is
at height, h = (t+b)/2. Between the height, h, and ground level a mean
transport speed,U,and azimuth is calculated from input winds which
describes the mean direction and speed of movement of the centroid of
the line source during its descent. The dosage from such a line source
is given by the following expression2:

q

aJ2ii'(t-b)Uo

y

-Lfx

zT erf
( /20
z
Here X(x,y,z) is the dosage at height z above ground level (z=O) and
at a distance x (measured along the ground) from the initial source
location in the direction of the azimuth, ¢. Th~ distance y is measured
perpendicular to the azimuth line ¢. Thus the coordinate system is
tied to the direction of motion of each line source; the x direction
is downwind along ¢, z is vertical, and y is in the transverse direction.
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The quantities cry and crz are measures of the diffusive growth
of the aerosol cloud. They are defined by the equation of diffusion
from an instantaneous point source, which is of the form:

Integration of this expression for values of h, between band twill
give an expression similar to Equation 1. The important feature is
that the spread of an aerosol from a point source is described by a
Gaussion distribution in the lateral and vertical direction and that
the measure of the dispersion of the distribution is given by 0y
and oz. Even though these terms appear in the line source equa~ion
they are defined by the equation for diffusion of a point source.
Although the expressions for calculating the quantities 0 and Oz
will be considered in greater detail later, it is only ne~essary now
to indicate that 0y and Oz grow with time or distance traveled at a
rate largely determined by the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence.
Therefore, they determine the dependence of X with downwind distance x.
The quantity ~ in Equation 1 is the reflection coefficient which
is used to describe the behavior of the aerosol particles in the
vicinity of the ground plane, z = O. As the ensemble of particles
descends at its terminal velocity and spreads by turbulent diffusion,
particles will pass through the plane z = 0 and continue to larger
negative values of z , This is equivalent to the deposit of the
aerosol since it is no longer available to contribute to the dosage
in the positive half space. This case corresponds to ~ = O. If it
is postulated that all particles are reflected at the surface, ~ is
set equal to 1. This value of c produces an equivalent source at the
conjugate point in the lower half space which produces a dosage pattern equivalent to that produced by the upper source but symmetrical
about the plane z = O. Thus the total mass of aerosol in each half
space remains constant. The immediate effect of setting ~ = 1 is to
double the dosage at z = 0 due to the effect of the reflected aerosol.
Using other values for ~ between 0 and 1 permits accounting for
various amounts of reflection if the quantity of non-deposited aerosol is known. More details on the selection and usage of the reflection coefficient is given in the following section dealing with
deposition calculation.
Calculation of Deposition
The best method of calculating the amount of material deposited
on the ground fram an aerosol release is subject to some question.
The uncertainty appears to arise because of a lack of understanding
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of accounting for deposition is through the so-called deposition velocity, Vg, which is defined in either of two ways.3 That is,

Vg

= Rate

of Deposition on a Surface
Concentration at the Surface

v = Deposition on a Surface
g

Dosage at the Surface

The value of Vg in either instance is thought to be a function of
wind speed, particle fall speed, surface characteristics and turbulence
characteristics. The units of Vg is that of velocity, hence the name;
but its measurement as an observable velocity for particles encountering
a surface has not been demonstrated. Nevertheless, the concept of a
deposition velocity is attractive because one need only multiply it
with the dosage X to arrive at the deposit, D.
D=VX
g

This method of calculation does produce some difficulty when
used in association with expressions given by Equation 1, 2 or other
similar forms, because the reflection term ~ must be varied with range,
x, to slltisfy the requirements that mass be conserved. Following
Csanady4, 5 an expression for ~(x) is obtained as follows:
2

~(x, z=o) = 1 - - - - - - - - - -

14J~ + ¥

Eq. (4)

(1 - ~~)]

for a point source at height h and with
1 n
(J

z

= Kx 2

He also suggests that Vg should be equal to f and also that the relation
(Eq. 4) is valid for
.25 >

vgju >

.01
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Using a linear dependence of O'z with x, Le., n
expression for a results from Eq. (4):

= 0,

the following

hu - Vx
g

a(x, z=O) = ~~~hu + V x
g

Eq. (6)

Forms 4 and 6 for the values of Vg = constant are both included in
the computer code as well as the selection of a = 0, a = 1, or an
intermediate value as indicated earlier. Selection of a = 1 precludes
any possibility of deposit while a = 0 requires that (from Eq. (4»
V

g

for az given by Eq.

= hu

(5),

x

+ .!! (f _ hU)

2

f

or

Vg = hu
x

Eq. (8)

for a linear in x. Values of Vg corresponding to intermediate values
of a ~ constant are calculated by multiplying the expression (7) and
(8) by the quantity (1-0.)/(1+0.) which has the proper limits for
a = 1 and a = O. However, the meaning of such intermediate values of
the reflection coefficient is unclear.
Turbulent Dispersion Relations
The quantity which describes the degree of diffusion which has
taken place are the standard deviations a y and a z appearing in Eq. (1).
These parameters contain the dependence on distance and on the state
of turbulence in the atmosphere. The relation given by Smith and Hay
(Ref. 6) is used for calculation of a's in both component directions.
Although Smith and Hay's paper treated only homogeneous isotropic
turbulence, it is assumed that the relations describe turbulent diffusion in any component direction. Using the subscript p to refer
to the x or y component, then

a
P

= 2/3 SP 1P2

x

where i p is the intensity of turbulence

i

P

,

8 is the ratio of Lagrangian to Eulerian scales of turbulence

and x is the downwind distance.
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Subsequent analytical work by Wandel and Kofoed-Hansen7 showed
that S could be expressed in terms of the intensity of turbulence.

ITT 1
1
S =""4 i~ 3i
p

P

Thus by combining the expressions, the dependence of a on x and i
is found to be
p

This general dependence of a with x has been verified
experimentally for instantaneous Psources (Ref. 8) and found to hold
for a wide variation of XIS and a's, particularly for the y component and when 0y is from 1 to 10 ~imes the local turbulence scale
length. For larger ratios of 0y to scale length, the dependence of
OyO::Xt1 decreases from n = 1 to h ~ 0.8 or 0.75. For the vertical
component, departure from linear dependence on x is observed to occur
sooner, presumably because of vertical stability conditions or smaller
length scales in the vertical. However, without detailed knowledge
of the turbulence scales acting, the assumption of linear cloud
expansion used in the program is probably an acceptable estimate of
the actual growth process, particularly at distances less than 10 km.
When a better analytic representation or working empirical relation
is available or a new relation is to be tested, an open subroutine in
the program is available for the computation of Ope
Because a falling particle experiences a different turbulence
spectrum than one with zero fall speed, a correction must be made to
the values of Op calculated above for non-settling particles. Denoting
op as the actual standard deviation of the distribution and 0pf=O as
that for a non-settling particle, the correction given by Pas qui 11 and
Thomas9 is

t

t

where n is
for a continuous plume and varies from ~ to
for an
instantaneous source depending on the time since release and the size
of the puff in relation to the turbulence scales. For the problems
considered at Sandia, the length and time scales are such that n is
normally set equal to

t.
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All the above relations pertain to particles which are assumed
to follow the velocity fluctuations of the air exactly. This, of
course, is an assumption of some magnitude but not unwarranted, for
particles smaller than about 250 microns at density 2 follow the
velocity fluctuations on an atmospheric scale very closely. They do
not follow the small scale fluctuation velocities, but such motions
do not contribute greatly to atmospheric diffusion of particle clouds.
Because particles larger than 250 microns have sufficiently high fall
rates to not remain airborne very long when released at reasonable
heights, and since Sandia has generally not been interested in dispersal
predictions at very short ranges «100 meters), no attempt is made to
account for inertia effects in the diffusive spread of particulate.
Mean Wind and Turbulence Intensity Calculation
Normally there is speed and direction change of the wind with
height and horizontal position in the atmosphere and with time. In
this model it is assumed that change in the wind with time and horizontal position are zero, but that wind change in the vertical can
occur. The effect of this wind vector shear is two-fold. First,
and most obvious, is that each small vertical increment of the cloud
will move along some specified azimuth which will be the line of maximum dosage for the material originating in that cloud element. Thus
concentrations at ground level are reduced over that which would be
registered if no wind direction shear were present and the concentration at a point were the resultant of the contributions from each
cloud element. The second effect is that of enhanced lateral diffsion produced by the interaction of the vertical diffusive flow with
wind direction shear to produce a lateral diffusion of material.
Accounting for this increased lateral diffusion is not attempted in
the current model, although effort is being made to arrive at a practical method for taking the effect into account.
Accounting for the effects of large wind velocity shears is accomplished by breaking the cloud, assumed to be a vertical instantaneous
or continuous line source, into many smaller segments over which wind
direction doesn't vary appreciably. This procedure accounts approximately for the differences in speed and direction of the sources at
various heights. The transport vector for each layer is found by the
so-called "hodograph" technique. It is assumed that when a particle
arrives at ground level that it has transported by an amount proportional to the vector sum of all the winds from the ground to the release
height. That is, if~(h) is the vector wind, then

where ""
R is the radius vector from the or1g1n to the point at ground
level where a particle of fall rate f would land if released at
height, H. In practice, due to the non-availability of a continuous
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vertical profile of wind speed and direction measurements, the
,.
integral must be treated in an approximate manner as a summation and
interpolation schemes between measurements must be used.
If values for the horizontal and vertical intensities of turbulence
are available at the heights where the winds are measured, a mean
value for each acting over the distance from z=O to z=H is evaluated
in a manner similar to that given above for the mean winds. The
fact that variation of wind velocity and intensity of turbulence are
permitted only in the vertical direction limits the application of
this model to length scales in which this assumption is acceptable.
Particle Fall Rate
The gravitational fall rates which are used in the model are
calculated from the empirical formulas of Davies l O which reJate the
terminal velocity to Reynolds number, air viscosity, particle density
and the Cunningham slip factor.
Particle Size Distribution
The mass of aerosol which makes up the source in any study of a
real occurrence is almost always made up of an aggregation of various
sized particles. To permit the modeling of this kind of source, two
options for entering mass-diameter distributions are included in the
program. The manual mode of entering mass-size distributions into the
model permits approximating any desired distribution. A more useful
feature is a selectable computational routine that automatically enters
any distribution which can be approximated by up to 5 piecewise lognormal line segments on a log-probability plot. Specifying the
geometric standard deviation, mass median diameter, and particle diameter upper and lower limits for each segment completely specifies
the desired distribution. The distribution is then divided into a
specified number of fractions and the mass in each fraction is computed.
Coordinate System
The values for the dosage or deposition are given in a polar
coordinate system with the initial source location at its center.
The model defines the included angle in which non-zero concentrations
are expected and produces a tabulation of the desired output at the
radii and angular density specified by the user. In addition, it is
possible to shift the source location with respect to the grid as
might be necessary to simulate an experiment where the stabilized
cloud was not at the origin of the established sampling grid.
Cloud Specification
The input of information delineating the height, shape, and massheight distribution is accomplished by dividing the cloud vertically
into layers and specifying the thickness and diameter of each layer and
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input, the program will automatically allocate a given total mass of
aerosol among the layers depending on (1) layer diameter squared, or
(2) a relative amount of aerosol mass specified for each layer, or
(3) a specified mass per unit layer thickness. Also available is an
option for scaling any given cloud to a new height with proportional
changes in other parameters without input of an entirely new set of
cloud specifications.
SAMPLE CALCUIATION

The program was used for the prediction of downwind air dosages
of a dispersal of radioactive nuclide resulting from a postulated
launch pad abort of a satellite system powered by an isotopic power
generator. Since the degree of association of the isotope fuel with
the burning rocket fuel was unknown and the height and shape of the
source cloud was essentially unknown, calculations for several source
configurations and cloud heights were performed in an attempt to
bracket the situation which might occur. The conditions of the postulated abort were as given below.
1-

Meteorology
Height
(Meters)

Speed
(m!sec)
2
3
6
12

10
1500
3000
6000
2.

y

.24
.22
.17
.10

i

z

.20
.18
.14
.08

Mass-Size Distribution
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

i

distribution MMD = 0.1 micron (~)
geometric s.d. = 1.85
particle density = 9.2 g!cm3
particle size range from 1.3 x 10-2~ to 7.6 x 10-lu
divided into 20 mass fractions

Cloud Specifications (dosage calculated for all sources)
A.

Ground level Source
1. Cone shaped, base diameter 100 meters, height 50 meters
2. Cone shaped, base diameter 100 meters, height 100 meters

B.

Line Source from
1. to height of
2. to height of
3. to height of
4. to height of

Ground level, 40 meters in diameter
375 meters
750 meters
1500 meters
3000 meters
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MAXIMUM GROUND LEVEL ACTIVITY VS RANGE
50M x 100M
CONE SOURCE
AT GROUND LEVEL

PUFF
400M

HIGH--~

PUFF
800M HIGH----I

PUFF
1600M HIGH--'"
ALL PUFFS
400M THICK
300M DIA.

PUFF
3200M HIGH---J

1000

10,000

DISTANCE FROM RELEASE POINT (METERS)

Figure 1

100,000
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C.

Elevated Source 1. center at 400
2. center at 400
3. center at 400
4. center at 400

300 meters in diameter
meters - height 50 meters
meters - height 100 meters
meters - height 200 meters
meters - height 400 meters

Figure 1 shows the results for the various source configurations
chosen. The dependence of dosage on range for each of the sources
is shown clearly as is the fact that beyond a certain range any source
looks like a point source. These curves indicated the order of magnitude of the dosage to be expected from a pad abort, should one occur.
Moreover, if information on the expected source configuration became
available, a better representation of the dose-distance curve might be
synthesized by summing the contribution of the cloud pieces depicted
in Figure 1. While the illustrative example is quite elementary,
it should be understood that obtaining a solution for a much more
complicated problem is not much more difficult.
CONCWSION
The program is must useful because of the simplicity and flexibillty of input coupled with its abillty to handle comp.lex source
configurations in a vertically varying wind field. While the distance
range of application is limited to about 10 km, this limit is consistent
with the other relations used in the program. However, the usefulness
of the program for problems such as pad abort contamination estimates
or other short to medium range diffusion and transport problems is
well established.
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ABSTRACT
An atmospheric model has been designed and developed to provide
estimates of air concentrations or ground deposit densities of
particles released in the atmosphere up to 9O-km altitude. Particle
density and diameter may range from 1 to 10 g/cm 3 and about 3 to
300~, respectively, for given instantaneous point or line sources.
The particle cloud is allowed to move horizontally in accordance
with analytically simulated winds and to fall at terminal velocity
plus vertical air velocity. Small-scale cloud growth rate is specified empirically at values based on past instantaneous tracer experiments while large-scale growth results from trajectory subdivision
and divergence of new particle trajectories.
Some specific computer runs at Sandia were done to assess
hazards resulting from possible rocket abort situations and atmospheric
re-entry from improper orbits of isotopic or reactor power supplies.
The results have been compared with other modes of estimation derived
from simpler models of world-wide contaminant spread. While existing
data are insufficient for full verification, it is felt "that the
present model is one of the most comprehensive and realistic available.
INTRODUCTION
Since 1964 Sandia Corporation has been engaged in evaluating
safety aspects of space nuclear aUXiliary power supplies for the AEC.
The primary question was (and is): What is the consequence of release
of nuclear fuel (isotopic or fission product) into the atmosphere
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from orbital re-entry burnup or launch pad abort of a missle carrying
one of these generators? This question is a major problem in Sandia's
aerospace nuclear safety (ANS) program.
In order to answer the question it is necessary to know something
about: (1) initial source location and geometry, (2) resultant fuel
form and distribution, (3) atmospheric transport and dispersion of
the source, and (4) resulting ground-level air concentrations and surface deposit densities. These items are interrelated and are characterized by many uncertainties. For instance, the particular fuel used
influences the characteristic of the injected particle form which in
turn influences the transport and diffusion processes. Also, the particular fuel defines the most hazardous portion of the particle size
spectrum of concern which must be stated in order to limit a specific
problem.
When the problem of atmospheric transport and diffusion was
attacked initially the particle size range of interest was la'S to
lOa's of microns in diameter. This is true for deposition of fission
products. Later, for isotopic generators, air concentrations of
inhalable size plutonium dioxide particles were desired. Thus, the
important size range of interest was lowered to tenths to ten microns.
Thus, the atmospheric residence time for orbital injection altitudes
of 30 to 90, km ranges from hours to weeks for the larger particles
to weeks to years for smaller particles. Almost the entire range
is considered in the model.
A summary report (Hage, 1964) surveyed this problem of particle
fallout and dispersion in the atmosphere and made several recommendations for theoretical and experimental studies to improve knowledge
of the fate of re-entry particles. Implementation of some of these
recommendations resulted in study contracts to Travelers Research
Center, Inc., which produced several reports (Rage, et al, 1966;
Rage, et al, 1967; Rage, 1967) describing the present model and computer program. The principal objectives of this work were to develop
a model in the form of a computer program for estimating transport and
dispersion of falling particles in a simulated time-and space-dependent
wind field, and to develop simulation equations that can be used to
represent, as realistically as possible, the large-scale atmospheric
wind field.
Model B was designed for studies of the movement, growth, and
distortion of a cloud of falling particles in a specified wind field.
In particular, it can be used to identify air flow parameters or combinations of parameters that result in "hot spots" or regions of unusually
high concentrations and accumulations of intermediate-size particles.
This paper will describe the mOdel as developed which includes descriptions of the source, particle fall speeds, wind simulation, mass element
trajectories, mass element expansion, precipitation scavenging, air
concentration, and deposit density. A brief description of the p~ogram
and some results of early computations also will be given.
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The Model
The principal features of Model B (so called to distinguish it
from an earlier simplified model) include:
(a) The initial particle cloud can be represented either as an
instantaneous point source or as an instantaneous line source at
altitudes up to 90 km , Line sources are simulated by the superposition
of discrete source elements, each of which is characterized by location,
mass, and particle size distribution.
(b) Time and space variations in the large-scale three-dimensional
wind field are included in the model to the extent that such variations
can be represented by spherical harmonics with specified coefficients
or coefficients derived from eXisting analyses of data. The mean flow
and long atmospheric waves can be represented either by specified or
fitted coefficients, and the short atmospheric waves by specified coefficients only.
(c) The expansion of a particle mass element proceeds initially
at a rate derived from observations of tracer materials in the atmosphere and, subsequently, at a rate determined from populations of
individual trajectories. In this manner, the dispersive action of
small-scale turbulent eddies is specified statistically, while that
resulting from the interplay of large-scale turbulent eddies, wind
shears, and gravitational sorting of particles appears as a divergence
of trajectories.
(d) The model computes estimates of air concentrations of small
particles in a layer just above the earth's surface and in another layer
at a specified altitude, as well as estimates of accumulated deposit
of particles on the earth's surface. Provisions are included for simple
removal of small particles by precipitation processes in the low and
middle troposphere.

(e) Spherical coordinates are used in the integration of particle
trajectories from wind and terminal velocities.
Source Descripition
Each source element (maximum of ten for line simulation) is
described by its position (altitude, colatitude, longitude), strength
(total mass of particles) and mass-diameter distribution. CTOSS
sectional dimensions of the puff or line at t = 0 are neglected. The
time for which the initial conditions are specified (stabilized puff
or trail) should be such that the particle velocities and sizes are
essentially independent of particle formation processes, but not so
long after injection that appreciable cloud expansion due to turbulent
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dispersion and gravitational sorting has occurred.
The transport and growth of each source-cloud element is treated
independently of all others and final values of concentration and
density are obtained by superposition and smoothing of contributions
from all elements. Each source element is divided into 1-100 discrete
mass elements characterized by different particle diameters and equal
fractions of the total mass. Particle diameters can be derived automatically from a log-normal mass-diameter distribution function, given
the mass-median diameter and the geometric standard deviation of the
total distribution, or they can be specified individually. A monodisperse (single-diameter) particle population is obtained by specifying
the particle diameter for a single mass element.
Particle Fall Speeds
It is assumed that all particles are smooth spheres with vertical
velocities (relative to air) equal to the appropriate terminal velocities
based on steady-state drag coefficients. The terminal velocity eq~
tions selected for use in Model B were those of Davies (1945) (including
the correction for slip flow recommended by Davies) and those of Opik
(1958)(for unshielded supersonic flow) with an interpolation scheme for
smooth transition from the former to the latter. The justification
for these choices, and altitude and particle-size limitations imposed
both by neglect of initial accelerations and by effects of atmospheric
turbulence on drag coefficients were discussed in detail in Rage, et al
(1966). The terminal velocity equations can be used for particle diameters from 1 to 1000 microns (densities 1 to 10) in the altitude range
0-90 kID. More severe restrictions on maximum particle diameters are
imposed by imperfect response of large particles to the drag of turbulent and mean wind currents. Specific limiting diameters are given
in Rage, et a1 (1966).
The atmospheric parameters air density, air viscosity, and the
speed of sound are required for computing terminal velocities. These
parameters are represented as polynomials in altitude with coefficients
derived from the 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere. Alternative standard
atmospheres for density and viscosity or tabulations of seasonal or
latitudinal mean profiles can be used if the parameter values are supplied
as input to the program. Input data are fitted automatically within the
program by polynomials of the same degree (7th & 5th, respectively) as
those used for the standard atmosphere.
Wind Simulation
Three options for specifying the simulated large-scale atmospheric
wind field are available for use in Model B at the present time. The
first option, called the fitted field, consists of long (planetary)
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waves superimposed on a mean zonal (east-west) flow. The long waves
are represented by polynomials fitted to spherical harmonic components
derived by Eliasen and Machenhauer (1965) for the 1000- and 500-mb
levels of the northern hemisphere in a 90-day mean winter season. The
amplitudes of the waves increase to a maximum at 40 km and decrease
above to 90 km. Identical long-wave representations are used in both
hemispheres. The mean zonal flow, also represented by polynomials,
was fitted to northern hemisphere winter-season mean data in the northern hemisphere and to southern hemisphere summer-season mean data in
the southern hemisphere below 50 mb. Above 50 mb, northern hemisphere
winter and summer mean data were fitted for use in the northern and
southern hemispheres, respectively. The fitting was performed with
respect to both latitude and altitude to yield a continuous threedimensional wind field in spherical coordinates. The fitting formulas
and procedures with sample wind maps and profiles were presented in
Rage, et al, (1966).
The second option permits the addition of short waves (cycloneor synoptic-scale waves) to the above wind field. Although the short
waves were not derived directly from wind observations, every attempt
was made to develop a realistic mathematical model that possessed many
of the known properties of such waves in the atmosphere. By suitable
choices of input constants, the waves will vary in intensity with altitude and time and will move with some fraction of the mean zonal flow
in which they are embedded. Recommended numerical values for all input
constants have been provided. Because of sparse data elsewhere, the
simulated wind fields in both of the preceding options are likely to
be most realistic below 30 km at middle latitudes in the northern
hemisphere. In particular, knowledge of the structure of waves or
disturbances, even of large-scale, above 30 km and in equatorial and
southern-hemisphere latitudes is meager and unsatisfactory.
The third option, called the specified field, permits the use of
a relatively simple but flexible wind field in Model B. The flow
consists of one wave component superimposed on a mean zonal flow. The
resulting wind field is likely to be quite unrealistic on a hemispheric
or global scale but may be useful for simulating particular flows on
continental or smaller scales. The specified field can also be used to
simulate wind profiles for low-altitude particle sources.
Mass-Element Trajectories
The trajectories of individual mass elements (each containing
particles of a single diameter and density) are obtained by numerical
integration of ordinary differential equations for the rates of change
of colatitude, longitude, and altitude, using the local wind speed
components and the terminal velocity of the particles. On the basis of
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velocity equations for which analytic solutions could be obtained, the
Runge-Kutta-Gill fourth-order numerical integration method (described,
for example, by Ralston and Wilf (1964)) was selected over a predictorcorrector method for trajectory computations.
Numerical trajectory integrations are subject to both truncation
and round-off errors. The former are the only ones of importance in
typical Model B computations. Because diffusive cloud growth is included
in the model, truncation errors are acceptable for individual trajectories as long as they are significantly smaller than some characteristic
dimension of the cloud at the time of interest. As the cloud size
increases with time, the absolute values of permissible truncation errors
increase.
In general, the time-step interval must be specified for each
initial mass element (particle size) in the source cloud. However,
an option for automatic selection of suitable time steps is available
for use with the specified wind field. The selection is based on the
total fall time of the particle and the horizontal wavelength of disturbances in the wind field.
Mass-Element

E~ansion

As the particle cluster descends through the atmosphere, smallscale turbulent motions (comparable in size to the clusters themselves)
act to disperse the particles, resulting in growth relative to its
center of mass. Meanwhile, horizontal and vertical wind shears, which
interact with the processes of small-scale turbulent dispersion and
gravitational sorting, act to increase the separation of cluster centers.
In Model B, the initial expansion rates of clusters were derived from
direct and indirect measurements of relative diffusion of gases and
fine particles in the atmosphere. The data and the derived expansion
rates are given in Hage, et al, (1966) along with altitude and particlesize limits that should be observed in applying the results to heavy
particles.
Figure 1 (following page), taken from the same reference, shows
the standard deviation of horizontal particle distribution normal to
the direction of motion of the cloud as a function of travel time
from the injection point.
In Model B the total mass associated with each cluster of particles
is assumed to be distributed in three-dimensional space according to
a Gaussian function with horizontal and vertical standard deviations
given by the cluster expansion-rate curves. At specified equal time
intervals, the clusters are subdivided into equal parts and new trajec-
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- 327 t ories are init iated f or each part . At t he us er 1s opt ion , the cl u ster
ca n be sub divi de d in one dime ns ion (lateral or ver ti cal) , two dimensions
(lateral an d vert ical ) , or thr ee dimension s (late r al , l ongitudinal, an d
ver t i cal ) , generating 2, 4, or 8 new part s, respe ctively, at each sub division . A local Cartesian coor di nate s ystem is used to establish
the locations of the cent er s of new elements during subdivision .
If verti cal e xpan s i on and sub division i s us ed, the traj e ctories
to t he e a r t h 1s surface of t he l owe st ( al titUde) element s are completed
fi rst . I f the t raj e ct ory i nt egrati on s ~ im e s e xcee d a sp ecified limit,
comput ations are t e rmi nated an d the pos iti on s of all elements are li sted.
In this way, unacceptably l ong traj e ctory times r esulting fr om the
relatively slow s edimentation of elemen t s on the upp er side of the
particle clou d can be avoide d . The number of sub divi sions in creases
exponentially at the rate of n a where n i s the number of elements generated at each time of subdivision (2, 4, or 8) and a is the number of
times that subdivisi on oc cur s .
Precipitation Scavenging
At the user 1s opt i on est imate s of col l ect i on of small parti cles
by cl oud droplets an d t he subsequent r emoval of such parti cles i n
pre cipitation are s imulated approximately in Model B s impl y by
depositing instantan eou sly, at the earth 1s sur f ace, all particles
that enter regions Of the low an d middle troposphere in which the
simulated verti cal (upward ) air mot i on exceeds a specified value. Thi s
procedur e is based on the assumpti ons that (a) pre cipitation oc curs in
such regi ons of air as ce nt , and (b) complet e removal of all parti cles
below a specified diameter occurs in those region s.
Air Con ce ntrati on s
The positions of ma s s elements and subdivision within spe ci f i e d
layers of the at mosphere are compute d by interpolation within trajec tory time steps. The positions and the co r re spondi ng times of arrival
of t he elements are used to derive e stimate s of con centration (mass of
particles per unit v olume of air) . I n Model B, con centrations are
computed f or one layer of spe cifie d thi ckne s s and altitude above the
earth1s surface . Starting with a specif ied value, t he layer thi ckness
is systemati cally redu ce d if neces s ary unt il it cont ains no more than
a specified number of element s . The laye r i s t he n subdivide d into six
e qual volumes f or whi ch con cent r at ions are der i ved . If an y volume
contains more than 10 element s , it is f urt he r subdivided i nto six
volumes f or improved r e s olution of the concent r at i on fi el d in that
region . Concentrati ons are comput e d only f or parti cles of diameters
less than or e qual t o a specified value . If only one element is available
(single s our ce, single parti cle size, no mas s -element subdivision), the
con cent r at ions are derived from a trivariate Gaussian di st r i but i on
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function using vertical and horizontal standard deviations from the
cluster expansion rate curves.
Deposit Densities
Deposit densities (mass of particles per unit area on the earth's
surface) are derived from the computed arrays of trajectory and points
and the masses associated with each element. If only one element is
available, a bivariate circular normal distribution function is used
and densities are given at the center position and at radii of 1, 2,
and 3 standard deviations. If multiple elements are available, grid
intervals are established such that each interVal contains a specified
number of elements. The deposit densities are computed for each grid
rectangle of a JNWP or Mercator-type map, depending on geographic
location of pattern center, and printed at consecutive locations on
the grid.
A smoothing technique has been incorporated for the deposit display.
Discreteness introduced artificially within the model by subdivision
of the total source cloud into source points, subdivision of the size
distribution into mass elements, and further subdivision of mass elements
by the generation of new trajectories was retained to an unacceptable
degree in the final density field. The desired criterion is that the
degree of smoothing should equal but not exceed that required to remove
all artificial discreteness of the types listed above.
The limitations of the original density computations appeared to
result from the use of a single fixed grid length and the absence of
a lower limit to the number of mass elements permitted in each grid
square. Commonly, the patterns of particle positions at the earth1s
surface that result from both gravitational sorting of multiple sizes
and from the vertical subdivision of mass elements containing singlesize particles are long and narrow with large gaps between individual
particles or clusters. The major axis of the pattern can be oriented
in any direction if the particles are large and cover relatively small
geographical areas. For small particles the major axis of the pattern
tends to be oriented along latitude circles.
The deposit density subroutines in Model B are now designed to
include grid rotation if this is appropriate for the pattern, different
grid lengths along the major and minor axes of the pattern, and the
use of particle counts within overlapping areas for the removal of
artificial gaps between individuals and clusters.

-
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Program
The program computes transport, fallout, and dispersion of solid
spheres in simulatedatmospheres in accordance with the preceding
descriptions. It is written in FORTRAN IV to run on a CDC-3600 computer
with a 64K memory and a SCOPE monitor system. Several program options
are included in order to simplify input preparation and increase flexibility. Commonly used coefficients were set in the program with options
to change if desired. The program contains 36 subroutines and the
FORTRAN source deck contains about 3400 punched cards. Details are
contained in Hage, et al, (1967).
Computational Results
Computation of concentrations and densities of particles in the
atmosphere by the Model B computer code re~uires computation of the
trajectories of discrete elements in a complex wind field, subdivision
of the elements at e~ual time intervals during their descent from the
source, and evaluation of the spatial distributions of the elements
at specified altitudes. Errors and uncertainties are possible in
each of these major operations and no data are available at the present
time to serve as checkpoints. For these reasons numerous calculations
are needed to establish with as much confidence as possible that errors
and uncertainties are within known and acceptable limits and that final
estimates of concentrations and densities are indeed valid for the
computed arrays of element positions. Results of some tests undertaken
with these objectives in mind are summarized briefly.
The tests were concerned primarily with (a) trajectory integration
time-step interval requirements, (b) particle size limits of Model B,
(c) selection of optimum values of specified smoothing parameters for
concentrations and densities, and (d) sensitivity of concentrations and
densities to type and number of subdiVisions, and choices of smoothing
parameters used. In almost all cases monodisperse particles of density
10 g/cm3 were used in the fitted wind field.
The influence of variations in time-step intervals on the accuracy
of trajectory integrations was investigated for particle diameters of
2 to 300 microns and for source altitudes of 45 and 70 km altitudes
using the fitted wind field of Model B. Integration errors of the
order of 1/10 of the characteristic width of the particle cloud at the
time of arrival at the earth's surface were considered to be acceptable.
On
basis the maximum allowable time steps were found to be about
10 4this
sec for 2-5 microns diameter particles, 2 X 10 4 sec for 5-10 microns
diameter particles, and 1/50 of the total fall time from source altitude
to the earth's surface for 10-300 microns diameter particles.
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Because of program execution time, trajectory accuracy, and
wind-field limitations the smallest particle size that can be used in
Model B was found to be 3 microns (density 10, source altitude ~ 40 km},
Previous investigations of the response of large particles to mean
winds and turbulence indicated that the maximum permissible diameter
is about 300 microns for the same conditions of density and source
altitude (Hage, et al
1966).
Studies were made of effects of varying the type of subdivision
of mass elements, number of subdivisions, wind shears, and specified
values of the smoothing parameters on maximum concentrations and deposit
densities. Tests were carried out for three particle diameters (10,
20 and 100 microns) using both fitted and specified wind fields. Four
source locations at 45 km altitude were used. Both the one-dimensional
lateral and one-dimensional vertical subdivision procedures fre~uently
resulted in long, narrow patterns of mass-element positions. Conse~uently, the computed peak concentrations and deposit densities appeared
to be unrealistically large and quite variable. There was some evidence
that two-dimensional subdivision was the best procedure. For a fixed
time of subdivision, three-dimensional subdivision was most realistic
but this was more than compensated for by the fact that a greater number
of two-dimensional subdivisions is always possible in any particular
computation. For example, three two-dimensional subdivisions often
resulted in greater dispersion than two three-dimensional subdivisions
even though the same number of mass elements was generated in each case.
Quite reasonable estimates of maximum concentrations, maximum
deposit densities, and area coverages were obtained using a single
mass element without subdivision and a trivariate or bivariate Gaussian
mass distribution function for 20 and 100 micron particles. However,
this procedure appeared to be unrealistic for 10-micron particles.
Sorting by vertical dispersion and additional spreading due to the
interaction of vertical dispersion and vertical wind shears both contributed to a marked elongation of the 10-micron particle cloud along
latitude circles. The areas covered by 80 percent of the total mass
of particles at the earth's surface exceeded those expected from a
single trajectory with its assumed circular normal density function
by factors of at least 2 to 7.
At Sandia a problem was run which assumed a monodisperse cloud
of 2M particles of density 10 to start at 45 km altitude. Fall time
to ground was calculated to be 153 days with cloud half width (10')
about 1800 km. With the source considered unity then the calculated
surface air concentration came out to be about 1.5 x 10-1 5 per thousand
cubic mete
assuming complete surface retention. This compared to
2.4 x 10-1 for uniform mixing throughout the entire atmospheric mass,
or to 9 x 10-1 7 by scaling to the 102Rh and 109cd experiments.

6s
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2 g/cm 3 , but of monodisperse diameter 0.17 , starting at 10 m height.
Precipitation removal was not used which for this low altitude problem
could be a severe simplification. The particle cloud took over 31 days
to fall, had a half width of 775 km, half-height of 7.7 km and a central
concentration of 1.4 x 10-11 per thousand cubic meters per unit source.
A third problem dealt with the so-called Stardust particle
(Davidson et al., 1966) of density of 2 g/cm 3, diameter 0.2 microns.
The element was started at 45 km altitude at 35 0 north latitude in
the fitted wind field and allowed to travel for 30 days with 3 twodimensional (lateral and vertical) subdivision. At this time the
64 elements had descended to a layer from 42~ to 40 kID, ranged in
latitude from 25° to 45°, and were spread around 300 0 of longitude.
Thus it seems that if the calculation were extended to a longer time
that, perhaps, a condition of zonal symmetry will obtain which is a
required input assumption for Davidson et all s diffusion model. Further
experimentation along this line is planned.
These problems only show some of the capabilities of the program.
The flexibility allows an almost limitless variety of problems which
the program can handle.
CONCLUSION

The model combines smaller scale turbulent diffusive expansion
with larger scale growth caused by action of large scale fields of
deformation, rotation and divergence of wind. It now remains to
verify and improve the model with experiment. Perhaps a tracer such
as TMAE (Smith 1967) will allow reasonable measurements to at least
refine some of the components of Model B, such as cloud width versus
time specification.
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DISCUSSION

CRAWFORD

There is some difficulty in drawing the
empirical line through the cry of paper W3b
as a function of time data because the small
early time data are mostly from clouds in
the boundary layer while the large, late time
data come from clouds in the mid-troposphere.
The turbulence is different at these different
altitudes.

CHURCH

True, there are some difficulties in this.
However, not all early time data are from
boundary layer experiments. Kellogg's upper
troposphere puffs are an example. The
program requirement was for an analytical
function representation of cr vs t over a
very broad time range, seconds to years. The
heavy line shown in Fig. 1 is a cubic fit
which may be adjusted if further data or
theory indicate this to be desirable.

-
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'I INVESTIGATION
OF 1M. (TETRAKIS (DIMETHYLAMINO) ETHYIENE),
A CHEMILUMINESC
MATERIAL, AS AN ATMOSPHERIC TRACER
R. E. Smith and R. M. Elrick
Sandia laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
TMAE ("Tammy") was investigated for use as an atmospheric
tracer. Small quantities of TMAE released in the troposphere
at Sandia's Tonopah Test Range produced a chemiluminescent
cloud whose image was recorded by a light-sensitive TV tracking
system. The experiments described in this paper were conducted
primarily to determine the feasibility of using TMAE as a tracer
material in field experiments to verify the accuracy of a diffusion and fallout model. It was concluded that TMAE can be used
to provide much needed data on the effect of turbulent diffusivities and other meteorological parameters involved in dispersing
a cloud of large particles released in the atmosphere. It is
also believed TMAE can be used to obtain quantitative information
about the ground dispersion pattern which results from the point
source release in the troposphere and lower stratosphere of particles 100 to 200 microns in diameter.

INTRODUCTION
An atmospheric dispersion model, which will be used to
predict the air and ground concentrations of particles greater
than one micron in size that have been injected into the atmosphere at altitudes up to 90 km was recently completed for sandia
Laboratory by Travelers Research Center.* The model is largely
theoretical because of the lack of appropriate experimental data

*K. D. Hage and H. W. Church, A Computer Programmed Model
for Calculation of Fall and Dis rsion of Particles in the
Atmosp ere, paper presented at t e AEC Micrometeoro og1ca
Information Meeting, Chalk River, cntario, Canada, september
II-IS, 1967
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about the dispersive effect of the a.tmosphere over the desired
range of particle sizes and altitudes of injection; in addition,
the data available frequently had to be extrapolated over ranges
greater than desirable. It became apparent early in the development cf the model that it· would be necessary to conduct some field
experiments in order to acquire better and/or missing data for
some of the model inputs (e.g., turbulent diffusion coefficients
as a function of altitude and time) before the model could be
used with confidence. A search was begun to find a particulate
material which could be released in the lower stratosphere in
sufficient quantity so that the cloud formed could be observed
for periods of time in excess of 15 minutes.
One of the candidate materials was TMAE, a chemilwninescent
liquid which has been actively studied for several years. TMAE
(tetrakis (dimethy1a.zni.no) ethylene) is manufactured by DuFtlnt;
it should not be confused with TMA (trimethy"l a1wninwn) which is
a different type of chemiluminescent material that is used to
study the properti.es of the upper atmosphere. The behavior of
TMAE, whose reaction is influenced by molecular oxygen, temperature, and humidity, among other parameters, had not been investigated over Sandia' 5 region of interest, i.e., sea level to
100,000 feet. Sandia began a program to determine: (1) the
envelope of atmospheric conditions under which formulations of
TMAE will luminesce, (2) the amount of light generated under
these conditions, and (3) how long the light will persist; in
addition, the techniques available for tracking and photographing the cloUd for analysis were to be evaluated. With lmowledge
of the above, it should be possible to calculate the amount and
formulation of TMAE required for a given cloud size at a specified
altitude and range that would produce a trackable cloud and ground
fallout pattern for a given period of time.
This paper di.ecueaes TMAE f1 eld tests conducted at Sandia's
Nevada Tonopah Test Range in the spring of 1966 during cloud-free
moonless nights using a standard TMAE formulation. Technical
information concerning the equipment used, the calibration of
the equipment, the energy output of the clouds formed, the derivation of relevant optical and photometric relations, and a comparison of the photographic and television systems will be
published in the near future in Sandia Laboratory report SC-RR66-2693.
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CLOUD TESTS NEAR THE GROUND

The purpose of these tests was to determine the particular
and relative advantages of available instruments for recording
an image of the cloud. Since the quantity of light generated
b~r the cloud could be calculated from the results of these t.ests,
the light output: from a similar cloud produced under different
atmospheric conditions can be inferred from the relative behavior
of two uniformly prepared samples, each subjected to one set of
conditions sdmu'labed in a pressure-temperature-humidity chamber-,
Bomblet oontainers for dispersing the cloud were made in two
sizes: a l2-ounce aluminum can and a l6-ounce steel can. The
l2-ounce can contained about 230 grams of oloud material and the
16-ounce can about 320 grams. In both cases, 65 percent of the
material by weight was polyethylene particles, * irregular in
shape and small enough to pass through a No. 35 U. s. standard
Sieve (OS-mm sieve opening). The remaining 35 percent was
standard TMAE fomulation which was absorbed by the polyethylene.
The bomblet detonator, located at the midpoint of the can,
was initiated from a pull pin through a striker which ignited a
slow burning safety fuze that was out to length for a delayed
detonation of up to 20 seconds. <:nce the pin was pulled, the
borr.blet, which was tied to a lanyard, was pulled to the top of
a boom about 80 feet above the ground. In 20 seconds, detcnation occurred; a few seconds after that the materjal began to
chemiluminesce.
For recording the event, several fixed photographic cameras
with various film combinations were tried. The only film which
recorded a cloud was Cinef lure , and that was of only two shots.
Neither of the cloud pictures are suitable for reproduction
because of their low density with respect to film background.
It was possible to photograph these two clouds because of a
favorable wind along the line of sight in the first case, and
essential~ no wind in the second.
The other clouds moved considerab~ in the field of view and thus reduced the time during
which each one was exposed to the film.
A Bendix TV camera, Model BX-8, with an f/2.5, 178-lTllIl focal
length lens, Conrac monitor, and Sony Video PV-120 magnetic tape
deck recorded the video signal of all of the clouds produced.
Cloud piotures were photographed (time exposure) from the monitor

"Manufactured by U. S. Chemicals as Microthene MN-711
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with a Polaroid camera using Polaroid 3000 film. The TV camera
had no difficulty recording all clouds, and its sensitivity was
quite superior to extant films. All pictures were scanned at a
rate of 875 lines/frame and 30 frames per second. The TV image
appeared sharp to the eye.
Figure 1 shows one of the Polaroid pictures. The contrast
of background to cloud image is not sharp because the TV system
produced considerable ''noise'' which caused numerous light spots
to appear randomly and momentarily on the TV screen. Thus,
when time-exposure photography waS used to record the cloud image,
the photographic film integrated all the light spots plus the
normal light produced by the TV scanning lines (raster); this
resulted in the background in the photograph appearing much
lighter than it did on the TV screen. To the eyes of the observers, the background during the test was very dark, and the
light intensity of the cloud appeared to be about equal to the
brightest stars in the sky. It is believed that much of the
system noise can be eliminated and better photographic techniques
can be used in future tests to produce much sharper films.
The TV and photographic cameras were grouped to the west
of the cloud bursts which were at distances of 1000, 1500, and
2000 feet. Under these conditions and with the light-to-moderate
winds which existed during the tests, the clouds remained essentially in the field of view of the cameras for exposure times
of 1 minute or less.
Meteorological data were recorded at two stations
Prior to
the tests, the pressure, temperature, and dew point were read in the
meteorological building 3 miles from the test. During the test,
until the failure of the anemometer, the wind velocity and direction were recorded at a station 50 feet above the ground and 1000
feet from the burst. Winds were light to moderate from the north
and west during all these tests. The ambient conditions which
influence the chemiluminescence of TMAE and are therefore of
most interest were the ambient pressure, temperature, and relative humidity at the cloud; these were taken to be approximately as read at the meteorological building.
0

Test conditions are summarized in Table I and include
bomblet size, c1oud-to-camera range, ground pattern size, and
meteorological conditions.
Each boniblet formed a cloud (see Figure 1) which remained
suspended from 15 to 60 seconds; each cloud then spread on the

TABLE I
Summary of Conditions for Ground-Burst Tests

Tonopah
Test
Number

Bomblet
Can Size

Burst to
Camera
Range

(oz)

(ft)

Ground Pattern -Average Dimensions
in feet
DP = detonation point

293-11

12

2000

550 x 15, west of DP

Pressure
Temperature
Dew point
15 knots from
350 0 f

293-12

16

2000

250 x 20, south of DP

3.5 knots from 315 0

293-13

12

1500

650 x 50, south of DP

Anemometer failed to
operate properly after
Shot 293-12

293-14

16

1500

720 x 35, west of DP

293-15

12

1000

650 x 50, south of DP

293-16

16

1000

375 x 20, around DP

Meteorological
Conditions*
834 mb
64 0 F
120 F

VI
VI
00

::::::

Values were read in meteorological building 3 miles from the test site prior to the
first test.
fRecorded before test from tower station 50 feet above ground and 1000 feet from
test. Note the recorded wind directions do not agree with the position of the
ground pattern with respect to the detonation point.

e

e

.
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•

Figure 1 .

•

Figu re 2 .

Phot og rap h of TV pic tu re of THAE c lo ud near
t he gro und .

Pho tog r a p h of g round pa t te r n fo rme d by

cl oud resul tin g f rom bu rs t nea r g ro und .

T ~~ E

- - -- - -- -
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ground and continued to luminesce in excess of two hours
(Figure 2). Based on the size of the largest particles found
on the ground and the time required for the top of the cloud
to touch the ground, the range of particle sizes was estimated
to be from 0.1 to 4 IIUl'l in diameter. A comparison of this size
range to the sieved size of less than 0.5 IIUl'l shows that some
particle agglomeration was present in the cloud.

AERIAL CLOUD BURSTS
First Test series
Bontblets, similar to those used for the ground bursts, were
hand-fired and dropped at TTR from a Cessna 20S which was directed
from radar track information. The purpose was to observe alteration in cloud shape with time, try methods for observing the cloud,
and place limits on the time of observation. Because of the small
quantities of material released and the long time required for the
small, low-density particles to reach the ground, it was realized
prior to test time that the fallout pattern formed on the ground
from a normal cloud would not be seen. However, one of the detonators failed to explode in one of the aerial tests, and when
the can struck the ground it burst open and released some of the
TMAE material. The pattern of this material on the ground could
then be seen from the aircraft.
Approximate observation range, altitude of burst, meteorological data, and bomblet size are given in Table II. Airplane
drop altitudes were rad#lr determined; bomblet fall dis tances before burst were calculated using a time delay for detonation of
10 :t 1 second and a reasonable drag coefficient for a tumbling
can (Cd = 1).
A radiosonde was launched 1/2 hour before the first drop
to obtain pressure, temperature, and humidity readings. Bomblet
drops were made at approximately IS-minute intervals.
All detonations produced clouds approximately 20 feet in
diameter which vertically elongated with time; in some cases the
streamer gave evidence, by its developing tortuous shape, of
marked shear regions. The width of the cloud was estirrated from
the known wing span of the plane during a pass through the cloud.

e

e
TABLE II
Summary of Conditions for First Series of Aerial Burst Tests

Tonopah
Test
Number

Approximate Drop
Bomblet
Altitude (msl)
-Ground Level,
Can Size
(oz)
5350 msl

Approximate
Burst
Altitude

Approximate
Horizontal
Drop-to-Camera
Distance t

Approximate
Range at
Time of Burst

(m sl)

(ft)

(ft)

293-20

16

7,400

6,400

1000

1,400

293-21

16

7,400

6,400

1000

1,400

7,900

6,900

2000

2,500

293-22

(2) 12**

293-23

16

7,900

6,900

2000

2,500

293-24

16

9,600

8,600

3000

4,400

293-25

16

11,600

10,600

5000

7,200

293-26
(Dud)
293-27

16

15,000

14,000

6000

10,500

16

15,000

14,000

6000

10,500

15,000

14,000

6000

10,500

293-28

(2) 12**

Meteorological
Conditions at
Burst Altttudev
23.9 in.
19 fps 23.9 in.
19 fps 23.5 in.
32 fps 23.5 in.
32 fps 22.1 in.
28 fps 20.5 in.
14 fps 18.1 in.
11 fps 18.1 in.
11 fps 18.1 in.
11 fps -

Hg, 70 0F
SSW
Hg, 70 uF
SSW
Hg, 69 0F
SW
Hg, 69 0F
SW
Hg, 62 uF
WSW
Hg, 52 0F
W
Hg, 34 uF
NNW
Hg, 34 0F
NNW
Hg, 34 0F
NNW

tBomblets dropped west of cameras.
*

,~*

Radiosonde released approximately 9:30 p. m , MST; tests began at 10:00 and followed at about 15-minute
intervals. Compass direction is direction from which wind i,> blowing.
Two 12-oz cans taped together with separate firing pins which were pulled simultaneously.

VI
.j:::>

I-'
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Clouds were tracked by the ground-located TV camera which was
mounted on a tripod and moved by hand for a period of about
10 minutes before attention was shifted to the next drop test.
The clouds could be seen for some minutes more by eye, before
diffusion, and apparently not decreased luminance, made them
increasingly difficult to see.
More uniformly sized particles would decrease the vertical
elongation of the cloud which is caused by differential fall
rates of the particles, and for the same amount of material
increase the observation time. Rlotographs of the clouds, except those from the TV monitor, were not taken.
Second Test Series
The second series of TMAE aerial burst experiments was
conducted at TI'R at approximately 2200 hours on June 8, 1967.
The TMAE clouds were detect.ed with a low light level TV system,
and the TV monitor screen was photographed with 35-mrn movie
filmQ
Three explosively actuated canisters, each containing 10
pounds of TMAE/polyethylene particles, were carried on a NOTS/
China Lake drop aircraft. The canisters were dropped individually at 13,500 feet msl. ene canister was a dud, but the two
remaining canisters detonated, each creating large clouds.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the second cloud at 1, 3, and 5 minutes
after canister detonation, respectively. The initial cloud
dia."I1eter a few seconds after detonation is estimated to be 55
feet. Its diameter one minute later is not known but may have
been around 75 feet.
All three canister drops had to be compressed into a rather
tight time schedule (about 40 minutes) because of the limited
aircratt fuel requirements
Therefore, by necessity the TV'
cloud tracking time was limited to approximately 10 minuws for
each air drop. However tb3 cloud could be seen by ground observers and the aircraft pilot for approximately 14 minutes at
a range of six miles. No attempt was made to observe the cloud
for longer time periods, but it is believed no difficulty would
be encountered in tracking the cloud for longer time periods i t
desired.
0
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TV Monitor
Noise Outline

Stars
Fig ure 3 .

•

!MAE c loud 1 minute after aerial bu r s t .

TV Monitor

Noise Outline
Figu re 4 .

TIfAE c loud 3 minu tes af ter aeria l burs t .
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the TMAE tests described in this paper,
the following conclusions were reached. When small quantIties
of TMAE are released in the lower troposphere as particulate,
a cloud is formed that luminesces. It can be observed with
the eye at night, and it can be tracked and its image recorded
by a low light level TV system from a location several miles
away for a minimum of 10 minutes. The tracking and recording
time can be extended beyond 10 minutes, if desired.
When small quantities of TMAE are released at low elevations, the luminescent cloud that forms is not on4r observable
but also produces a fallout pattern on the ground that persists
for several hours and can be recorded by the TV system and timeexposure photography.
Sandia Laboratory plans to continue investigating the use
of TMAE as a means of checking the accuracy of the model titled
"The Fall and Dispersion of Particles in the Atmosphere." One
of the experiments now believed feasible and proposed to verify
the accuracy of the model's calculation of the ground fallout
pattern of large particles is to release !MAE-coated high density
spherical particles in about the 150 micron diameter size range
at altitudes of 50,000 to 100,000 feet. The fall time to the
ground will be approximately one hour or less, and once the cloud
of particles reaches the lower troposphere* it should become
visible.
In any event, the fallout pattern on the ground should be
visible, and the JlJeasured size and particle concentration per
unit area will then be compared to that calculated by the model
for similar altitudes of release and measured meteorological
conditions.

*Development of special TMAE formulations that will
luminesce in the upper troposphere and stratosphere is considered feasible, and such formulations could be added to
the payload if it is required for the completion of a
successful test. Because of the additional cost and time,
such an addition is not now being seriously considered for
this test.
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DISCUSSION

WATERFIELD

From the data you have presented, it would
appear that this tracer would be suitable
for night-time "smoke" tests, if one took
time exposures of the plume lasting 5 to
10 minutes. This would be a valuable cheap
tool to investigate an area in which little
work has been done to date.

SMITH

T~E

might very well work as a tracer in the
manner you suggested. Although T~E can be
aerosolized, there might be a problem in
duplicating the size and density of smoke
particles to assure that the tracer really
behaves as a smoke simulant. Although the
chemiluminescent "glow" time decreases with
decrease in particle size, I feel a plume of
aerosolized T~E particles as small as 0.5
microns or so could be photographed for the
5 or 10 minutes in an experiment such as
the one you suggested.

-

~N
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ISOTOPIC RATIO TRACER TECHNIQUE*

Maynard E. Smith and Lester A. Cohen
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York

A B S T R ACT
Brookhaven National Laboratory has recently investigated the feasibility of utilizing naturally-occurring
differences in the stable isotopes of sulfur as a means of
identifying S02 and sulfates with the major sources from which
they originate. This technique involves sampling of the S02
from the atmosphere by a chemically treated filter, a series
of chemical conversions and finally determination of the
isotopic ratios in a mass spectrometer. The details of this
tracer system and its initial field results are summarized.

*Research

carried out under the auspices of the United States
Atomic Energy Commission.
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Early in 1967, a group of scientists at Brookhaven
from the Nuclear Engineering Department and the ~eteorology
Group began work on a project which promises to shed light on
some of the more vexing questions regarding the behaviour of
stack plumes in municipal areas and the fate of S02 in these
plumes. The project is still in the early stages, so that this
presentation is necessarily a progress report, but all major
developments are proceeding smoothly.
The project represents an innovation in the
Brookhaven meteorological program, since the primary aim is the
study of chemical rather than radioactive air pollution. The
sponsorship is also a departure from earlier practice since the
Public Health Service will share directly in the support.
To date, it has been shown that natural variations in
the ratio of two of the stable isotopes of sulfur (532/53~)
cover a range of approximately 700 parts in 10,000, and it is
possible to distinguish differences of approximately 2 parts in
10,000 with the aid of a suitable ratio mass spectrometer. A
sampling technique has been refined to collect adequate amounts
of S02 from the atmosphere at concentrations of .01 ppm and the
chemistry of releasing and purifying the gas samples for the
spectrometer has been perfected.
Method.
Sulfur in terrestrial deposits is composed of four
stable isotopes in the approximate proportions:
S32
5 33

95.1%

S3~

0.74
4.2

S36

0.016

The isotopic composition varies, depending presumably upon the
bacterial action operative during the origin of the sulfur
deposit, and it is this variation that makes it possible to
consider tracing stack gas plumes by using the natural
differences found in fossil fuels from different sources.
The constant

S32/S3~

ratio of meteoritic sulfur,
The difference
between the ratio in a sample and that of the standard, 034,
is measured in units of "per mil of S3~." It is defined by:
22.210, has been accepted as the standard.

OS3~ =

22.210

5 3 Z/ S 3 4

( S

amp 1e)

_ 1 x 100

A sample having a higher abundance of S3~ than the standard
would have a positive OS3~, or plus per mil value, one with a
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lower abundance a negative OS34, or minus per mil value.
Table 1 indicates the range of the S32/S34 ratio for
sulfur from various natural sources. The values given are the
maximum ranges found in deposits allover the earth. For any
TABLE I
RANGE OF OS34 PER MIL CONTENT
CO/ 0 0 ) FOR SELECTED SOURCES
Oil
Coal
Natural gas
Gypsum
Pyrites
Sulfur deposits

+28 to

-5

+14 to -26
+20 to

-3

+35 to

+5

+35 to -45
+10 to -10

particular deposit the variation in OS34 values is much smaller
than the total range shown. Usually specific oil deposits have
a very small variation whereas coal deposits have a much
broader range, and the differences between fuel sources used
may be sufficiently large to permit them to be used as tracers.
There are two significant advantages in using the
S32/S34 ratio as a tracer; first, one can actually use S02
itself rather than depend upon simulation of S02 by another
tracer, and second, there may in some circumstances be
sufficient differences in the ratios between fuels currently
in use to be suitable for experiments.
To utilize the method, however, one must have a
chain of techniques, including a sampling system capable of
extracting relatively large amounts of S02 (or other sulfur
compounds) from the atmosphere at low concentrations, a
reliable chemical separation and purification system and a
ratio mass spectrometer designed specifically to accept
small volume samples.
The ratio spectrometer has been ordered, and it
appears that at least one chemical procedure will produce
satisfactory samples. The Meteorology Group has been working
on the development of a field system for the collection of
S02, and this phase of the work has already succeeded well
enough to provide a practical method of sampling this gas.
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FI LTER TEST ASSEMBLY
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KOH FILTERS

--.
-HI-VOLUME SAMPLERS

CONDUCTIVITY
SYSTEM
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1'• •41n,.

obtained frOil the

conductivity detection ayet. . prob •• ahead of Nch filter.
9-1115-67.
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Time Required to Obtain 1 IllJ Sample of 5°
The hiah volu.e
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sampler may be equipped with either a 4 11 disk filter or a
1x9" plate.
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"ith Whatman 41 and "Past Flow ll papers t. ,hawn.

9-1117-67.

3.

Comparison - Conductivity and KOH Calibrations. 9-1116-67.
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Beginning with the idea of using a Whatman #1 filter
impregnated with potassium hydroxide as originally developed
by Huygen l, a system has been established so that either
Whatman #41 or "Fast Flow" paper may be used with a standard
high-volume sampler. The air flow rates obtained with these
papers are much larger than those achieved with Whatman #1,
ranging from 0.6 to > 2.0 m3/min. I t is surpris ing to find
that 50 2 collection efficiency remains high even at these
large flow rates, but this has been carefully verified by
means of the arrangement shown in Fig. 1. The intakes to the
conductivity detection system placed before and after the
first filter clearly show that efficiencies of ~ 95% are being
obtained, as required in a sampling system which will not
affect the existing ratios of S32/53~ by fractionation in the
collection process.
For the purposes of the project it is important to
show whether these filters produce adequate samples for the
chemical-spectrometer operation. It presently appears that a
sample of at least 1 mg will be needed to achieve reliable
data, and Fig. 2 shows that even the least effective combi~
nation of filter paper and holder will produce 1 mg of 50 2 in
4xl0 3 seconds at concentrations .01 ppm.
There are of course some technical problems that
remain to be solved. As indicated in Fig. 3, for example, the
calibration room concentrations indicated by the KOH and conductivity techniques respectively differ by a fairly constant
ratio (c~~~. = .83) even though their correlation is excellent.
This discrepancy may be caused by the response of the conductivity method to several sulfur compounds, while the KOH
system as used is specific for S02' It may also arise from
uncertainties in sampler flow rates, or depletion by the
filter washing process.
The field sampling procedure must involve airborne
operation, and the technique has been adapted for this purpose
also. The system involves the use of a standard high-volume
sampler with augmentation of the flow rate by means of a ramair intake fitted to the window aperture of the aircraft.
Figure 4 shows the completed unit mounted on the aircraft.
8xlO" filter sheets will be used with a quick-change mount.
Also under development is a filter pack designed to
separate 50 2 , 50 3 and particulates containing sulfate or 50 2
adsorbed on particles. The purpose of this system is to
assist in the study of the conversion of 50 2 to other compounds during the dispersion of the plume.
Applications.
Obviously, the manner in which this tracer
technique may be used depends upon the configuration and sulfur
ratios of the various sources in a given area.

'"
<on

N

Fig u re 4 .

•

Ai rc raf t Fi l te r Assemb ly . A st and ard 7x 9" f i lte r hold e r i s fit t ed in
pl a c e of the Cess na 1 72 window . The tub e co nnec ts t o a DC hig h volum e sampl er powered from the aircr a ft batt ery, an d th e fo ur l oc ki ng
clamps p ermit filt er c hanges in a few s econd s . 9 -80 2-6 7 .

•
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TABLE 2
RATIOS OF STACK TO AMBIENT S02 CONCENTRATIONS
Concentrations
ug/m 3
ppm
Typical stack
Typical small city
Typical large city

0.01 to 0.20
0.01 to 0.05
0.05 to 0.50

0.25 to 5.3 x 10 2
0.25 to 1.3 x 10 2
1.3 to 13.0 x 10 2

Ratios
Xs/Xc
Small city
20/1 to 1/5

Large city
4/1 to 1/50

TABLE

3

S32 S31+ RATIOS
ATMOSPHERIC Sfu~PLES - KOH
Power Plant Plume - L.I.

+5.75
+5.81
+5.52
+5.26

Ground Level - New Haven
Ground Level - New York City
l2lst St.
LaGuardia
NYU - Uptown
S. Gompers H.S.
FUELS AND CHEMICALS
H2S01+ - Imperical Chemical

+7.23
+5.51
+5.60
+4.09

"

"

+10.8
+10.9
- 5.6
7.1

"

"

- 7.4

S - Virginia Chemical

S - American Crude Oil

+

+

2.8
3.0
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It seems probable that some smaller municipal areas
may have one or two large sources burning fuel (e.g. coal)
having S32/S3~ ratios quite different from that of the fuel
used for home and apartment heating. Where this is true it
should be possible to evaluate the specific contributions of
the two types of sources with relative ease (Table 2), since
it should be possible to detect 1 part of stack S02 in 50
parts background S02.
More complex municipal areas may have wide variation
in source ratios and strengths, and the course of pollution
studies will depend upon the magnitude of variability
encountered. If the fluctuations are large, correspondingly
large variations in source ratios are implied, and study of
the samples in relation to meteorological variables should
help in the assessment of the pollution problem in the area.
If, on the other hand, the typical city samples are fairly
uniform, a sin~le source can be tagged either by the use of
fuel having S3 /S3~ ratios that are markedly different from
the background values or by the addition of S02 that is
different.
Finally, the use of a filter pack should indicate the
rate of change of S02 from a particular source to S03 or
sulfates in an atmosphere containing S02 and other pollutants
from a multiplicity of sources.
A few atmospheric samples have already been
processed, and the ratios of certain fuels and commercial
chemicals have been determined. While these are hardly conclusive, they are certainly not discouraging. All of the
atmospheric samples shown in Table 3 are in the +4 to +7
range, while several available fuels and chemicals have negative ratios sufficiently large to indicate that successful
experiments could be conducted.
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DISCUSSION
PERKINS

How efficiently will the KOH impregnated filters
work in the presence of C02 and H20 vapor?
These materials are also well removed by the KOH
filters.

SMITH

We have not completed our study of the
performance of the KOH filters, but we will have
to determine the efficiency under a wide variety
of conditions. We do have to be very careful to
separate the S02 from other constituents without
fractionation, and therefore alteration of the
S32/S3~ ratio.

DAVIDSON

How expensive are samples?

SMITH

This is a very difficult question to answer at
present, and in fact the development of a
quantitative answer is one of the objectives of
the program. The high volume sampler, filters
and KOH are obviously cheap. The chemistry
chain at present is very lengthy and complicated. We hope to be able to substitute a
shortcut method, but this has not yet been
established firmly. The ratio mass spectrometer
is expensive and both the chemical processing
and spectrometer analysis are slow, of the order
of a few samples per hour at best.
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ABSTRACT
More than 18 years of meteorological data have been collected by the
Meteorological Group at the Argonne National Laboratory. These data have
been useful in the day-to-day operations of the Laboratory and in the preparation of reactor hazard reports as well as in support of atmospheric research projects, such as our radon, wind profile, plume rise and smoke diffusion studies. A climatological report, covering 15 years of data, has been
prepared and will be published soon. A summary of a study of the meteorological conditions giving rise to dew point inversions (moisture content increasing with height near the ground) is given as an example of the type
of studies that can be made with these data.
I.

INTRODUCTION.

Meteorological measurements are made at each of the Atomic Energy Co~
mission Laboratories. Collectively, the investment by the Commission in
time and money is considerable. This paper gives a few examples of what has
been done with the climatological measurements made at the Argonne National
Laboratory.
II.

THE ARGONNE l5-YEAR CLIMATOLOGICAL REPORT.

Fifteen years of data, beginning on January 1, 1950, were processed to
present tabulations and figures containing general climatological information
and special studies designed to fulfill specific requests and suggestions
originating from scientists and engineers both from within the Laboratory and
from outside agencies. The report includes 574 tables, 56 figures and a text
that is essentially an explanation of the tables and figures and information for
their use.
Table 1 shows the weather elements currently being measured at Argonne
National Laboratory, together with types of instruments, levels of measurement and other pertinent information. These data have been placed on punch
cards, with separate decks containing hourly values,daily averages, average
hourly values (e.g. the average 0100 C.S.T. temperature for January), and
maximum and minimum data. Magnetic tapes as well as cards containing these
basic data are available for users outside of the Laboratory.
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The report is divided into three sections: In the first, studies are presented for individual weather elements; in the second, the relations between
two or, in a few cases, three variables measured simultaneously are presented
in the form of multivariate correlation tables; in the third, a comparison is
made between simultaneous measurements at Argonne and each of the major Chicago
airports - Chicago Midway and O'Hare International. Chicago Midway is located
about 14 miles northeast of the Laboratory and is in an essentially urban
environment. O'Hare International is about 20 miles north northeast of the Laboratory. Of the three stations, Argonne is the most rural and Midway is the
most urban.
Most of the studies are conventional in nature, although many are relatively uncommon. For example, tables are presented dealing with the persistence
of wind direction, wind speed, temperature, relative humidity and precipitation. Extreme value studies for elements such as wind speed and temperature are
included. A series of tables deal with the exponent of the exponential wind
profile law. Data are presented to indicate the time of day, wind speed, and
other conditions under which the exponential law may be expected to yield reasonably close estimates of wind speed at other heights. The range of variation
of elements, such as pressure and temperature, for periods of 2, 11 and 23
hours are given for use in predicting ventilation rates from reactors after an
accident. Humidity and degree day data are presented in a format requested by
heating and cooling engineers.
III.

PREPARATlOO OF GUIDELINES FOR AEC CLIMATOLOGICAL PROGRAMS.

The climatological data obtained at Argonne and at the other AEC installations represent valuable and unique sources of information. It may be worth
taking stock of the climatological programs at all of the AEC sites with the
view of preparing guidelines or recommendations for techniques of data presentation, instrument exposure and calibration, and types of analyses to improve
comparability and usefulness. Those preparing these recommendations would,
of course, make use of the best from each of theprograms at the various meteorological installations. Perhaps a workshop of one to several weeks duration
would yield profitable recommendations for optimizing the AEC program in climatology.
IV.

DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS.

An example of the use of the Argonne climatological data for special
studies is the study of the climatology of the dewpoint inversion. Water vapor
is a variable constituent of the atmosphere. The amount present at anyone
time depends upon the type of air mass, the nature of the terrain over which
it has traveled, radiation conditions, turbulence structure and other factors.
Ordinarily, especially during clear daytime conditions, the moisture content decreases with height. During the night with clear skies when the air is relatively more moist and the winds light, a reversal in the moisture gradient
often occurs. That is, the moisture increases with height in the first several hundred feet above ground.
A.

General Comments.
When the moisture content of the atmosphere decreases with height, the
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flux of moisture is directed upward and is considered positive. Similarly,
when moisture increases with height the water vapor is directed downward.
These fluxes are, of course, of great importance in agriculture, evapotranspiration, formation of dew, plant diseases, etc. The lowering of dewpoint with
height does not necessarily mean that the flux of water vapor is directed upward. If an unsaturated parcel of air is lifted adiabatically its dewpoint
temperature will fall even though the moisture content remains constant; the
rate of decrease is about 1.7°C per kilometer, i.e. 0.17 times the adiabatic
rate. For this reason, a dewpoint difference with height greater than minus
0.07°C between the top and base of our weather tower (the instruments are
placed at the 131- and 1.2-ft levels) represents a real moisture increase
with height.
B.

Instrumentation and Available Data.

The dewpoint information used in this study were obtained from Foxboro Dewcells at the 1.2-, 9.4- and l3l-ft. levels. Five years of observations, from December 1, 1960 through November 30, 1965, form the basis of this
study. Data on solar radiation, net radiation flux, air and soil temperature,
wind speed and direction and pressure have been examined to establish the influence of meteorological variables on the variation of dewpoint temperatures
with height.
C.

Climatological Features of Dewpoint Inversions.
1.

Frequency of Dewpoint Inversions.

Dewpoint inversions are a fairly common occurrence. In winter
as many as 41% of the hourly readings show a dewpoint inversion between the
131- and 1.2-ft. levels. In summer and fall 22% and 21% of the observations
respectively show inversion conditions. Further, the average number of days
per month during which inversions occur ranges from a minimum of 18 in October to a maximum of 26 in January, as shown in Table 2. This table shows
also that the dewpoint inversion occurs in a substantial number of hours.
Table 3 presents the frequency distribution of the dewpoint temperature
differences between the 131- and 1.2-ft. levels for each season and for the
entire year. Winter is defined in the conventional manner: December, January
and February; spring as March, April and May; etc.
A 20-degree range, i.e. from minus 10 to plus 10 degrees Fahrenheit,
brackets over 98% of the values (1% were missing due to malfunction at one or
both levels). In winter 73% of the qewpoint temperature differences fell
within
2 degrees, 48% in summer. In each season more than one half of the
observations showed a hydrolapse in the 0 to -3.9° range.
2.

Diurnal Variation of Dewpoint Temperatures.

In general, the dewpoint temperature rises during the daytime and
falls at night. When vegetation is present during the warm months, the amplitude of the diurnal wave is appreciably greater than during the winter months.
Also one often sees the double maximum described by Geiger (1965).
In Figure 1, the average hourly dewpoint temperature differences between

e

e

VI
V1

ID

Figure 1. Isopleths of Average hourly dewpoint temperature difference by month vs. hour.
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1.2- and l3l-ft. are presented as isopleths in an hour-versus-month chart for
each month of the 5-year period. The strong daytime hydro lapse pattern of
the growing season is clearly shown. The inversion conditions appear as shaded
areas. This figure shows that the dewpoint inversion is strictly a nighttime
phenomenon for monthly averages.
D.

Relation Between the Vertical Dewpoint Profile and Associated Meteorological Variables.

The observed variation of dewpoint temperature with height is markedly
affected by conditions which lead to condensation on or evaporation from the
ground surface. It is also possible that advective processes contribute to
changes in the dewpoint profile; for this study advection is not taken into
account.
A dewpoint inversion usually develops if
the ground acts as a sink to
remove water vapor. The ground does act as a sink whenever it cools to a point
where condensation will take place. Condensation may be expected during clear
nighttime conditions when the ground radiates strongly to outer space and cools
to below the dewpoint temperature of the surface air. Therefore, one should
expect appreciable condensation to take place during times when the relative
humidity is high with clear skies and little wind. During windy conditions,
the lower layers of the atmosphere are well mixed. Thus, dewpoint inversions
would be expected to form more frequently under light wind conditions, all other
factors being equal.
1.

Dewpoint Case Studies.

The relation between the 131- and 1.2-ft. dewpoint temperature
difference and the aforementioned and other meteorological variables are presented in the two case studies of Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 is based on measurements for the 120-hour period beginning at 0100, August 7, 1963, and ending
at 2400, August 11, 1963. In this case, dewpoint inversions occurred for a substantial period during each of the five nights. In the July example, dewpoint
inversions occurred in only two isolated nighttime hours.
A study of these meteorolcgical variables and their relationships throws
light on the processes involved in producing downward fluxes of water vapor.
The curves for net radiation flux, ambient air and dewpoint temperature, and
wind speed are similar in that a maximum occurs during the daytime and a minimum
during the night. Approximately 180 0 out of phase with these curves are those
for dewpoint temperature difference, air temperature difference, and relative
humidity. The soil temperature changes are similar to those of air temperature.
The August period is characterized by marked dewpoint inversions. The
amplitude of the day-night dewpoint temperature changes at 1.2-ft. is markedly greater than that at l3l-ft. during this period. The following factors
contributed to a decrease in dewpoint temperature at 1.2 feet and the development of a dewpoint inversion:
a.

Outgoing radiation for approximately 12 hours each night, with
maximum values of 4 to 8 langleys per hour.

b.

Temperature inversions of 12 or more hours duration, reaching
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maximum values of 4 to 10 degrees. The stability of the lower
atmosphere during inversion periods supressed vertical mixing.
As a result the air near the earth's surface was not replaced with warmer air from above, and the lowermost layers
continued to cool to and below the dewpoint temperature allowing condensation at the ground.
c.

Low wind speeds, under 5 mph at night. It is likely than an
optimum range of wind speed exists for the development of dewpoint inversions. If the winds are too strong, mixing prevents the lower layers from cooling with the result that condensation is impeded. If the winds are so light that the flow.
is nearly laminar, the vertical water vapor flux becomes markedly reduced. Thus, there must be a range of wind speeds for
each combination of relative humidity, net radiation flux and
stability which are effective in bringing about dewpoint inve~
sion.

During the July period, wind speed, net radiation flux, and the
erature differences were favorable for the development of a dewpoint
but the relative humidity was too low. An inversion was recorded in
isolated observations. The following features characterize the July

V.

air tempinversion,
only two
case:

a.

Nighttime periods of outgoing radiation were somewhat shorter
and the magnitude was somewhat less than in August. During
one night (9-l0th), however, greater values were observed than
on two of the nights in the August period.

b.

Greater temperature inversions in July than in August. On the
night of the 9-l0th a difference of over l5°F was observed.
The dryness of the air no doubt contributed to this large
temperature gradient and net radiation flux.

c.

Relative humidity values of less than 75%. Air temperature r&
mained more than 9°F higher than dewpoint temperature throughout the period.

d.

Nighttime wind speeds under 5 mph; the winds were less than 2
mph or calm on the night of 10-11 July.

SUMMARY.

The weather records accumulated over the years by the AEC weather stations
represent invaluable and unique sources of data for many future investigations
as well as a large investment in time and money. Because of the specialized
nature of the AEC meteorological requirements, these data include many types of
environmental information not present in the standard climatological data.
Every effort should be made to make these data available for use by other groups
within the Laboratory and outside.
Argonne's data is now being utilized
in the design phases of the Weston accelerator and several nuclear power plants
in the Chicago area.
In another paper of this proctedings, a more realistic technique for computing radiation doses downwind following a maximum creditable accident (MeA)
is given. This technique uses the actually observed meteorological conditions,
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rather than the usually assumed constant ''worst'' diffusion condition and constant wind direction and low wind speed for the duration of the release, to
estimate concentrations at various distances from the source. Five years of
weather data were used in this analysis.
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TABLE 1
METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois
Meteorological
Element

Type of Instrument

Elevation with
Respect to Ground

Wind speed (two
instruments at each
level)

Bendix
Friez Aerovane and
Belfort 3-cup Anemometer

150, 75, 37.5,
18.75 and 9.38
feet

Wind direction

Friez aerovane

150, 75, 37.5, 18.75
and 9.38 feet

Air temperature

Artificially aspirated 5junction Copper-Constantan
thermopile and Honeywell
Electronik Potentiometer

5.5 feet

Dew point
temperature

Foxboro Dewcel

1.2, 2.3, 4.7, 9.4
and 131 feet

Air temperature
relative humidity

Bendix
Friez Hygrothermograph

5 ft (in standard
instrument shelter)

Stabili ty

Artificially aspirated
Copper-Constantan thermocouples and Honeywell
Electronik Potentiometer

Temperature
difference between
5.5 ft and 15.2,
34.0, 72.2 and 144
feet

Precipitation

Bendix Friez Weighingtype rain gauge
Bendix Friez tipping
bucket precipitation
gauge

3 ft

Direct and diffuse
Solar Radiation

Eppley SO-junction
Pyranometer and Leeds and
Northrup Micromax Recorder

6 ft

Net radiation

Beckman &Whitley
Net Radiometer

6 ft

Pressure

Bendix Friez Microbarograph Mercurial Barometer,
Fortran Type

746 ft above sea
level

Soil temperature

Leeds and Northrup 100Ohm Copper Thermoohms and
Micromax Recorder

1, 10, 20, SO, 100,
305, and 884 cm
below grass-covered
ground surface

Soil heat flux

Beckman & Whitley
Soil Heat Flux Plates and
Honeywell Electronik
Potentiometer

1, ro, 20, so, and
100 cm below ground
level

Soil moisture

Chicago-Nuclear Neutron
Probes, P-19 and Honeywell Electronic Potentiometer

1, 2 and 4 ft below
ground level

3 ft

Table 2
Periods with Inverted Dewpoint Temperature Difference,

131 Minus 1.2 Foot Levels

December 1960 to November 1965

Average Number of
Hours per Day
Month

Highest Monthly
Average

5-Year
Average

Number of Days
per Month
Lowest Monthly
Average

Highest

5-Year
Average

Lowest

December
January
February

16
18
18

10
11
9

4
5
4

31
31
29

25
26
24

12
19
17

March
April
May

15
16
12

9
7
6

4
2
1

31
30
30

25
21
21

17
12
7

June
July
August

11
7
6

6
6
5

3
4
3

29
28
25

23
23
23

16
18
19

September
October
November

6
7
14

5
4
7

1
2
3

26
22
30

21
18
21

5
10
14

e

e

V-l

0\
0\

-
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Table 3
Percentage Frequency Distribution of the Dewpoint Gradient
December 1960 to November 1965

Dewpoint Temp.
Difference
131 minus 1. 2 ft.
(OF)

Season
Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

Annual

-8.0
-6.0
-4.0
-2.0
-0.0

0.2
0.2
0.7
2.7
10.6
44.1

0.8
1.4
3.9
9.0
17.8
38.9

0.7
1.6
5.8
13.6
23.0
32.1

0.6
1.3
4.3
10.5
20.0
41. 6

0.6
1.1
3.7
9.0
17.9
39.2

- 2.0
- 4.0
- 6.0
- 8.0
- 10.0
10.0

29.2
7.6
2.5
0.8
0.3
0.3

22.4
4.0
0.9
0.3
0.1

15.7
4.6
1.2
0.2

14.2
3.7
1.6
0.8
0.3
0.1

20.4
4.9
1.5
0.5
0.2
0.1

0.8

0.6

1.6

1.0

1.0

Percent Lapse

58.5

71.8

76.8

78.3

71.5

Percent Inversion

40.7

27.7

21. 7

20.7

27.6

~ -10.0
-9.9
-7.9
-5.9
-3.9
-1.9

0.1
2.1
4.1
6.1
8.0

-

-

-

>

Missing
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Abstract

A recent analysis of mean gradient and spectral measurements at
Brookhaven is reviewed.

Estimates of the stress derived from mean wind

profiles compare favorably with the measured quantity -u'w'.

However,

some of the assumptions used, particularly the constancy of the stress
with height at the Brookhaven site are discussed.
Spectral data are presented which indicate the vertical velocity
component obeys similarity theory and those spectra agree with some
recent suggestions for the shape of the w spectra.
and lateral components, u

~d

The longitudinal

v, also obey the similarity hypothesis

but over a smaller frequency range than the w component.

The v component

also appears to be more influenced by thermal stratification than the
other two components.
Finally, the ratio of the vertical velocity variance to the stress
fits

quite adequately into recent suggestions concerning the shape of

the spectra.

*Research carried out under the auspices of the United States Atomic Energy
Commission.
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1.

Introduction
During the past several years the Meteorology Group at Brookhaven

National Laboratory has obtained measurements of the fluctuating components
of the wind field and computed their related statistics such as mean horizontal wind speed, variances and spectra.

The similarity theory of tur-

bulence, first formulated by Monin and Obukhov (1954) has been used in the
analysis to provide a description of the shape of the wind profile, estimation of surface stress and the behavior of the component spectra at
various heights and thermal stratifications.
2.

Measurements and Data Collection
The u, v and w components were derived from Aerovanes and bivanes

mounted at 23, 46 and 92 meters above the ground.

Temperature measurements

from 12 to 92 meters provided quantitative estimates of the stability which
ranged from neutral to moderately unstable for the 39 runs included in the
analysis.
Output from the wind sensors were sampled every 0.6 seconds and block
averaged over 6 second intervals, resulting in 450 data points for each 45
minute experiment.

Auto and cross covariances were computed from which the

u, v and w spectra were derived.

The resulting spectra were corrected for

instrument response and block averaging.
3.

Stability Categories
The Brookhaven gustiness classes, based on the width and appearance of

the 108 meter wind direction trace have been used to classify the runs.
Richardson numbers have been determined from gradients of mean wind and
temperature.

Table one shows the average values of wind speed and Ri for

the three gustiness classes.

Apparent from the table is the decrease of

-Ri and the increase of wind speed as the stability decreases from BZ'
moderately unstable to B slightly unstable, to the neutral or Ceases.
l,
4.

Analyses and Results
a.

Theory

Assuming a stationary, horizontally homogeneous parallel mean flow it
can be shown (Lumley and Panofsky 1964), that in the absence of external
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pressure gradients and radiative and latent heat transfer, that the
characteristic velocity, temperature and length that can be derived from
the governing equations are:
Velocity

u*/k

Temperature

e 'WI lu*

Length

_u*3 T Ik g e'w' .

(1)

o

u* is the friction velocity ( u'w' 1/2), e'w'

is the heat flux, T

o

is a reference temperature, k is Von Karman's constant and g is gravity.
Extension to the turbulent kinetic energy equation, neglecting the
divergence of the vertical turbulent kinetic energy flux results in a
non-dimensional form (Busch and Panofsky, 1967)
ep

e:

= ep u

-

z/L

(2)

where ep

represents the dissiptation into internal heat by the viscous
e:
stresses, ep is a production term by which the Reynolds stresses extract
u

energy from the mean flow and z/L represents the work done by turbulence
against buoyancy.
Equation 2 suggests that both ep

and ep and hopefully other properties
e:
u
of the flow such as the gradient of potential temperature can be described
by universal functions of z/L.

Therefore the non-dimensional wind shear

can be written as
(3)

The relation between ep

u

and z/L in stable and unstable atmospheres has

been summarized by Panofsky (1960) and only the resulting form of the wind
profile will be included,

u(z)
where

Wis

=

(u* I k)

(In z/zo)- ~ (z/L»)

now a correction function to the logarithmic law and z

roughness length where

u=

(4)

o

is a

0 at z = z. Since direct heat flux measurements
o
were not made a new stability length, L' (see Lumley and Panofsky, loco cit.)
is introduced which can be related to the gradient Richardson number,

~

(g/T o ) (a6/az) I (ou/az)2, by
(5)

z/L'

= Ri/(l

- y' Ri)1/4

- 371 If the ratio of the turbulent diffusivity for heat and momentum are
not varying with height,
L' = L(Kh/Km)

(6)

Further details on the validity of this assumption as well as the values
of the constants y' and S' have been discussed by Panofsky (1965).

Equation

4 now becomes, for unstable and stable stratifications,
1jJ (z/L'))

(Sa)

u (z ) = (u*/k) (In (z/z ) + S' (z/L))

(5b)

u (z ) = (u*/k) (In (z/z)
o
o

where the constant for the KEYPS interpolation equation has been taken as
18 and S' = 4.5.
b.

Form of the Wind Profile
Figures 1 and 2 show wind and temperature profiles for an unstable and

stable case while Figure 3 shows only the wind profile during a neutral experiment.

These three were deliberately picked to point out first the actual

variation with height and the importance of a stability function which corrects
the actual profile to a logarithmic form.
c.

Stress Estimates from Gradient Measurements
From Eq. 5, u* can be estimated at a particular height if z

known.

and 1jJ are
o
The roughness length at Brookhaven was assumed to be I meter and 1jJ

was found from the gradient Richardson number at 23 meters in the manner described previously.

Only unstable and neutral stratifications were included
--1/2

and then u* was compared to the directly measured u'w'

or Reynolds stress

at 23 and 46 meters.
Figures 4 and 5 show these comparisons at the two heights and considering
the assumption of a constant stress layer and the sensitivity of u* to large
changes in Zo and y', the predicted and observed friction velocities agree
rather well.

Indeed the logarithmic law (not shown) yielded excellent com-

parison at 23 meters where the influence of the correction function at this
low height would normally be small.
On closer examination of the regression lines in figures 4 and 5, a

~

slight overestimate of the Reynolds stress occurs at 23 meters while an
underestimate occurs at 46 meters.

Indeed previous investigators have noted
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that the 46 meter stress is constantly higher than the 23 and 92 meter
stress.

Recent extensive wind profile measurements at Brookhaven have

indicated that an internal boundary layer develops near 100 feet depending on the wind direction and hence length of fetch.

This lower

layer is characterized by roughness lengths of tens of centimeters which
reflects the grassy field surrounding the tower while at larger heights
the roughness lengths are of the order of several meters characterizing
the nearby woods (Panofsky 1965, loco cit).

Qualitatively this could

account for the discrepancies in the estimated and observed stresses.
However a z

o

of one meter is an average roughness for the site.

Future

investigations will attempt to gain some insight into multi-layer models
including both inhomogenities in terrain and the approach to the geostrophic wind at the larger heights.
d.

Spectra
From the similarity assumptions mentioned previously, together with

the definition of the spectra in the inertial subrange it can be shown
that (Busch and Panofsky 1967)
KFa(K)/u*

F

a

a

=

2

= nSa(n)/u* 2 = Ga (z/L,

= A £2/3
a

nz/u)

(6a)

K- 5/ 3

(6b)

F is the spectra in the inertial subrange for the three components,
a
u, v, w, S (n) is the time spectra or transform of the auto-correlation
a

function, K is wave number (cycles/unit length), n frequency in cycles/sec
and nz/u

= f,

a non-dimensional frequency.

The similarity hypothesis suggests that the non-dimensional spectral
density functions are universal functions of height and stability.

For

each gustiness class the individual normalized spectral density estimates
were plotted against the reduced frequency f, fitted by eye and averaged.
This was done for each component, at three heights, for the three gustiness
classes B B and C. These subjectively fitted lines will be shown in
2, l,
the next few figures together with the 90% confidence limits.
1.

u component spectra

Since initial analyses did not show any apparent difference with
stability, a composite plot, shown in Fig. 6, was drawn for each height.

- 375 Interestingly enough the 23 and 92 meter spectra of the u component almost
As will be seen
coincide while the 46m spectra contains less energy.
later the v and w spectra also exhibit this anomaly. No physical ex2
planation is offered but as mentioned previously u* at 46 meters is signi2
ficantly higher than u* at the other two heights.
For f > 0.2, the Kolmogorov -5/3 power law fits, extending to frequencies
lower than might be deduced from the theory (See Gifford 1959 for details)
but are still in good agreement with spectra from other sites (Busch 1967).
2.

w component spectra

Little difference was noted at the 23 meter height among the gustiness
classes while at 46 and 92 meters, the w spectra for B and C almost coinl
cided. The B or moderately unstable case contained more energy at the
2
lower frequencies at 46 and 92 meters. Again a composite was plotted of all
three heights and gustiness and this is shown in figure 7.

The tendency for

a shift to higher frequencies with increasing height as well as the lower
values for 46 meters although noticeable, could be insignificant in terms of
the eye estimated 90% confidence limits.

Except for the B cases at the larger
2
heights the spectral shape is described quite well by an analytical expression
(Pasquill and Buttler, 1964)
nSw(n)/u*
where x

= f/fm

2

= Ax/(l +

1.5 x)

5/3

(7)

and fm is the reduced frequency at which the logarithmic

spectra has its maximum.

Equation 7 is shown as the lower curve in figure 7.

A consequence of eq. 7, utilizing the relation between the vertical velocity
variance and the energy spectra, S (n), is
w
2
(1 + x)-5/3 dx
(ow/u*) = 2/3 A 0/
00

=A

(8)

Table 2 summarizes the properties of the w spectra and the value of (ow/u*)
is found to be in agreement with the value 1.3, postulated by Busch and
Panofsky (1967).

Since both the u and w spectra obey the -5/3 law the ratio

between the wand u spectra in the inertial subrange can be computed and
shown in table 2, the values at all three heights are reasonably close to the
theoretical value of 4/3.
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v component spectra

Figure 8 shows the v component at Brookhaven as well as some spectra
from South Dartmouth, Mass.
neutral stability.

(unpublished), at equivalent heights for

The maximum of the v spectra shifts towards higher

f as the height increases for both sites while the discrepancies in the
relative energy can possibly be explained by the differences in the underlying surfaces.
Again in order to investigate the stability effects, Fig. 9 shows a
composite plot for the three gustiness classes averaged over 23, 46 and 92
meters.

The most important feature of this figure is the considerable in-

crease of low frequency energy as the stability decreases.

The most un-

stable group B does not comply with similarity theory and contains less
2
relative energy in the high frequency region that the B and C groups.
l
5.

Conclusions
From mean gradients of wind speed and temperature, estimates of the

stress can be made with reliability assuming an average roughness length of
one meter for the site.

However, some of the assumptions used in the

similarity hypothesis might not be justified at the larger heights and the
effects of terrain appear important not only for the wind profile but also
for the v spectra.
Except for the anomaly at 46 meters the u and w spectra show little change
with height and the only stability effect appears associated with the most
unstable cases, B
2•

The v component shows stability and height effects.

For the neutral cases only, Fig. 9 summarizes the average u, v and w
spectra at 92 meters and indicates that the lateral scale of turbulence is
intermediate between the longitudinal and vertical scales.
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- 379 Table 1
Average Ri (at 23m) and Wind Speed
for Gustiness Classes

B
2

B
1

C

-0.68

-0.08

0.0

23m

3.7

6.3

8.7

46m

4.7

7.9

11.1

92m

5.2

9.5

13.7

Ri

Wind speed
(mps)

Table 2
Properties of the w-spectrum

a fa
w u

fmax

z(m)

23

0.35

0.25

1.27

1.22

46

0.30

0.25

1.18

1.54

92

0.34

0.31

1.26

1.46
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GLASS

Was the non-dimensional wind-shear, ~,
assumed to have any particular value, say 1,
when the friction velocity, ~*, was
determined from the wind profiles in the
vicinity of the 46m height? Was the
possibility considered that the inhomogeneous
terrain around Brookhaven's tower might
affect the validity of any assumption about
how ~ behaved with height?

FRIZZOLA

~* was determined from the KEYFS equations
with k, von Karman's constant, equal to 0.4
and in homogeneous terrain in the surface
layer ~
1 for neutral conditions. However,
when ~, the non-dimensional wind-shear, was
plotted against Ri, ~ was greater than one for
the near neutral cases both at 23 and 46 meters.
Due to terrain roughness changes at Brookhaven
there are indications that the 23 meter height
is below the internal boundary layer while at
46 meters the effects of external pressure
gradients are being felt so that in neither
layer is ~* strictly constant with height and
the assumption ~ =1 is probably not adequate.

=

~

-,
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~ndirect Measurement
of Vertical Fluxes Near the Ground
by Variance Reduction Analysis
Paul Frenzen 1

Introduction:

variance reduction analysis

In its most familiar context the Taylor equation for diffusion by
continuous movements relates the mean-square dispersion achieved in one
axial direction by an ensemble of particles at a time T after release
from a point source, to the mean-square turhulent velocity of the particles and an integral of a La~rangian autocorrelation function:
(1)

(G. I. Taylor, 1921). Here the correlation function,
R(E) ~ u(t) • u(t + E)

7

,

is derived from a record of velocity fluctuations exhibited by a ~ical
particle moving along a trajectory in response to the turbulent field of
motion. In the usual notation, a record of the Lagrangian veloci tv fluctuations
from the mean would be written
u(t) :: UCt) - U

(2)

which, it should be noted, constitutes the definition of a stationary time
series.
Alternatively, individual part.icl.e positions reached by T can also be
specified in terms of their particular fluctuation velocities averaged over
the per-iod, say uiT. For the x displacement of a typical part.icle ·..,e then
have simply
x 1. (T)

= u.l.T • T

Upon squaring and averaging over the ensemhle, this becomes:
(3)

Since the left hand sides of (1) and (3) are identical, the right sides can
be equated to define what has heen termed "the variance function" (Ogura,
lRadio1ogical ~lysics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, USAEC, Argonne,
Illinois, 60439.
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1957; Pasquill, 1962):

(4)

a

In a more general sense, the Taylor relation (1) actually expresses
the variance of the first integral of Y stationary time series in terms
of the total variance of that series an its corresponding autocorrelation;
the analysis is not restricted to the well-kn~~ description of turbulent
dispersion. From this fonnal vi.ewpoint , the simplified expression (3) can
be seen to relate the same integral variance of a given series to the
reduced variance of a new series obtained by averaging the original data
over a period T. I t follows, therefore, that the variance function speci.Eies
the percentage variance retained by a stationary time series after it has
been subjected to smoothing by running means.
the functional form of the autocorrelation of a time series is
On the
one hand, the variance lost through smoothing imposed by the limited frequency
response of a. given sensor-recorder system can be computed in order to estimate the total, undiminished variance of an in~ut signal (cf. Ball, 1961).
But on the other hand, further information concerning the eddy exchange
properties of a turbulence field can be obtained by deliberately increasing
the averaging time of a recording system and measuring the additional reduction in signal variance thus effected (Frenzen, 1965a). As ,tJill become
clear in the discussions to fo11~vt application of this kind of "variance
reduction analysis" to the measurement of atmospheric fluxes near the ground
is similar to the "high-frequency" or "spectrum slice" method proposed by
Deacon (1959) and R. J. Taylor (1960). The principal difference between the
two methods lies in the nature of the band-pass filter employed to isolate
a partiCUlar portion of the turbulence spectrum.
l~len

known, the ana1ys is can proceed from (4) in either of two ways,

;bmentum flux in neutral conditions
For the case of turbulent velocity fluctuations in the inertial subrange ,
the functional form of R(~) is one of the consequences of the Kolmogorov
universal equilibrium hypothesis. That the subrange does indeed exist in the
lower atmosphere with spectral characteristics essentially as predicted can
be verified by anyone who cares to investigate the point, provided only he
use suitable equipment (e.g., see Figure 1). In the present discussion of
fluxes near the ground, use is also made of the fact that the correlations
vary with the prevailing rates of vertical diffusion. Accordingly, it becomes
possible to derive variance reduction expressions for the eddy flux that can
be evaluated through measurements taken by relatively uncomplicated equipment.
Consider the stationary time series in (2) to represent an Eulerian record
of horizontal wind velocity obtained by a single, fixed anemometer. From

..
•
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the properties of the sub range it can be shown that the Eulerian time
correlation for the higher frequency portions of such data is

= 1 _ ~ U 2/3

E2/ 3

~2/3

(5)

~
Here the constant cl is related to the well-established, Kolmogorov constant
for the kinetic energy spectnun in the subrange , while E represents the
turbulence dissipation, the rate at which kinetic energy is converted into
heat by work done against the viscous stresses. Substitution of (5) in
(4) and solving the result for ~o different averaging times in order to
eliminate the perfect variance u (which, after all, cannot be measured by
a real instnunent) gives the variance reduction expression for turbulence
dissipation (Frenzen, 1965a):
3 2 (u)
E" (Al/U) .J.. /
(6)
In the above the theoretdcat value of the constant Al .. 3.3, while the
''Varedan'' operator j.. is defined:

J.. _

C7T.
J

(7)

T2/3
T~/3
k
J

Terms involving this operator appear in all variance reduction expressions
based upon the proper't.ies of the inertial subrange , The numerator represents
the calculation of the additional reduction in signal variance effected by
increasing the averaging time, \~lile the denominator normalizes the result
for various averaging time combinations.
In neutral conditions over uniform terrain turbulence dissipation near
the ground is virtually entirely balanced by the production of energy through
mechanical shear; there is no buoyant contribution, and the vertical divergence
and pressure fluctuation terms are negligible (R. J. Taylor, 1952). Accordingly one can write in the usual notation:
E

=

(T / P)

•

( dU/dz)

(8)

By equating the right sides of the previous two expressions for dissipation,
the surface stress (Le., the vertical flux of momentum) can be expressed as
(9)

-
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field exper inerrts carried out over uniform sites of 1:110\,11 surface roughness C\v:1ere the surface stress can l)e independently detennined from low
level wirid measurements) indicate that t:1C theoret icat value Al = 3.3 is
correct 'vi th in something better than ten percent , Results of more recent
experiments usi.ng imnroved efluipment are eX?ected to reduce this \.fficertainty.
;feat flux
For a second application of the variance reduction method consider the
stationar;' tiQe series

aCt) :: aCt) -

e

rlJain re~resenting a record of the instantaneous departures of a meteorological
elenent from a longer t erm mean, the varlahle in t1:is case be ing the temperature at a fixed point rather than the wind speed, TI1e Eulerian t ime
correlation for temperature fluctuations in t~e inertIal SlU)range can be
obtained by rewr i ting the appropriate structure function (Ooukhov, 1949;
discussed in Tatarski, 1961);

uZ/3 r. 2/ 3

(10)

where N represents the dissipation of temperature fluctuations, the rate at
whi.ch sna.l l temperature differences are destroyed by molecular conductivity.
In a manner analagous to the specification of cl in (5), the factor C2 is
related to the as yet imperfectly knO\VJ1 Kolmogorov constant for the spectnun
of t.ie variance of temperature fluctuations in the inertial subrange ,
To apply inertial subrange concerts to the temperature field, it is
necessary to assume that smaH scale temperature fluctuations act as "passive
additives" (cf. Tatarski, 1961), that is, as neutral density tracers in t~e
velocity field. Buoyancy effects must be ignored. Somewhat surprisingly,
tile assumption appears to be justified; for observations of higher frequency
atmospheric temperature fluctuations do indeed exhibit the predicted -5/3
dependence upon frequency (e.g., Figure 1). Evidently the relatively small
buoyant accelerations associated with inertial subrange temperature fluctuations
do not have sufficient time to alter the velocity field significantly.
Substituting the correlation (10) in the variance function (4) and
integrating and rewriting the result in variance reduction form as before
we obtain:
40
N= 9 c

1/3

;2/3
2

J.. (e)

(11)
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In this case, the dissipation tern can be expressed as a product of the
vertical flux of heat and tile vertical gra~ient of ~ean teMperature:

N = (H/Dc ) • (y)

(12)

p

where VIe have wr i tten y :: -d01 dz - y d for the lapse rate in excess of the
dry adiabatic. Upon substituting this for N in (11) along w i th the cube
root of equation (6) for £ 113 , ',ve obtain the variance reduction relation
for t1e heat flux:

J..1/2 (u) .}.. (e)

(13)

All mmertcal constants in the foregoing have been collected in

a factor '.. .h ich cannot be es t imated since the magnitude of the Ko lmogorov
constant C has not been established.

z

To test the heat flux relation, a fast response T!licroT:leteorolo~ical
recording system that is able to collect wind speed and t.emperature f luctuat i on
data smoothed over identical averaging interva.1s has heen cOT!1Dleted at this
laboratory (Frenzen , 1965b; Frenzen and Hart, 1967), and pre1 iminary field
trials are currently in progress. Since these experiments comrnre flux values
inferred from (13) ~"i th measurements taken by inder-endent means, one of the
by-products expected of the investigation is an est.inate r-f the Ko lrnocorov
constant c?...
~1omentUT:1

flux in unstable c0nditions

~\'hen the Iower atmosphere is uns tab ly stratified, convective cont r ibut i.ons
to the turbulent energy budget are no Iongcr neg l i g ib l e , In place of the
s impl i.Ei.ed dissipation expression (7) one has :

€

= (,/p) •

(dU/dz + (H/pc ) •
p

(g~

(14)

where the second term on the right represents the addi.t ional production of
kinetic energy by buoyant convection. Since thi.s tern can itself be evaluated
wi th the aid of tile variance reduction rel at i.on for 11, the relation for
momentum flux given earlier can be extended to include the uns tab Ie condition.
Rewriting (14) fer the momentul1 flux »e have:
r

=

(l

dIJ/dz

(c -

gJI

pcp

e

)

(15)
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Substitution of the varimlce reductiml relations (6) and (13) for
H then lends to

~MU).

€

and

(16)

for the vertical flux of nomentun in unstable condi t ions ,
It 5110uld be noted that the argunerrt in (16) cannot in general be
further extended to include the stable condition s imolv by changing the
signs of thennal fluxes and gradients. Once t'te atJJlosphere 'becomes stal)ly
stratified to an appreciable degree, turbulent circulations are strongly
damped, Consequently, the 1 imited vertical exchange that does t.ake place is
dominated by non-turbulent mechanisns such as gravity waves,
Generalized flux relations for pac;sive additives; eva?oration and deposition
Since the asstmpt.ion that smal I scale temperature fluctuations act as
passive additives to the field of motion appears to be an acceptable one,
a similar hypothesis should be equally if not even more acceptable in
derivations of flux relations for atmospher-ic components (or contaminants)
which hetter fit the role of neutral density tracers. Moreover, the derivation
of variance reduction relations for sud1 quantities will be formally equivalent
in every way to that which precedes equation (13). It is only necessary that
the atmospher-ic system ."ii thin which the f lux relations are expected to apply
be horizontally uniform; the lmver boundar; lmLc;t act ac; a statistically
uniform source or sink for the quantity being transported vertically by the
turbulent field.

An ohvious candidate for this extens ion of the variance reduction
method by similarity is the vertical flux of water vapor in the lower atmosnhere ,
that is, the rate of evaporation. Although moist air is som~vhat lighter
than dry air, the resultant buoyancy effects are considerably smaller than
those associated ~vi th temperature differences. This being the case, the
passive additive ass~tion nQc;t be correspondingly more accepta~le for tile
analysis of humi.dity fluctuations than it is for heat. Indeed, measurements
of the refraction of radio waves in the lrnver atmosphere (a phenomenon largely
controlled by the distrihution of ~oisture) have indicated the existence of
an inertial sub range in the variance spectrum of specific humi.d'i ty fluctuations
(e.g., Bean ~ !t., 1967).
By similarity to the heat flux relation (13), then , we can set down
directly a variance reduction expression for the vertical flux of moisture:
E

A P

=-3
IT

ep

j..

1/2

(u) J.(q)

(17)
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Here we have substituted the rate of evaporation E for rIlc , the adverse
vertical gradient of average specific humidity ~ = -~/dz P for y, and
the specific humidity fluctuation q for e. Again, the mnnerical constant
A3 can be determined empirically.
Some preliminary efforts to detect relatively high frequency humidity
fluctuations in the inertial subrange were recently carried out at this
laboratory. The Varedan micrameteorological recording system was used in
conjunction with a miniature aluminunl oxide sensor and capacitance hridge
combination being developed for laboratory use by G. Hide of the National
Center for Atmospheric ~search. Although the data recorded were partially
obscured by electrical noise, results obtained in the form of filtered power
spectra are considered encouraging; and it is planned to resume these trials
at an early date.
The category of passive additives to the atmosphere for whi.ch the surface of the earth acts as a uniform source or sink includes other quantities
of interest. As in the treatment for evaporation, variance reduction flux
relations can be wr.i tten simply by substituting the appropriate terms in
(13) • However, the exercise may often prove academic in vi ew of the difficulties involved in measuring concentration fluctuations of many atmospheric
contaminants . . . ith sufficient rapidity to detect the inertial subrange, But,
to list two examples of diffusion problems 'V'hich could be treated this way, there
is a) ~le emission and upward diffusion of radon fram uniform terrain, and b)
the downward diffusion and ultimate deposition upon the surface of any pollutant unifonnly distributed horizontally throughout an overlying turbulent
atmosphere.
Effects of data averaging; the equivalent band-pass filter
lvhen a t ine series is smoothed by averaging the data over consecutive,
identical intervals, the variance attributable to higher frequencies is
attenuated in accordance 'vi th the so-called "sinc 2 function":
sinc 2(nnT) = sin 2(TInT) / (nnT)2
(tru)ulated in Bracewell, 1965). This function represents the transmission
characteristics of a low pass filter, expressing the percent variance retained hy a smoothed series (that is, the percent signal variance passed
by the averaging procedure) in terms of the averaging time T in sec and the
frequency n in hz. It follows that the additional reduction in variance effected by increasing ~~e averaging time in the manner specified by the Varedan
operator (7) is the equivalent of the net signal variance seen through a
band-pass filter whose t ransniss ion characteristic is of the form:
. 2( TIn'T')
Sln
•.

(TInT .) ~
J

• (18)
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2
In Figure 2 s inc filter functions for Tj = 0.3 sec and Tk = 0.6 sec are
shown along with the band-pass filter obtained by subtractIng the two curves
as indicated in (18). Also plotted are equivalent band-pass filters for
two other Tj' Tk averaging time combinations, one centered in higher
frequencies and one in lower.
From these curves it is evident that one of the averaging times selected
for variance reduction applications should be at least twice as large as the
other in order to define a filter of adequate transparency. The lower frequency
filter shown in the figure (Tj, Tk = 1.0, 1.5 sec) will be seen to transmit
less than one third the variance amplitude available in the center of the
band, whereas the other two filters (for whdch Tk = 2Tj in both cases) pass
more than half the input. It should also be noted that averaging times in
excess of one or two seconds correspond to filters which not only are centered
in lower frequency regions, but which also tend to roll off less rapidly on
the low frequency side. Thus they are likely to adrni t signal variance from
regions of the spectrum \ihich do not exhibit inertial subrange properties near
the ground. On the other hand, selection of very short averaging times may
well locate the equivalent filter in a frequency region so high that the small
remaining signal variance (which falls quite rapidly at the -5/3 rate) becomes obscured by instrumental noise. The field experiments mentioned earlier
which found the constant for the momentum flux relation (9) to be close to
the predicted value used Iow-Inerti.e cup anemometers mounted at heights of 4
or 5 m in conditions where U/z was generally of the order unity. In these
circumstances, the band-pass filter defined by T· = 0.3 sec and Tk = 0.6 sec
and shosn in the center of Figure 2 was found mo~t satisfactory. "However , the
inertial subrange properties of horizontal ''lind spectra commonly extend into lower
frequencies than isotropic considerations require. Therefore, equivalent filters
selected for other variables should probably he centered some....hat higher.
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XCOMPARISON OF 'IURBUIENCE SPECTRA FROM HANFORD,
LIBERAL, KAtilSAS

WASHING'roN AND

:::-

C. E. Elderkin
Atmospheric Sciences Section - Pacific Northwest Laboratory
ABSTRACT

Turbulence measurements were made both at Hanford, Washington, on
the Atomic Energy Reservation, and at Liberal, Kansas, site of the Air
Force Cambridge Research Laboratory micrometeorological field studies.
Tne same instrument was used for measuring the three components of the
wind at both sites and the same analog computer equipment and techniques
were used for analysis of the data, assuring an optimum basis for comparison of turbulence spectra from the two regions which differ considerably in terrain features and vegetation cover. In spite of the differences in physical characteristics of the two sites, the normalized spectral distributions for each of three components have similar shapes at
the two sites, demonstrating occurrence of peaks and approaches to the
inertial subrange in comparable ranges of normalized wave number, nz /U
INTRODUCTION

Turbulence data have been collected at Hanford, Was hingt on for the
past few years in connection with the ongoing diffusion program. In
August of 1965 turbulence measurements were made at Liberal, Kansas
jointly with AFCRL at their micrometeorological site. The purpose of
this discussion is to describe the turbulence spectra for each of the
three wind components measured under a variety of wind speed and stability conditions at Hanford and to compare them with the spectra for the
single test at Liberal in slightly unstable conditions. The roughness
characteristics of the two areas are different. Hanford is located in
a relatively flat basin bordered by bluffs and a mountain ridge on either
side. In addition, there are elevation changes of a few hundred feet
within a ten mile range over the basin. Tne region is primarily sage
brush covered and the roughness length is about 3 em. The Kansas site
is extremely flat and at the time of measurement the ground was bare or
covered With short stubble for several ~iles around. The roughness
length was about 1 em.
INSTRUMENTATION.

The turbulence data presented here were collected at both sites
with a fast r e spons e sensor, termed the wind component meter. The
sensor signals were recorded on a magnetic tape recorder and later
analyzed on an analog computer.
The wind component meter, originally designed by J. J. Fuquay of
Battelle-Northwest Laboratories at Hanford, is similar in some respects

-
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to earlier sensors described by G. C. Gill(l) and H. E. Cramer(2),
utilizing heated thermocouple wires.
M. Miyake(3) has developed an improved version of' the wind component meter with heated thermocouple sensors similar to the Fuquay model
but incorporating more complex electronic circuitry.
The instrument, shown in Figure 1, senses the three components of'
the wind at a given single point and produces continuous voltage signals
related to the three spherical wind components. The signal f'or the
speed, V, is a f'luctuating dc signal across a bridge circuit, two legs
of' which are chromel-alumel thermocouple wires heated by 610 cps alternating current impressed across the thermocouple wires at a constant,
controlled voltage. The thermocouples are suspended in and cooled "by
the air stream while the reference junctions formed at the mounting
studs are maintained at ambient temperature. Another thermocouple, unheated, removes the fluctuations in the signal due to ambient temperature variations. The emf produced by this thermocouple arrangement is
filtered to remove residual heating current and extraneous n05se.
The signal for the elevation or vertical angle, ¢, is also derived
from heated thermocouple wires. There are two of' these inclined at 45 0
angles to the horizontal and 900 to each other, f'orming a "V" in the
vertical plane. The thermocouple output is zero f'or horizontal winds
and varies positively and negatively f'or downward and upward gusts,
respectively. This signal is also f'iltered to remove noise.
The sensor head is continuously driven to remain oriented in the
direction of' the horizontal wind, keeping the Wind normal to the speed
sensing thermocouple wires at all times and keeping the wind in the
plane of' the elevation angle sensing "V"-shaped thermocouple arrange:nent. This is accomplished by a second "V"-shaped arrangement of' platinum wires in the horizontal plane which provides an error signal to a
servo amplif'ier and motor. This continually drives the probe to the
null position, orienting the head into the instantaneous wind. A
potentiometer is also connected to the shaf't of' the servo motor so a
signal proportional to the horizontal angle, e, is produced to be amplified and recorded with the wind speed and vertical angle.
MEASUREMENTS

In the summer of 1964 a series of' turbulence measurements were conducted with the wind component meter mounted on the Hanford portable
micrometerological mast at the 3.0 and 6.1 meter levels. Measurements
were made in neutral, unstable and stable conditions accompanied by
winds f'rom two to nine mps.

Since data collected at greater heights were desired, later in the
summer of' 1964 the wind component meter was mounted at 12.2 meters where
a single test in stable conditions was conducted. In the following
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spring, two additional tests were conducted at 12.2 meters and two more
at 6.1 meters in neutral and unstable conditions. Also, the final test,
in unstable conditions, was made with the wind component meter mounted
at 87 meters on the Hanford 400-foot meteorological tower. A total of
eighteeen tests were conducted at Hanford.
The turbulence data were recorded on an Ampex FR-llOO tape recorder
at 3-3/4 ips tape transport speed for all tests. Calibration signals of
zero and one volt were recorded with the data to assure accurate reproduction of the data during the analysis period. The data were stored on
the tapes until the analysis could be carried out a few months after
the tests, with analog computer programs.
Turbulence measurements were made with the same sensor at the invitation of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories at their Liberal, Kansas micrometeorological measurement site, during their instrumentation checkout test phase in August, 1965. One good measurement
period was recorded on magnetic tape during unstable conditions with
the wind component meter mounted at a height of 5.6 meters on the site's
micrometeorological tower. Again, the data were stored in analog form
on magnetic tape for later analysis on the analog computer with the
same programs and techni~es used on the Hanford data.
RESULTS

Following coordinate transformation into a cartesian coordinate
system with the X axis oriented along the mean wind and removal of all
mean components, signals proportional to the u I , v I , and wI turbulent
wind components were re-recorded.
These were replayed into other analog computer programs including
a filtering program producing power spectral estimates. Another program provided total variances, cru2, (]v2 and cr w2,_with which the spectra
were normalized. The wave length, estimated by Ujn, .where n is frequency and U is mean wind speed, was normalized by the height, z.
When the eddy sizes were normalized in this manner and the normalized
spectral energy, nS(n)/cr2, was plotted against the normalized wave
number, nz/U, similarity of the spectral distributions was observed
most consistently with the vertical component, reasonably well with
the longitudinal component - particularly at high wave numbers, and
least clearly with the lateral component. The vertical component spectra are summarized in Figure 2, with the seven tests in near neutral
conditions, the three tests in unstable conditions, and the four tests
in stable conditions, enclosed within the shaded envelopes shown for
each of the stability groups for the data collected at 3.0 and 6.1
meters. The individual spectral estimates are shown for the stable
Test 9-1 and the unstable Tests 12-1 and 12-2 conducted at 12.2 meters
and for the unstable Test 13-1 at 87 meters. Measurements at 3.0 and
6.1 meters yield the same distribution of normalized spectral energy,
nSw(n)/crl, as a function of normalized wave number, nz/U, for neut.ral
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and unstable conditions with only one unstable case at 6.1 meters suggesting the presence of convective energy at low wave numbers. The
unstable tests at 12.2 and 87 meters, however, while corresponding to
the similar shape at high wave numbers including the mechanical energy
peak, demonstrate a significant departure due to the convective energy
input at low frequencies, revealing a convective energy peak not clearly
identified previously. The stable tests show, over the entire wave
number range, only a slight shift to higher nzjU values at 3.0 and 6.1
meters but at 12.2 meters a very obvious shift to high wave numbers
demonstrates that the eddy sizes are scaled not simply according to
height but also by stability.
The longitudinal component spectra are also reasonably similar as
shown in Figure 3 where the shaded areas again represent the envelopes
of the 3.0 and 6.1 meter data and the individual spectral estimates are
plotted for the greater heights. At low wave numbers increased variability is present in the longitudinal component spectra. Again, the
stable cases show only a slight shift to higher wave numbers for the
low level tests but a large shift is observed for the 12.2 meter test
while the general shape of the spectrum is retained. The peaks in the
longitudinal spectra occur generally at nzjU = 0.03, much lower than
the vertical ccmponent spectral peaks near nzjU = 0.4.
The lateral component spectra shown in Figure 4, also exhibit
some similarity, particularly above nzjU = 0.1. Below this point, however, a great deal of variability is found. The stable tests exhibit
the best similarity and, as with the other components, are shifted to
somewhat higher nzjU than the neutral and unstable cases. This is particularly obvious again With the stable case at 12.2 meters.
The minus five-thirds law is followed above about nz/U. = 1.0 for
the vertical component spectra and extends to as low as nz/U = 0.2 for
the longitudinal component spectra for unstable cases, to 0.4 for the
neutral cases, while the stable tests agreed only above nz/U = 1.0.
The lateral component spectra for the 3.0 and 6.1 meter levels failed to
agree with the minus five-thirds law within the frequency range of analysis except in two cases where it was observed above nz/U = 3.0. At
greater heights the Vi results are again inconclusive. The light wind
speed unstable test at 12.2 meters follows the minus five-thirds law
beyond about 1.0 but the other unstable test at 12.2 meters aoes not
fit the minus five-thirds Law we Ll., The 87 meter case fits possibly
only beyond nz/U = 10.
The shape of the spectra and the location of the spectral peaks
for the vertical component in the present investigation do not differ
greatly from prior re p9 ts of such features. The comparison by
Panofsky and MCCormick~ ) of data from various sites show peaks in
nSw(n) ranging from nz/U = 0.2 to 0.6, agreeing quite well with the
occurrence of the w spectra peevs for Hanford at about nz/U = 0.4.
Similarly, the present work agrees with the sharp drop-off previously
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found for turbulent energy in the vertical component at low wave numbers, well before n;~U = 0.01. Normalized vertical velocity spectra
reported by Gurvich ~ ) also show spectral peaks in the same general
nzffj region.
The occurrence of the peaks and the shanp. of the Hanford lon~itud
inal s~ctra agree in general with longitudinal spectra summarized by
Bermant6) for a number of sites. However, additional dependence on
height, beyond the nz/U scaling, was found by Berman for the occurrence
of the spectral peak. The additional height dependence was not detected
at Hanford, although the variability in the longitudinal component spectral estimates at low wave numbers where the peaks occurred may have
hidden such a dependence.
The Kansas data, collected in unstable conditions is compared with
the Hanford unstable cases at 3.0 and 6.1 meters for the vertical component spectra in Figure 5. The individual spectral estimates were
plotted for the Kansas Test WAM-4 while curves were drawn through the
data for each of Hanford tests. The shapes of the normalized spectra
are observed to compare favorably; the peaks occur at the same value
of nz/U and the minus five-thirds law is approached reasonably well
over the same range of nz/U. At low wave numbers the shapes of the
spectra again compare well, with a convective energy input indicated
in the Kansas data, although, as with the 10'" level Hanford data, a
convective peak statistically significant at the 80% confidence level
could not be identified as it could for the cases above 12 meters.
The longitudinal component spectra for the two sites are compared
in Figure 6. The shapes of the spectra again compare favorably. The
values of nz/U for the peak in the spectra and the nz/U range fitting
the minus five-thirds law agree quite well. However, the Kansas spectrum demonstrates a slight drop in energy at about nz/U = 0.1, which
was not found in the Hanford unstable data.
The lateral component spectra, compared in Figure 7, demonstrates
some agreement in shape between the Kansas spectrum and one of the
Hanford spectra. However, even here significant differences are found
with a larger fraction of the turbulent energy, including the peak in
the spectrum, occurring at lower wave numbers for the Kansas case.
The difference in surface roughness between the two sites is found
to have no noticeable effect on the scale of turbulent eddy sizes generated or the resulting power spectral distributions for the unstable
cases compared here where difference in instrumentation and analysis
methods have been eliminated. It is expected that only the total variances with Which the spectral densities are normalized should vary with
surface roughness. Differences due to mesoscale effects, detected in
the comparison of the horizontal component spectra between sites, which
are suggested in these data, might be much more noticeable for stable
conditions. Indeed, comparisons of Hanford spectra with a summary of
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lateral component spectra present ed by Panofsky and Deland(7) show ~or.
siderably less turbulent energy at 1.0\[ "rave number s i n stable spe ctra
for O'Neill, Nebras ka and Brookhaven, New York than for Hanford. Further comparison between Hanford, iias hi nbt on and Liberal, Kansas spectra
is desirable, particularly for stable conditions.
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at the two sites?
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The velocity variances were found to be
smaller at Kansas than at Hanford for
comparable wind speeds, as expected. Though
there is no effect of surface roughness
on the shape of the spectra, as shown here,
the magnitude of the spectral estimates vary
with the roughness as the total variances
differ between sites.
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~FFECT

OF HEAT FLUX ON THE
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE SPECTRA OVER

Lk~D

M. Miyake
University of British Columbia
F. Badgley
University of Washington
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Observations
In the month of March, 1967, a cooperative study was conducted at the AEC
Hanford Reservation, Richland, Washington, by personnel from the Pacific Northwest Laboratories, the University of British Columbia, and the University of
Washington. Presented here are results of a sequence of observations made
during one day using a three dimensional sonic anemometer - thermometer for
fluctuation measurements, sensitive cup anemometer for wind profiles, and
thermocouples for temperature profiles. Other measurements using an ultra-fast
response thermal probe and a hot-wire anemometer were made simultaneously but
will not be reported here.
The electronic and acoustic components of the sonic device are capable of
responding to fluctuations up to hundreds of cycles per second but the length
of the sound paths used, 30 centimeters, limits the meaningful response to
about 10 cycles per second, more or less, depending on the wind speed.
The sonic instrument was mounted at a height of four meters; mean winds
and temperatures were measured at six heights from .75 to 24 meters. The runs,
here numbered from 5 to 11, were spaced one hour apart and each lasted for
about one half hour. Run number five began in the early afternoon. The early
runs show unstable temperature stratification, run nine was approximately
neutral; ten and eleven show stable stratification. The average wind speed
varied throughout the day hut the trend was towards higher speeds: run five
had the lowest and run eleven the highest average speeds.
Data for the profiles were recorded on punched paper tape, sonic data
was recorded in FM format on magnetic tape.
Analysis
The mean profile data were averaged by digital techniques at PNL.
The data from the sonic instruments were processed in analogue form at
the University of Washington. Details of the methods used will appear in a
later publication. They consist essentially of first re-recording the data
in compressed form so as to bring its frequency content into the range best
handled by the analogue equipment. The data is then averaged through a lowpass filter with long time constant and the average is then subtracted from
the signal to get the fluctuating components. These fluctuating signals are
then handled in the manner appropriate to the result desired; band-pass filtering, multiplication, and integration are used as necessary.
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The profiles of mean wind and temperature are summarized in Figure 1. The
significance of many of the details is questionable, they may be due to inhomogeneous terrain, unsteady conditions, and sampling periods of inadequate length.
The general trend from unstable to stable conditions is reflected unmistaked1y,
however, in both the wind and temperature profiles.
Table I summarizes most of the gross statistics of the fluctuating properties along with a few results deduced from the profiles.
Of particular interest may be the comparison of the heat flux, H, and of
the stress, in the form of the friction velocity, U* = (t/p)I/2, computed from
the profiles and from the fluctuating quantities. The average magnitude of the
discrepancy in the U* estimates (disregarding sign) was 24%. Profile estimates
were higher than those from the fluctuation measurements in the unstable cases,
lower in the stable cases.
Heat flux estimates from the profiles agreed in sign with those from fluctuation measurements but were smaller in magnitude both for unstable and stable
stratification. The average magnitude of the discrepancy was 36%. Spectral
analyses of the fluctuations are summarized in Figure 2 (temperature spectra),
Figure 3 (vertical velocity spectra), Figure 4 (u w or stress co-spectra), and
Figure 5 (Tw or heat flux co-spectra). Note that only in Figure 5 has the frequency been non-dimensionalized by multiplying by z/u. Because of the height
of observation (400 em) and the range of wind speeds encountered (258 to 620
em/sec) the numerical values of the abscissa are not greatly changed by this
non-dimensionalizin~ and compare roughly with those on the other charts.
Discussion
Of the many noteworthy features apparent in the data only a few will be
pointed out.
One has already been mentioned: Apparent systematic discrepancies between
profile and more direc~ flux measurements of stress and heat flux.
-3
-2
Another is the large contributions of low frequencies (10
to 10
per
second) to the temperature fluctuations and heat flux espica11y in unstable
conditions. This makes suspect any method of estimating these statistics which
does not take into account long period and wide space fluctuations.
A third generalization is that while the vertical velocity ~pectra all show
an extended range in which the variation is approximately as n- 5 / 3 , only in the
frequencies above about 7 x 10- 1 should this be interpreted as being in the
inertial sub-range; at lower frequencies there is still substantial contribution
to the stress, that is, u and ware still correlated.

{

TABLE 1

e

5

Run Number

6

7

8

9

10

11

4

TIME
U400cm em/sec

From

U.

Mean
Profile

H • pCp

610

620

536

408

434

620

20.03

56.07

54.89

34.01

35.19

25.02

39.8

H

mw/ema

2.5

10.8

6.29

3.25

0.30

-1.63

-3.15

W"i'T"

mw/err!'

12.6

13.1

7.09

3.94

0.61

-3.68

-3.96

47.2

64.0

1j4.4

71.5

cr

em/sec

cr
T

°c

w

em/sec

258

0.53

0.39

63.0
0.28

44.3
0.24

60.7
0.09

0.18

0.24
.j:::,.

o
r

0.42

W']'

em/sec

•

U •

0.43

17.7

46.2

~

0.33
36.4

0.31

0.31

0.20

26.8

38.7

34.0

51.4

38.7

33.0

50.4

10.6

11.7

cr

(em/see)li

9.5

34.7

25.2

cr
VW

(em/see)Cl

17.5

39.5

15.3

UW

0.263

7.10

cr

em/sec

85.7

87.0

88.9

97.9

72.2

108.4

cr

em/sec

105.7

140.5

85.9

71.4

54.4

76.4

U
V

2.50

cr

w/u.
L
Z/L

em

at 400 em

-382
-1.05

1.26
-6490
-0.0617

1.76
-1j920
-0.0677

1.51
-4240
-0.094

1.53
-88000
-0.0045

1.43
11690
0.0343

1.36
29900
0.0134
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DISCUSSION

=0

ELDERKIN

How certain were you that dE
you discussed here?
dt

for the case

BADGLEY

dE is undoubtedly not zero, but even on an
dt
instantaneous basis is probably small compared
to other terms. Averaged over long times it
tends toward zero whereas other terms (e.g.
production and dissipation terms) do not.

ANGELL

How do you rationalize the observation that the
vertical momentum flux was greater under
stable conditions than under unstable conditions?

BADGLEY

The momentum flux you are referring to in
Table 1 was measured under various mean wind
conditions during one day, thus change of flux
reflects mostly the variation of mean wind
averaged over 40 minutes over several hours
of our experiment. The indices that you might
be interested in may be o~ and Ow which will
IJ.*
IJ.*
reflect influence of stability on the momentum
transfer.

McCORMICK

As the inertial subrange of the spectrum is
defined by that region in which the turbulence
is isotropic and no Reynolds stresses exist,
and, as a consequence, the "-5/3 law ll results,
how can you justify calling those regions of
your spectra in which the turbulence is not
isotropic and momentum flux does occur as
being within the lIinertial subrange l l ?

(
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BADGLEY

Sorry, I have used the term "inertial
subrange" too loosely. Indeed "inertial
subrange" should be used in the region you
have specified. However, one might use
designation "-5/3 law subregion" for the
region I was talking about.
In any case it seems it is most important
to know co-spectra accurately and uncover
the possible mechanism that will give "-5/3
law" sometimes when conditions of isotropy
do not hold.

HOLLAND

It is not obvious that dE/dt will be smaller
in absolute magnitude for a 5 min. average
than for an average taken over a longer time.
If variations of eddy energy production are
associated with variations of velocity and
shear within eddies with periods of the order
of 5 minutes the average dE/dt might decrease
when taken over, say, an hour. On the other
hand it seems that the average dE/dt must be
very small compared to dissipation and production rates of the order of 400 cm2/sec 3 ,
otherwise very large changes of velocity
variance would be observed between the
beginning and end of the observation period
(assuming some correspondence between the
Eulerian and Lagrangian time sequences).

BADGLEY

I agree with this comment. Although no
measurements of dE seem to exist, it is hard
dt
to see how it can reach large values even
instantaneously, let alone averaged over
appreciable times.
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~~SEARCH

ABOUT THE BOUNDARY ATMOSPHERIC LAYER
(An application of La i.kh t nam" s method)

L. SANTOMAURO
Geophysics and Meteorology Department
of the Brera Observatory - Milan. Italy

ABSTRACT
A program of experimental research on the boundary
atmospheric layer on the Po valley is established at the
Geophysics and Meteorology Department of the Brera Observatory in Milan, Italy. The Po valley is characterized by
stagnant meteorological conditions, and the land is flat
and uniform for a considerable extension, particularly
in the Milan area.
Radiosondes launching of the Milan Airport (Linate)
are used for the experimental part. These radiosondes are
particularly careful for the first atmospheric layers,and
therefore a rather number of characteristic levels are at
our disposal.
Laikhtnam's method has been applied to this first research phase; consequently the mean height of the boundary
layer has been determined both experimentally and by means
of the equation:
2(Ya

H

V2

- y) •

2.3 (1-'lI )T =const
g

s

The mean turbulence coefficient has also been calculated by means of the equation
=

0.4 (1 - ;f)

z =const

W

s
It has been found that the mean monthly height of the
boundary layer varies from a minimum of 250 meters to a
maximum of 520 meters and that the mean turbulence coefficient is between 0.56 and 2.52 m2jsec.

- 407 1. - Generality
The knowledge of the boundary atmospheric layer is
particularly important both to the field of atmospheric
physics and to that, no less complex, of applied meteorology, especially in connection with air pollution.
However, the difficulties to calculate the parameters to be used in the determination of the thickness
of the boundary layer are well-known; rather complex
equipment,which is not always available, is necessary.
Consequently, in absence of observations made especially for this purpose, it is necessary to use data furnished by radiosondes in the normal routine of synoptic
meteorology. Obviously the data furnished by radiosondes
can only give indicative values for a research which is
essentially micrometeorological. This is because: (1)
the ascent speed of the balloons in generally very fast,
unless sensors with a quick time constant are used; (2)
the number of daily radiosondes launching particularly
in certain meteorological situations, is inadequate to
establish the pattern of the thermic waves; (3) the lannching time of the radiosondes is not always meaningful
as regards the normal trend of the various meteorological
elements, especially in the lower atmospheric layers.
Logically, in this case, one cannot speak of a determination of the boundary atmospheric layer, but rather of
acquiring knowledge abv~t the order of magnitude of the
boundary layer.
This limitation, however, does not diminish the interest in the research, especially when one wants to know the
meteorological characteristics of areas with typical environments, such as the central part of the Po valley in
northern Italy.
2. - Characteristics of the Po valley
The Po valley, or Lombard plain, is the direct filiation of two mountain ranges (the Alps to the west and north
and the Apennines to the south); it has an area of 46.000
2
km with a length of 396 km and an average width of 90 km;
the soil is particularly wet.
The meteorological peculiarity of this area is the
high frequence of non-depressionary situations which, from
a five-yearly analysis, has proven to be 70% in January and
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and 80% in July.
One of the most important types of non-perturbed weather occurs particurlarly during the winter when there is
an anticyclone over central Europe; it often involves northern Italy for many days and even for several weeks. This
situation causes a thin layer of cold air over the Lombard
plain. Another non-perturbed weather situation in summer
is represented by a high pressure area with almost levelled
gradients wich also lasts for many weeks, especially when
the anti-cyclonic center remains on the Alps system.
The fact that the Po valley is very urbanized and industrialized adds another important factor to the environmental a~~ atmospheric ones; in consequence the air pollution is very emphasized, especially during the cold halfyear.

3. - Observational data
The first research period lasted from January 1st to
December 31th, 1966.
The observational data refers to the radiosonde/rawin
stati)n at the Milano Airport (Linate) of the Air Force Meteorological Service (104 m a.s.l.). These radiosondes launching are particularly careful for the first atmospheric
layers, and therefore a rather high number of characteristics
levek are at our disposal.
The temperature and wind values have been derived directly from the original reception curves every 100 m up
to the level of 1000 m and every 200 m thereafter. The geostrophic wind has been graphically calculated on isobaric and
absolute topography maps.

4.--

~aikhtnam' §. one~ameters

model

It seemed that, among the various models of the atmospheric boundary layer, the most suitable for comparison
with the ~xDerimental data plotted by a radiosonde/rawin
was the model of one parameter by Laikhtnam(for a complete exposition, refer to the Author) in which the height
of the boundary layer is independent of the turbulence
ooe f f':' c i errt .
Laikhtnam's principle was used to determine up to what
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level the research should be extended; he makes the thickness of the boundary layer depend on the amplitude of the
daily variations of the vertical temperature oscillations.
The 12-hour variations diminish in function of the height
and reflect the influence of the daily oscillations of the
solar radiation on the temperature in the low atmospheric
layers. In addition to the thermic effect on the atmosphere
due to heat transfer, there is also a dynamic influence determined by the low layers flowing on the ground surface.
In order to establish the statistical background, threeyears summer months in which, theoretically, turbulence is
more emphasized were chosen. The curve on the left of figure 1 shows the mean summer temperature profile up to 1500 m,
the curve on the right represents the profile of the mean
temperature oscillations during 12 hours (1 T
- TOOl ).
12
In the same manner, the curve on the left of figure 2 shows
the mean summer profile of wind speeds, and the curve on
the right is the profile of the mean oscillation of wind
speeds during the 12 hours ( 1V
- VOOI ). The figures on
12
the side of the two
differential
curves indicate the values of ~T and ~V, respectively in
°C and m/sec.
Since the upper base of the boundary layer is found
nearly where ~T and ~V become constant, we have chosen the
level of 1500 m as the research limit.
5. - Application of Laikhtnam' s theory
Firstly we have considered the influence of external
factors on the structure of the boundary layer; establishing
a graphic correlation between the values of global radiation,
R; the difference of wind speed at levels between 500 and
1000 m, ~C; the mean lapse rate in the 0 - 500 m layer Y ;
and the parameter of stability, ~T/V;, where ~T = T
T
o- 500
and V is the geostrophic wind (fig.)).
g

Laikhtnam uses R to indicate solar radiation. We have
plotted the values of global radiation instead; and the analysis of the figure makes the close agreement quite evident
between the pattern of this kind of radiation and the other
elements considered when using this type of model.
In our opinion, is of a certain importance is the pattern of
6C. As can be seen in the figure, it oscillates

- 411 between moderate values, while retaining an acceptable co~
relation with the pattern of R. A comparison of the /::, C
curve with that of the vertical lapse rate shows that there
is an increase in 6. C and a diminution of the lapse rate
during the cold half-year, and therefore there are long
periods of inversions; while during the hot half-year there
is a lowering of
/::, C and an increase of the lapse rate
which confirms the increased exchange of turbulent mixing
in this period. However, since the vertical wind gradient
varies very slowly, it can be deduced that convection must
be relatively moderate. In fact, in fig. 4, where the
monthly mean curves relative to mean temperature oscillations (/::, T) (continuous lines) and wind velocity ( !::. V)
(broken lines) are shown, one sees that the great variations of l6.Tl
and
lLVl are contained for the most part
in the lower atmospheric layers.
As is known, the Laikhtnam'sone parameter model states
that the height of the boundary layer is directly proportional to wind speed and inversely proportional to the
square root of the deviation of the mean lapse rate from
the dry adiabatic lapse rate. The equation, using the Author's own symbolism, is:
)

I)f

2.3 (1 -

=

) T

--------- =

const.

g

where
H
v

~a

V

g

-

'V

!

J

= height of the boundary layer (m)
= dry adiabatic lapse rate (oC/m)
= geostrophic wind (m/sec)
= mean lapse rate of the layer (oC/m)
= factor accounting the dissipation of turbulent

energy into heat
T = mean temperature of the layer (oK)
g = acceleration of gravity em/sec) •
Numerically, where the factor 1

the Milan latitude (= 980,658 em sec-

-,f
2),

= 0.8 and S for
we have the follo-
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wing values for H rounded off to the second figure:
380 m
520
330
260
390
280

July
August
September
October
November
December

250 m
260
420
440
410
500

January
February
March
April
May
June

H (year)

= 342 m

Now, analysing figure 4 where the arrows indicate the
upper limit of the boundary layer calculated with the previous equation and the monthly pattern of the /:;, T curve,
a good agreement can be observed between the results of
the equation and those deduced from the curve profile,even
more so because the former express a magnitude order.
The average turbulence coefficient is directly propo£
tional to the square of wind speed and inversely proportional to the deviation of the average lapse rate from the
dry adiabatic lapse rate. The equation used by Laikhtnam is
the following:

k

(Y - Y
a

-

-,J' )

0.4 (1

)
=

T

---------w z =

const.

g

in which k is the mean turbulence coefficient and W

-5
10 •

z =

5. 2011 x
The value of the expression (0.4w )/g for Milan is
z
-6
2.12 x 10 •
The values of k are the following:
2
2
May
1.57 m /sec September
January
0.56 m /sec
October
February
June
2.33
0.60
November
March
July
1 .34
1. 63
December
April
August 2.52
1. 81

=

k (year)

2

1.01 m /sec
0.64
1.43
0.70

= 1.08 m2 /sec.

6. - Remarks
As far as the analytical determination of the order of
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magnitude of the boundary layer is concerned, using the normal data from the radiosonda/rawin, the model on LaikhtmanJs
one parameter proves itself useful and corresponds rather
closely to the experimental data. This correspondence can
also be seen when working with data relative to rather
short periods, i.e. 30 days. The anomaly of H which we
found in the month of July is a confirmation, as there
have had a succession of meteorological situations which were
more typical of autumn than of summer.
When comparing the external parameters of the boundary
layer (eadiation in our case) and the internal ones, data
of global radiation can satisfactorily substitute those of
solar radiation.
As concerns the relation between the turbulence coefficient and the difference between the dry adiabatic lapse rate
and the mean lapse rate in function of the maximum and minimum geostrophic wind speed (fig.5); the former increases with
the diminui tion of Ya - Y •
The correlation between the turbulence coefficient and
the altitude of the boundary layer is excellent for any
value of V (fig.6).
g

Therefore, Laikhtman's model is statistically valid when
one uses data from radiosonde/rawin as long as these have
been carefully recorded.
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"f.. MICROMETEOROLOGY AT CRNL -

SOME PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

P.J. Barry

This afternoon I shall describe some of the work
we have done at Chalk River in the past and the current
state of our thinking about our problems.
Our work in meteorology has mostly been dictated
by the needs of Health Physics. We have two lines of research; one concerns the dispersion of stack gases, the
other, the deposition of airborne radioactive contaminants
onto the surface of the earth.
Our interest in dispersion has been rather more
in engineering than in meteorology and for that reason I
had not intended to mention it this afternoon. However,
after hearing some of the remarks passed and some of the
papers presented at this meeting, I thought it might be
worthwhile to take a few minutes to describe briefly our
approach. We have chosen to disregard the weather but
instead to treat the effect of changing meteorological
conditions as a random variable. We have tried to describe
diffusion rather than understand it and we have described
it in terms of frequency of occurrence of the effects on
the contamination of the atmosphere to which it leads.
The effects can be represented by the ratio of the air
concentration (C) of a contaminant to its source emission
rate (Q). The ratio is given the symbol K.
Our interests
are connected with containment and siting of reactors and
for this purpose we start with the simple equation
C
max

= K(x,8,t)Q

• • • • • • • • • • • ••

(1)

where Cmax is not a variable but a fixed requirement or
recommendation given by the ICRP or other regulatory body.
The real variables are then the containment, which controls
Q, and the distance (x) from the reactor to people which
controls K(x,8,t).
Either or both variables may be changed
so that equation 1 for any particular radionuclide is satisfied. K is also a function of averaging time 8 and the
weather conditions existing at the time (t).
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We want to find out how K changes with distance
x and the averaging time (i.e. the time period of release).
K is also a function of weather, however, and the problem
of how K varies in time, t, in reference to changing
weather patterns presents the central problem. The earlier
solution was to take the worst case, the largest value of
K ever likely to be found for a given x and 8. This
approach is safe but expensive.
It makes sense only if the
probability of a reactor accident approaches unity. In
practice we now have some confidence that the probability
of an accident, at least a serious one leading to the
release of a large quantity of radioactivity, is small.
We feel justified in taking credit for this by accepting
a value of K for which the probability of occurrence
while still small, is not vanishingly so. This credit
is reflected in less restrictive siting or containment
requirements. The object of our studies has been to
find out the frequency of occurrence of K values in much
the same way that wind speeds and heights of flood levels
are provided for similar purposes when designing buildings
and darns.
Our stack emits about 8000 curies of Argon 41
a day. The discharge rate is fairly constant and continuous.
We have been measuring ground level concentrations continuously at several points around the stack so that values
of K could be calculated continuously. The results are
summarized in Slide 1. Here I have plotted K in units of
10- 6 sec/m- 3 and the cumulative frequency of occurrence.
Take for example Station 9 where we find that a value of
K equal to or greater than 10 x 10- 6 occurs about 1% of
the time. These results are hourly averages, so this
means about one hour in every hundred.
Slide 2 shows the sampling locations relative to
the stack. Notice that the weather conditions are omitted
as being irrelevant in view of the declared purpose of
these studies. Even such elementary properties as wind
speed and direction have been ignored.
The question that naturally arises is how reliably can these results be transferred to other sites.
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- 418 Personally I would not expect differences between sites
to exceed a f vc t.o r of 5 3- .: -{~. if _'
'.J.,..
,::
luat.e when
one bears in mind the uncertainties attached to the estimates of how much of the fission product inventory may
become available for release after an accident. In any
case there is little difference between applying these
results elsewhere and transferring parameters for use in
a diffusion equation from one site to another.

On the other hand the measured probabilities
would change dramatically if the conditions of release
such as stack height and heat emission rate were changed.
To study the effect of these variables would seem the
next logical step for pursuing this approach. I think
this would be the way to assess the benefits of changing
stack height or effective stack height for example. Many
of the conditions associated with high pollution levels
are due to thermal discontinuities in the lower atomosphere and since these are mostly generated from the ground
upwards, the benefits of increasing stack height in reducing the frequency of high pollution would far exceed expectations based on the square law to which the assumption
of a homogeneous atmosphere leads.
I want to turn now to our work on deposition.
We have been working on the deposition of iodine and HTO
vapour on grass as part of our Health Physics programme
but it became evident that these tracers might be useful
for more fundamental studies. In particular a problem
which has always been a key to further theoretical development of the subject is the role played by molecular diffusion in the exchange of matter at the surface. This can
be studied very easily because iodine and HTO vapours have
diffusivities that differ by a factor of three. If the
two tracers are released simultaneously their transfer velocities should be identical if only turbulent diffusion is
important but unequal if molecular diffusion plays an important role. We worked over snow to avoid the problems
created by stomatal control of mass transfer that occur
with vegetation. In this way we found that the transfer
velocities did differ by a factor of more than two. We
now had a way of separately stUdying molecular and turbulent transfer and so were able to give evaporation models
a thorough test. This work has been pUblished*and I won't
go into detail here. We found that none of the existing

*

Geophysical Monograph No. 11, p.69 1967. American
Geophys. Unions.
IUGG-IUTAM Sym. on Boundary Layers and
Turbulence, Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 1966 (in the press)

- 419 physical models describing evaporation was satisfactory
and it appeared that they failed mainly because of the
assumptions made about the boundary layer in contact with
the surface. We therefore proposed another model which
incidentally, could be used for estimating evaporation.
The problem we set ourselves to solve was how
the tracer technique could be used to explore the nature
of the flow of air close to the surface. Another matter
of theoretical speculation has been the analogy between
mass and momentum transfers when the latter is primarily
by a pressure mechanism while the former is not, and so
Reynold's well-known analogy does not apply. We proposed,
however, that Reynold's analogy did indeed apply provided
only that component of momentum transfer attributable to
viscous forces was considered. If this is so, then the
mass transfer meansurement could be used to study the viscous
transfer of momentum and hence, between this and the measured total drag, the form drag or pressure transfer also.
As a working hypothesis we took Colborn's analogy so that

Cf =
where

cE · s c 2/ 3

••••••••••••••••••••••• (2)

Cf is the viscous friction coefficient
C

E

is the exchange coefficient defined by

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

F is the flux, 6c the concentration gradient between the
surface and the reference height and u the wind speed at
the reference height.
Sc is the Schmidt number or the ratio of the
kinematic viscosity of air to the molecular diffusivity
of the tracer. The Schmidt number takes account of the
difference in rate of transfer of viscosity and mass by
molecular motion.
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The form drag coefficient is given by

C

where

F

= CD

- Cf

. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4)

Co is the total drag coefficient defined in the
usual way by
2
=
T /pU
o
o

C

where

TO is the surface shearing stress and p is the
density of air.

Having done this with our measurements over snow
we found that CF was simply related to the roughness Reynold's
number, U Zo/v where U is the friction velocity (= T./p)~,
ZO is the*roughness parameter and v the kinematic viscosity
of air. This is shown in the next slide (slide number 3).
Reynold's numbers over snow during these experiments were mostly in the transition region between smooth
and rough flow.
We speculated how this relationship might behave
in the fully rough regime and so took some measurements
reported in the literature for transfer over grass and
some of our own measurements of iodine deposition on grass.
These are the points shown at the higher Reynold's number
and the apparent confirmation of this relation in this
region is quite fascinating.
The next slide (slide number 4) shows a rather
more idealized picture of the comparative behaviour of
the viscous, form and total drag coefficients with Reynold's
number. While pure speculation, these curves show some
interesting features which may justify a closer look.
Notice, for example, that at low Reynold's numbers viscous
drag constitutes most of the total drag and as the surface
becomes rougher form drag begins to dominate as expected.
At very high Reynold's numbers, however, viscous drag increases and eventually takes over from form drag as the
predominant component. This could be because of the large
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increase of surface area of the vegetation.
One set of evaporation measurements, however, did
not fit this picture at all well and furthermore displayed
a very erratic behaviour. These were the results reported
from Davis, in California.
One explanation is that
stomatal resistance was interfering so that the water
vapour concentration at the surface was less than the
saturation value at the temperature of the surface. If
this is so then we could calculate the stomatal resistance
by comparing the reported results with those that should
have been obtained as jUdged from the curves I have shown
in the preceeding slides. John Monteith from the united
Kingdom spent some time at Davis and calculated stomatal
resistance for the same experiments but by an apparently
independent method.
In the last slide (number 5) I compare
the results of the two sets of calculation for the
period July 30 and 31, 1962. The agreement is quite
remarkable apart from a relative displacement in time,
probably due to my misunderstanding whether the stated
times are the beginning or the end of the period.
This apparent agreement may be fortuitous certainly the many assumptions that have been made in
both calculations will need careful scrutiny.
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SLIDE 5
STOMATAL RESISTANCES CALCULATED BY MONTEITH AND THE
METHOD DESCRIBED IN THE TEXT
(Site-Davis California*)

30th July 1962
Time

r

s

(sec/m 3 x 10 2)

MONTEITH

13.30 - 14.30

31st July 1962

62

Time

BARRY

r s (sec/m 3 x 10 2)
MONTEITH

60
70

12.30 - 13.30

61

BARRY

70
83

14.30 - 15.30

73

82
80

13.30 - 14.30

71

88
85

15.30 - 16.30

87

83
89

14.30 - 15.30

88

93
97

16.30 - 17.30

133

103
106

15.30 - 16.30

95

97
96

17.30 - 18.30

350

127
166

16.30 - 17.30

116

105
125

18 • 3 0 - 19. 3 0

510

439
535

17.30 - 18.30

206

133
223

*Investigation of Energy and Mass Transfers near the Ground including the
influence of the soil-Plant-Atmosphere System. Final Report June 1963.
University of California, Davis Dept. of Agric. Eng. and Dept. of Irrigation,
F.A. Brooks et ale

~

N
V-l
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DISCUSSION

CRAWFORD

Much of the Davis, California data were
obtained under light winds with heat and
moisture being transferred under a free
convection regime. How would your drag
coefficient approach work under those
conditions?

BARRY

The model I have suggested is of course
for the forced convection regime. During
the period for which estimates of stomatal
resistance were made the wind was, I think,
strong enough for the model to apply. The
most serious drawback with the Davis data
was that as far as I could find out the
profile data reported was that obtained after
some form of smoothing had been applied
rather than the original measurements. This
procedure seems to me to diminish the value
of these experiments to other workers.

CRAWFORD

It is true that much of the Davis data was
digested and smoothed prior to publication.
Each profile was plotted on semi-log paper and
a smooth curve (using French and ships'
curves) was drawn through the data as a
function of height. Data at standard heights
from the smoothed curve were reported. This
procedure eliminated the occasional malfunctioning instrument from the reported data.
This procedure also gave smooth gradients with
height.

HOLLAND

How do you justify obtaining so much
understanding of the mechanisms in view of
your stated objectives?

-

BARRY
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I'm sorry, I seem to have given the wrong
impression. The limited objectives stated
were meant to apply to our diffusion studies
only and not to the deposition studies.
The type of experiments required to carry out
fundamental diffusion studies is well beyond
our limited resources. The approach we have
adopted to these studies satisfies our requirements for normal health physics purposes and
leaves us free to concentrate our attention
on fundamental studies on deposition and
evaporation for which we can mount a sufficient
effort.
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"~I~ARIANCE
w.

OF AN INCREASINGLY SMOOTHED RANDOM VARIABLE

T. Hinds

Atmospheric Sciences Section - Pacific Northwest Laboratory
ABSTRACT

The rate of decrease of the variance of a stationary random function with increasing smoothing is examined from the viewpoint of the
definition of variance.

As&uming the smoothing interval, t, to be

small with respect to the length of record, and the variance to be calculated from overlapping running means, it is shown that the variance,
l

os' is related to smoothing interval by

cl0 2

<~
6,0

=

2r-P~t)

L

-dtt

where P(t/2) is the autocovariance at lag t/2.

Semi-empirical forms

for P(t/2) are shown to provide a good fit for results from time series
of both Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions, and to yield fair
estimates of the autocovariance as a fUnction of lag timeo
INTRODUCTION

A recent development in the study of atmospheric pollution is the
increasing awareness that average concentrations are not the only parameter of interest; the fluctuatiop about the average is also import&lt.
This is also true of purely turbulent motions, i.e., wind speed; gusts
are also of interest, as well as mean wind speed.

Several papers have

appeared which examine in varying degrees of detail the fluctuations
of turbulence or concentration.

However, the treatment of fluctuations

of concentration are not exactly comparable to that of turbulence since
concentration fluctuations are affected by two factors; distance from
the source and the instantaneous centerline, as well as turbulent conditions.

The first has been examined by Gifford (1959, 1960) and

Csanady (1967), and is not pursued further here.

The other phenomenon,

fluctuations of a variable with time, is of interest here.
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The effect of smoothing a variable before calculating the variance
has been presented in several places, both in terms or winds and concentration.

Pas~uill

(1962) presents an extended discussion of filter-

ing, but does not present explicit relationships between variance and
smoothing interval.

Recently, Deacon (1965) found a decreasing log

relation between gust speed over two-second intervals and gust speeds
over intervals up to one hundred seconds, while Islitzer (1963) suggested a power law relation between standard deviation of azimuth over
differin~

smoothing intervals.

In terms of concentration, several

workers have presented data sugp;esting an approximate power law relation for peak-to-mean concentrations (Gifford, 1960; Singer, 1960;
Faoro, 1965).
Recogniz.ing that the peak-to-mean ratio can be stated in terms or
standard deviation of fluctua'tion, Singer et al (1963) hypothesized
that the variance of concentration is dependent upon a power of
smoothing interval.

The effect of both smoothing and length of

record on horizontal dispersion was examined recently by Genikhovich
and Gracheva (1963) in a paper which is not yet at hand.

Their results

indicate a decrease of variance dependent upon a summation of inverse
square, inverse proportionality, and exponential decrease with increasing smoothing.
In the following sections, a simple equation governing the decrease of variance with increasing smoothing is derived, the assumptions necessary for its solution are discussed briefly, and a straightforward hypothesis is made which yields a simple form for comparison
with data.

DERIVATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION
Let

X be a singled valued, continuous stationary random
variable
T

be time, the independent variable

t

be the (relatively) short smoothing interval

T be the (relatively) long length of record
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X be the smoothed value of X. over the interval t
s

X be the average value of X, over the interval T
02.

s

be the variance of X over the interval T
s

The smoothed variable is defined by
Xs =

t

T+t/2

(1)

fX(A) dA
T-t/2

where a dummy variable A has been introduced as the variable of integration.

The definition of variance

~n

terms of X is then
s

T/2

02.

s

=

1.
T

l(X -

X)2 d>'

s

-T/2
It may be noted that the operation of smoothing X over periods of
length t yields a continuous variable if overlapping means are considered, and a discrete variable if end-to-end means are considered.
Here overlapping means will be assumed.
Expanding (X - X)2 and differentiating with respect to t yields
s

T/2

=

1.
T

S{2Xs

dXs dt

2X

:iXs) ax
dt

-T/2
'l'he derivative of X is a function of the limits on the integral (1)
s

(when the integral is differentiated) and X •
s

dX

-dt s

1
= --X
t s

+;

1
= --X
t s

+

t

[X(t+tf2l

d(t~~f2)

_ X(t-t/2)

d(t~~f2)]

[~ X( t+t/2) + ~ X( t_t/2~

For simplicity, let ~ [X(T+t/2} + X(T-t/2)] be defined as XLo

-
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Then
dX
--!.
dt

(4)

Inserting this expression for dX /dt in Equation 3 yields
5

(I)
do

-dt

2
5

T/2

=

f

( II)

(III)

J

T/2

- ~S VIP
2
t

_!.T

-T/2

X's

(IV)

T/2

ax

1

- -T

Xl),dA +

-T/2

-T/2

~

f

T/2

'Xx.dA

(5)

-T/2

Each of the numbered integrals will now be examined.
First, consider Integral IV in Equation 5.

It can be written as

This is just the average of X over the interval -T/2 to T/2, which is
s

equal to X.

Thus

Consider now Integral III.

This can be written

+

~

S

T/2
( 8)

X( A-t/2)dA

-T/2
These are integrals of
_ X over2 a slightly different record than originally used to define X and 0 , with a shift in record of t/2 at each
s

end of the interval -T/2 to T/2, as shown in Figure 1.

The first

integral in Equation 8 involves a loss of t/2 length at -T/2, and a
gain of t/2 length beyond T/2.

Conversely, the second integral in-

volves a gain of t/2 length at -T/2 (i.e., integration over a portion
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of X preceding -T/2) and a loss of t/2 length of the original record
Thus, the first integral in Equation 8 is (ignoring

at T/2.

Xfor

the

moment)

~

J

; ~ IX(

-T/2+t/2

T/2
A+t/2)dA

fX(A)dA

-'r/2

f

T/2

-T/2

(9 )

while the second integral is

; ~f

~

+;

T/2+t/2J
X( A) d).

T/2

J~ ~ ~~ J.

X( >.-t!2)dA

-T/2

T/2
X( A)dA

~

+

r

-T/2

-~ r

T/2

X(A) dA

j T/2-t/2

-T/2-t/2

-T/2

]

X( A)d>"

(10)

After summmg Equations 9 and 10, it can be seen that the Intep;ral III
~

in Equation 5 is very nearly X.
and

xe

The difference between Integral III

is only that due to interchange of -t/2 -T/2 with -T/2+t/2 and

T/2-t/2 with T/2+t/2, that is the record within t/2

outs~de

the bounds

of the original record is added and the record within t/2 inside the
bounds of the original record is deleted.

This odd manipulation re-

sults from the differentiation of the limits on X.
s

Nevertheless, if

X is stationary, an assumption implicit in this entire
sum of Equations 9 and 10 is very nearly

-2
X

argument~

the

0

Now, both Integral III and IV in Equation 5 have been shown to be
(very nearly)

xe,

but with opposite sign.

Consider now Integral I in Equation 5.

The integrand can be

written as a product of mean and fluctuatinp; values:

-2
= X +

xx!L + Xx'5

+ X' XI
S L
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since X = X = X as shown on the previous page.
s
L
averaged over the interval -T/2 to T/2 9

When each term is

A similar procedure applied to Integral I I in Equation 5 yields

= (X +

XL

s

= X2

X')2
5

+ 2XX' + X'2
5

S

= X2

+ X'2

(12)

5

Thu5 Equation 5 can be written as
2

--2.
d0 = ~
dt

t

J?- + X'5X' _ tz _ s ] =
E
02

L

£ [XI X'
t

s L

_ a

2~l

(13)

An insight into the character of X~X£ is possible by defining

X'(.)
5

in terms of

the mean.

X/('), the primitive deviation of the function from

At any time ,. (the midpoint the interval over which X is
5

defined) we may write
X /(.)

= X/(
"r)
5

+ X" (.)

t14)

S

Then, using the expanded form of XL'

if xC.) is stationary, 50 that X/C.) X'Ct+t/2)

= X/Cl}

X'( .-t/2).

Equation 15 indicates that X~X~ is closely related to the autocovariance of X at lag t/2.
definition as t

~

The factor X"(r) X'(T+t/2) approaches zero by
s

0, and must finally approach zero at large t

it is a correlation.

J

since

A maximum value may be attained at some lag times

but the magnitude cannot be large and seems likely to be zero, since

1) X" is itself small compared to Xl, and 2) X~ may be either positive
s
s
or negative for a given sign on X' • Thus, to a good approximat aon ,
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(16)
Let P(t/2)
da 2
s

-~ +

= X/(L}

X/(T+t/2), so that Equation 13 may be written

222
as = t P(t/2)

t

or

Equation 17 is the expression of the dependence of variance on smoothing interval which was sought.
APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION

The existence of an explicit and unique solution to Equation 17
is dependent upon the existence of an explicit function for P(t/2), a
very restrictive condition in a practical sense.

However, good

results may be expected from the solution to Equation 11 by assuming
merely plausible forms for P(t/2), since much of the error introduced
by an erroneous form for P(t/2) will be smoothed out by the integration; any reasonably accurate form for P(t/2) will serve the purpose.
Note that P(t/2)/a 2 is approximately an autocorrelation of X at
s
lag t/2. However, the normalizing variance is a l rather than the
s
total variance, so P(t/2)/a 2 must decrease less rapidly and regularly
s
than the autocorrelation R(t/2).
One of the simplest approximations which may be made for the
solution of Equation 17 is to presume that
da:C
s

-;;-=
s

(b+kt) ~
t

(18)

from Which, by comparing Equation 17 and 18
Plt/2)

=~

(2+b+kt)

(f

'}

5

•

c
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Thus, an estimate P(t/2) of the autocovariance function P(t/2) is
possible by direct calculation, if b and k are known.

If Equation 19

accurately reflects autocovariance data, then the linear approximation
made in Equation 18 is probably adequate.

It is clear that any bene-

fits from integrating an approximate form are lost in the calculation
of P(t/2).

Nevertheless, it will be shown shortly that Equation 19

yields rather good estimates of the autocovariance function.
The constants b and k were evaluated from a comparison of the
solution to Equation 18 with data.
02
5

02

=(if

The solution is

(20)

ek(t-t o)

5,0

that b can be calculated from a point at small values of tit ,
o
and k at a large value of t/t o• Another check of the theory results
from a complete comparison of Equation 20 with 0 2/02
data at all
s s,o
intermediate tit •
o

50

Figure 2 shows a typical comparison of P(t/2) with P(t/2).

The

scale and magnitude of the autocovariance function are rather well
represented, in a smoothed fashion.

Figure 3 indicates the compari-

son of Equation 20 with data of two kinds.

Curve I results from

progressively smoothing concentration fluctuations observed at a
point in the wake of a building, and Curve II results from smoothing
the crosswind component of the wind at 50 feet.
seconds, for Curve II, to

= 20

seconds.

For Curve I, to

=5

It can be seen that the form

from Equation 20 fits the data welL
Attempts to calculate b and k directly from autocovariance data
failed, primarily due to a rather marked sensitivity of both parameters
to p(t:::: 0) and 0 2 , Leo, the character of the totally unsmoothed
function.

This is indicated in Figure 2 by an increasing lack of

correspondence between theoretical and observed autocovariance as t
approaches zero.

-
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Equation 20 has the practical advantage of simplicity, and the
disadvantage, from the theoretical point of view, of having two adjustable constants.

Unfortunately, attempts to find a solution con-

taining a single constant thus far have led to considerably less
tractable forms with little improvement in fitting the data o

A brief

example will suffice.
Presuming that P(t/2)/o2
s

= e kt,

the solution to Equation 17 is

oz

(21)

S

ool

s,o

n=l

Since k is negative, this is an alternating series which, although
convergent for all t, converges slowly at even moderate values of
t > 1.

Figure 4 indicates the comparison of Equation 20 with the

concentration data, using only two terms in the series, so t/t o < 20
The fit is good; to extend the curve to tit o = 100, several more

0

terms in the series would be required.
CONCLUSIONS
The rather general argument leading to Equation 17 demonstrated
that the hypothesis of a power law dependence of variance in smoothing interval is well founded, if somewhat restricted.

fhe dependence

of variance upon smoothing interval was shown to be "dependent upon the
autocovariance of the variable as well as smoothing interval.

In

keeping with many manipulations of autocovariance and autocorrelations,
the final results were found to be rather insensitive to assumptions
about the form of the function.

It is to be expected that accurate

functional forms, particularly if they are mathematically tractable,
will yield good results in calculations as outlined here.
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RELATIVE PARTICLE DISPERSION

IN THE A'IMOSPijERE'S BOUNDARY LAYER
S.-K. Kao and Larry L. Wendell

I

2

University of Utah, Salt Lake City
ABSTRACT
The vertical, along- and cross-wind components of the relative positions and velocities of tetroon pairs are used to determine the auto- and
cross-correlation functions, power- and cross-spectra, as well as the
relative displacement tensor. It is found that, for all three components
of the relative velocity, the power-spectra are practically coincident in
the high frequency range from 1.4 x 10- 3 to 5 x 10- 3 cycles/sec. From the
growth rate of the relative separation of particles, the along-, crosswind and vertical components of the eddy diffusivity are estimated to be
5 x 107, 10 7, and 106 cm2/sec, respectively.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a great many studies of turbulent diffusion in the
boundary layer of the atmosphere have been made. These investigations
dealt primarily with the diffusion characteristics of a sing~ particle in
the Eulerian and Lagrangian systems. Results of these studies apply
primarily to diffusion from a fixed source. In problems of air pollution
in the industrial urban areas, diffusion from a continuous fixed source
is of major interest, whereas in problems of diffusion of radioactive
debris due to reactor leakage or fallout from bomb tests, diffusion of
particle clusters is also of concern. The purpose of this paper is to
investigate the characteristics of relative dispersion of particles in
the atmosphere's boundary layer.

1
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THEORETICAL CCtiS IDERATICti

In a recent paper (Kao, 1967) a theoretical analysis of diffusion of
clusters of particles has been made. The following is a review of that part
of Kao's paper applicable to this study.
We consider two particles simultaneously released in a field of turbulent
motion which is statistically homogeneous but not isotropic. They will
meander together with the main flow, but will also drift apart due to turbulent motion. We then consider the statistical average over an ensemble of
such pairs. Let the i-th component of their relative distance at time t be
xri(t), and that of their relative rate of separation be vri(t) = dXri/dt.
We attempt to describe the statistical behavior of an ensemble of pairs of
particles in terms of Xri(t)Xrj(t) and vri(t) Vrj(t). To this end, we define
the correlation function of the relative separation velocity as follows
R

v r iVrJ.

=

(~)

~;,.;;.-...;;;....~,......

0)

We assume that the diffusion process is statistically stationary and
random, thus

= Rv

.v . (-~)

(2 )

rJ rl

If the particles are released at such a small distance apart that their
initial separation and their initial relative velocity are negligibly small
compared with their values at the time of consideration, we may omit them in
our present analysis. We have therefore
x r i (t )

= oI

t

v

ri

(t ' ) d t '

and consequently
x

.(t)~ r j(t)
rl

= It

v i(t')v .Ct ) dt'
r
rJ
o

=

(2

v.
rr

_)1 /R
v .2 a
rJ

t

0

v r iVr j.

('t')

d-r

(3)

By adding such equations with interchanged indices, we have
(4)

Integration with respect to time gives

-
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The above equation can be shown to be expressed

thus

It may be noted that for small diffusion times Rv .v . (~)
r~ rJ

= Rv

.v . (0)
rl rJ

__)1
xri(t) x .(t) = v .2 v .2
( rl r J Rv rl. vrJ. (0) t 2
rJ

(7)

2

Thus

For large diffusion times, we assume that

= 2(~
r
i,

~)!
r
j

Rv

.v .(~)
rl r J

= 0,

for

~

>t*.

T

(8)

i. t

r J

where

is a Lagrangian relative time scale.
It can be shown that the cross-spectrum of the relative velocity takes
the following form

For convenience of comparison of spectra at various levels and seasons, we use
the following normalized spectra

E

v .v .

F

v .v .

rl rJ

(n)

= (v

(n)

~: :JrJ,2)1

rl

where n is the frequency.

The inverse transform of eq. (9) gives
2

=

(-2 -2)1 IE
v.

rl

v .

rJ

o

v .v .

rl rJ

(n ) cos 2Ttn~ dn

(IO)
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Substituting (10) into (6), then integrating with respect to

= t 2 JooE v

x . (t)x .(t)
rL
rJ

o

.v .
rL rJ

~,

we obtain

(n)(Sin TInt)2 dn
TInt

(11)

For small diffusion times, eq. (11) may be approximated by
x . (t)x .(t) ... t
rL
rJ

00

2

JE

0

vriv r j

(n )

dn

(12)

Thus, at the initial stage of diffusion the separation of particles is
affected by turbulent motion of all scales.
For large diffusion times, eq. (11) may be approximated by
x .(t)x .(t) ...
r i,
rj

!

E

v .v .
rL rJ

(0)

(13)

Thus for large diffusion times the separation of particles is primarily
affected by the turbulent motion of large scale.
We define a time dependent turbulence diffusivity
D •. (t )

LJ

=i

ddt x . (t)x .(t)
rL
r j

(14)

For small diffusion times, substitution of (12) and (7) into (14) gives
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For large diffusion times, substitution of (8) and (13) into (14) gives
D•. (t)
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=
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v.
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j

T ..
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Therefore, only for large diffusion times, turbulence diffusivity becomes a
constant.
It can be shown that the variances of the relative displacement and velocity between particles are equal to twice those relative to the center of mass.
Therefore, the above results apply also to dispersion of particles relative to
the center of mass.
3.

CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION
To obtain the distribution of marked fluid particles relative to their

~
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center of mass, let (x ', y', z') be a cartesian coordinate system of which t he
coordinate axes coinciae with fhe principal axes of diffusion. It can be
shown that the following expression for the distribution of the concentration
of marked fluid particles

=

C(x' y ' z ' t)
r' r ' r'

S

(2n)3/2[x~2(t) y,2(t)
r

,t
x~
L

expf-

z~2(t)
,2
Yr

2
+

X~2(t)

r
z
+

y ,2(t)
r

,2
r

z,2(t)
r

J}

(16 )

satisfies the diffusion equation
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where S is the source s trength, and
(1S)

is the turbulence diffusivity .
For small diffusion times ,
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For large diffusion times, x~2l.(t) ~ 2 K , ,t, and (16 ) may be written
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It may be noted that in this case the diffusion equation (17) takes the
familiar Fickian form of equation of diffusion.
In the atmosphere the zr - axis is generally perpendicular to the isentropic surface which is practically horizontal outside the frontal zones. In
practice, zr may be replaced by zr'
To express the concentration distribution (16) as function of x r' Yr' zr'
and t, let a be the angle between the x r- and xr-axis, measured in the counterclockwise direction. We have
x'
r
y'
r

= x r cos n + Yr sina
= -x r sina + Yr ccs c

(19)

Since by definition,
x'(t)y'(t)=0
r

(20)

r

we obtain

Therefore,
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2 x (t)y (t )
r
r
_
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(21)

and

= xr2(t)

+

x (t)y (t) tana (t)
r

r

(22)

y,2(t)
r

(16)

= Yr2(t)

_ x (t)y (t) tana (t)
r
r

Using (19), (21) and (22), we can express the concentration distribution
as a function of x r' Yr' zr' and t.

Since Dij(t) is a tensor of second order, its relation with the turbulence
diffusivity Di"j,,(t) in a cartesian coordinate system (x",y",z") is therefore

where ci'll and Cjk" are respectively the direction cosines between the i- and
j"-axis ind between the j- and kIf-axis. Let (x",y",z") be so oriented that
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Dx"y"
that

:I

0, and let aD be the angle between the x- and x"-axis.
D (t)
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+ D

D
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Therefore,

a

D
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tan -1 tan2 a +

d (2
dt
xr

It can be seen that aD
4.

2)

d tan z«
dt

- Yr

= a when da
dt = O.

DATA AND ANALYS IS

The particle positions and velocities used in this study were computed
at the National Reactor Testing Station, ARFRO, Idaho Falls, Idaho. The
raw data was obtained from the trajectories of tetroons originally released
to verify the existence of longitudinal roll vortices in the planetary
boundary layer. A tetroon is a one cubic meter constant volume balloon of
tetrahedronal shape constructed of milar. For the tests which produced the
data used in this study, the tetroons were ballasted to have neutral buoyancy at approximately one thousand feet above the ground.
These flights were made during the month of July 1966. Under the
conditions of the experiment, each test consisted of the release of two
pairs of tetroons. The first pair was released 500 meters apart and allowed
a few minutes to reach their selected altitudes with the aid of pilot
balloons. The tracking information for this first few minutes is not
included in the final data. The second pair was released about thirty
minutes after the release of the first pair and the same procedure followed. Each pair was tracked by a separate radar until the last of the
four tetroons was lost. The two tracking radars were located within a
few meters of each other.
The tracking data for each tetroon flight was reduced to obtain, in
part, positions at one-minute intervals in a cartesian coordinate system
oriented with the origin at the radar site, the x-axis due east, the y-axis
due north, and the z-axis in the zenith direction. The velocity components,
u, v, and w, in the x, y, and z directions respectively were computed for
the position data.
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In order to reduce the effect of the errors involved in tracking the
tetroons, a three point smoothing was performed on the positions. Since
the velocities were obtained from the differences in the smoothed positions, they represent a three minute running average of velocities computed
from unsmoothed positions.
The synoptic conditions during this period of testing were such that
the wind carried the majority of the tetroons in a north-northeast to
northeasterly direction with average velocities from 5 to 15 meters per
second. Since this general condition provided the largest sample of
trajectory pairs, those few cases not falling into this category were
not included in this study.
Considering the available data, the ideal situation would be to study
the dispersion as it is represented by the behavior of a cluster of four
tetroons as shown in Figure 1. However, a preliminary analysis of those
clusters released during the predominant synoptic situation indicated that
the thirty minute delay in the release of the second pair plus an early
loss of one of the four tetroons reduced the number of samples, with barely
over one hour's concurrent flight time, to two. For this reason, only
data from pairs of tetroons are considered in this study. The data available for this period contained 10 pairs of tetroon trajectories which were
released in the predominant flow pattern and were in excess of 105 minutes
tracking time without missing data. It is these ten trajectories which
were used in this study. A case study of the dispersion of clusters of
four particles has been made and will be reported elsewhere (Wendell, 1967).
The terrain over which these ten pairs were carried was relatively
flat, with a mountain range parallel to the flight paths to the northwest.
The north-northeast tracks carried three pairs over a small extension of
these mountains onto the plain during the period of flight considered here.
In order to study dispersion parameters in the along- and cross-wind
direction, it was necessary to rotate the coordinate axes in such a way
that the x-axis was oriented along the mean wind and the y-axis was perpendicular to the mean wind for each pair. The direction of the mean wind
for each flight was assumed to be along a line connecting the mid-points
of the first and last observed pair position. The position and velocity
data for each pair were then determined in the new coordinate system. The
relative displacements and velocities for each pair were then computed.
5.

THE AUTO-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND PaYER SPECTRA

The mean auto-correlation functions for the along-, cross-wind and
vertical component of the relative velocity are computed with use of
eq. (1) and are respectively shown as Rur u (~), Rvrvr(~) and Rwrw (~) in
Fig. 2. It is seen that the auto-correlatIon function for the al~ng-wind
component of the relative velocity shows a monotonic decreasing characteristic, where the auto-correlation functions for the relative cross-wind
and vertical velocities show a wavy behavior for time lag greater than
10 min. All three auto-correlation functions converge at about 40 min.
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The mean normalized power spectra for the along-, cross-wind and
vertical component of the relative velocity, denoted as Furur(n), Fv~vr(n)
and Fwrwr(n), are computed with the use of the Blackman-Tukey smoothLng
formula (Blackman and Tukey, 1958)
FFk
where
F = 4
K

I

T
M
R(~)

cos 211m d..

o

is calculated by trapezoidal integration with n

=0.5

T Illt.
m

klTm, k

= 1,2, ..... ,

The three normalized power spectra are shown in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that all three spectra practically coincide with each other
in the frequency range from 1.4 x 10- 3 to 5 x 10- 3 cycles sec- l
In view
of the fact that the power spectra for the large-scale relative velocity
is more or less proportional to k- 3 (Kao and Gain, 1967), a line of k- 3 is
drawn in Fig. 3 for comparison. For frequency lower than 1.4 x 10- 3 cycles
sec- l the turbulent kinetic energy of the along- and cross-wind component
of the relative velocity increase with decreasing frequency; however, the
spectrum for the along-wind component shows a steeper slope than that for
the cross-wind component. The spectrum for the relative vertical velocity
shows an energy peak at frequency 3.4 x 10-4 cycles sec-I.
The power spectra were computed up to the folding frequency of 8.33
x 10- 3 cycles/sec. Because of the three point smoothing of the trajectory
positions in the analysis, which is equivalent to a three-minute running
mean ~f the velocity, spectral values for frequencies greater than 5.5
x 10- cycles/sec are unrepresentative, and were, therefore, not shown in
Fig. 3.
To obtain the power spectra of the relative along-, cross-wind and
vertical velocities, the normalized power spectra need to be multiplied
with the variances of the respective components of the relative velocity.
The variances of these velocity components are listed.as follows:

2:
u

2:
v

2:
w

8.91

6.49
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r

r

(10

4

2
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cm sec )

The seemingly high value of the variance of the relative vertical velocity
is likely due to the effects of the thermal and forced convections over
the paths of the flights.
6.

THE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCnONS AND CROSS-SPECTRA

To examine the characteristics of the anisotropy of the field of
relative turbulence and diffusion, the cross-correlation functions and
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normalized cross-spectra are computed and shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. It is seen that the cross-correlation function for the along- and
cross-wind relative velocities is mostly positive for time lag smaller
than 20 min., but negative for time lag greater than 20 min. The crosscorrelation function for the relative along-wind and vertical velocities
shows mostly positive in the range of time lag from 15 to 35 min., but
negative outside of the range, whereas the cross-correlation function for
the vertical and cross-wind velocities shows an alternate positive and
negative distribution. Fig. 5 shows that the rate of the along-wind transport of cross-wind momentum is mostly negative for the high frequency range
but positive for the low frequency range, whereas that of the vertical
momentum is mostly negative for all frequency. The rate of the vertical
transport of the cross-wind momentum appears not appreciably positive or
negative in any frequency range. The effect of the cross-spectra on the
degree of anisotropy of turbulence and diffusion may be seen from Fig. 5
with application of eq. (11). In general, for small diffusion times, the
degree of anisotropy of turbulent diffusion is affected by the crossspectrum of all frequencies, but primarily by that of the low frequency
for large diffusion times. Further discussions of the degree of anisotropy
in the turbulent diffusion will be given in the later sections.
7.

THE RELATIVE SEPARATION OF PARTICLES

As a measure of the relative along-, cross-wind and vertical separations of particles as a function of time, the mean squares of these separations are computed at one-minute intervals. These mean squares of particle separation are plotted in Fig. 6. It is seen from this figure that
the rate of change of the mean square of the relative along-wind separation
is about five times greater than that of the relative cross-wind separation,
whereas the latter is about an order of magnitude greater than that of the
relative vertical separation. The mean square of the along-wind particle
separation generally increases with time up to about seventy min., after
that it shows a slight wavy oscillation and then a substantial decrease.
Examining the trajectories of these tetroon flights it is found that at
about seventy min. after the launch of the tetroon some of them approached
the mountain range to the north of the launch site. This mountain range
could cause a convergence in the direction of the mean wind and, therefore,
the decrease in the mean square of the relative along-wind separation.
Fig. 6 shows that the mean squares of particle separation behave more
or less linear with time in the first seventy minutes. Applying the
expression for the large diffusion times,

to the curves in Fig. 6, we found the following eddy diffusivities
7
2
Kxx • 5 x 10 em Isec
2
7
Kyy • 10 em Isec
2
K • 106 em Isec.
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8.

THE COVARIANCE OF SEPARATION AND PRINCIPAL AXES OF DIFFUSION

To further examine the degree of anisotropy of the field of turbulence
and diffusion, the covariance of particle separation in the horizontal
plane and the angle between the principal axis of diffusion and the direction of the mean wind are computed and shown in Fig. 7. The covariances
of particle separation involving the vertical displacement are generally
small compared with the covariance of the separation in the horizontal
plane, and therefore, only the latter is presented here. It is seen fro&
Fig. 7 that the values of the covariance and angle a in the horizontal
plane are negative for the first twenty-five minutes, then become positive
for the rest of the time, which indicates that the principal axis of diffusion tends to make a positive angle with the direction of the mean wind
for comparatively large diffusion times. It is interesting to note that
the mean covariances of the relative velocities are:
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DISCUSSION

It is felt that the size of the available sample (of tetroon data)
used in this study is small and that the data are not ideally suitable for
the type of analysis applied, because the original tetroon experiment was
not designed for particle dispersion study. Although some characteristic
features of particle dispersion in the atmosphere's boundary layer have
been obtained in this study, more experiments are needed for further analysis. Because in the earlier tetroon experiments the orientation of the
tetroon pairs at the release time was mostly along the direction of the
mean wind, with small cross-wind separation as compared with the along-wind
separation, the lateral separation of particles cannot be determined as
accurately as the along-wind separation. For this reason, it would be
advantageous to conduct the experiments with the release of at least three
tetroons at a time, forming a geometric pattern which would be most effective for dispersion studies of this type, for example, three tetroons
forming an equilateral triangle. The most ideal arrangement would be
four tetroons forming a pyramid. To increase the accuracy of measurement
of each of these tetroons could be tracked by two radars using a double
theodolite technique.
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DISCUSSION

CSANADY

Much of the analysis in the early part of
the paper parallels Batchelor's (1952)
paper. In that paper it was shown that the
relative velocity of the diffusing parcels is
not a stationary process, the variance
increasing with time because a greater range
of eddies comes to contribute to relative
motion with increasing separation. How do
you interpret auto-correlation functions and
justify spectral analysis of a non-stationary
process?

NIEMANN

The essential difference between Batchelor's
(1952) paper and the present one is that the
former dealt with the microscale diffusion
depending directly on the kinematic viscosity
and the rate of dissipation due to the molecular viscosity, whereas the latter is concerned
with the meso-scale turbulent dispersion
depending on the characteristics of the
Reynolds stresses in the atmosphere.
It is known that relative dispersion of
particles is generally non-stationary in
character. However, it is found, fram the
analyses of the relative dispersion of particles in the atmosphere by the large-scale
(Kao and Gain, 1967) and by the meso-scale
(the present paper) turbulent motion, that
the auto-correlation functions converge well
and that the spectra of the relative velocity
are generally stable. These facts suggest
that quasi-stationary processes exist within
certain average scales of the turbulent
motion in the atmosphere. The auto-correlation
functions and the normalized spectra presented
in the present paper may then be considered
as those for the quasi-stationary process. It
is felt that these quasi-stationary processes
could be of practical importance in the
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prediction of turbulent diffusion within
certain scales of the turbulent field of
motion.
ANGELL

It may be of value to note for comparison,
on relative dispersion of particles, that
the data utilized by Kao are identical
with those acquired by Angell and Pack at
NRTS in July 1966, and included in their
summary paper presented earlier.
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~~EORY

OF THE EFFECTS OF STABILITY UPON THE WIND PROFILE
UNDER CONDITIONS OF INHOMOGENEOUS TERRAIN ROUGHNESS
A. K. Blackadar, P. E. Glass, H. A. Panofsky
The Pennsylvania State University

ABSTRACT
Whenever a wind (in the atmospheric boundary layer) which is
in equilibrium with a surface of a certain roughness passes onto a
surface of different roughness, finite intervals in time and space are
required for the wind to come into equilibrium with the new surface.
The depth of the layer within which the air is undergoing horizontal
acceleration increases with increasing distance downwind from the
change of roughness under conditions of neutral stratification (Elliott,
1958; Panofsky and Townsend, 1964).
For non-neutral conditions of stratification, a perturbation-type
theory has been developed by the authors to describe the effect of nonadiabatic lapse rates on the depth of the accelerated layer. Under conditions of continuity of stress, wind speed, and wind shear at z = ~
(the height of the top of the accelerating layer) the equations of ~otion
are integrated numerically through the accelerated layer. From this
integral an expression for~7!'~ (where ~ is the reciprocal of the
Monin length) as a function of-downwind distance from the change in
roughness is obtained.
The results of preliminary tests of the theory indicate a somewhat
smaller effect of stability than that predicted in a theory suggested by
Miyake as modified by Panofsky (1965); both theories predict an increase
of n with increasing instability, other factors being equal. However,
the/effect of stability on ~ is so small and the scatter in presently
available observations is sb large that it is not yet possible to
discriminate between the two theories.
INTRODUCTION
Elliott (1958) considered the non-equilibrium flow in the atmospheric
boundary layer which occurs downstream from an abrupt change in surface
roughness, thereby more nearly approximating nature wherein homogeneous
terrain, a requirement of many other models, seldom occurs over greater
than very small areas. He assumed a Prandtl-type logarithmic wind profile
to exist both above and below an internal boundary separating accelerating
and non-accelerating air. This type of model gives a discontinuity in
the wind shear at the internal boundary which Panofsky and Townsend (1964)
eliminated in their model by employing a log-linear wind profile below the
internal boundary and a Prandtl-type logarithmic profile above it.
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The Panofsky-Townsend and Elliott models formally apply only to neutral
stratification, although Elliott suggested qualitatively how his results
might be modified for non-adiabatic conditions. The models of Elliott
and Panofsky and Townsend agree very well with each other and with data
in their predictions of the depth of the accelerated layer when slight
differences in definitions of this point ire considered; their chief
differences lie in conclusions about how u and the non-dimensional wind
shear, ~, vary with height in the accelerating air. It can be said
that thT present theory is an extension of the work of both Elliott and
Panofsky and Townsend in that it utilizes a log-linear lower wind profile,
as did Panofsky and Townsend, in conjunction with the simple relation
between fetch and depth of the accelerating layer provided by Elliott's
model. Upon this joint foundation is added a dependence of the wind
profile (and, hence, of the depth of the accelerating layer) upon
stability which is introduced'as a perturbation on the wind shear.
A completely different approach to the inhomogeneous terrain problem
was taken by Miyake in his M.S. thesis at The University of Washington
(1961). He characterized the horizontal growth of the accelerated layer
downwind of a change of roughness by the local mean horizontal wind
velocity and the vertical growth of this layer by the standard deviation
of the vertical wind velocity. Panofsky has modified this interesting
theory (1965) to include diabatic conditions. Comparisons of the present
theory and the modified Miyake theory with each other and with data are
presented later in this paper.
THEORY
The present model is a two dimensional account of several aspects of
what happens in the atmospheric boundary layer when air which is in
equilibrium with a surface of roughness zol (see Fig. 1) encounters an
abrupt change in the roughness (at x = 0) to a new value zoo This change
in roughness has the immediate effect near the gr9und of changing the
surface stress and hence the friction velocity. As the change in stress
near the ground is propagated upwards by the mixing action of the turbulence, a progressively deeper layer of air is affected thereby and the
internal boundary described by Elliott develops between air which has
been influenced by the change of surface stress and that which has not.
The present model assumes that the fetch in both the + and - directions
from x = 0 is virtually infinite, that the direction of the x axis is
parallel to the mean wind, that the stress is constant with height in
the upwind equilibrium flow and that the effects of horizontal mixing
are negligible.
Using the notation for various parameters shown in Figure 1, we may
express the following conditions which were assumed to apply below the
internal boundary
(1)
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where z is height, k is von Karman's constant (0.4 in the atmosphere),
~ is a non-dimensional wind shear, and 0( is the reciprocal of the
Monin length, L; and
(2)

where ~ is the friction velocity at a height z beneath the interface
z = ~ , where ~o is the value of the friction velocity at the height Zo
at a~y point downwind of the change of roughness x = 0, and where

...

Y=

w

U, -U.

7

(2a)

where ~1 is the value of the friction velocity everYWhere in the upstream,
equilibrium regime. (2a) was obtained by solving (2) for ~ , evaluating
the resulting exprlssion at z = ~ , and requiring continuity of stress at
this height, i.e. u (~ ) = ~l' Putting (2) into (1) and integrating
from z = Zo to z = ~ ~ves the wind profile, denoted by u_ , in the
accelerating layer bnder the interface

4~ ma i.e; -I- r+"koet1l~-Z~
r,
~(e1.-2. 0)
oz.\
+ *.

'1

2

vt

(3)

It may be pointed out here that very recent studies by the authors seem
to indicate that the assumptions about the behavior of ~ and ~ in the
accelerating layer are not only unnecessary to the deveiopment of this
theory but probably are not exactly fulfilled. Assuming a wind profile of
the form of (3) would have been preferable and would give virtually
identical results.
The wind profile above the interface denoted by u+ is given simply by
(4)

where z 1 is the upstream roughness and where ()( ~ 0( I in general because
the hea~ flux may not be the same upwind and downwind of x = o.

1.

At z =
we may neglect Zo and Zo1 with respect to z if we are not
too close to the ground and then set ll+ = u_, i.e. require velocity
continuity at the interface.
(5)
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Substitution of (2a) into (5) and division through by *
u, gives, after
some algebra,

~ ':t -+ (0<-0(')7
~'J
..I.. k % - I
2.
r
~o

x·

(6)

which is a convenient non-dimensional relationship between the depth
of the accelerating layer of air and the normalized difference between
the surface stress up- and downwind of the discontinuity in roughness.
Expression (6) can be modified to two simpler forms; (7) below applies
when the up- and downwind surfaces have equal thermal properties,
•
()( -0( r
J..e.

x

(7)

and (8) below applies to neutral conditions i.e.

X=

(8)

Because of the nature of the site from which data were acquired to test
the present theory, (7) was selected for subsequent use throughout the
rest of the development of the theory.
We now write a simplified equation of motion for the two-dimensional
model in use in this theory
(9)

We non-dimensionalize (9) by multiplying through by k 2/u*2 and integrate
l
from z
Zo to z
to get

=

=?

1{v%¥J~

e:

where U:= ku/ti l•
(10) as

0.(,)

- ~ ~()6~ - {. ~( a,~;~.~)
,

(10)

d(r.)

By using the definition of X given in (6) we can rewrite

1

rU~dll ~
..zo

(11)
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The integral on the left side of (11) can be evaluated by non-dimensionalizing
(3) by the same general means as used above in (9), differentiating the
result with respect to x, and multiplying the two together to obtain the
integrand which turns out to be a complicated polynomial of 28 terms.
For the sake of conservation of space, the expanded integrand is not
given here. This integrand can be integrated analytically term by term
in a straight-forward manner and the resulting integral is given in (12)

~JU;~dP;~f-klI+~/~lR-t7mJ-Pi~~1'I]

(12)

where

li-

Ms
Note that ~~;'~X appears explicitly as a factor of the right side of
(12) and therefore we may solve (12) for it directly. Differentiating
the resulting expression with respect to 0( and reversing the order of
differentiation on the left side (which is permissible because X and
0(
are independent variables) gives
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which can be integrated numerically to giVe~~~ as a function of x.
It should be noted that since ~ itself appears on the right side of
(13), the integration can be p~formed by an iterative process to any
value of (j.. and to any degree of precision required. For values of 0(
sufficiently close to zero, i.e. for near-neutral condition, ~ can be
approximated by the ~ for neutral conditions as given by eit~er the
Elliott or Panofsky-T6wnsend model. Elliott's model was in fact used
to evaluate (13) for near-neutral conditions because of its relative
simplicity and the results for various values of z /L and x are shown
" F "l.gure 2 •
0
l.n
TESTS OF THE MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS
Data used in testing this model came from a specially designed and
constructed observational site.
Salt marsh land bordering Delaware Bay was selected for the observational program because of its extensive unobstructed fetches. The
site is in the salt-hay marsh of Lawrence Township, New Jersey, about
seven miles south-southwest of Bridgeton. The observational aspects of
the program were carried out by Thornthwaite Associates under a subcontract.
The surface relief is very slight, and the maximum relief for the
entire marsh area is less than 70 cm. The local relief at the observation
site is on the order of 3 cm. The vegetation is low. Salt marsh grasses
and sedges of several species alternate with occasional cattails and
alders. Unharvested hay is about 20 cm high, whereas the mown hay is
about 3 cm high. The occasional scrub alders and cattails have been
removed from the area of the observation site. There are no buildings
or trees in the 3 km of marsh that lie to the northwest and west of the
site, and this entire area has been left uncut during the conduct of
the experiment.
The instrumentation at the site consists of 4 masts each 7 meters
high located in a line at right angles to the discontinuity of roughness.
At least one mast is always located upwind of the discontinuity to provide
information about the upstream profile, and the other three masts are
spaced out downwind of the discontinuity at distances of 5, 15 and 40 m
respectively. The masts are each equipped with Thornthwaites cup
anemometers at heights of 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640 cm and with 2 pairs
of thermocouples for determining the local lapse rate at two levels.
The masts are denoted as A, B, C, and D in order downwind.
As mast A is located upwind from the cut, its profile may be considered to be representative of the profile for the uncut grass. The
absence of any systematic difference of wind speeds at the 640 cm level
on successive masts suggest that the wind profile has achieved an equilibrium except for accelerations at lower levels, which can be accounted
for plausibly by the effects of the surface roughness change at x = o.
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Analysis of the Mast A profiles by the use of standard techniques
indicates a roughness length for the uncut hay, (zo'), of ~o em, and a
zero-plane displacement from 10 to 20 cm depending on the season and the
resulting height of the uncut marsh grass.
Fitting of the lower portions of the profiles over the mowed grass
indicates a uniform roughness length for the mown area, (zo)' of close
to 1 cm and a negligible zero-plane displacement.
In practice it has been difficult to determine the height of the
interface accurately from profiles from this site; hence another approach
has been employed making use of horizontal accelerations which are much
easier to determine precisely. Let us define, therefore, a non-dimensional acceleration, Q,
(14)
By integrating the equation of motion (9) from Zo to ., i t can be shown
that
I

2. x.

I

M
(15)

Since the change in the depth of the accelerated layer with respect to
stability is of the greatest interest here, a ratio of Q for unstable
conditions (QU) to Q for neutral conditions (QN) was formed from (15)
using values of ~ and ~~ from the present theory and Elliott's theory
respectively. A~-analogpus ratio implied by the theory of Miyake as
modified by Panofsky is shown in Figure 3, along with the ratio QU/QN
derived above for the present theory. In Figure 3 also are plotted observed
values of QU/QN produced from data giving u vs x by utilizing (14).
Both theoretical predictions of QU/QN vs stability seem to fall well
within the range of scatter of presently available data.
REFERENCES
Elliott, W. P., 1958: The growth of the atmospheric internal boundary
layer. Trans. Amer. Geophys.Union, v. 39, 1048-1054.
Panofsky, H. A., and A. Townsend, 1964: Change of terrain roughness and
the wind profile. Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc., v. 90, 147-155.
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Schematic representation of flow over inhomogeneous surface.
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DISCUSSION

TAYLOR

Have you measured or do you intend to
measure Reynold's stresses as well as
velocity profiles?

GLASS

We plan to determine the Reynold's stress
(or rather the quantity UTW' in conjunction
with wind profiles. We hope to determine
U'W' at two heights intermediate among the
five levels at which the wind speeds are
measured.

SMITH

At the ESSA Cincinnati Experimental Facility,
an instrumented meteorological tower is
situated in a grassy field surrounded by
typical large urban structures. The wind
profile at the tower under neutral conditions
is quite similar to a profile from the
Panofsky theory applied to the state.
A tracer experiment conducted at the same
site shows that the internal boundary of
which you spoke should be considered only
as a time-mean phenomenon.

ENGEIMANN

Have you ascertained that the initial profile
is not a transient state?

GLASS

Lack of a systematic variation in wind speed
from mast to mast heights above the level
Z = ~ suggests that the upstream profile is
substantially in equilibrium.
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SIMILARITY THEORY OF DIFFUSION IN THE
ATMOSPHERIC SURFACE LAYER COMPARED WITH EXPERIMENTS*

w. Klug, Institut fUr Meteorologie,
Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, Germany
Swmnary
The results of similarity theory applied to turbulent diffusion in the atmospheric surface layer are compared with concentration measurements as obtained from Project 'tTairie Grass." The
analysis of this comparison shows that very good agreement between
theory and observations can be obtained when the "lateral turbulence
level" is included through a regression equation.
(The complete paper will be in the ~rterlY Journal of the
Royal Meteorological Society, October 19 7 .

*Work

performed while the author 'WaS temporarily at the Atmospheric
Turbulence and Diffusion Laboratory, ESSA, Oak Ridge, Tenn., USA.
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~DIFICATION OF THE WIND PROF'ILE DUE TO CHANGES IN
SURFACE ROUGHNESS

F. B. Smith, British Meteorological Office
(Visiting Scientist, ATDL l ESSA, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee)
Abstract
Equations for the mean wind speed, the turbulent shearing
stress and the eddy diffusivity are formulated in terms of height
above ground, downwind distance and a surface drag coefficient,
applicable to a layer in which the coriolis effects are deemed
negligible. One empirical parameter is contained in these equations and it is found that the rate of climb of the so-called internal boundary layer, when air passes from one homogeneous surface
terrain to another, depends selectively on this parameter: Experimental data appearing in the literature is at present insufficient
to fix the parameter more than roughly. Several numerical experiments have been carried out giving ostensibly sensible changes in the
wind profile. Modifications to the basic equations, to allow for
vertical velocities arising from height changes of the ground and
from horizontal retardation of the air, are suggested.
Introduction
One difficulty in numerical synoptic forecasting is to
adequately represent the effect of the Earth's surface on the
atmosphere. For short range forecasting this is not too important
but for medium and longer range forecasting (a few days or more)
this effect becomes vitally significant. This is because the surface
is an important link in the energy exchange processes, and the vertical
velocities induced and the convective transfer of heat and moisture
lead to highly relevant coupling of the air at different heights in
the atmosphere.
This is a very complex problem and various attempts have been
made to solve certain aspects of it; for example, the variation of
wind with height in the boundary layer in stable, neutral and unstable conditions has been stUdied quite closely for many years.
The changes in the wind profile and the turbulence when the surface
terrain changes have also been studied and it is this problem we
shall now discuss.
Suppose air travelling over a homogeneous surface has reached
equilibrium so that the wind velocity and turbulence do not change
with x , the distance downstream from some arbitrary origin. Then,
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the air passes from this surface to a new surface which now extends
indefinitely in the x-direction. Suppose the new surface is rougher
than the first. We may even suppose the surface to be elevated above
the first; for example a dense forest compared to grassland. A series
of reactions will be set up as a result of the transition. A pressure
field will be set up which will affect the air before it physically
reaches the transition. With an obstacle the size of a forest (i.e.
the height of the trees) this pressure effect will probably only be
felt a few tree lengths upstream and the air will rise and deviate
slightly to the left as it climbs up to clear the the forest canopy.
A small proportion will of course penetrate the forest itself. Exactly
what the wind velocity will do as a direct result of this rise is not
entirely clear but probably there will be a small tendency for the
speed to increase in any element of air in the lower layers. However,
the increased roughness will fairly ~ick1y counteract this effect:
the higher drag will remove momentum from the lower layers just above
the canopy. This increases the velocity gradient with height, which
in turn increases the turbulence. Put another way the energy of the
mean wind is converted into turbulence to satisfy the increase in
momentum flux at the surface. This increase in turbulence helps to
bring down the required momntum to overcome the surface drag from
successively deeper layers of the air. Since the lowest layers no
longer have to carry all this burden themselves, the wind speed is
partially restored towards, but not up to, the original value over
the grassland. The overall retardation has two effects j firstly
from the e~tion of continuity it induces a vertical velocity which
increases from zero right at the canopy surface. Secondly, the air
deviates again to the left to run rather more down the synoptic presure gradient. This release of potential energy is probably small
compared to the other energy transfer processes going on in the
lowest tens of meters, but overall must contribute the greater part
of the re~red source of energy needed to overcome the increased drag.
We thus see that even in neutrally stable conditions a complex
chain of events takes place in adjusting to the new terrain. A similar
set of events happen when the air moves from a rougher to a smoother
terrain.
To simplify the problem we will limit the analysis to a fairly
shallow layer of the atmosphere in which the synoptic pressure
gradient, the coriolis force and the induced vertical velocities
can be ignored.
The Equations for the Simplified Problem
We will look for equations which will approximately describe
the adjustment process in the lower layers of the atmosphere where
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normally over a homogeneous terrain the shearing stress is assumed
cons tant with height.
In such a layer, in neutral conditions, the following relationships
are known to hold reasonably well:

...........
u*

( 1 )

= constant

where

mean wind speed at height z

u*

=
=

k

=

von Karman's constant

u

K =

z

0

=

friction velocity;
P = density)

l'

2
=
P u*

(1'

= shearing

stress,

..- 0.41

dif:f'usivity
roughness length

In the transition region downwind of the change from one terrain to
the other, these equations will not be true until a new equilibrium
is reached some distance downstream. In obtaining equations to
describe the adjustments going on in the transition region we will
seek maximum simplicity by retaining only what are considered to be
the dominant terms.
(a)

The momentum equation.
The principal reason why the momentum changes is that the shearing stress no longer is constant with height. Thus if the shearing stress decreases with height there is a net retarding force
on each element of air and u will decrease.

em 1 or
u dX = P dZ =
(b)

0u

dZ

2

*

( 2 )

Momentum flux equation.
In equilibrium we have the relation

( 3 )
which in a sense can be thought of as a definition of K.
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It will be assumed that even in the transition region, this equation remains approximately true.
(c)

So far we have only two equations for three unknowns u, ~, and
K. To proceed, one further relationship is required. Several
possibilities present themselves inclUding the following seven:
(i)

U~ing t~ basic equations of motion derive an equation for
~

;; - uw. Although this is possible the resulting equation
is very complicated and involves terms we cannot hope to
estimate.

(ii) Assume K remains constant. This is not very satisfactory
on two accounts; firstly it appears that K changes as much
as u* and percentage-wise more than u , Secondly it would
not lead to a correct new equilibrium state far downstream
over the new terrain.

=

=

(iii) Assume that at each point K
ku*z where u* u*(x,z).
This seems more reasonable but perhaps puts too much
emphasis on the role of the height z in the transition
period.
(Lv )

Assume a linear interpolation for u* between the old and
new equilibrium values along the vertical from the supposedly abrupt internal boundary layer to the ground.
This is the technique used by Panofsky and Townsend
(1964) QJRltE, p. 147.
In conjunction with this assumption
they assume du/JZ = u*/kz and so the only unknown is the
height d of the internal boundary layer whf.ch they obtain
by substitution in the equation of momentum. The method
seems to work reasonably well in practice.

(v)

Derive an equation for the development of u*' This approach is being currently tried by E. Peterson at Penn.
State University. The equation is basically an energy
equation for the turbulent velocities which equates the
rate of turbulent energy change to a generation term,
proportional to the wind shear, and a dissipation term
dependent on u*. The empirical relationship between u*
and the turbulent energy is used to reduce the equation to
one solely involving u and u*:

5

2
dU

3" 21,.

*

2

du

= u * dZ -

u

3*

kz

Since these terms are well founded and, in equilibrium,
give the correct form for the wind profile, this method
seems very promising.
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(vi)

Von Karman I s method. (See Sutton IS ''Micrometeorology''
p , 81). From similarity considerations, v , Karman postulated that u* and K should be linked with the local velocity
profile:

In the equilibrium constant shearing stress layer these
relationships are known to give correct answers but I do not
know whether they have ever been verified or tested above
this level or in transition conditions. If they could be
shown to have a certain validity then the expression for u*
could be used in conjunction with our equation (2) to solve
the problem.
(vii)

Obtain an empirical equation for the rate of change of K.
This method is based on the concept that, since K is some
measure of the turbulence, K will change from two main causes,
firstly because energy is fed into, or taken out of, the
turbulence as the air is retarded or accelerated; i.e.
energy is exchanged between the wind profile and the turbulence. Secondly the turbulence is acting upon itself
to diffuse itself along the vertical:
oK
u dX = generation term + diffusion term.
In equilibrium the right-hand side is zero either because
the individual terms are themselves zero or because they
are equal and opposite in sign. For simplicity we choose
the first of these two conditions.
Being an empirical approach we try K(O~/oz2) for the diffusion term since it has the right sort of form and is zero
in equilibrium. The generation term is rather more difficult
to construct but should be proportional to du*/OZ, since
it is this term which gives rise to energy exchanges.
The form eventually chosen for trial was
u du*
- AK-

~

~

oz

which is again zero in equilibrium. A is some empirical
cC~Gtant which as to be found from experimental data.
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The full equation is thus:

2

0

u Ou*

oK

u-=AK--+K
~

Ox

oz

K

( 4 )

2oz

We will investigate the consequences of this last method
in this paper.
Method of Solution
Equations (2), (3), and (4) from the basis of the solution. In
addition certain boundary conditions are required. At the ground we
assume K = O. At this stage we will also assume that the ground surface
is level (i.e. no induced vertical velocities).
The roughness of the terrain is characterized by A where A is defined by the following relationship

( 5 )
i.e. the friction velocity at the ground is proportional to the wind
velocity at some standard level zl just above the surface. )., in
general a function of x, is therefore a kind of drag coefficient.
It is related to the roughness length Zo when this lowest layer bas
reached quasi-equilibrium by the following:
A=

k
zl
Inz
o

In the simplest experiments A takes one constant value for x < 0 and
a different constant value for x ~ o. The transition from one regime
to the other then occurs downwind of x = O. In more complicated experiments A is allowed to vary in some prescribed way for x > O.
Since in general we are unable to find analytic solutions to the
equations, solutions have to be obtained using a computer, and the
equations have to be written in finite differences. It proves to be
convenient to work with ~ and K at the same levels and u at intermediate levels as shown in Figure l~.
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We then define zl = 0./2)liz, where zl was defined in equation (5).
Using this scheme it is found that only one solution is obtained
which is strongly linked to the boundary condition at the ground.
If on the other hand we defined u, UIl- and K at every level we tend
to get two weakly linked solutions one of which is not well controlled by the boundary condition, and these two solutions tend to
diverge.
Since equation (5) is of a parabolic nature, although nonlinear, certain limitations on the magnitudes of tsK. and liz are
probably necessary to obtain mathematical stability in the computations. Taking the normal criterion for solving parabolic differential equations by an explicit method we have

<

1
2

when the velocity and K have been nomalized. The stability of
the solutions was checked by altering the magnitude of lsJc and
satisfactory agreement was obtained.
Eighty grid-points were taken in the z-direction and as many
in the x-direction as the eXPeriment was expected to re~ire to
reach, or nearly reach, the new e~ilibrium state.
Artificial boundary conditiona had to be applied at the top
(i.e. z = 80 liz). These were:
u..(x+tsx, 80 liz) = u*(x, 80 liz) + u*(x+lslc, 79 liz) - u*(x, 79 liz)
K(x+tsK., 80 Az) • 0.9 K(x,80 liz) + 0.1 K(x, 79 liz).
These were designed to let the changes in u, ~ and K grow up to
the upper boundary in the smoothest possible way with minimum
reflection effects.
The program was written in ,60-Fortran code double precision.
Derivatives in the vertical were expressed in terms of central differences whereas in the horizontal they were in forward differences.
In this way values of the variables at only two adjacent values of x
bad to be kept at any one time. As soon as a new set of values was
obtained they were made to overwrite the previous set and the equations reused to find the next set. This saved considerable space in
the computer store.
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The Experiments
The first task was to determine the optimum value of the
parameter A. To do this properly we required, and still require,
some definitive data showing in some detail either the change of
u or of u* from one type of terrain to another. Really satisfactory
data is not easy to find or to obtain experimentally. Panofsky and
Townsend (1964) discuss the applicability of the bushel-basket
experiment carried out by Lettau et a1. (1962) which gives some
useful information on such a transition. Some writers believe
the transition from one regime to another happens quickly, but
the present theory does not predict this. For this reason there
is sane difficulty in defining where the internal boundary lies.
Quite arbitrarily I decided to define it as where a change in u*
of l~ from the initial to the final values occurred. Figure 1 shows
the gradient of the internal boundary layer so defined based on the
height at 40 meters downwind, assuming a linear rate of growth from
the transition point, x == 0, to 40 meters. The results indicate that
without any change in K(A = 0) the gradient would be 0.2. Experimental
data does not appear at present to be decisive enough to give UDequivocably one value of the gradient, so we choose until better results
are available the not unreasonable value of 1 in 3 (Le. 0.33), and
hence a value of A = 1/4.
On this same figure is plotted the final equilibrium value of u
appropriate to a kale field with roughness Zo = 0.14 m when the
*
wind has blown off meadowland (zo = 0.02 m) with strength 10 m/sec
at z = 2 meters. The scale of utf. is on the left in meters per
second. With A = 1/4, the final value of utf. is nearly 1.4 m/sec.
A series of numerical experiments have been carried out to
obtain information on the following questions:
(i)

Do these equations realistically represent what we believe
actually happens in a transition region, and eventually is
a new equilibrium regime established over the new terrain?

(ii)

What is the relationship between the new equilibrium value
of u* and the new A (or zo)?

(iii)

If we go fran, say, meadow to kale and then back to meadow
again are the original profiles re-established?

(iv)

If in the last question the length of the kale strip in the
downwind direction is L, to what height does the internal
boundary layer grow as a function of L j or more generally
what is the maximum height to which a specified value of u*
will penetrate as a result of a strip of length L?
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(v)

If A over the new terrain is not constant but varies in some
way about a mean l: and with a certain standard deviation a ,
A
how does the air respond to this; to what height do the
variations penetrate and is there any net effect on the final
equilibrium value of u* above where the variations penetrate?

The last two questions are of interest because they are relevant
to the problem of defining the effect on the wind and turbulence of a
terrain whose character is too complex to be defined except in statistical terms.

Before the results are looked at too closely it should be stated
they have not so far been completed to answer all these questions;
they are obtained using finite differences which autanatically introduce small errors and most of the results presented below were
obtained using single-precision Fortran which we now recognize not
to be accurate enough. A few experiments have been repeated using
double-precision Fortran and several of the obvious errors to be
seen in the figures have disapPeared.
Most of the experiments refer to air blowing off meadowland for
which UIf. • 0.432 m/sec when u • 5 m/sec at z I : 2 m (apologies to the
reader: some of the figures show values of uti- twice the correct magnitude; in the computer it was convenient to use un! ts different from
meters and seconds ~ ) • In most cases the air blows on to kale, but in
other experiments it blew over desert, ice or low housing.
Since the figures more or less speak for themselves we will simply
summarize the main conclusions.
The results indicate that the equations qualitatively reflect
the response of the air to the changing terrain in a realistic way,
a new equilibrium regime is established if the new terrain is extensive
enough but if a return is _de to the original terrain (the meadow) the
profiles also return to the originals (as near as the computing methods
allow: see Fig. 2).

If A is allowed to Tary periodically about the mean l:, the height
to which the variations penetrate depends essentially on the period of
the oscillation and to a smaller extent on its amplitude. The equilibrium
'I1.tf. above this is smaller by a_few percent than the equilibrium 'I1.tf. corresponding to a constant A = A. This is probably because the reaction
of the air depends on A2 rather than A in which case the two ~ are no
longer equal. The remaining figures illustrate the effect of finite
sections of constant but different terrain. Figure 6 for example states
that if an observer flew over a kale strip at a height of 50 meters, say,
then before he reached the strip he would measure u* -0.432 m/sec. Then
same distance downwind of the transition point he would sense a change
in
which would build up to a -.ximum and then return to the original
value after the return to the meadow. The magnitude of this aximum

u...
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would depend on the length of the kale strip. For example if it
were only 50 meters long it would only be about 0.455 mjsec or
Just under l~ of the possible increase (if u* :eached the equilibrium
value 0.695 m/sec appropriate to an infinite kale field). Alternatively
if the kale strip is 300 meters long, the maximum value of u reached
at this height is now about 0.57 m/sec or just over 5~ of tfie possible
increase.
The higher up the observer flew the smaller would be the percentage change in u* for a given strip-length.

Clearly these results do not answer all the questions we would
Perhaps more essential is to
obtain some more good field data. other theoretical problems of considerable interest present thellselves and we will finish by briefly
discussing a few of these.
like to ask but they provide a start.

other Problems
(i)

The vertical component of motion.

At first sight it looks as though it would be easy to include
the vertical motion induced by the change in surface drag. Extra
terms could be included in the momentum and K equations to allOW'
for the vertical transport and the equation of continuity could
be used to bring up the number of equations to the number of
unlmowns. A stream function could then be defined and we then
see that we are faced with upstream effects: the nature of the
equations has changed from being basically hyperbolic (marching
type) to being basically elliptic. Solutions of this type are
generally more difficult to obtain and in our case more difficult to interpret.
However since experience suggests that except for very large
disturbances the upstream effects will be quite small it is
probably reasonable to approximate the equations, still retaining
the vertical motion, so that they return to an essentially
hyperbolic form.
otten changes in surface rouglmess are associated with changes
in surface elevation and these again induce vertical velocities.
Here pressure gradients in the x-direction play an important
role and the problem canes in dealing with these in the equations and rep~senting them in terms of the disturbance in a
way which is both realistic and helpful.
(ii)

Solutions to greater heights: the 3-d1mensional problem
As discussed in the Introduction the turning of the wind down

the pressure gradient is an important factor in the energy balance
between the air and the surface drag. In a deeper layer where this
turning is important it is probable that our equations will have to
be modified. If a modification of von Karman's method could be justified this might provide a possible way of tackling this problem, but
this is speculation into the future.
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DISCUSSION

HALITSKY

From aerodynamic experience, I would expect
that the mean velocity would increase immediately above a sudden increase in
roughness height due to simple flow displacement and then decay to the equilibuium profile
rather than the opposite, as you suggested.
Is yourview supported by measurements?

SMITH

I would agree with your experience. It would
seem there are two opposing tendencies: the
acceleration of the air by the taller terrain
tends to increase the wind velocity whilst
the increased roughness tends to decrease the
velocity. So far in this model the first
effect has been ignored but I hope to remedy
this in the future.

TAYLOR

Are you implying that u* is dependent· on the
underlying surface in such a way that the new
equilibrium value is immediately attained?
I would expect an lover shoot I in the value
of u* immediately after the change followed
by a gradual approach to the equilibrium
value.

SMITH

This method does not imply a sharp transition
from the initial to the final equilibrium
state, as inspection of the figures will show.
In the lowest layers, where the transition
from one terrain to the next is first felt,
an effect such as you suggest is indeed
obtained by the model. When going to a
rougher surface both u and u* do not change
monotonically to their final value although
u* seems to reach its equilibrium value rather
faster than u. The velocity u decreases in
these lowest layers below the final value and
then slowly climbs up again.
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TIME-SCALE RELATIONSHIP
IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL TURJJJLENCE

F. B. Smith, British Meteorological Office
(Visiting Scientist, ATDL, mSA, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee)

Abstract
A relation between the two time-scales is found from considerations of particle acceleration which agrees well with experimentally
determined values. Two basic assumptions are made: that the rate
of change of particle velocity, relative to the mean wind, is due
primarily to its transition through the complex turbulent field and
not to the local time-distortions of this field; also that the
Eulerian and Lagrangian acceleration-correlograms are mathematically
similar. Extensions to two and three-dimensional turbulent fields
are possible but cumbersome and result in little change in the timescale relationship.
Sumnary
Two basic assumptions are made: that the rate of change of velocity
of a particle (as seen by an observer moving with the mean wind) is
due mainly to its transition through the turbulent field and not to
the "local" rates of cha~e at a point with time (Le. relative to
the observer ov/ot « '?tv2/Oy); also, that the Eulerian acceleration
correlogram and the Lagrangian acceleration correlogram are similar
(in a mathematical sense).
On these two assumptions alone the following deductions are made:

where

1a
l'

a
C1

(ii)

where ~(t)

= Eulerian acceleration
length-scale

= Lagrangian

acceleration

time-scale

= turbulent velocity
standard deviations

= Lagrangian volocity
correlogram
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11:* (t)

= Eulerian velocity
autocorrelogram

i

= intensity
bulence

(11i)

of tur-

= o/u

= Lagrangian

where

velocity

time-scale

= Eulerian

velocity time-

scale
b

= coefficient,

typical
magnitude = 0.4

Introduction
One of the major problems facing those who try to predict the
diffUsion of material through a turbulent atmosphere is to successfully
relate the Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions of the turbulence.
Pasquill has used to great effect the hypothesis that the Lagrangian
and Eulerian time-correlograms are mathematically similar, the ratio
of their time-scales TJ1 '1'E being called 13. Originally 13 was determined
from experimental data over a wide range of eddy-scales and, although
some variation of 13 with scale seemed to be indicated, an average
value of 4 was taken. Since diffusion results were normally not
particularly sensitive to precise values of 13, this seemed a rational
approach.
Since that time many more data have accumulated and although
the variation of 13 with scale has unfortunately received little
attention, its variation with intensity of turbulence bas been
studied fairly well. There seems to be an overall decrease in 13
as the intensity i increases which is roughly described by:
b

13=1

( 1 )

One very simple explanation of this relationship has come from
the so-called "cartwheel" picture of the motion of a particle.

A

FIGURE 1

- 478 If the picture can be used to describeJthe effect of a particle in
a "typical" circular eddy of diameterA-- then if 1 = Eulerian length
scale, 't'L (the Lagrangian time-scale) must be equated to the time
taken by the particle to move from A to B around the circumference
at the typical velocity v = a, i.e.

T

L =

1ft

( 2 )

2cr

If the Eulerian time-scale is defined as 't'E =

J

then

( 3 )

The coefficient 1f/2 of course must not be taken literally with so
simple a model. It is of interest however that t3 is inversely
dependent on i as in equation (1).
Thus we see that even with the crudest of models, provided the
decay and distortion of the eddies in time be neglected, the ratio
of the time-scales is inversely proportional to the intensity of
turbulence, as indicated by experimental evidence.

An alternative approach is now tried using the fields of
acceleration and the same general idea that the decay and distortion
of the eddy pattern takes place with a time-scale which is comparatively long compared to the time-scale of the velocity changes as
the particle moves through the eddy pattern. For simplicity the
analysis is restricted to one-dimensional turbulence.
The Lagrangian
acceleration (relative to an observer moving with the mean wind) is

a

dv

( 4 )

= (it

Expressed in an Eulerian !raneof reference
dv

Cit

Ov

= dt + ! ·

(v y)

( 5 )

where dV/crt is the local rate of change of velocity arising from
the decay and distortion of the eddy pattern. The last term represents the vector advection of the particle through the eddy pattern
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(v = the turbulent vector velocity).

Written in its full scalar

fOrm

! .

o

(v y) = dV (uv) +

dY0

2

0

(v ) + dZ (wv)

( 6 )

Retention of all these terms complicates the mathematics considerably.
At this stage, then, only the middle term CJv2/ay is retained. This is
equivalent to considering purely one dimensional turbulence, even though
this is a pure fiction and cannot exist in reality. On the basis of
the first of the two basic assumptions ov/ot is neglected compared
with ov2/ay. Equation (5) then reads

( 7 )
Mathematical Analysis
From (7)
a(y+r)

(jy2
= dY'
= '0dY v2 (y+r) = '01.
dY L v 2 (y+r)

2

J•

- v (r)

( 8 )
Integrating

j oya(s+r)ds = ~v2 (y+r) - v2 (r)J

.

( 9 )

Multiplying these two equations together gives

J

y

)
a(
y+r
a(s+r)ds

o

= 21 '0dY LI.v2 (y+r)

- v2 (r)

J2 •

( 10 )

Average over an ensemble of Particles and use the definition of
the Eulerian acceleration correlogram :

2a
to give

Ra (y)

2JY
a

0

=a(y+r)

Ra(s)ds =

a(r)

0 Lr"4
c.Y
v

.,

( 11 )

2

- v (y+r) v

2

(r)J .

( 12 )
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On the assumption that the v-velocity distribution is Gaussian

--rr
'22
v = 3 v

4

= 30

( 13 )
2
:2
2
v
(1 + 2RE(Y) )

2
2
v (y+r) v (r)

=

where RE(Y) is the Eulerian correlation between v(y+r) and vCr).
Inserted into (12) these give

Integrating with respect to Y

1 - RE(Y) =

Y

'2

2

Tj [

a:r

S

Ra(x) dx ds

( 15 )

0

which satisfies the condition that RE(Y) ~ 1 as Y" O. RE(y) must
also satisfy the condition that RE'" 0 as Y..... eo. We shaIl apply this
later.
Returning to equatdon (7) and considering the Lagrangian acceleration
_ ~ (t+s) _ ~ ~v(t+s) - v(s)-7
a (t+s ) - dt
- dt
•

( 16 )

Integrating
j t a(e+s)de
o

= v(t+s)

( 17 )

_ yes)

MultiplYing the two equations together

jta(t+s) a(e+s)
o

= ~ £.t ~v(t+s)

2
- v(s)-7 •

( 18 )

Average over an ensemble of particles and use the de1'inition 01' the
Lagrangian acceleration correlogram

~ R*(t)
a

= a(t+s)

a(s)

,

( 19 )
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Integrating
1 - R_ (t) =
--r,

-

t

0

0'

~f

s

I: *( )d~
0

g

a

( 21 )

ds •

Now use the second of the two assumptions, namely that Ra(x) and
R:( ~) are similar. The acceleration correlogram can be shown to
have zero scale defined as its integral from 0 to 00. However
some scale, defined in a different sense, must exist. For example
the distance (or time) when R first becomes zero.
a

"Ra

FIGURE 2

Let the length-scale defined in some such sense of Ra(X) be la' and
the corresponding time-scale of R: (~) be Ta •
Write x/1.a

=r

~/Ta = ~, then equation

and

1 - Ri(Y) =

a2£a

20

4

and (21) becomes

22
a T
a
1 - l\(t) =20

*

y/ J. a
[

s
[

.: t
a

By the assumption Ra(r) ;: ~(O provided r

are now equal provided y/.L a
Hence

for all k.

(15) becomes

= t/Ta = k,

Ra(r) dr ds

( 22 )

Ra(~)
* d~ ds

( 23 )

= t,

say.

and the double inte~als
( 24 )

( 25 )
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Apply the condition that
This demands that

~+

° as k+toand RL" ° as k+oo.

i.e.

J. a

=.f20T
a

( 26 )

The ratio of the Lagrangian acceleration time-scale and the Eulerian
acceleration length-scale is thus fixed, regardless of the form of the
correlogram.
Equation (25) now simplifies considerably

( 27 )
Note that the Lagrangian velocity correlogram must in these circumstances always be positive.
Using equation (26) and defining the Eulerian autocorrelogram:

( 28 )
we have

i.e.
( 29 )
where i = intensity of turbulence. Note the similarity, and the
differences, with Hay and Pas quill 's hypothesis:

( 30 )
In equation (29) the ratio of the two time-scales is not fixed but
depends on the particular form of the correlograms. However we
can see that t3 = TL/TE cae l/i as in equation (1).
( 31 )
The coefficient of proportionality does not seem to vary a very
great deal between possible correlograms.

-
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We will briefly consider three examples:

( 32 )
T
L

i

"s

2 {2i

0.354

~=-=--:_-

(11)

1L (e) =

-~
~

=

1
{1+a 2t 2 )2 '

-!--

also.

( 33 )

i

--.;l~~
E1:*()
t..
aUt 2
1 + (~)

( 34 )

( 35 )

2{2i

( 36 )

( 37 )

These values of ~ are reasonably consistent with measured values,
varying perhaps rather on the low side. Thus it is seen that two
fairly innocuous assumptions lead to same fairly important results
which seem relat1vely acceptable in the light of experimental results. It is difficult to judge at this stage whether the addition
of the other two components of turbulence would make any substantial
change to these findings; however an exploratory investigation of the
two-dimensional case gives, under same further assumptions, an increase
of about 5~ in the magnitudes of ~.
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DISCUSSION

HOLLAND

Should the one-dimensional intensity of
turbulence be used in the relation S =
const Ii even in the case of 3 dimensional
turbulence?

SMITH

I think it would be natural to do just this,
although it is possible, if not probable,
that other parameters of the turbulence
affect the magnitude of S. In 3-dimensional
turbulence of a general nature it is my
opinion that we can expect different values
of S in the three directions and that it
would be most appropriate to use the value of
i corresponding to the direction of the
velocity components involved in the definition
of S.
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/' VAi1IATION OF THE LAGRANGIAN:EULERIAN
TIME SCALE RELATIONSHIP \-lI TH STABILITY

Atmospheric

F. A. Gifford, Jr.
& Diffusion Laboratory, ESSA
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

~urbulence

Abstract
A mode] of Eulerian fixed-point turbulent velocity fluctuations iG combined with the inertial range form of the eddy energy
spectrum to find an approximate relationship between the Lagrangian
and ~Ulerian fixed-point time-scales involving the eddy energy dissipation rate. This is evaluated by various schemes involving the
similurity forms of t.he surface layer wind profile and the results
compared with observed values based on surface layer wind and dispersion measurementG. In agreement with data, the Lagrangian-Eulerian
scale ratio, P, is found to vary with stability being equal to 1-3
during daytime, unstable conditions and 6-12 during nighttime,
stable conditions.
1.

Introduction

To be useful in estimating atmospheric dispersion, wi nd turbulence information gathered at a fixed space-point, at an anemometer
for example, has somehow to be converted into information applicable
to the motion of a fluctuating particle, or Parcel of air. Mathematically the problem is a s traf.ght.rorvard one of coordinate transformation and has been formulated in general terms, for example by
Prandtl and Tietjens (1934). For turbulent flows the detailed transformation proves to be exceedingly difficult to carry out, largely
because the Lagrangian position of a fluid particle depends continuously
on the entire history of its Eulerian positions. An idea of the
fUndamental complexity of the problem can be gained from Lumley's
(1957) study. In an attempt to prOVide the working solutions that
are needed for atmospheric diffusion estimates, several authors have
been led to adopt somewhat related, approximate approaches.
2.

Review of previous studies

It is necessary for the follOWing discussion to keep in mind that
turbulence is conventionally described in four dis tinct coordinate
reference systems. The Eulerian-space system refers to the instantaneous
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situation at fixed space points, Le. a "snapshot" of the turbulence.
The Eulerian-time system, sometimes called the quasi-Lagrangian
system, refers to turbulence as measured at points moving with the
mean motion. The Eulerian fixed-point system refers to turbulence
as experienced by fixed-point measuring instruments. (Meteorologists
almost al-ways refer to the latter as the Eulerian-time system and
this has resulted in a certain amount of confusion). The Lagrangiantime system refers to the motion of a single fluid particle and
is usually called, for short, the Lagrangian system. More complicated,
multi-point Lagrangian systems can also be defined, as well as Eulerian
space-time systems.
Gifford (1955), employing a model of Eulerian turbulent velocity
fluctuations proposed by Ogura (1953), deduced a linear relationship,
( 1 )

between the ratio of the Eulerian fixed-point and Eulerian-time
frequency scales, ~/nL, and the reciprocal of the relative turbulence intensity,
-

a

= u/(v,2)

1/2

u is the mean wind speed, and v,2 is the transverse mean square turbulent velocity which is measured, as a practical matter, in the fixedpoint system. At about the same time, Y'dckelsen (1955), studying
turbulent fluctuations and dispersion in a wind tunnel, proposed
the relationship (using Pas quill 's (1962) notation)

S

= X/B

2
(v ' )

1/2
( 2 )

where s is a Lagrangian-time scale, and x is the corresponding Eulerianspace scale; B is a dimensionless scale transformation factor.
~I£lwind tunnel work the relative turbulence level, or intensity,
(v' ) /2/U., is ordinarily low, amounting to at most a few per cent.
This led G. 1. Taylor (1938) to suggest that measurable, fixed-point,
Eulerian fluctuations could in these circumstances be interpreted as
Eulerian-space fluctuations through the transformation, x = ut, a
proposal usually referred to as Taylor's hypothesis. If this substitution is made in equation (2), we can see that Mickelsen's suggestion

- 487 is equivalent to

( 3 )
Based on £ive wind tunnel determinations, the empirical £actor B was
found to equal .65; and so it can be seen that equations (1) and (2)
are closely related. In these experiments the La~rangian scale, ~,
was in£erred from measurements of the dispersion of helium.
Equation (1) was derived on the supposition that the total contribution nT to the frequency of wind fluctuations at a given point
for example at an anemometer, is composed of two parts,
n

T

=

( 4 )

In equation (4), nI is the contribution due solely to transport past
the point by the mean wind of turbulence elements, or eddies, having
a length scale k- l (or, a wave number k), i.e.
~

( 5 )

= uk

and nII is the Eulerian-time contribution, which arises solely from
the production and dissipation of eddies. The latter was evaluated
by using von Weizsacker's (1948) relationship,

,

( 6 )

where F is the eddy energy spectral density; v'~ is the eddy energy,
or power spectrum. The bracketed term in equation (6) is equal to
the fraction of (twice) the total eddy, or turbulent energy per unit
mass, ~, that is contributed by wave numbers larger than the given
wave number, k ,
The term "eddy," as it is used in equation (6) as well as in
much of the following discussion, is intended in its broadest sense,
t2 denote a Fourier component of the motion, of wave length equal to
k 1. As Stewart (1959) points out, this word "eddy" is also and perhaps more commonly used to refer to an actual volume of the turbulent
fluid; to a puff of wind, for example. Admitting that the two usages
clearly differ, it may nevertheless help to make the intent of the
model clearer if we consider such a volume of air, that is an "eddy,"
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l•
characterized by a length scale equal to kThe bracketed term
in equation (6) is the fraction of the total mean eddy energy, V72,
that is contained w""i thin this volume, or eddy. Similarly its square
root could be thought of as the s£rresponding fractional turbulence
intensity. The quantity T = nI~
is a time scale characteristic of
the process of decay and format1on of eddies within the postulated
volume; that is, it is a ldnd of average (over the volume) eddy lifetime. Viewed in this way, equation (6) attempts to describe the
average contribution to the Eulerian-time frequency, nIl' that arises
from the turbulent, eddying mOtions present inside a volume of air
cl~acterized by the length k-.
It seems natural to add this to
the contribution that arises solely from translation of the eddy
pattern by the nlean wind, since tvere is at least conceptually a clearcut physical distinction between the mean and the eddy motions.
The Eulerian-time frequency, has been identified with the
Lagrangian contribution by Inoue (1952), Ogura (1953), and Gifford
(1955) on entirely intuitive grounds. This equivalence Has also
assumed by Ba Ldvi.n and Mickelsen (1962) in a "Tind tunnel study. It
is a reasonable enough idea but, it must be stressed, not one that
obviously follows directly from fUndamental definitions or properties
of the flow. Corrsin (1962) demonstrated theoretically that Lagrangian
and Eulerian-time integral scales of turbulence, i.e. areas under the
respective velocity autocorrelations, must be approximately equal for
a high Reynolds number turbulent flow (as in the lower layers of the
atmosphere) •
Equation (1) was obtained by combining equation (6) with Ogura's

(1953) interpolation formula for the spectral density, evaluating nI

and nIl for a particular, characteristic reference 'mve number k = KO'
and interpreting nIl as a purely Lagrangian contribution, i.e. assuming
that nIl = nL. Equation (1) was compared with six sets of observations
of fixed-point wind fluctuations made at an elevation of 91 m at Brookhaven,
and simultaneous observations of neutral (balanced) balloons released
from the same level of the Brookhaven t.over • Computed power spectra
from these runs indicated the Lagrangian-Eulerian frequency shift predicted by equation (1) and also same dependence on the reciprocal of
the turbulence intensity, although the quantitative agreement was weak.
Hay and Pas quf Ll. (1959), noting among other factors the above
result, proposed the following simple Lagrangian-Eulerian transformation,

( 7 )
where RL is the single-particle Lagrangian autocorrelation and ~ is
the (single) fixed-point Eulerian autocorrelation. Equation (7) implies
strict similarity of shape between ~ and R
It is clear that
T•
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c~uation (7) also implies

( 8 )
inasmuch as ~ and t are time scaling factors. Since the intensity of
turbulence in the atmosphere is ordinarily observed to lie between
about 0.1 and O.Lf, equation (1) predicts that p-~alues should range
'oct.ween about J, and. 12. The ;:;-values derived from Gifford '5 (1955)
data ranged from 1.)+ to 1.', averaging about 5. Ivanov and Klinov (1961)
made the suggestion, closely related to equations (1) and (3), that 1/2
(~, = a. ili:p~erman, Gbur~ik, and Klug (1962) derived the value f3 = (rr
/2)a
fro~-an interesting vortex turbulence mo~el, and Wandel and Kofoed:Ft'lnsen (1902) obtained the value p = (rrl/ 2/4)a, based on their statistical mod e.L of the ·::'urbulence. All of these proposed expressions for i3
as a function of ~ are plotted in Figure 1.
Hay and Pac quf.Ll, (1959), using equat.Lon (7), deduced p-values
bctveen 1.1 and 8.5, with an average again near u, by inferring RL
from short range, 10\'1 level particle dispersion measurements. In
addition, these authors summarized values of p, estimated on the
basis of di.s?ersion and wind fluctuation data applying over a very
wide ranGc of scales, extending from Mickelsen's wind tunnel results
up to the large scale air trajectory data of Durst, et ale (1959),
and concluded tnat the variation of p is small over a-very large range
of scales of dispersion.

3.

EstjJnates of p from atmospheric and wind-tunnel data

stimulated by Hay and Pasquill's straightforward proposal, there
have been several studies of Lagrangian-Eulerian time-scale relationships based on concurrent atmospheric dispersion and wind fluctuation
mcasuremerrts , Haugen (1960), (1966r) and Panofsky (1962) independently
employed the Project Prairie Grass
see Barad (1958)-7 dispersion data;
and Islitzer (1962) gave dispersion and wind fluctuation measurements
made at the National Reactor Testing Site in Idaho, from which p-values
can be computed. Angell (1961.~) also made a large number of p determinations using constant volume balloons and fixed anemometers to obtain
wind data. All of these studies generally confirm the early results,
indicating a Lagrangian-Eulerian time-scale transformation factor
clone to i3 = 4, on the average, but sho\line; only a weak dependence
upon the reciprocal turbulence intensity a, although this is in the
expected sense.
These various estimates of p have all been plotted as a function
of !::: in Figure 1. Panofsky's analysis of RT and RL has been used as
a basis for determining p from the Prairie Grass data. In addition,
p-values estimated (by the writer) from wina.-turmel data by Ba.Idvf.n and
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Halsh (1961) 1:cr , their Table I; see also Baldwin and Mick.elsen
(1962)J, have been included. It is clear from Figure 1 that
equation (1) and (2) and the other proposals relating ~ to ~ all
fail more or less equally to explain large segments of these data.
In the light (or perhaps one should say, the shadow) of this considerable body of Lagrangian-Eulerian observations, the writer would
therefore like to reconsider the argument that resulted in equation (1).

4.

An alternative proposal

Ogura's equation for the spectral density, upon which equation (1)
depends, can be given up without much hesitation; it was proposed only
as a possible interpolation formula. But his basic physical idea,
that the turbulence fluctuations at a point arise from translation of
the Eulerian-space turbulence field without change, plus the contribution due to decay and formation of eddies, is intUitively very appealing. Retaining this idea, i.e. equations (4), (5), and (6), let us
suppose that the eddies that actively contribute to nIl have sizes
primarily in the inertial, or Kolmogoroff range. Then, according
to Obukhov (1941), on dimensional grounds
E(k)

= c 1 k- 5/ 3

( 9 )

where cl is a proportionality constant, and E(k) is the transverse,
I-dimensional, wave-number energy spectrum for vhich Ha.cCready (1962),
for example, gives the equation
( 10 )

The constant was estimated by r~eCready on the basis of various experimental results; € is the rate per unit volume at w~ch eddy energy is
co~verte~ in~3 heat by the smallest atmospheric eddies and has the
unlts em sec •
If we adopt equation (10) as an expression for the energy spcct.rum
it follows from equation (6), evaluated for the characteristic wave
number k = ko , that

k=k

o

and, consequently, that

( 11 )
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( 12 )
To be consistent with choice of the inertial range form of the
energy spectrum, equation (8), k should be the smallest wave number
to which equation (8) applies, wRich is the wave number associated
with the largest eddies in the inertial range. MacCready (1962)
summarized the available information and concluded that
height above the ground
= ! _ 0.6
large eddy length limit of the inertial range
A-

(13)

from which ko = 0.6/z. Equation (13) is consistent with the intuitive
idea often expressed, that the upper limit of the (isotropic) inertial
range of eddy sizes is bounded, on purely geometrical grounds, by
height above the ground.
Substituting for

ko it is found that, approximately,

( 14 )

•

An even simpler expression can be obtained by recalling that the energy

dissipation rate, €, is observed to depend on height above the ground;
cf. for example Ball (1961), Priestley (1959). MacCready (1962) proposed the following empirical formula (in c. g. s units) based on the
available data;
0

€

=. 048 -3
U

Z

-1.3

( 15 )

•

This should give "reasonable order-of-magnitude estimates" for stability
conditions not differing markedly from neutral. Combining equations
(15), (13), and (12), we find that

•

( 16 )

This is a very interesting result agreeing as it does with the empirical fact, now known from many observations, that on the average in t~/lO
lower atmosphere f3 is never very much different from 4, inasmuch as z
cannot be much different from unity, even for fairly large values of z ,
The question may be approached from a slightly different standpoint if it is recalled that in the surface (constant stress) layer
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of the atmosphere,
€

= u*

2

-jdz
du

,

( 17 )

and that in the adiabatic case this becomes

( 18 )
where u* = (T jp)1/2 is the friction velocity, and K is von Karman's
universal con~tant, equal to 0.4; To is the ground level eddy stress,
and p is air density. Inserting this expression for € into equation
(14), it is found that

e ':

(3/2) K 1/3 u/u* + 1

( 19 )

Inasmuch as the ratio u/u* is usually of the order of 10, both in the
atmosphere and in wind tunnel turbulence flows, it follows that ~
equals about 12 under adiabatic conditions, according to equation (19).
Let us summarize briefly what has been accomplished up to this
point. Ogura's (1953) model of the Eulerian-time turbulent velocity
fluctuations has been combined with the inertial range form of the
eddy energy spectrum to find, following the method first used by
Gifford (1955), a relationship between the Eulerian fixed-point and
the Eulerian-time turbulence scales, and the latter has been assumed
to be identical with the Lagrangian scale. Use of the inertial range
form of the energy spectrum results in the introduction of the eddy
energy dissipation rate, €. iVJhen this parameter is e~dluated by various schemes, the Lagrangian-Eulerian scale transformation factor, p,
is found generally to be fairly near the observed average value l~,
being two or three times this value in adiabatic conditions.
It might be argued that the applicability of equations (12),
(14), (16), or (19) would be severely limited by the fact that the
spectrum form chosen, equation (10), applies in principle only to a
restricted range of high frequency, i.e. small size, eddies; namely,
to those isotropic eddies lying in scale immediately above the smallest,
dissipative scale of eddies. However, experience in the form of spectrum
observations made in the planetary boundary layer, as well as consideration of the geometry of l-dimensional spectra, indicate that the range
of applicability of a spectrum of the form of equation (10) is actually
quite large. The evidence, summarized by MacCready (1962) and Pasquill
(1962), is that an equafion of this form describes atmospheric energy
spectra to values of k- equal to several times the height above ground
at which the observations are made.
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Average values of 13, ma.inly determined by comparing aerosol
uispercion experinents .dth fixed point wind fluctuation measurements,
have without exception also been ~ound to lie near the value p = 4.
This can be taken us experimental support for the reasoning outlined
above. On the other hand, a Large amount of scatter in the observed
~-values is also evident in Figure 1.
Some of this scatter is certainly
random, and must be associated with purely experimental effects; but
it is possible that some is due to systematic effects that are unaccounted for by the foregoing analysis. Possible sources are discussed
next.

5.

Variation of 13 with stability

In Figure 1, l3-values computed from the Project Prairie Grass
data have been separated into daytime and. nighttime groups; and it is
alJparent that the average of the daytime vnlues is appreciably smaller.
This suc;gests a systematic variation of I: ,nth stability. Actually, the
same conclusion should probably be drawn from Ray and Pasquill's (1959)
observed ~-values, in spite of their cautious assertion that there is
no clear stability dependence. The average of those four of their 13values for whi.ch the Low-LeveL vertical temperature gradient is negative
(unstable conditions) is, ~ = 2.9. For the remaining four f3-values,
corresponding to isothern~l and stable conditions, G = 5.3.
A rationalization of this stability variation of 13 in terms of
the model presented in Section 3 can be developed as follows. From
the well-known l·~onin-Obukhov expression for the velocity profile,

"u(z)
~~nin

= u~.

K-

l

-

[

fen - f(so) J

( 20 )

(1959) obtained the fo11~vins expression, using equation (17);

3

€

= ~ [ f'(s) -

1

J

( 21 )

In these equations, z/L = S, z IL = S , L is the Obukhov stability
length, f(s) is a universal ruRction,oand z is the roughness length.
o
Equation (21) is e qutvaLent to

( 22 )
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which may be combined "'I'd th equation (14), for

~,

to show that

( 23 )
As a result of many recent studies, it appears that in nearneutral to somewhat stable conditions, characterized by predominantly
mechanical turbulence, the tllog + linear" wind profile is valid where
is small, i.e.

f(S) = In(~) + a S

;

S

( 24 )

a is an empirically determined constant, which can be taken to equal
six.
Takeuchi (1962) t.abutat.ed the quantity

,

( 25 )

a dimensionless energy dissipation from Wheh we can evaluate equation
(23). During stable conditions, when equation (24) applies, we find
from Takeuchi's results the following representative values: S = .1
and ~ : 2. Combining equations (25), (24), (23), and (20),

Assuming that z/z : 100, and S » S , it is calculated, for the
assumed parameterOvalues characteris~ic of stable conditions, that
13 : 13. On the other hand in extremely unstable conditions it can
be argued, simply, that p will tend to approach unity. The reason
for this is that whereas the quantity

,
in equation (23), approaches a constant value with increasing lsi
under unstable conditions Lcf. Monin (1962)J, the quantity ~ = sf'(S}-s,
increases. Corresponding to these predictions of the present model,
the observed values, based on Panofsky's analysis of RT and RL from
the Prairie Grass data, are 13 = 6 and 13 = 1.3, for night and day runs
respectively.
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Figure 2 illustrates the observed variability of ~ with the
vertical temperature gradient, tir, deg. C per 100 m, as measured by
soundings made in the lower few hundreds of meters of the atmosphere,
for portions of the data that appear in Figure 1. Because observed
vertical temperature differences vary over ranges that differ considerably, depending strongly on the depth of the layer through which the
measurements are made, intercomparison of various groups of data on a
strictly uniform basis is difficult. Nevertheless, on the basis of
the data shown in Figure ? there can be little doubt that there is a
strong dependence of ~ on stability and that, generally speaking, this
follows the pattern implied by the previous analysis.

6.

Sunnnary; and conclusions

There have been a number of experimental studies of the LagrangianEulerian time scale transformation, in which values of p = ~/t vTere
computed, follovring the proposal by Hay and Pasquill (1959) that RT and
RL, the fixed-point Eulerian and the Lagrangian autocorrelations, have
similar shapes. ~-values have been found to range between 1 and 20,
apprOXimately. The average value (3 = 4 has been found to apply to
wind tunnel and atmospheric data from many sources, corresponding to
a very wide turbulence scale range; but the range of experimentally
determined ~-values is large.
In addition to experimental scatter, observed atmospheric p-values
whose Lagrangian component is determined by measuring low-level, continuous ~oint source atmospheric diffusion, show a variability of ~
with stability; values computed from experiments made during the daytime hours are considerably smaller than those computed from nighttime
data.
An early proposal by the writer LeqUAtion (l)J that the LagrangianEulerian time scale factor, ~, should increase with decreasing turbulence
level is confirmed by these data only weakly. A modification of the
original idea, employing the Kolmogoroff-Obukhov form of the eddy energjr
spectrum Lequation (lO)J, results in expressions for the LagrangianEulerian time scale conversion factor, p, that depend e~licitly on
factors related to the eddy energy dissipation rate, E L equations (12),
(14), (16), and (19)J. These equations indicate, considering reasonable
estimates of €, that on the average the Lagrangian-Eulerian time scale
transformation factor, ~, should not differ very much from 4, in conditions of well-developed mechanical turbulence near the ground, i.e.
in conditions under llhich the inertial spectrum should apply.
An estimate of the variation of (3 with stability results from
combination of equation (14), which gives ~ as a function of E, with
equations describing the variation of E as a function of stability,
derived from the Obukhov-blonf.n model of the atmospheric surface layer.
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p- val ues computed according to the resulting theory compare rather
well ,.;ith (3 -va l ues derived from t he Project Prairie Grass data, being
below the average value, t3 = 4, during the daytime, and above i t at nie;ht.
As Pasqui11 pointed out long ago, the practical effect on dispersion
estimates of moderate departures of ~ from an average value p = 4 is
small. A reasonable rule-of-thumb to be derived from the present stUdy
is that f3 should be taken to be from 1 to 3 during daytime, unstable
conditions, and from 6 to 12 during nighttime, stable conditions.
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DISCUSSION

-PACK

Would you expect ~, from any set of determinations, to be equal, or different in the x,
y and z directions?

GIFFORD

I would expect them to be different but 1 1m
afraid I donlt have any information on the
extent of the difference.

NIEMANN

There is another approach to the LagrangianEulerian problem which we are exploring in
the analysis of our neutral balloon observations; namely that suggested recently by
C.C. Lin and R.H. Kraichnan. These authors
have suggested that the quantity "B" (the
net areas under the correlogram of relative
dissipation) are the two fundamental parameters
of the Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks,
respectively. In our experiments, the E
values in the vicinity of the balloon clusters
were measured continuously from an aircraft
and the B values are being computed from the
balloon trajectories.

ENGELMANN

May I interpret Mr. Hinds I comment as an
attempt on the part of experimenters to
satisfy theory with their data? Usually the
experimenters lead the theoreticians.

HINDS

No.

GIFFORD

The problem here is that the theory is not
sensitive enough to be easily useful in
experimental programs. The S hypothesis
may be theoretically useful, but it is not
yet ready for routine use in the field.
Hopefully, field results can offer some
guidance to magnitudes of S.
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MUNN

What is S for a laminar flow?

GIFFORD

00

+ I, according to equation (1). More
seriously, neither the data of Figure (1)
nor the various models I discussed can be
extrapolated to the laminar flows which, in
addition, probably don't occur in the
atmosphere.

CSANADY

I assume that the velocity correlations
tested were derived from the lateral, or
rather horizontal, turbulent velocity. The
vertical component of velocity behaves in
an anomalous manner with changing stability:
the Lagrangian correlation of vertical
velocities shows strong negative loops in a
stable atmosphere while in an unstable one
the process may not even be stationary,
Corresponding changes in S are to be expected.

GIFFORD

I agree. The data shown in the figure refer
to both vertical and horizontal fluctuations;
the balloon data are vertical and the diffusion
data mainly horizontal.

HINDS

One point not explicitly mentioned in my
earlier presentation of the Mountain Iron
data is that a S of 100/a8 works very
nearly as well as 200/a8, so that at least
a factor of two error exists in our estimates of S, which may account for some of the
seemingly large scatter of our results.

GIFFORD

The values of S that you found (10-30) can be
seen from the figure to be not necessarily
too different from S values found by others;
but according to the above results your S
values would be expected to apply under
fairly stable conditions, which does not seem
to be the case. This suggests that there
may be some other explanation, perhaps the
one you suggest.
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ELDERKIN

Channelling of the flow by very prominent
terrain features found at South Vandenberg
might maintain transport of portions of the
plume in each of several preferred paths
for considerable distances. This would
produce an apparent large S from the final
exposure distributions, strongly influenced
by complex transport properties as well as
diffusion.
Another effect that should be mentioned is
that of wind direction shear. Spreading of
exposure distributions at considerable
distances as material is mixed down to the
surface from layers above, where transport
with a different wind direction has occurred,
can yield erroneously large S calculations.
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~ME
DISTRIBUTIONS OF RADIOACTIVITY AND
CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS IN RAINFALL
F. A. Huff and G. E. Stout
Illinois State Water Survey
ABSTRACT
The relationship between the time distributions of radioactivity and selected chemical constituents in rainwater in midwestern U.S.A. is being investigated through comparisons between
concentrations of gross beta and Na, K, Ca, and Mg in convective
rainstorms.

Chemical element concentrations are obtained with a

Beckman atomic absorption spectrophotometer and beta counting is
made with standard equipment.

The data were obtained from a

network of automatic rainwater samplers.
Several investigators have presented experimental results
which indicate the lower troposphere is a major source of radioactivity input to convective storms, as opposed to direct input
from the stratospheric reservoir of radioactive debris.

Since

soil material and man-made atmospheric pollution are the primary
sources of the above elements in continental regions, the time
distribution comparisons could provide further information on the
radioactivity input mechanism in rainstorms.

In 5 cases analyzed

to date, similar characteristics have been found, in general,
between the time distributions of beta concentration and the
chemical elements.

This suggests similar source regions and lends

further support to the theory that the major input of radioactive
~ particulates in convective storms occurs at low levels.
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INTRODUCTION
Through the use of data from 16 automatic rainwater samplers,
Huff and Stout (1964) showed that the time distribution of radioactivity in convective rainstorms is characterized by large variability.
They also found a strong trend for relatively high concentrations
at the start of rainfall, and analyses of particulate matter in the
time samples indicated that this was due partially, at least, to
entrainment of surface and/or low-level atmospheric pollutants into
the advancing edge of storm systems.
Hicks (1966) found that most tropospheric fallout particles
are efficient nuclei in the production of warm rain and concluded
that the large concentrations of fallout observed near the start
of such storms are attributable largely to this effect.

Dingle

and Gatz (1966) in a study of 5 rainstorms observed parallel temporal
changes in the concentrations of radioactivity and plant pollens
of surface origin in well-organized convective systems and concluded,
therefore, that the major input of radioactive debris into such
storms takes place primarily in the lower troposphere.

Gatz (1967)

offered further evidence in support of this conclusion through
detailed analysis of a storm to show that inflow of radioactivity
into the storm at low altitudes could account for the radioactivity
deposited in a network of raingages.
The foregoing experimental results indicate that the lower
troposphere is a major source of radioactivity input to convective
storms.

Therefore, this process may be more important in such

- 50S ~

storms than direct input

~rom

the stratospheric reservoir

o~

radioactive debris through the extrusion process described by
Danielsen (1964) or

~rom

stratospheric penetration

o~

convective

clouds.
In an

e~~ort

to obtain

~rther in~ormation

on this subject,

a study has been initiated to compare rainfall time distributions
of radioactivity and several metallic aerosols
commonly present in rainwater.

o~ sur~ace

origin

Similar time distributions would

indicate similar source regions for the radioactive debris and
chemical aerosols, and thereby imply a low-level source region of
radioactivity.

Conversely, poor correlation between the two types

of time distributions would be indirect evidence that the lower
troposphere is not the major contributor to radioactive rainout
in convective storms.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
In the pilot study conducted to date, time distribution
samples were selected for 5 storms from available data collected
in 1964-1965.

These were selected to obtain samples representative

of midwestern warm-season storms which result primarily from
thunderstorms and rainshowers.

The samples contain storms

various intensity and include rains occurring with
stationary front,

(1) a

(2) a pre-cold frontal squall line,

non-frontal, warm air mass shower, and

o~

(3) a

(4) a low center passage.

The rainwater samples were collected on the sampling networks
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described by Huff and Bradley (1965) under a research contract
with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
The automatic rainwater samplers used in 1964 provided a
sample for each 0.04 to 0.06 inch of rainfall throughout a storm
over each sampling point (Huff, 1964).

In 1965, these were

modified to provide samples for each 0.01 inch of rainfall to
define the time distribution in greater detail.
collected and stored in polyethylene bottles.

The samples were
The automatic

samplers were washed prior to the collection of samples.
The time distribution of radioactivity was measured through
analyses of gross beta concentration in the samples using the
method described by Huff (1965a).

Analyses of selected chemical

constituents of the atmosphere were made with a Beckman atomic
absorption spectrophotometer.

Atomic absorption is a relatively

simple technique for determining the concentration of metallic
elements and has been described in detail by Kahn (1966).
Concentrations of Na, K, Ca, and Mg in each rainwater sample
were determined.

According to Junge (1963),. these are frequently

measured metallic elements that are representative of the dissolved
inorganic material for a wide variety of geographical conditions.
Junge indicates that soil material is the major source of these
metallic constituents over continental areas, with industrial
pollution being of secondary importance.
ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Figures 1 to 4 illustrate results of the comparisons between
the concentrations of radioactivity and the chemical elements in
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~

3 of the 5 storms analyzed.

Results in the other two cases were

quite similar.
Figure 1 shows individual time distributions for gross beta
activity and each of the 4 metallic elements at one of the
sampling stations (No. 12) in a squall-line thunderstorm with
heavy rainfall rates in advance of a cold front on May 26, 1965.
In the Illinois radioactive rainout studies, a normalizing
procedure was employed in the construction of storm profiles to
permit better comparison of various concentrations measured within
and between storms at the various sampling stations (HUff and
Stout, 1964).

This technique has been used in Figures 2 to 4 in

which median values of the chemical elements have been plotted
for comparison with the beta curve.

In this procedure, the

concentration in each individual sample collected at a sampling
station was expressed as a ratio to the average concentration for
the entire storm.

Median values of the chemical-element ratios

were employed to eliminate minor fluctuations not typical of the
general trend during the storms.

Normalized rainfall rate curves

are also shown in Figures 2 to 4 for comparison purposes.
Except for a modest reversal of trend near the time of
minimum concentration, Figure 1 shows similar trends throughout
the storm for radioactivity and each of the chemical elements,
with the maxima and minima nearly coinciding.

The normalized

curves for the same station and storm in Figure 2 show strikingly
similar trend curves, although the chemical elements have higher
initial concentrations and lower final values than beta.

The
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similarity implies a common source region for the surface-generated
chemical constituents and radioactivity, that is, the lower
troposphere.

The chemical-element curve is very typical of the

Type A curve of beta concentration found to be the most common
time distribution in a large sample of Illinois storms by Huff and
Stout (1964); the beta curve of Figure 2 is a modified version of
the Type A curve, in that the highest concentration was measured
at the end instead of the start of the storm.

The rainfall rate

curve of Figure 2 is a typical single-burst type in which the
rate maximizes shortly before the radioactivity minimum in the
time distribution curve (Huff, 1965b).
Figures 1 and 2 lend support to findings in past experiments
(discussed earlier) which indicated the relatively high concentration
frequently observed at the start and end of convective storms is
related to the entrainment of particulates and evaporation processes
in the lower troposphere, and that the lower troposphere is a
region of major input of radioactivity into convective storms.
Figure 3 shows relationships in an air mass storm on May 25,
1965.

This was a 2-burst storm and, again, the radioactivity and

chemical-element curves are very similar in shape and in the
location of maxima and minima in the time distribution, which
imply a common region of input into the storm.

A similar conclusion

is reached from Figure 4, an intense thunderstorm associated with
a stationary front on April 20, 1964.

The radioactivity and

chemical-element curves nearly coincide with a distribution
designated Type D by Huff and Stout (1964).

~
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4It

Comparisons were made of the concentrations of Na, K, and Ca
in the 5 storms with average values for the United States provided
by Junge (1963).

The 5-storm average concentrations of Na and K,

0.26 and 0.08 mg/l, respectively, compared satisfactorily with
Junge's values of 0.25 and 0.12 mg/l in the sampling area.
the average ratio of

~Na,

Also,

0.31, agreed closely with the findings

of Larson and Hettick (1956) who analysed the mineral content of
62 Illinois rainwater samples.

However, the Ca average of 0.55 mg/l

in the 5 storms was much below Junge's value of approximately
1.25 mg/l.

No satisfactory explanation of this disparity has been

determined.
Concentrations in individual storms varied widely.

Based

upon average values for each storm, a trend was noted for heavier
concentrations in the storms with the most intense rain rates.
It is believed that this relationship results from more intense
entrainment of low-level pollutants in the heavier rainstorms.
These pollutants are normally available in copious quantities in
the maritime tropical air masses in which convective storms usually
develop in the Midwest.

Conversely, the limited supply of radio-

active debris in the atmosphere usually results in the opposite
trend for beta concentration because of the dilution effect in
the heavier rainstorms; this trend was present in the 5-storm sample
used in this study.
Examination of the time distributions in each storm showed,
in general, a greater rate of decrease in concentration of the

4It

chemical constituents (Na, K, Ca, Mg) in consecutive samples at
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the start of storms than in the radioactivity concentration.
Only in one storm (Fig. 4) was the beta decrease approximately
equivalent to the chemical constituents.

Again, this is believed

to be due to the greater density of chemical constituent particulates
in the lower atmosphere (supplied from soils and industrial
sources).

As a result, more entrainment of these particulates

occurs at the forward edge of advancing storm systems.

As pointed

out earlier, the time distribution curves of beta and the chemical
constituents were strikingly similar in shape.

The only major

difference was in the rate of change of concentration along the
curves.
Comparison of the ratio,

~Na,

in the 5-storm sample with

Junge's averages for the United States showed the best correlation
with areas SE, S, and SSW of the sampling network, such as
southern Illinois, the western parts of Kentucky and Tennessee,
Missouri, and occasionally areas farther south in the Lower
Mississippi Valley.

These correlations are reasonable since the

low-level, moisture-bearing winds were from tbe above directions
in the storms analyzed.

The ratio varied considerably between

storms, ranging from 0.17 to 0.44.

This range is not unexpected

considering (1) the localized differences which may result from
variations in wind strength and convergence in and near the storm
systems, and (2) variations that may occur in the water transport
into a storm system depending upon the circulation and stability
in the lower troposphere.
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CONCLUSIONS
The amount of data analyzed to date is insufficient to reach
firm conclusions on the radioactive input processes in convective
storms.

However, this abbreviated study does lend additional

support to previous findings which indicate the lower troposphere
is a major region of input into such storms, and perhaps more
important than direct stratospheric input.

Also, results indicate

that the concurrent analysis of radioactivity and chemical
constituents in rainwater may provide other useful information
related to the atmospheric processes controlling radioactive
rainout.
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LGII-SPEED
FIIO'fOG1lAP11I S'l'UDIES OF PAll'fiCLE 'fIlAJECTORIES
AND DISTRIBUTIONS IN COLLISIONS WITH WATER DROPS
by
T. G. Owe Berg, Thomas A. Gaukler, and Urte Vaughan
T. G. Owe Berg, Inc., 2189 S. Grand Avenue
Santa Ana, California 92'705

1.

INTRODUCTION

Our work for the Atomic Energy Commission is an experimental investigation of the washout of atmospheric particulates by rain, specially
the effect of electrostatic charges upon the collisions between rain drops
end particles. There is a voluminous literature on this and related subjects, presenting both experimental and theoretical work and with a variety of ultimate applications, e.g. growth of hail stones and filtration
of aerosols, but the subject is far from exhausted.

When a small particle is close to a falling rain drop, the motion
of the particle relative to the rain drop is determined by the inertia
of the particle, the electrostatic force between particle and rain drop,
and the aerodynamic forces acting upon the particle in the now field of
the rain drop. This general case has not been studied. The literature
on experimental and theoretical studies neglects one or the other of the
forces. Kraemer and Johnstonel,Z) have treated the case of negligible
particle inertia, i.e. small and highly charged particles, and found good
agreement between theory and experiment at low velocities.
The theory is, almost by necessity, limited
below the regime of turbulence. But even at low
ity of the mathematics has so far prohibited the
of all the three major forces. The extension of
spects would benefit from empirical information.

to low velocities, well
velocities the complexsimultaneous treatment
the theory in these reOver-all collection
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data would permit a check of the theory but would not give
direct information on the premises of the theory. Since the integration
of the equation of motion gives the particle trajectory, direct observation of particle trajectories in the vicini t~ of the rain drop would furnish such direct information.
We are determining particle trajectories b~ high-speed photography
through the microscope. Shadow pictures are taken of the drop and the
adjacent particles. The pictures of the drop also show particles deposited on its circumference. It thereb~ permits the determination of
the distribution of collected particles.
Particle trajectories have apparentl~ not been determined previously
by direct observation. Lewis and Ruggieril , 3) and Rosinski et al4 ) have
determined collection distributions, however. In both cases a sphere was
suspended in a wind tunnel, and an aerosol was blown toward the sphere.
The distribution was then determined by examination of the sphere.
The photographic technique has certain liIlitations. We are using a
Dynafax camera for up to 35,000 fps. The frue is 7xlO s. At a magnification of 10, a drop passes through the field of view in 7 frames, if
its fall velocit~ is 5 rals. It is good to have 7 frames or more for the
determination of the trajectory. A magnification of 10 permits recording and size measurement of particles down to 10J1., possibly 511. But the
drop must then be smaller than 0.7 _ in di8lleter in order not to fill
the field of view. 5 m/s is the terminal velocity of a 1.3 IE drop. Rain
drops are hardly less than 1 _ in diameter, except in their fOrJlative
stage. Smaller drops then lead us to model experiments. On the other
hand, the a~pspheric Particles would be of the order of 111 or less.
Fenn et al5 , } have pUblished size distribution curves for haze particles,
shoving peaks approximately at 0.311 and 111. At a reasonable working distance, say 10 1DIl, it is har9!y possible to take good pictures, permitting
size measurements, below ~7 , but trajectories could be determined for
smaller particles in scattered light. Thus, the technique requires the
use of drops SIIaller than orciiDar1 rain drops and particles larger than
the most co_on atmospheric particles. On the other hand, the size of
the particle is important only in relation to the electrostatic and aerodynamic forces.
Very small drops evaporate at an appreciable rate.
dr
-dt
= -k -1r

yS

The rate is
(l)

when r
the drop radius. The value of k JII8.1 be of the order of ur?
c";:'/s 8 • but it depends upon the relative humidity of the air. Whether
the rate of evaporation affects the collision under these conditions is
not known. The Facy effect is commonly associated with the vapor of the
drops, but the effect has apparently not been studied with falling drops.
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2.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows schematically an apparatus used in exploratory experiments. The water drop fa11s off a hypodermic needle and is charged by induction by a field between parallel plates. The lower plate was connected
to ground. It was seParated froll the test chamber by a plexiglass ring,
the height of which was chosen so as to give a suitable fall velocity.
The drop charge was measured by collecting the drop in a Faraday' cage.
Figure 2. shows the drop charge as a function of the applied voltage at a
distance of 2. cm between the plates. The drop diameter was 2.2 l1li1 in these
experiments. The aerosol was introduced through a capillary at the bottOli
of the test challber. We used Lycopodium in these experi.JDents. It has a
uniform particle size of 32)l.. The particles were charged by friction
against the vall of the capillary. Figgre 3 shows the average charge per
grail as a function of the now velocity. The particles were predominantly
negatively charged. The technique for charge generation and measure.ent
has been described in a publication9 ) . The now velocity in the capillary
was 15 mise The area ratio gives a now velocity of approximately 2. ca/s
in the test chamber. The terminal velocity of the Lycopodium particle is
approximately 3 cm/s. The fall velocity of the drop was varied from 88
cm/s to 155 cm/s. The range of the Reynolds number for the drop vas thus
130 to ~.
The framing rate was 2.0,000 fps in these experiments and the magnification was 2..4. The objective was the camera lens, which is perfectly
adequate for these large particles 7) . The camera was synchronized with
the event by a photoelectric cell that triggered an electronic nash unit.
The drop intercepted a light beam directed onto the photocell just before
entering the field of view of the camera. Figure 4 is a reproduction of
a typical frame.
The fila was projected on the wa11 at a magnification of 10, so that
the total magnification was 2.4. The drop was projected onto a circle of
slightly greater d1aJIeter, divided into sectors of 30°. The particles on
the drop peri-fery in each sector were counted, and the counts for symmetrically located sectors were added. A total of 100 or more particles were
counted in order to give a representative sample. An average of 10 films
for 10 successive identical experiments were used. I t is noteworthy that
there is no particle at or in the vicinity of the stagnation point in
Figure 4 whereas there are quite a few particles at the back side of the
drop. The distributions obtained are discussed presently.
Figure 5 shows typical particle trajectories relative to the drop
and relative to a fixed point. The latter have been slightly displaced
in order to be separated from the former. The trajectories show the
various forces more or less clearly. We looked for trajectories ending
on the back side of the drop but found none. However, in one case, using
a steel ball for comparison, the ball seemed to have hit the edge of the
hole in the bottom electrode (the lid of the test chamber) and knocked
off Lycopodium deposited around the hole. Figure 6 shows this ball. Figure 7 shows three trajectories on the back side: No. 1 moves slightly
faster than the ball, No. 2. catches up with the ball and becomes collected,
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that of the ball. The velocity of the ball vas 108 cm/s at the field of
view. corresponding to Reynolds number 160.
It JU:1 be mentioned at this point that Rosi.nsk1 et al found SOlIe deposit on the back side of the sphere. They had a sphere diaaeter of
1.86 em and a vind velocity of 210 to 490 cm{s corresponding to Reynolds
number 2600 to 6100. Hovever, their data are different fro. ours othervise.
A fev examples of the distribution of collected particles are given
in Figures 8 to 12. The projected contour of the drop is sholln vith the
particles marked as dots on the contour. Tvo circles are shown in order
to make the particles distinguishable. Figure 8 shovs a distribution
that is similar to those reported by Rosinski et ale This distribution
is not typical of our data, hovever. Figure 9 shovs the distribution at
tvice the drop velocity as compared to that in Figure 8. The shift of
the distribution tovard the back of the drop is typical of our data. Figures 10 to 12 illustrate the effect of particle charge. As the particle
charge increases, the IIUlXimuIl of the distribution curve moves backvards.
The positions of the Jl8xf1l8 in the three cases are approximately 650 , 850 ,
and 1050 • The S8IIl8 trend would be expected vhen the drop charge is increased. But the data do not shov such a trend. This JU:1 indicate that
the induced charge predolllinates over the drop charge, but ve vould like
to have Blore data before draving conclusions on this issue.

3.

DISCUSSION

As already emphasized the experiments reported here are exploratory,
the main purpose being to try out the high-speed photography technique for
the determination of trajectories and distributions. The experience gained
is encouraging.
On the other hand, the experi.lDental conditions vere far from perfect
in these exploratory experiments. We have redesigned the test chaaber and
made it tvo feet taller, so that the aerosol has tille to assuae la.inar
and linear nov before it reaches the field of viev. We have also added
a vertiCal air current into which the aerosol is blolln, so that the particles can be suspended almost stationary.

The effect of the lid on the test chamber is to fOrlll a sharp boundary
to the aerosol. Such a sharp boundary occurs at an inversion in the atmosphere. For exaaple, vhen the smog over Los Angele. i. vieved fro. an
airplane or a hill, it appears to be confined under a nat and i.ape1"llea'ble
lid. The density is highest at the boundary. Space charge and field
strength measurements on haze abOTe Boston pUblished by Vonnegut et all O)
shov the sharpness of the boundary. This type of natural boundary condition is the one that is IIOSt easily sillulated in the laboratory. In the
exploratory experiment just described the air carrying the aerosol escaped
through slits in the plexiglass tube just belov the lid.
The information received from the particle trajectories is far aore
accurate than vas expected. The veak el• •nt in the over-all experimental
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technique is the charge .easurement, because it gives the average charge
and not the individual particle charge. Another device is under testing.
It is a charge to mass ratio filter, similar in a way to the quadrupole
mass spectrometer. The principles of this device have been utilized for
the suapension of charged drops and particles. Figure 13 shows the suspension chamber. B) Two spheres are connected together and to one end of
a transformer winding, the other end being connected to a concentric
cylinder and to ground. The vertical field is linear
E

= aVz sin cot

Where z is the vertical coordinate, V is the ac voltage, and a is a constant. The suspended particle of charge q oscillates with the amplitUde
A so that
z

= Zo

+ A sin C1Jt

This inserted in formula (2) gives
2
E = aVzo sin QJt + sin: QIIt =

=

~ aVA

+ aVzo sin cot +

~ aVA cos 20ft

The electrostatic force is qE, and the net suspending force is
which is equal to the weight of the particle. Thus,

2'1

qaVA

(4)

2'1

qaVA,

= IIlg

There is a sillple relation between A and
and V.

Zo

that is independent of q, a,

8iJailar relations hold for the radial force.

When particles vi thin

a range of q/m are injected into the field, they assume certain stable

positiona

Zo

on the axis of 81J111letry.

Figure 14 shows the charge to mass ratio filter arrangement. In
this case the electrodes are elongated so that the suspended particle
is free to aove along the axis of the field.
In both cases the vertical oscillation can be suppressed and the
particle held at the Jlidpoint b,. the application of a vertical dc field
of suitable magnitUde. Under these circumstances only particles of one
value of q/a, corresponding to the value of the applied dc voltage, are
suspended at the center, and only such particles go through a small aperture at the center in Figure 14. !he size of the aperture determines the
range of q/a for particles going through. In order to determine q and Il
separately, q/m being known, one can detel"lline a by measuring the diameter
on the fila of the high-speed coera. Of course, for a Jlono-disperse
aerosol, such as Lycopodium, a constant value of q/a ..eans that q is constant.

- 519 The filter just described differs fra. the quadrupole ...s spectrometer by depending upon gr.Tity for the relloval of particles outside the range of transaission. This restricts its usefulness to
particles larger than 511. On the other hand, for Tery SIIall particles
the damping becomes excessive, and it would then be necessar)" to evacuate the filter. But this would dry the particles and change their
charge to mass ratio.
The drop size has been reduced to 0.5 to 1 _ for the reasons just
mentioned. This is done by simply letting sOlie air into the vater at
the tip of the burette. This technique is adequate for the deteraination of particle trajectories because the drop size, and thereby the
drop charge, can be determined from the fi.lJB. Hovever, drops of different
sizes are not identical with respect to the distribution because the flov
conditiona are different.

4.

CONCLUSION

The experiJlental techniques described in this paper hold out the
prospect of new approaches to the study of collisioRS in T&riOue applications, such as the washout of atmospheric particulates by raiD. Although the techniques are li.llited with respect to drop size, drop velocity,
and particle size, they perait, within these limits, the detel'1lination of
trajectories of particles of known size and known charge. Such information should be helpful in extending the theory and the general understanding of the collision process.
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DISCUSSION

HOLLAND

Can the experimental results obtained with
accelerating drops be extrapolated to the
case of terminal velocity~

BERG

You cannot extrapolate data for small
Reynolds numbers into the regime of turbulence.

ENGELMANN

You may recall the paper "Rain Scavenging of
Zinc Sulfide Particles", in J. Atm. se, ,
November 1965. In view of your results so
far, do you feel the high scavenging of
0.4 rom drops, with a minimum in scavenging
at about 0.8 rom, may be due to wake or to
electrical effects?

-BERG

The wake effect of turbulence should increase
with the Reynolds number, which is 43 for the
0.4 rom drop and 175 for the 0.8 rom drop at
terminal velocity. The electrostatic charges
on the two drops when sprayed under identical
conditions are proportional to the square
of the diameter. Our experience so far is
that there should be no turbulence and wake
effect for the smaller drop and hardly any
for the larger drop. It is also that the
charge on the drop, unless very large, has
much less effect than that on the particle.
Our experiments are not yet advanced to the
point where I would give a quantitative
answer to the question. It could be that
the smaller drop, falling with a smaller
velocity and carried farther by the wind,
was exposed to the zinc sulfide for a
longer period of time, i.e. exposed to more
zinc sulfide, than was the larger drop.
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In response to Dr. Engelmann's question,
there is a discontinuity in the hydrodynamic
phenomenon at Reynolds number (based on the
radius) around 100: namely, vortices at the
rear of the drop, separate. It can be
expected that this will cause a discontinuity
in the washout coefficient. We are looking
into this at Battelle by using the second
order Stokes' stream function to describe
the flow. The results should be available
soon.
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~CIPITATION

SCAVENGING OF SUB-MICRON PARTICLES
PART A - THEORY

W.G.N. Slinn
Mathematical Analysis Section Pacific Northwest Laboratory

A B S T RAe T
For the precipitation scavenging of submicron
particles, inertial effects are shown to be negligible by
transforming Newton's law to the mass independent
Smoluchowski equation. The importance of electrical effects
can be displayed theoretically but its evaluation requires
more specific information about the charges on raindrops and
particles. Heat transfer data is utilized to calculate the
washout coefficient and the result is found to be a factor
of two to ten below Ziman's.
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INTRODUCTION
It should be emphasized at the outset that we are
interested in the precipitation scavenging of extremely small
particles. They might b~ called macromolecules; their radii
are between 10 and 1000 A. What we wish to find is the
number of such particles washed out of the atmosphere by rain
of given intensity and of given distribution of raindrop size.
Our analysis starts from Newton's second law written
for a single particle of mass m. The velocity of the particle,
v, is measured from an inertial frame fixed to the raindrop.
Because of the minuteness of the particles, their Brownian
motion is expected to be significant. This is included in the
analysis by introducing a stochastic force, Fs, in addition to
the force from the fluid, Ff, and an electrical force, Fe, in
the equation of motion:
fe

+

Ff

+

Fs = m

dv

at

An empirical formula for the drag from the fluid,
similar to one used by Millikan l, is
£f =

6~ap~[~f

-

~]/[l + A~/a +

(B~/a)

exp(-ba/~)]

where a is the radius of the particle P,~,vf are the fluid's
density, kinematic viscosity and velocity,-respectively and
A, B, b,l are constants (for 10<a< 1000 A, A = .95, B = .24,
b = 1.5, 1 = 9.4xlO- 6 em). For convenience, we write this
drag as Ff = (mIT) [vf-Y]. Comparing these two expressions
for Ff, Tm/T) is seen to be mass independent. Later we will
justTfy writing (mIT) = (kT/D) where kT is the thermal energy
of the fluid and D is the diffusion constant.
T is the velocity relation time. In a fluid moving
at a uniform velocity v o' a particle released from rest would
have velocity
v =

Vo

[1 - exp(-t/T)].

For the particles of interest, T is extremely small:
T(~sec) ~

a(~).

The Smoluchowski Equation
The presence of the stochastic force in the equation
of motion prohibits us from integrating it directly. The
force is known only statistically: we can expect that it is
random in direction and has magnitude dependent upon the
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thermal energy of the air molecules. An explicit description
is given in Chandrasekhar's classic review article 2. Instead
of attempting to integrate the equations we yield on attempting
to describe the position and velocity of the particle so
exactly. We seek only the probability W dr dv that the
particle has velocity v (to v + dv) when it is at position r
at time t if it had velocity-yo at ro at time to. ChandraseKhar
shows that the resulting equation for W is the Fokker-Planck
equation:

~Wt
o

+

v . VrW

+

(~
m

+

Yf
.
T

VvW =

!T [V
V

. (Wv)
-

+

kT
m

VV2W]

'

Here, Vv is the appropriate operator in velocity space and Vr
is the familiar operator in physical space.
The Fokker-Planck equation describes the probable
location of the particle, exactly. Now we approximate it. If
we restrict our attention to time intervals ~t » T and to
distances ~r » ruT then the Fokker-Planck equation reduces to
the Smoluchowski equation:

Here wdr = w(r,t;ro,to)dr is the probability that the particle
is in dr at r-at time t-if it was at r o at time to' Notice
that w Tas opposed to W) contains no reference to the velocity
of the particle.
Accepting the restrictions ~t » T and ~r »VDT is
no hardship. The minimum time of interest is the time for a
raindrop to fall about one hundredth of its radius, R. Since
the terminal velocity of a drop, Vt , is close to 8000 R sec-I,
then
~t

=

a(l

~sec)

provided a « 1 micron.
further restriction.

»

T(~sec)

=

a[a(~)],

The condition on r provides no

There are a number of interesting features of the
Smoluchowski equation. First, if we identify the diffusion
constant D = (T/m)kT and recall that T/m is mass independent,
then it is seen that the Smoluchowski equation contains no
reference to the mass of the particle. Consequently, for
particles of radii a «1 micron, the contribution to the
washout coefficient from inertial effects is negligible.
Second, the equation can be interpreted to be describing a

-
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probability flux
j

where

1=-

[DVw - (~ £e + ~f) w].

This will be useful later. Finally, the Smoluchowski equation
has a simple physical interpretation.
To obtain this we assume that the fluid is incompressible and that there is no free electrical charge in the
space between the particle and the drop. Then
V . ~f = 0 = V . .£.e and there resul ts B1- = D V2 w where

~ = aa t

v .V is a substantial derivative taken along the
trajectory defined by v = vf + (Tim) Fe. If there were no
diffusion and if there-were more than-one particle present,
the Smoluchowski equation gives us that the concentration of
aerosol is constant along each trajectory defined by v. If
the density is uniform at infinity, this implies that-the
concentration of aerosol is constant, everywhere. Levin 3
reached a similar conclusion, earlier. The full equation
describes simple diffusion about these "undiffused"
trajectories.
+

The Convective Diffusion Equation
The Smoluchowski equation describes a single
particle's probable location at time t if it is known to be
at ro at time to. However, for our problem both ro and to
can~ and indeed must, be chosen at random.
We can simplify
the problem. Instead of attempting to describe the intermittent bombardment of the raindrop by particles emanating
from random points at random times we choose to "continuumize"
the effect on the raindrop by defining a hypothetical continuous number density of particles, n(r,t). If at some
arbitrary time t = 0 the density of particles is n(r,o) then
the number of particles in dr at time t is
-

Operating on this equation with ~ - DV 2 we get g~
which has the same form as the equation for w.

- DV

2n

=

The boundary condition at infinity is simply that
n ~ no, a constant. Obtaining the boundary condition at the
surface of the drop (! = !s) is more difficult. Since the

0
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velocity of the fluid is zero at the surface, the probability
flux there becomes

i = - [DVw - (T/m) Few] .
If the surface is impenetrable then the flux through it is
zero which gives the boundary condition

o = [D(Vw.p) - ! (Fe.p)w]
m -

r=.!..s

where p is a unit vector perpendicular to the surface. At the
other extreme, if the raindrop completely absorbs all particles
incident upon it, then, as far as the exterior fluid is concerned, it is as if there were no particles present in the
region interior to the drop. (No particles emerge to
repopulate the exterior region.) Thus, for perfect absorption,
w(.!..~rs) = 0 and the probability flux into the surface becomes

i.(-p) =

D(Vw).pl

r=.!..s

A similar boundary condition is obtained for n.
In summary, for perfect absorption, the steady state
convective diffusion problem to be solved is (v.V)n = DV 2n,
n -+ no as r-+ 00; n = 0 at r = '!"s.
We shall assume a simple Coulombic force between the
particle with charge q and drop with charge Q. If distances
are nondimensionalized with the radius and velocities
normalized with the terminal velocity of a spherical drop,
then the equation becomes (using the same symbols for the
nondimensional as were used for the dimensional variables)
"-

~)
r

.

Here Pe is the Peclet number which is the ratio of the convective transport (VtR) to Brownian diffusion:
Pe = VtR/D =
where
and

(VtR/~)

(~/D)

= Re Pr

Re is the Reynolds number
Pr is the Prandtl or Schmidt number.

e/M is the ratio of the Coulomb force at the surface of the
drop, e = qQ/4TIE OR 2 to tne order of magnitude of the molecular
drag on the particle,

-

-

-

--------------------
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M=

6TIap~Vt/[1

+ A~/a + (B~/a)

exp(-ba/~)]

.

An order of magnitude estimate of these quantities is: for
10 K yarticles in drizzle, Pe . 10, Re ~ 1, Pr ~ 10 and for
1000 A particles in a cloudburst
Pe

~ 10 8

,

Re

~ 10 3

Pr

,

~ 105.

A discussion of C/M will be given later.
Exact Solutions for Special Cases
Solving the convective diffusion equation is
extremely difficult because of the presence of the fluid
velocity, Vf. Even in the two limiting cases where it is
known (StoKes flow for Re ~ a and potential flow for Re ~ 00)
the velocity is a nonlinear function of the coordinates. If
there is no fluid velocity and no charges, the dimensional
equation becomes V2n ~ 0 with n ~ no as r ~ 00; nCR) ~ O. The
solution is n = noel - ~). The dimensional flux of particles
to the drop, arising solely from the Brownian motion of the
particle, is then

ri" =

D ~
dr

I

-

r=R -

Dno
--r

Nondimensionalizing this flux we obtain the Nusselt or
Sherwood number (based on the radius)
Nu = n"R/Dn o = 1.
If there are electrical charges present, but still
no fluid motion~ the nondimensionalized equation is
E(e Ir 2).Vn = V n where E = (C/M) Pe = CR/kT. E is a
measure of the electrical effect and is the ratio of the
particle's electrostatic potential energy if it were at the
surface of the drop to the thermal energy kT. The solution
is
n =

and the flux of particles through the surface is
Nu = E/(e E - 1). For E = 0 we regain Nu = 1. For E ~ + 00
(like charges) Nu ~ 0 and for E ~ - 00 (unlike charges)
Nu ~ I E I.
Some useful conclusions can be drawn from this
result. For a cloud droplet in the presence of ions with an
excess of charge of one sign, the charging of the droplet
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will be negligibly small when E climbs to about 10. Therefore, the number of elementary charges on a cloud droplet is
unlikely to climb above 104 R, R in .1 mm. Ziman4 gives the
experimental result for the number of charges as 2 x 103R.
Likewise, the number of charges on a falling raindrop is
unlikely to climb above 10sR, R in .1 mm, which is considerably below the limit of about 10 8 R3/2 set by surface tension.
Although the result Nu = E/(eE-l) was derived from
a steady state equation, it can provide us with an estimate
of the rate of discharge by ions of an object (raindrop, droplet or particle). If the ions of density ni carry a single
elementary charge qi then, taking Nu ~ -E for E large and
negative, there results

That is, in agreement with Gunn 5, we obtain the decay time

which is independent of the size of the object. At normal
atmospheric ion densities of around 103/c c, the discharge
proceeds very slowly: Td = a(103) seconds. A drop of 1 mm
diameter falls about 4 km in this time. At the other extreme,
for submicron particles produced in a hydrocarbon flame where
ion densities are typically 109/ c c,6 the decay time is in the
millisecond range.
An estimate of the importance of the electrical
effect in precipitation scavenging can be, of course, only as
reliable as the estimate of the size of the charges. Even
the orders of magnitude of these are in doubt. Raindrops
have been observed7 with charges close to the limit set by
surface tension: 108R3/2, R in .1 mm. SmithS measured values
of the order of 106R. Buytner and Gisina9 use Q = 10sR
which we expect to be an upper limit for the charge. Frenkel's
theory for the charge on cloud droplets gives 0 = 2.l0 4R but
Ziman~ argues that the charge on a raindrop will be considerably less than the experimental result Q = 2 x 103R for the
charge on a cloud droplet because the drop grows preferentially
from the coagulation of droplets of opposite charge. Probably
there is no simple, charge to raindrop size, relation useful
for all rainstorms. For specific ion concentrations the prediction of anyone of these expressions might be appropriate.
The charge on the particle is also uncertain.
Fuchsl studied the charge on 100 A particles that had reached
equilibrium with the normal ionization of air at sea level
and found that 90% carry no charge while the other 10% possess
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only a single charge. In the experiment that we will refer
to, the particles of geometric mean radius of about 60 A were
produced in a propane flame and initially may carry a significant charge. However, it is quite possible that they are
discharged in a few milliseconds and come to charge equilibrium with the atmosphere during the time (approximately one
second) between their formation and collision with the raindrop. Further investigation of this problem is planned.
It is disconcerting to attempt to estimate the
importance of the electrical effect from such equivocal data.
If Ziman's argument for the charge on a raindrop is appropriate and if there is a single charge on the particle, then
IC/MI ~ l/Pe. If, as is likely the case, there is an equal
probability for attraction or repulsion between the drop and
the particle then the chan~e in the Nusselt number is the
arithmetic mean of (e1-l)- and (1_e-1)-1 or 1.08. That is,
the correction to the Nusselt number is about 10% of the
value for Brownian diffusion. For natural aerosols of about
100 A radius, this correction is to be applied only to 10%
of the particles. The other 90% are uncharged and would be
attracted only because of the dipole induced in them by the
raindrop's charge. The ratio of this force to the Coulombic
force is a(a 3 Q/ R 3 ) which for a .1 mm drop and a 100 A
particle is 0(10- 9 ) . Thus, if the number of charges on the
raindrop is 103R, R in a .1 mm, the electrical contribution
to the washout of natural aerosols of radius of 100 A is
negligible. However, if raindrops carry 105R charges and if
all the particles are charged, then the electrical effect
can easily be 10 times more important than Brownian motion.
The need for more experimental data is obvious.
Approximate Solutions
Ignoring the electrical term, the equation to be
solved is vf.~n = Pe- 1 ~2n. Since Pe » 1, it might be
thought that a solution could be found in the form of a
perturbation expansion in Pe- 1. To lowest order we have
vf.~n = 0 whose solution is n = constant (as was obtained
Trom the Smoluchowski equation when there was no diffusion).
Now there is a dilemma: n = no at infinity and n = 0 at the
surface but the lowest order solution can fit only one
boundary condition. It is in fact a singular perturbation
problemlO with the classic warning that the highest derivative is lost in the lowest order equation. The source of
the difficulty is that near the surface of the drop vf ~ a
and consequently the term retained v~.~n becomes smaller
than the term that was ignored Pe-l~ n. Far from the drop
the lowest order solution is n = no; very near the drop the
density would become closer to the solution of ~2n = 0,
n = 0 at r = R; n = no at r = R +0 where 0 is an estimate of
where the two terms in the full equation become the same
order of magnitude.
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Determining 0 is not so easy as Levich demonstrates l l.
For the problem of interest, Pr = ~/D > 10, which means the
vorticity diffuses farther from the sphere than the region
where Brownian motion of the particle is significant. Consequently, the "Brownian layer" is embedded in a viscous
dominated flow and Stoke's stream function might be expected
to be applicable near the surface even for Re > 1. It may be
of interest to point out that the second order Stokes' stream
function l O

describes stationary eddies for Re < 60. Here S is measured
1
d 1/J
from the upstream polar axis. Calculating Vr = r2sinS ae
1
a1/J
= rsinS
ar

calling the distance from the surface of the
sphere y = r - R and substituting into the dimensional convective diffusion equation yields, near the surface,

Vs

- 3/2 y2/R 2 [cosS + Re/8 (2cosS-l) (3cosS+2)] an/ar
+ 3/2 y/R sine [1 + Re/8 (4cosS+3)] l/ran/as
1

r 2sinS

::)

:re

(sinS

a~)]
S

We shall work with the case without eddies (take Re = 0 in the
above equation).
We now attempt to make each term display its order
of magnitude by magnifying the distance from the sphere, y, by
the amount O. Define Y = y/o = 0(1). Then using ;r = :y
and r ~ R we obtain
an
IT

+

3
2"

oY s inS
R2
1

RsinS

an

as
aae (sinS ~)]
aS

Levich assumes that in these strained coordinates the derivatives are of the same order of magnitude. This cannot be
justified. If it were true, then the left and right hand
sides would be equally significant when ~ = o(~) or
t
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~ = a(Pe- l/ 3).

If n : no at this distance and if we solved

d 2n/dy 2 = 0 in the region
Levich solves essentially
obtains Nu = .64 Pe l/ 3 .

0

< y < 0 then Nu

ys i ne
Rr

3/2

an

= a(Pe l/ 3).
2n

D a
as = Vi
frY

and

The error in this method is to assume that
an
2
r a r «a n/a r 2 • If there were no fluid motion then the
equation is V 2 n = 0 or
2

Neglecting one in comparison to the other is what leads
Levich to the incorrect result that when there is no fluid
velocity, Nu = O. He adds on the zero velocity value as we
could here by saying that we should solve
n 2
v

_

n -

a 2 n + 2 a n . th
aT"2
r
err = 0 W1

nCR)

= 0,

n(R+o)

=

no;

this gives
Nu = 1 + a (Pell 3)

•

r2 a
arn .1S

. . f 1cant,
i
slgn1
t h en we cou ld h ave
assumed in the first place (with equal justification) that
= a(Vt~o) or ~ = a(Pe- 1 / 2 ) which leads to Nu = 1+a(Pel/ 2).
The resolution of this problem awaits the exact solution.

However, 1. f

J

Heat Transfer Analogy
In the meantime there is a wealth of experimental
data that heretofore does not seem to have been utilized for
the precipitation scavenging of particles 1 2. The forced
convection heat transfer from an isothermal sphere is
governed by almost the same equation and br the same boundary
conditions as the mass transfer problem 1 3, 4. Therefore the
solution is the same. Drake 1 5 recommends for the heat
transfer Nusselt number for 10- 1 < Re < 105 and
2 < Pr < 380, Nu = 1 + .336 Reo,ssPrO.S3. For a similar range,
Spalding 1 6 recommends and we shall use
Nu = 1

+ .39

Rel/2 Pr l / 3.

It is interesting to notice how the exponent of Pe = Re Pr
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is neither 1/2 nor 1/3. Both these empirical fits (typically
to within 10%) include some mass transfer data and, of
course, include the complicated hydrodynamic phenomena from
stationary eddies to turbulent wakes. Although the range in
Pr is not adequate for our purposes, the exponent is
expected to differ very little from 1/3 1 7.
Using the above expression for the mass transfer
Nusselt number, the total flow to the surface is
(4TIR 2Dn oNu/R)sec- 1 • The collection efficiency Ec is usually
defined by nondimensionalizing this with the flow in the
undisturbed fluid to a cross-section TIR 2 :
Ec(a,R) = 4TIRDn~NU
= (4/Pe) [1 + .39 Re l/ 2 Pr l/ 3] .
TIR 2n o t
Our best estimate of the collection efficiency would be the
above expression (which is really the target efficiency)
multiplied by the retention efficiency and by the electrical
term E/(eE-l).
Ziman 4 uses for the collection efficiency an interpolation between Levich's solution (Re «1) and his own
boundary layer theory (Re »1). Details of the latter were
not available. His result is
1

Ec(a,R) = Pel/2

[0.24 + .64 Re]
1 + Re

If we use the same rain spectrum and terminal velocity as
Ziman:
N(R)dR = (10-4J o/6TIRm 7 ) R2 exp(-2R/Rm) dR
Vt = 8000 R sec- 1

and

where J Q is the total intensity of rain in em/sec and Rm is
the rad1us of the drops in the maximum of the spectrum, then
we obtain for the washout coefficient,
A (a)

= jooTIR 2E c(a,R) Vt(R) N(R) dR
o

the value
~

(a)

1 + 96 Rm

1

D173

I

This and Ziman's result are plotted in the figure.

The error
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The Washout Coefficient as a Function
of Particle Size at R m = 0.2 and 1 mm
but with J = Const. = 1 cm/hr
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bars on Ziman's curves arise because they were taken from a
plot in his paper. His curves begin to climb at a = O.l~
because he has added the inertial contribution.
A number of observations should be made. Most
dramatic is that the heat transfer data predicts that the
washout time for submicron particles is as much as a factor
of 10 longer than Ziman predicts. Notice, also, that the
curves give the misleading impression that the smaller the
raindrop size, the more effective is the scavenging. The
reason for this is that the curves are normalized to the same
rainfall rate. Finally, it is apparent how important it is
to examine the retention efficiency problem. Ignoring it
leads us to the ridiculous ~onclusion that essentially all
the "air molecules" (a = 1 A) in the path of a raindrop will
be collected.
CONCLUSION
This analysis of the precipitation scavenging of
submicron particles leads us to the following conclusions.
Inertial effects are insignificant if the particle radius is
less than .1. More experimental data is needed before the
contribution of the electrical effects can be reliably
evaluated. To within experimental accuracy, heat transfer
data is expected to be valuable for calculating the contribution to the washout coefficient from convective diffusion.
Comparison with experiment is given in the companion paper.
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~ PRECIPITATION SCAVENGING OF SUB-MICRON PARTICLES
PART B - COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH FIELD EXPERIMENTS

-

D.I. Hagen
Atmospheric Sciences Section Pacific Northwest Laboratory

A B S T R ACT
Calculations based on convective and Brownian
diffusion are found to predict within experimental error the
rain washout coefficients measured in the field for submicron silver iodide particles. These particles, similar to
those used in cloud seeding work, have a log normal distribution with geometric mean diameter of .012~.
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INTRODUCTION
The description of the washout of gases and sub-micron
particulates are similar in that convective and Brownian
diffusion playa major role. This has been verified theoretically for small particulates in Part A and in references
cited there. In addition to convective and Brownian diffusion,
the presence of electric charges on either the drop, the
particle, or both can affect the washout by rain. Also, the
complex composition and structure of small particulates may be
expected to require a different explanation for the retention
by the raindrop of these particles than for gases. Of course,
as particle size increases, all similarity with a gas is lost
since the Brownian motion is completely negligible for
particles greater than O.l~ and particle inertia becomes the
dominant captive mechanism for sizes greater than about l~.
It appears that little or nothing has been done
previously in the experimental study of the rain washout of
particles smaller than about O.l~ and of particles roughly
between O.l~ and l~ where neither Brownian diffusion nor
inertial impaction effects are large. Consequently, washout
coefficients have been measured in the field for the scavenging
by rain of silver iodide particles smaller than O.l~. In this
paper, the field results will be compared with values calculated from convective and Brownian diffusion theory. It will
be seen that, by ignoring electrical effects and assuming
perfect retention of the particles by the drop, the washout
equation becomes similar to that used to predict the washout of
perfectly soluble gases (1)(2) and within experimental error,
agrees with the field results.
FIELD STUDIES
The method (2) employed to obtain washout coefficients
(proportion of pollutant cloud removed per second through washout) in the field is described below.
The particulate tracer is generated from a platform,
located on a 40 ft tower, which can be raised or lowered to any
desired height by means of a winch. Typical generation heights
are 20 to 40 feet above the ground. The height is selected to
insure that dry deposition is avoided and collected precipitation has fallen through the plume. Generations are made
during periods of steady rain and steady wind velocities, if
possible. The precipitation that has fallen through the plume
is sampled approximately 100 feet downwind of the tower with
the aid of rain collectors (plastic bag lined wastebaskets)
equally spaced on a circle centered on the generation tower.
A full circle is employed to allow for the possibility of
highly variable winds. The tower and sampling arc are shown in
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Figure 1. The samples containing washed-out tracer on a
particular arc are collected, poured together, and an analysis
by sensitive radiochemical techniques (2) is made to determine
the total quantity of tracer in the rain sample. Typical
quantities of silver iodide collected on a particular sampling
circle for one test is of the order of 10- 8 grams. Thus the
success of these field studies relies to a great extent on the
sensitive analytical tools available. During the generation
time, an upwind rain sample is collected and subsequently
analyzed for silver iodide. This gives both a good estimation
of the average rainfall rate during the test and a measure of
the natural background of silver iodide in the rainwater which
must be subtracted from the sample. The background which is
usually of the same order of magnitude as the sample is a
potential source of error in the field studies. Support data
such as raindrop spectra taken on diazo paper (2) and wet and
dry bulb temperatures are also taken during an experiment.
The experimental washout equation may be derived
from the fact that washout is an exponential decay process.
The plume is generated in air having an average velocity U
along the x axis. Let lex) (grams/sec) be the net flux of
tracer through a plane normal to the center-line at downwind
position x. Then lex) - l(x + dx) = ~ where m is the amount
of tracer collected on the ground from the portion dx of the
plume. Now, lex) = 1 0 exp(- A T) where 1 0 is the flux of
tracer at the generator, A is the washout coefficient in units
of sec- 1 and T, the time taken for the plume to reach x, is
simply x/u. We can now integrate over the generation time,
assuming the entire generation is made during rain.
dt

=

fT dt
dm

dt

o
where T is the duration of generation.

Since

f

T
1 0 dt

= Q (T),

o
the total quantity generated, the above integral becomes

Q (T) ~ exp(- A_x) = mdx(T)
u
u
The quantity md~T) is the total amount of tracer reaching the
ground from washout per unit downwind distance. For a
circular sampling arc located at distance x from the generation point with samplers of constant area, a, and spacing, ~y,
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For the experiments described in this paper, u »Ax.
quently, the exponential term is taken to be unity.

Conse-

Washout coefficients determined in this way for silver
iodide in rain from two field tests, designated as R18 and R20,
along with their rainfall rates and expected errors are given in
Table II.
THE SILVER IODIDE TRACER
The silver iodide is released from a "skyfire
generator," a type used in cloud seeding work (3). The
generator atomizes and burns a solution of 16.3 grams of silver
iodide and about 5 grams of sodium iodide per liter of acetone
in a propane flame. The particles produced are composite
silver iodide, sodium iodide, possibly water and other impurities. The particle diameter size distribution is approximately
log-normal, ranging between .002 and .05 microns. In agreement
with others (4) this data has been established from electron
microscope grids exposed to the silver iodide plume at a
distance of 2 meters from the same generator used in the field
experiments. Sizing of one hundred particles, from photographs
taken on the electron microscope, gave a geometric mean
diameter and geometric standard deviation of 0.012~ and 1.43,
respectively.
The particles are dry since any water on them would
have evaporated during examination under the electron microscope. It has been noted (5), however, that silver iodide
particles produced by the "sky-fire generator" are hygroscopic.
Also, it has been shown recently (6) that, with potassium
iodide substituted for sodium iodide, the diameters of the
resultant droplets (particle plus condensed water) can significantly exceed the particle diameter. The question relevant to
the washout studies described in this paper is whether the
particles, if generated dry, have sufficient time in the
atmosphere to condense a significant quantity of water before
being scavenged; a time on the order of 10 seconds. The
resolution of this question is important since the theoretical
washout coefficient depends strongly on particle size. In the
absence of this information, the measured particle size distribution described above will be used in the calculation made
in this paper.
THEORY
The washout of particles by rain is determined
theoretically from the following equation
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'IT R
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E (a,R) <P(R) f(a) da dR

(2)

0

where
a = particle radius
R = raindrop radius
<P(R) dR = raindrop flux density = number of drops per
cm 2 per sec having radii between Rand
R + dR
E(a,R) = collection efficiency for particle or raindrop
f(a) da = proportion of particles having radii
between a and a + da
The collection efficiency is actually the product of
the collision efficiency (E c) and the retention efficiency (ER).
Ec is defined as the ratio of the number of particles that
actually collide with the drop to the number in the cylinder
swept out by the falling drop. The retention efficiency ER is
simply the fraction of the former that stick to the drop. For
the time being, ER will be assumed to equal 1.
From Part A of this paper, the collection efficiency
E(a,R) suitable for particulates and gases alike has been
obtained from the application of experimental heat transfer
results to the problem of mass transfer since an exact solution
of either is impossible. The justification for doing this is
based on the similarity between the convective diffusion
equations and boundary conditions for heat and mass transfer
where all other effects influencing mass transfer are ignored.
The latter include electrical effects and imperfect retention
efficiencies as well as effects noted later in this section.
If D(a) is the particle diffusion coefficient, Re, the
Reynolds number of the raindrop, v the viscosity of air, and
VT(R) the raindrop terminal velocity, then the collection
efficiency is
E (a, R)

= 4D(a)

1/3
V
1
VT-1R- 1 [1 + 0.39 Re / 2 (nrar)
]

1/2
v 1/3
where [1 + 0.39 Re
(nrar)
] is the Sherwood number Sh
(R,a). Inserting this expression for E(a,R) in equation (2),
we obtain

4'ITR <P(R) D(a) Sh(R,a) f(a) da dR
VT(R)

(3)
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For gases, f(a) da
AG

=

I and D(a) = D so that

= 4nD ~oo R ~(R)V~R Sh(R)

(4)

o
Equation (4) has been used, as noted earlier, to successfully
predict the washout of perfectly soluble gases. Equation (3),
then, can be used to calculate the washout coefficient of submicron particles assuming all effects other than convective
diffusion to be negligible.
Other factors in addition to Brownian diffusion and
electrical forces which may influence the washout of sub-micron
particles include:
(a)

Thermophoresis

(b)

Diffusiophoresis

(c)

Stefan flow

(d)

Molecular potentials (e.g., van der Waals' forces)

Their combined effects are assumed to be minimal and
will not be considered here although a discussion of them can
be found in Fuchs (7) and Davies (8). Their importance may be
in the particle size range O.IU where Brownian diffusion is
very small.
CALCULATIONS
The average raindrop flux ~(R) for both runs Rl8 and
R20 are not available and must be estimated from other rainfall
spectra taken at different times at the same location and
usually during light showery rains. We will make the working
assumption that the raindrop flux is in general a log-normal
distribution of raindrop sizes. This assumption is based on
the essentially log-normal behavior of distribution obtained
from 16 samples of raindrop spectra, one of which contained on
the order of 1600 drops and the others, an average of about
100 drops. However, several of the 100 drop samples had a
normal rather than log-normal distribution. Other investigators (1) have observed approximate log-normal distribution
for raindrop space density and this should be expected to hold
true as well for their flux density. The log-normal distribution is specified if we know its geometric mean diameter and
standard deviation. The estimations of these parameters for
runs Rl8 and R20 are as follows. The geometrical mean diameter
(Dg) and rainfall rate obtained directly from each spectra are
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plotted on log-log paper and a least squares line is fitted to
the points (see Figure 2). From this line, geometric mean
sizes are obtained for experimentally known average rainfall
rates for RIB and R20. Sixty-eight percent confidence intervals are obtained about these points. A similar procedure is
followed for estimating the geometric standard deviation crg of
the size distribution from given values of Dg. These values
are given in Table I.
Assuming log-normal distribution for ~(R) and f(a),
negligible electrical effects, and perfect retention
efficiency, the theoretical washout coefficients are calculated
from equation (3). For comparison, these values, along with
the experimentally measured washout coefficient from equation
(1), are given in Table II in addition to washout coefficient
calculated from the theory by A.G. Ziman (see Part A).
Within the limits of expected error, the experimental washout coefficients agree with those predicted from
Equation (3) and from Ziman's approximate theory.
CONCLUSIONS
Since no measurements have been obtained for either
the charging of the silver iodide particles or the rain
charges during the field tests RIB and R20, an estimation of
the electrical effects on scavenging is impossible. Even if
this information were known, it would be very difficult to
calculate the collection efficiency including charge effects.
As pointed out in Part A, no exact solution to this problem is
available. Its resolution lies in carefully controlled
experiments so that, as in the case of heat transfer, empirical relations can be obtained which will specify the collection
efficiency as a function of the electrical parameters.
Retention efficiencies have been assumed to be equal
to 1. This conclusion is not supported by any direct experimental evidence but theoretical arguments for essentially
perfect retention of small particles are presented by Fuchs (7),
Davies (B), and Junge (9).
Within the experimental and statistical errors, in
the calculations reported here, we can conclude the following:
1.

The washout of sub-micron silver iodide particles
may be predicted according to Equation (3) or
Ziman's results (Part A). It is believed that the
washout of most sub-micron particulates can be predicted according to these equations except in circumstances resulting from high charges on the
raindrops or particles, or both, as a result of a
thunderstorm, for example.
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2.

When electrical effects and imperfect retention
efficiencies are ignored, the washout process of submicron particulates and highly soluble gases is
similar and the same theoretical equation (equation
3) may be used to predict either.

3.

The combined effects of charges and other factors on
the washout of sub-micron particulates is probably
smaller than convective Brownian diffusion under
normally encountered conditions in the atmosphere.
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TABLE

I

VALUES FOR THE LOG-NORMAL FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS WITH 68%
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Test

Rainfall Rate

log Og

log Dg

Dg

R18

1.9

mm/hr

0.449 ± .071

-0.640 ± .145

0.527 rom

R20

1.34 mm/hr

0.492 ± .071

-0.689 ± .145

0.502 mm

TABLE

II
VI
VI

EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED VALUES OF THE WASHOUT COEFFICIENT
FOR SUB-MICRON A
Test

A Experimental (Eq. 1)

A Theoretical (Eq. 3)

o

A Theoretical (Ziman)

R18

5.45

X

10- 6 sec- 1 ± 50%

3.64

X

10- 6 ± 150%

8.65

10- 6

±

140%

R20

5.32

X

10- 6 sec- 1

2.44

X

10- 6 ± 150%

5.75 x 10- 6

±

140%

e

±

50%

X

e
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DISCUSSION
DINGLE

I appreciate your treatment of this problem. However, have you considered polarization effects -particularly that which must prevail in the strong
electrical fields developed in thunderstorms?

SLINN

In the proceedings you will see that we have
studied a number of polarization effects but not
those arising from the (unknown!) electric field's
intensity in thunderstorms. In general, polarization effects are expected to be small compared
to the Coulombic effect because the force falls
off, if I recall, as l/r s compared to l/r 2 for the
Coulombic force. An important exception to this
statement is when the particle is very close to the
raindrop -- a few particle radii away. Then the
induced polarization (not arising from the
external field) produces a large attractive force.
This may be the reason why the assumption of
perfect retention efficiency leads to a prediction
for the washout coefficient not in disagreement
with the experimental result.
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~CERS FOR THE STUDY OF SCAVENGING BY RAIN*
by
A. Nelson Dingle
University of Michigan

ABSTRACT

The study of rain scavenging by means of tracers from crudely
defined "natural" sources has led to the idea that the resolution
of physical problems of scavenging might be greatly improved by
the use of artificially placed tracer. The selection of a suitable
material to use in the study of strong convective systems, with
measurement by neutron activation is discussed. The design, coordination and execution of a pilot experiment in a strong convective
storm at Holdenville, Oklahoma, 30 May 1967 is recounted, and preliminary results of the neutron activation analysis are presented.
Although statistics for the evaluation of natural background of
the tracer material, indium, are not yet as numerous as desired,
and the sample analyses are not all completed, the criterion for
success of the pilot experiment, i.e., that the tracer be clearly
identified in collected rain samples, is certainly met by the preliminary figures.

*Research supported by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Division
of Biology and Medicine, Fallout Studies Branch, under contract
AT(11-1)-1407, and by the Environmental Science Services Administration, Institute for Environmental Research, National Severe Storms
Laboratory, under contract No. E22-110-67(N). Publication No. 131
from the Department of Meteorology and Oceanography, The University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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INTRODUCTION:
The potential of tracer experiments for the study of rainproduction, rain-scavenging, and severe storm dynamics is to some
extent indicated by the research that we have conducted during the
last three to four years. In this work we have used tracers that
are available in the atmosphere, the sources of which are only
broadly defined in space, and the emissions of which are not under
our control.
We can always know that the source of long-lived bomb debris
radioactivity must be the lower stratosphere, as long as atmospheric
bomb tests have not recently occurred. We can also be sure that
plant pollens are emitted to the atmosphere at its lowest surface
according to biologically determined temporal patterns. These two
basic facts, coupled with the highly resolved field data assembled
in our rain sampling program and with the storm-system-defining
data of the National Severe storms Laboratory and associated
research groups have enabled us to arrive at working hypotheses
which we believe contribute substantially to an improved understanding of the processes whereby rain forms and cleans the air.
In brief, our past studies have produced the following hypotheses:
1.

convective rain-producing systems scavenge from
the air mainly those materials that enter the
systems with the in-draft of low-level air;

2.

the principal mechamisms of scavenging are (a) nucleation of the liquid phase upon the contaminant
particles, and (b) the impact collection of large
particles by falling raindrops;

3.

the radioactive debris, which enters the troposphere
at its upper surface as small particles is apparently
scavenged effectively only after its trajectory in the
troposphere has led to the aggregation of these small
particles with tropospheric aerosols thus attaching
radioactivity to "mixed" nuclei of condensation and
other large tropospheric particles.

Furthermore, by studying the sequential variations of contaminant concentrations in the rain samples together with the
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tl1e observed raindrop-size spectra, we have been able to examine
quantitatively the role of evaporative losses of water and of condensation of water in the upper parts of strong convective storms.
The identification of types of convective storms on the basis of
the degree of organization of the up- and down-drafts is also
evident in the results of the rain-scavenging studies.
The principal significance of these findings is that the two
tracers form only crudely defined source regions were available,
and their use contributed substantially to our ability to resolve
and evaluate the mechanisms of the storms by means of scientific
inference.
It seems apparent that a more complete definition of the
tracer and its source should contribute greatly toward the resolution of the physical mechanisms at work, and should offer the
immdediate prospect of testing some of the above hypotheses.

OEJECTIVES FOR A PILOT EXPERIMENT:
Perhaps the first question in the use of tracers in open
atmospheric field tests is whether the tracer can be recovered in
measurable amounts after it has followed the required atmospheric
processing. Certainly, in placing tracer into the updraft of a
strong convective storm, one might have doubts.
However, this is exactly what cloud seeders have been claiming
to do for some time now. In their case, however, the clear identification of their tracer (AgI in this case) in the sampled precipitation
has not been consistently accomplished. The principal criterion
for success of a pilot experiment with an artificially placed
tracer in strong convective storms, is therefore that the tracer
be clearly identified in collected rain samples.
If this criterion is fulfilled, then we shall have effectively
shown that the particular tracer used should be useful in the
study of rain scavenging in severe storms. Two specific research
targets may be mentioned: (1) to trace the trajectories in inflowing air through the cloud-forming and rain-generating stages,
and (2) to identify and evaluate the specific physical processes
by which the tracer becomes attached to the rain water.
Initially, therefore, our attention is focussed upon emission
of a tracer to and recovery from a strong convective cell.
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EVOLUTION OF A PILar EXPERIMENT:
It is an obvious point of planning to exploit existing knowledge and support systems as much as possible. In particular,
because vaporized silver iodide has been placed into convective
updrafts repeatedly for the purpose of nucleating the ice phase
in clouds, we were able to benefit greatly from the developments
already made in that area.
Our initial orientation was, in fact, to attempt to use silver
iodide as our tracer. The test was then to be to identify and measure silver in the collected rain samples by means of neutron
activation. The sensitivity of this test enables the measurement
of nano grams of silver. A complementary device considered was
to use radioactive iodine to label our particular AgI emission.
This last device was frowned upon by the Superintendent of
Public Health of the State of Oklahoma, and the resultant barriers
to its use were formidable. The other idea of using just plain
AgI seemed to be going fine until someone in the National Severe
Storms Laboratory realized that, in the height of the tornado
season in Oklahoma, it would be injudicious and possibly devastating
to the research program to engage in cloud seeding experiments.
At the time, the veto of our tracer experiment using AgI was a grim
blow. However, my colleague and adviser on neutron activation
questions, Professor John W. Winchester, had already had some
misgivings about the adequate quantitative determination of tracer
silver by neutron activation. It was with some relief therefore
that he joined our counsel to settle upon a different tracer, which
now could be selected as the ideal element in the periodic table
for neutron activation analysis.
The result of this counsel was that we decided to use indium
as our tracer. Mr. C.M. Gordon of the u.S. Naval Research Laboratory
had already studied indium for this purpose and offered his findings
freely.
Without pursuing the details, we ended with the conclusion
that InC1 could be vaporized in much the same manner as AgI is
3
vaporized: either from a flammable solvent solution, or from
pyrotechnic flares. Operational considL'~tions biased our decision toward the flares, and Olin Associated Products, Inc.,
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East Alton, Illinois, was approached to fabricate the flares.
The flares are similar in shape and size to a roadside emergency flare, cylindrical, 1 inch in diameter by 12 inches long.
They are carried on the Piper Aztec by means of a flare mounting
rack which holds them just aft of the wing tip on each side.
They are individually ignited by an electrical system operated
from the cockpit. The racks have the capacity to carry some
28 flares, 14 on each wingtip.
On the basis of order-of-magnitude estimates of the amount
of indium needed, the flares were designed to yield 10 gm In per
minute, burning in pairs. With airspeed of about 120 mph, this
amount of tracer was then spread over each 2 miles of flight path.

LOGISTICS:
Although the atmospheric conditions conducive to the occurrence
of severe storms are quite well understood, the fact remains
that the storms themselves are specifically unpredictable. This
fact requires that the experimental technique of procuring rain
samples in a tracer experiment on these storms be as mobile as
possible.
For the coordination of tracer emission from the aircraft
and rain sample collection by surface mobile units, direct communication from air to ground units together with some mutual
understanding of the respective problems of operating and communicating from the aircraft, and of path finding and getting into
location in the ground-based units, are needed. Our experimental
design called for the identification of a suitable storm by the
aircraft, and the establishment of a pattern of sampling stations
by the ground crews.

SAMPLERS:

Because of random contamination problems, it appears not feasible
to place samplers in a pattern and wait for a rain to come along.
Our approach was to devise a sampling system that could be distributed specifically for each experiment, being set out just prior
to the tracer-tagged rain, and being collected immediately afterward.
The most basic requirement, then, was that the samplers must be set
out quickly.
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For this we chose a plastic "yard basket" having a top opening
about 30 inches in diameter and a depth of about 24 inches. These
were prepared by lining them with polyethylene, obtained in the form
of pillow-bags, which were large enough that the excess plastic
could be used to cover the sampler in storage (Figure 1).
The samplers were then stored in the mobile units (f.w.d.
carry-all trucks) as shown in Figure 2. In placing the samplers
for a tracer experiment, each one was innoculated with 50 ml of
6N HCl (Figure 2). The purpose of the acid is to assure that any
indium that enters the sampler will remain in solution without adsorbing onto the container surface.
The samplers were placed on the ground usually against a
fence to which they could easily be anchored by means of two soft
wires attached to the elastic girdle on the sampler (Figure 3a,b).
The fastening is necessary at most convenient sites to prevent
wind-gust overturning of the samplers.
Immediately following the passage of the individual tracermarked rain cell, the samplers were collected.

A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT:
Perhaps the most unbelievable part of this report is that such
an experiment could succeed. As a matter of fact, it did, and we
believe we know now how to be more certain of success in future.
Without laboring details too much, we managed, on 30 May 1967,
to get the two University of Michigan mobile units (Figure 4)
into position for sampling the rain from a tracer-innoculated convective storm. The indium tracer was placed in the up-draft by
Mr. August H. Auer operating in the Piper Aztec aircraft of Weather
Science, Inc., of Norman, Oklahoma.
The map (Figure 5) shows the location of this experiment,
near Holdenville. Other points of interest are, the location of
NSSL's radar facility at Norman, and the location of the UM field
station and headquarters at Chickasha. Figure 6 shows the airplane
path during the tracer emission.
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At 1511 CST, the flares were first ignited at a point about
6 miles W of Holdenville in an up-draft of 1400 fpm, altitude
3200 ft with the advancing rain curtain 2 miles farther west.
Flares were ignited in sequence, and a total of 200 gm In was
put into the air in the indicated path, ending at 1532 CST, 6
miles E of Holdenville, in an updraft of 500 fpm.
Samplers were set out at 0.5 mile intervals by UM unit No.2
on Highway 48 southward from Holdenville, and by UM unit No. 1
on Highway 270 eastward from Highway 48.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS:
The most basic part of the analysis appears to be the establishment of adequate statistics to define the natural background
of indium. We have done enough analyses to have some figures, but
we do not consider our statistics adequate yet. We have many
additional samples to be analyzed for background indium. The
results of these measurements to date, however, indicate that arsenic generally accompanies the natural indium, and we have found,
therefore, that the ratio In/As is less variable than the absolute
amounts of natural In by a factor of about 2. As a result, we
have presented our preliminary results in terms of the In/As ratio
in Figure 7. Values of this ratio of the order of 3 or less are
considered within the background. Values such as shown in Figure 7
definitely indicate the presence of tracer In. Analysis of the samples is continuing, and the complete data will be presented at the
San Francisco meeting of the American Meteorological Society
in January 1968.
On the basis of the background statistics we now have and the
sample-by-sample measurements of In and As amounts, we have converted the In/As ratios for the E-W sampling line to concentrations
of tracer In. These figures are shown in graphical form in Figure 8.
There is little question of the definite change of In concentrations
beyond the 4-mile distance marker. There remains SOlre question
whether the amount shown at the 4.5-mile sampling station represent
a small amount of tracer at the edge of the tracer plume.
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DISCUSSION:
We feel that the degree of success shown establishes that it
is feasible to do tracer experiments of this sort. Obviously,
however, the problems have not all been solved.
An important element of input to our interpretations must
be a complete particle size analysis of the aerosol generated by
our flares. We are negotiating with Professor Liu of the University
of Minnesota to have this done in the particle-sizing laboratory
there.
To indicate the immediate area of application of this technique to rain scavenging research, perhaps I should review the
scavenging processes just briefly. Three basic processes are
envisioned:
(a)

attachment of particles to droplets by diffusion
this process can be effective only on particles of
radius less than about .03p.

(b)

impact collection of particles by falling raindrops
this process can work only on particles larger than
about r = 2f.

(c)

the nucleation of condensation
this process requires some hygroscopic tendency of
the particles, and then operates effectively in the
size range O.2f ~ r ~ lOfL or so.

Whereas, at this point we do not know the size distribution
of the aerosol we are generating, we can see that
(A)

If the relative mass of In on particles of r 2 O.lf
is small, then we must attribute a large scavenging
role to the diffusion process. Since Brownian diffusion is too slow to operate to the extent our samples
show within the time period of the experiment, we
would have to infer a strong electrical effect in all
probability.

(B)

If the particles carrying In are relatively large,
we must infer that much In was scavenged by the nucleation process, because InC1 is hygroscopic.

3
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Thus , i t i s poss ib le , i n the c ontext of this ki nd of expe r i ment
t o des ign t he aeros ol f or exploration of a s pec i f i c scaveng i ng
me chanis m. \ole p lan t o t ry a nd t o report again on ou r find ings .

Fi gu r e 1 .

Fi gure 2 .

Sample r prepared with polye t hy l ene
l ine r and c overed with excess of
p las tic fo r st orag e . An elas t i c
ba nd around the ba s ke t holds the
po lyethyl ene liner in pl a c e .

Line d and c ove red s amp le r s a re
s to red i n th e mobi le un it s ; the
ope ra to r her e opens a p l as t i c
bag c on t a i ni ng SO ml o f 6N fiCl
wi th whi c h the s amp l e r is i n nocu l a t e d be f o r e it i s ex pos ed .
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Figur e 3a .

Fas te ning sample r
t o r oa ds i de fe nce
by means of wi re
a ncho r s .

Fig ure 3b .

Sampler in p lace.

•

Figu re 4.

The Uni ve r s i t y of Mi c h ig an carrya l l , Mobil e Unit WI , showing a
l arge c apacit y s ampling unit on
the r oo f . Samp l es from th i s
c oll ec t o r c a n be bo t t led in s i de
the truck .
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b

Fi gure S.

Trr~ .
.

.,. ., .

.... .

Road map of central Ok l ahoma show ing Ho l denville
(c i rcled a t r i ght ), s i t e of NSSL r adar (at
cen te r of l a r g e range circl e s) , s i t e of
Unive rs ity o f '1i c h ig a n Fi e l d Sta t io n a t Chi c kas ha
( c i r c l ed at left ), and ou t l i ne o f Ag r i c u l t ur a l
Resea rc h Se rv ice r a i ngage network (o dd -s hap ed
f igur e wh ich surround s Ch ic kas ha and ex tends t oward northwe st ) .
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DISCUSSION

ENGELMANN

There must be a significant amount of splash
into your samples with buckets placed on the
ground. One would also expect rain to wash
the adjacent fence and go into the basket.

DINGLE

I suppose basically we should remember that
this was a pilot experiment. The sampling
technique was necessarily chosen to be
expeditious because one of our most critical
time factors was that associated with setting
the samplers out. If our preliminary ideas
are nearly correct, the addition of soil
contamination or dust from the ground or the
fence should influence only the total background, and since this is evaluated s;mpleby-sample, it should not affect greatly our
estimate of tracer In. It is true that there
remain some unanswered questions in this area,
and we plan to set up procedures to get
satisfactory answers. The use of an elevated
sampler near a fence-supported ground-level
sampler can provide an obvious check. Perhaps
the identification of a better background
criterion than In/As could help in this
matter also.

PERKINS

Do you feel that the In to As ratio is more

sensitive than the ratio of In to same other
more abundant element in these samples or was
this just a convenient ratio to use? Also
the concentration for In of about 10 mg/litre
seem high. Are these values correct?
DINGLE

Very little has been done to determine natural
backgrounds of In, so our approach was the
simple one of measuring it. In this process,
the 6-decay curves very definitely showed
a second constituent having a much longer halflife than In-116m (54 min). After ~-analysis,
it was concluded that the second constituent
was As-76, half-life 26 hours. That the
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arsenic would come through the prior
chemical procedure, including the extraction
from aqueous solution into isopropyl alcohol
for separation from our activated La-139
internal standard, had not been anticipated.
The analyses done to date simply shows that
In/As has a variance about the mean of about
half that of the In amounts. Another element
might very well give an improved background
criterion.
The scale on the figure should read ~-gm/litre.
That is, as you have noted, the order of
nanograms per ml is equivalent to micrograms
per litre.
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~MIC
RAY-PRODUCED RADIONUCLIDES AS TRACERS OF ATMOSPHERIC
PRECIPITATION PROCESSES~
N. A. WOgman, C. W. Thomas, J. A. Cooper, R. J. Engelmann and
R. W. Perkins
)
Atmospheric Sciences Section - Pacific Northwest Laboratory
ABSTRACT
During the past few years numerous cosmic ray spallation products
of atmospheric oxygen, nitrogen, and argon have been found in aerosols
and rainwater.

Some of the long-lived radionuclides, with half-lives

greater than a week, have been useful in defining tropospheric and
stratospheric mixing rates.

The shorter-lived isotopes with half-

lives of minutes to hours have a potential in defining the precipitation scavenging mechanisms.

By use of highly sensitive multidimen-

sional gamma-ray spectrometers, the two short-lived cosmic-ray produced radionuclides 38Cl (37.3 min) and 388 (2.9 hr) were discovered in
rainwater and techniques for the measurements of three other shortlived radionuclides 34mCl (32.4 min), 39Cl (55 min) and 24Na (15.0 hr)
in precipitation were developed.

For their measurement the chlorine

isotopes are precipitated from rainwater samples of 2 to 100 liter
volumes, while the 38s and 2~a are contained in the residue from
evaporation of the water samples.

The five radionuclides are then

measured by direct counting on a multidimensional gamma-ray spectrometer which has two 11 inch diameter by 6 inch thick NaI(Tl) crystals
serving as the principle detectors.

The concentrations in rainwater of

the various cosmic ray produced radionuclides vary with precipitation
(a) This paper was previously presented at the American Nuclear
Society Meeting - Ann Arbor Michigan, March 20-22, 1967.
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rate.

During periods of light rain with accomPanying small drop sizes,

the number of condensation nuclei per unit liquid volume is high,
resulting in a high concentration of radionuclides.
The ratios of these five radionuclides provide information on the
scavenging rate and removal efficiency of the atmospheric aerosols to
which they are attached, while the absolute concentrations of these
radionuclides provide information on the average altitude of the air
mass from which precipitation formation occurred.

The distribution of

the isotope production rates within the atmosphere can be calculated
from cosmic-ray energy and intensity data and from theoretical expressions for high energy spallation yields.

In addition, the atmospheric

concentrations, or production rates are being experimentally obtained
between sea level and the middle stratosphere by aircraft sampling.
The principle feature of this distribution is a continual increase of
production rate from sea level to about 12 krn which varies somewhat
with geomagnetic latitude.
(Tl/2

= 37.3

min) to

Wide variations in the ratios of 38Cl

2~a (Tl/2 = 900 min) in the rain samples are

indicative of the "in-cloud" time spent by the condensation nuclei.
The lowest 38Cl to 2~a ratios were observed during the beginning of
a rain storm while the highest ratios were observed near the end.

This

data suggests that the initial precipitation occurred from a slow formation of droplets in the cloud allOWing much of the initially present

8
3 Cl to decay, whereas the final precipitation results from relatively
rapid droplet development.
This technique provides a unique method for studying fallout
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rates and mechanisms and permits the investigation of processes which
cannot be studied by any other method.
INTRODUCTION
Radionuclides are produced continuously in the atmosphere by cosmic rays.

Their absolute production rates vary considerably with both

altitude and latitude but remain relatively constant with time.

Follow-

ing formation, these radionuclides quickly become attached to the normal
atmospheric aerosols and thus can serve as tracers of the subsequent
behavior of these aerosols.

Some of the radionuclides with half-lives

of months to years have been used in studying atmospheric mixing processes, while the longer-lived radionuclides have served as tracers of
geophysical processes and in dating biological and geological phenomena.
It has been recognized that radionuclides with half-lives of minutes to
hours would be useful in studying atmospheric precipitation scavenging
mechanisms since their half-lives are of the same order of magnitude as
(1 2)
the time scale on which precipitation processes occur. '
The main deterrent in the use of these radionuclides as tracers of
atmospheric processes has been the fact that they are present in extremely small concentrations and are therefore very difficult to detect
and measure.

With the development of ultrasensitive counting tech-

niques, it has become possible to measure several short-lived radionuclides with high precision.(3, 4, 5)

= 32
=

) 38Cl ( Tl/2
min,

= 37.3

2.9 hr) and 24Na (Tl/2

The five radionuclides, 34mCl

) 39Cl ( T
min,
l/2

= 15

)
= 55 min,

38S

hr) have been measured in several

rains and their relative and absolute concentrations determined.

Their

absolute concentrations in precipitation are related to the scavenging

-
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efficiency and the altitude from which the precipitation occurred,
while their relative concentrations provide information on the time
spent by the host particles subsequent to collection in the cloud but
prior to their deposition at the earth's surface.
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COSMIC RAY PRODUCED RADIONUCUDES

The high energy primary cosmic rays produce large numbers of secondary neutrons and protons which in turn are responsible for most of
the spallation reactions resulting in radionuclide production in the
atmosphere.

The formation of these radionuclides in the atmosphere

occurs at reaction threshold of about 1-40 MeV.

Because of local

ionization losses, the secondary protons soon lose their energy and
the neutrons are thus responsible for most of the nuclear reactions
resulting in radionuclide production.

The relative atmospheric radio-

nuclide production rate, which depends on both altitude and latitude,
has been calculated by Lal(6).

In the equilibrium region of the atmos-

phere, below an altitude equivalent to 200 g/cm2, the radionuclide production rate increases with altitud€; however, at higher altitudes
where neutron escape is probable, the rate slowly decreases.

The over-

all relative production rate per gm of air varies by 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude between sea level and the top of the atmosphere.

The pro-

duction rate also increases by almost an order of magnitude in moving
from the geomagnetic equator to the poles.

About

30%

of the radio-

nuclide production takes place in the troposphere and the remainder in
the stratosphere.
In reactions with atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen, radionuclides
of lower mass than these elements are produced; namely, tritium, 14C,
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7Be, and 10:Be.

The atmosphere also contains a small amount of argon

(1.3%) and spallation reactions on this relatively heavy nucleus produce a large spectrum of radionuclides of atomic weights approaching
that of argon.

The radionuc1ides resulting from cosmic ray spallation

reactions in the atmosphere which have been observed to date include
lOBe (2.7 x 10 6
3H (12.26

yr),

yr),

36C1 (3 x 10 5

22Na (3.60

yr),

yr),

14C (5730

yr),

32si

~700 yr),

35S (86.7 days), 7Be (53 days), 33p

(25 days), 32 p (14.3 days), 28Mg (21.3 hr), 24Na (15.0 hr), 38S (2.9
hr), 31Si (2.62 hr), 39cl (55 min), 38C1 (37.3 min), and 34mcl (32.0
min). (2,7)

The latter of this group With half-lives of minutes to

hours can be used as tracers of precipitation scavenging processes.
The absolute atmospheric production rates of these short-lived
8)
radio-nuclides are only now being measured ( • Previous estimates of
their production rates have been based on mass yield and charge distribution curves extrapolated to argon(6)j however, these extrapolations are only good to within a factor of about 4.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS

Atmospheric precipitation samples (rain or snow) are collected on
plastic sheets With surface areas of about 1,000 square feet.

These

water samples which may amount to about 2 to 100 11ters are transferred to the laboratory where the chlorine radionuclides, 34mcl,
38Cl and 39Cl, are separated by a

rapid silver chloride precipitation.

The water, which still containe 38s, 2~a, and other airborne radionuclides, is then evaporated to dryness.

The radionuclides are

measured by direct counting of the two fractions on a multidimensional
gamma-ray spectrometer.

The spectrometer used for the 1966-67 measure-
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ments had two 11 inch diameter by 6 inch thick sodium iodide crystals
between which the sample was precisely positioned for counting.

This

instrument, which is described in detail e1sewte re,(5) measures both the
single and coincidence gamma rays emitted from the sample and stores the
events in a computer memory at locations which uniquely define the energies of the gamma rays.

This instrument prOVides a greater sensitivity

for the measurement of these radionuc1ides than any other known techm que ,

It is particularly suitable for this group of cosmic ray pro-

duced radionuc1ides since their decay involves the emission of two or
more gamma rays per disintegration and the instrument provides high sensitivity and precision for such radionuclides.

This direct instru-

mental analysis eliminates the error inherent in any chemical procedure
which involves extensive puri£ication prior to sample counting.
RESUL'IS AND METEOROlOGICAL INTERPRETATION

The concentrations of the five short-lived radionuc1ides in water
from several rain and snow storms are tabulated in Table I.

The plus

or minus values listed next to the concentrations are the percent
standard deviations associated with the measurements.

For the measure38
39
Cl,
Cl and
ments made during 1966-67 the standard deviations for

2~a were between 2 and ll~ while for 34mC1 and 38s some of the standard deviations were as high as ±

33~.

The data show that absolute

concentrations of each of the various radionuclides vary by more than
an order of magnitude in different rains.

It was observed that the

concentration of a given radionuclide varied inversely with the precipitation rate.

In Figure 1 the observed concentrations of 39Cl are

plotted as a function of precipitation rate.

The concentration of 39C1

e

e
TABLE I
COSMIC RAY PRODUCED RADIONUCLIDES OBSERVED IN RAIN AND SNOW WATER*
(Richland, Washington)

Date of
Rain

-

6-15-64
6-17-64
6-18-64
7-29-64
8-01-64
8-12-64
11-14-66
11-28-66
12-01-66
12-12-66
12-13-66
1-26-67
1-26-67**

Precipitation
Rate, cm/hr
¢
¢

Collection
Time, Min.
¢
¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

50
50
5
30
44
25
40
37
40
40

¢

0.255
0.0767
0.316
0.0515
0.0638
0.155
0.0384

Volume,
Liters

-

60.
6.64
14.32
5.10
3.50
2.20
30.16
13.32

97.87

25·50
29.20
76.80
19.00

Concentration, dpm/liter
34mC1
38C1

39C1

38S

(/>

¢

¢

rJJ

(/>

¢
¢

1)
1)

¢
¢

¢

200. ::I:
15· ::I:
62. ::I:
24.4 ::I:
60.5 ::I:
37.2 ::I:
108.7::1:
93·5 ::I:
59·2 ::I:
181.6 ±

8.5
20.
19.
5·
3.
2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

147. ::1:10
9· ::I: 55
42. ::I: 31
20.4::1: 10
45.3 ::I: 7
22·9 ::I: 7
82.7 ::I: 4
60.5 ± 4
43.9 ± 5
113.9 ± 4

¢
¢
¢
::I:
::I:
::I:

0.3
33
0·7
29
0.5
20
1.1 ± 11
1.4 ::I: 14
0.9 ± 33
1.5 ± 27

13·

::I:
¢

24Na

38

¢

1.22 ::I:
2.07::1:
1.85 ::I:
8.24 ±
3.29 ±
loll ±
¢

13
15
8
18
20
14

0·70
2.22
0.59
2.0

::I:
::I:
::I:
::I:
¢
::I:
::I:
::I:
::I:

29
11
15
10

2.3
17
0.227
7
4
2.06
0.608
3
6.14 ± 2
1.77 ± 6
1.06 ± 3
1.07 ::I: 11

VI
~

VJ
I

Date of
Snow

12-07 -66¢rJ>
12-09-66p¢

¢
¢

660
240

21.00
50.00

¢
¢

* ±Values are the Percent Standard Deviation for the Measurement
** End of Rain 1-26-67
¢

eM

Not Measured
The Same Storm 150 Miles Apart

¢
If;

¢
¢

¢

¢

0.53 ¢ 4
2.53 ± 2
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FIGURE 1
39C1 CONCENTRATION AS A FUNCTION
OF PRECIPITATION RATE
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decreases by almost an order of magnitude while the precipitation rate
increases from a few hundredths to about three-tenths of a centimeter
per hour.
Regardless of the size of a cloud droplet, at least one condensation nucleus would be required for its formationj thus, for smaller
cloud drops one would expect to find higher radionuclide concentrations.
Growth of drops through coalescence Will tend to keep this concentration constant, while growth through condensation of moisture will decrease this concentration.

The growth of cloud drops to a large size

prior to any coalescence in the heavier rain, and growth mainly through
coalescence in the lighter rain could account for the observations.

If

these explanations are correct it appears that a substantial portion of
the hosts of the radionuclide are scavenged through nucleation processesj however, other in-cloud scavenging processes may also be important, particularly for particles of lesser nucleating abilities.
Other explanations which appear less likely but may be important
should also be considered.

Since a low rainfall rate is normally

characterized by somewhat smaller rain drop sizes, the higher radionuclide concentrations in the lesser rains may be due to higher postnucleation scavenging rates for small drops.

Such a difference in

scavenging rates may be due to electrical and wake effects.

Also,

since lesser rainfall rates are associated with greater evaporation of
drops, either during their cloud cycling or during their fall to earth,
these should be associated with increased particulate or radionuclide
concentrations.

However, it seems unlikely that such effects could

produce an order of magnitude difference in particulate or radio-
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nuclide concentration of the rain.
The observation, that cosmic ray produced radionuclide concentrations in rainwater vary inversely with precipitation rate, might explain
the large difference between our observed concentrations and those recently reported by Bhandari, et aI, 1966(2), in India.

Their reported

concentrations of these short-lived radionuclides were several fold
lower than ours, and this may be due to the much higher rainfall rates
in the storms they studied.
Only two measurements of radionuclides in snow have been made, and
the observed concentrations of

24Na are included in Table I.

It appears

that the concentrations of cosmic ray produced radionuclides in snow
are comparable with those in rain.
The ratios of the concentrations of the various cosmic ray produced radionuclides provide information on the scavenging efficiency
of the aerosol and the residence time of water droplets by the cloud
in which precipitation formation is taking place.

In an air mass where

no precipitation scavenging has occurred the ratio of the various shortlived radionuclides would be constant, since their production rates
would be in equilibrium with their decay rates.

The removal of these

radionuclides by nucleation and subsequent precipitation would distrub
this equilibrium.
In a cloud, where the atmosphere aerosol particles which have
served as condensation nuclei are held as water droplets for a long
period of time, the ratio of a short-lived to a long-lived radionuclide
in the droplets would be much lower than that of the equilibrium condition in the atmosphere.

In the storms which we have studied, the
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lowest 39Cl and 38 Cl to 24Na ratios were observed near the end.

The

39Cl and 38Cl to 24Na ratios otserved in the various storms are compared
in Table II with "meteorological qualifiers" which were used in subjectively classifying the sampling period within the rain storm.
An apparent relationship between the ratios of 39Cl and 38Cl to

24

Na and the period in the storm where the sample was collected is

clearly evident.

However, attempts to objectively classify the stage

of the storm from precipitation-time records and compare this to the
ratios were unsuccessful.

Some parameters more pertinent than "hours

before end of' rain" will be needed.

The two entries of December 27 in

the table are especially interesting because these were successive
samples one hour apart near the end of a rain.

The concentration of

the longer-lived 24Na was the same, but the short-lived 39Cl and 38Cl
changed by about a factor of three.

A number of possible explanations

can be offered for the sudden increase in 38CI and 39CI at the end of
the storm.

This result could possibly be produced by a change in the

altitude of the precipitation source or the influx of new unwashed air
into the path of the precipitation.
It seems more reasonable, however, to view the storm cloud system
as a filter, with unwashed, saturated air entering at the upwind end
and moving through the storm cloud With a wind speed V relative to the
earth.

This unwashed air contains condensation nuclei which have the

cosmic ray produced radionuclides attached to them in the ratio of
their steady state production rates.

At the same time, the storm

cloud moves with a slower speed v relative to the earth.
tation sampled at the earth at times

~t

Then precipi-

apart is actually from times
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TABIE II
COMPARISON OF SHORT- TO WNG-LIVED RADIONUCLIDE RATIOS
WITH CIASSIFICATION OF RAIN

Date

39C1/24Na
Ratio

38C1/24Na
Ratio

12-12-66

18

14

Early in long rain

11-28-66

29

22

Light, intermittent precipitation

12-13-66

53

34

Near end of long rain

12-01-66

61

38

End of long rain

12-26-67

56

41

Near end of rain

11-14-66

107

90

End of considerable rain

12-26-67

170

106

Meteorological Qualifier

End of rain
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in-cloud which are AT apart, where:
AT

v
= -V-v

At

= 35

and v

= 25

could be used along with the known At of 1 hour, to give AT

= 2.5

hours.

For the storm of 12-26-67 approximate values of V

This decay period would allow changes in the 39Cl to 24Na and 38Cl to
24
Na ratios of about 8- and 16-fold, respectively. The fact that the
observed 38Cl and 39Cl to 24Na ratios each changed by only about 3-fold
suggests that in-cloud or below-cloud scavenging added additional activity.

Although this filter explanation is quite reasonable and helps

explain the large differences in short-lived to long-lived radionuclides, the equation is very sensitive to choices for the speeds, and
these are very difficult to obtain from weather maps alone.
The concept of the storm as a filter can also explain the rela24
tively higher concentrations of the longer-lived Na earlier in the
rains.

Following nucleation, the scavenging of additional radio-

nuclides continues through other processes. This also explains Why
24
the
Na is not correlated to precipitation rate nearly as well as the
39Cl.
Analyses in which proximate radar and radiosonde observations are
used to define these speeds would help clarify this problem.

It is

anticipated that on a careful observation of the absolute and relative
concentrations of these 5 radionuclides at several periods during
storms that it will be possible to define not only the in-cloud time
spent by condensation nuclei in forming rain drops, but also, to
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learn a great deal about the efficiency of in-cloud and below-cloud
scavenging of aerosol particles by precipitation.
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~FECTS OF A FOREST ON PARTICULATE DISPERSION*
Gilbert S. Raynor
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, Long Island, New York
Since the formation of the Meteorology Group at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, experimental diffusion studies
have had a prominent part in its program. In recent years
primary attention has been given to the dispersion and
deposition of particles in the 3 to 10 micron range. These
studies have been supplemented during the past ten years by a
cooperative project between the Meteorology Group and the
Botany Department of the New York State Museum and Science
Service. This project is financed mainly by the U.S. Public
Health Service and includes studies of dispersion and
deposition of pollens from experimental sources of living
plants. Since both of these programs involve dispersion over
open terrain, an additional project was initiated several
years ago to study dispersion of particulate clouds approaching
and penetrating a forest. This study has the following
objectives:
1.

to determine the behaviour of the plume as it
approaches the forest edge as a function of release
site and meteorological conditions,

2.

to determine the dispersion rate within the forest
as compared to the rate over open terrain under
similar conditions, and

3.

to identify the mechanisms important in the removal
of particles from the air within the forest. In
support of these objectives a comprehensive study is
being made of the wind and temperature structure
within, above and around the forest. The dispersion experiments are similar in design and scale
to others previously conducted over open terrain so
results can be compared to other experiments as
well as to theory.

SITE AND INSTRUMENTATION
The study area consists of a fairly dense pine
forest (Fig. 1) with trees about 11m tall. Except for a few

*This

research was carried out under the auspices of the New
York State Museum and Science Service and the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission and was supported in part by the U.S.
Public Health Research Grant No. AP-8l from the National
Center for Air Pollution Control.
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small clearings the canopy is closed and except at the edge
most of the lower branches are dead and undergrowth is sparse
which results in a rather open trunk space. The forest is
bounded on the south by a 160m wide field and extends nearly
one kilometer beyond the experimental area.
The sampling network (Fig. 2) consists of seven rows
of samplers starting just outside of and extending for 100m
into the forest. Rows are located 10m apart and sampling
positions are spaced either 10 or 20m apart in the rows.
Samplers are mounted at four heights, 1.75, 3.5, 7.0 and l4.0m
at all positions indicated by circled dots. At other positions
only the 1.75m height is instrumented except along the centerline where samplers are also mounted at 0.5m. The sampling
array consists of rotoslide samplers l all of which may be
started and stopped simultaneously from a small building outside the sampling area. The bottom half of Fig. 3 is a
vertical profile along the centerline of the sampling network
and shows the heights of the samplers in relation to the
forest. In addition to these air samplers, deposition
collectors are exposed on the ground at each sampling position.
Wind speeds are measured by sensitive cup anemometers
mounted along the centerline at the positions indicated in the
upper diagram on Fig. 3. Typical wind speed isopleths with
the wind blowing from the forest to the clearing (north wind)
and from the clearing to the forest (south wind) are illustrated in Fig. 4. The uniform wind speeds within the forest
with a north wind and the penetration of higher wind speeds
into the lower trunk space than into the canopy with a south
wind are the most significant features. Sensitive bivanes
have recently been used to measure turbulence within and outside of the forest. Data collected to date indicates that
much of the higher frequency turbulence typical of the lower
atmosphere under unstable conditions is damped out within the
forest leaving only rather random long period fluctuations.
Temperatures are measured at each sampling height by aspirated
thermocouples located at one station inside the forest and one
in the open field. During average daytime conditions a small
inversion or an isothermal condition is normal within the
forest while a superabiabatic lapse rate is found without.
PROCEDURE
Several types of experiments are being conducted.
Most dispersion trials consist of simultaneous releases from
three continuous point sources spaced either horizontally or
vertically upwind of the forest edge. Ragweed pollen which
is about 20 microns in diameter and has a gravitational
settling rate of 1.56 cm/sec is generally used as the tracer.
By use of suitable stains 2 different colored pollen is
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released from each point. Tests are also made using pollen
released naturally from an area source of ragweed upwind of
the forest and using pollens occurring naturally in the
atmosphere. In addition to the upwind releases, several
emissions have been made within and above the forest. Most of
these have not yet been analyzed and are not discussed further
here. Meteorological data are collected during each dispersion
test and on frequent other occasions to document the micrometeorology of the experimental area.
Point source releases are sprayed from an atomizing
nozzle and commonly last 20 to 30 minutes, while runs sampling
pollen from the area source are several hours in length.
Tracer particles collected are counted under a microscope.
Mean concentrations, dosage and total flux per unit area are
computed for each sampling point. Crosswind integrated concentrations and the total flux through yz planes at successive
distances from the source are also calculated. Mass flux is
compared to the measured deposition over the same distance.
All data are normalized to unit output for easy comparison
between tests.
RESULTS
Data from these experiments were compared with data
from similar tests over open terrain and with values calculated
using a diffusion model which, with appropriate parameters,
gave a good fit to concentrations at all levels and to deposition measured in the open field trials. Four principal
effects attributed to the forest are evident from these
comparisons:
1.

The plume is broadened both horizontally and vertically by divergence of the wind at the forest edge.

2.

Particles tend to penetrate at tree trunk height or
to rise above the canopy following the wind pattern
described previously.

3.

Loss of particulates occurs mainly in two stages
and by two mechanisms, impaction near the forest
edge and deposition well within the forest.

4.

Total loss of particulates over the distance studied
is considerably greater than over open terrain.

The horizontal broadening of the plume at the forest
edge is illustrated for a typical case in Fig. 5 where 1.75m
concentration data from a release at a height of 2m and a
distance of 10m upwind of the forest are compared to data
calculated for the same meteorological conditions over open
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terrain. Fig. 6 is a vertical profile along the grid centerline for the same case and illustrates the vertical distortion
of the plume. This divergence of the plume is not found for
releases a short distance within the forest and is clearly an
edge effect.
The tendency of particles to follow favored paths in
approaching the forest is shown in Fig. 7 which diagrams
normalized dosage isopleths along the plume centerline for
three simultaneous releases from the same height but different
distances from the forest edge. From the 10m distant source
most of the plume penetrates at a low level but a significant
fraction rises above the trees. From the 20m release the
cloud is about evenly divided while most of the particles from
a distance of 40m rise above the trees. In no instance does
much material penetrate the crown area. The same effect is
shown in Fig. 8 which presents similar data for simultaneous
releases from a single distance (30m) but three heights, 3.5,
7.0 and l4.0m. About half of the lowest level release
penetrates the trunk space but most of the particles from the
higher sources are caught in the flow rising above the forest.
Even here, however, a secondary tongue descends and enters at
the lower level. Although concentrations remain low in the
canopy for some distance, diffusion of the upper and lower
branches of the cloud tends to equalize values at all levels
at 80 to 100m into the forest.
The loss of particles in two stages is shown in
Fig. 9 where relative normalized concentration measurements at
1.75m are plotted against distance into the forest for four
upwind sources at a height of 1.75m and distances from 10 to
40m from the forest edge. An initial sharp decrease occurs in
the first 10 to 20m caused largely by impaction on the foliage
since wind speeds are still appreciable at this distance. For
the next 30-40m concentrations decrease much more slowly.
Wind speeds have decreased to the point where impaction is now
quite inefficient and particles lost from this level by
settling are mostly replaced from above. After 60m or so,
loss again becomes rapid. By this time the low wind speeds in
the forest have slowed the forward transport of the cloud so
that material is rapidly lost by gravitational settling; some
to the ground but most to branches and foiliage. At 100m,
concentrations have decreased to 3% or less of the initial
values.
Crosswind integrated dosages at the 1.75m level
from the same sources are illustrated in Fig. 10 and show the
rapid loss of material at this height. Only 0.6 to 1.5% of
the initial dosage remains at 100m although more than ten times
as much would still be airborne over open terrain. A more
comprehensive picture of the depletion rate is given by integrating the data both vertically and horizontally to give the
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mass flux through successive distances. As shown in Fig. 11,
loss over the entire height interval occurs at a more uniform
and somewhat slower rate. However, less than 30% of the
particles entering the plane of the forest edge is still airborne at 60m and extrapolation indicates that only about 10%
would remain at 100m. In contrast, about 50% would still be
left over open terrain. Further light on the loss mechanisms
is shed by Fig. 12 which shows depletion of the particles
released on three occasions from sources at the same distance
and height but at different wind speeds. The rate of loss is
greatest with the lowest and least with the highest wind speed
indicating that deposition and not impaction is the dominant
removal mechanism.
These results suggest that the flow field induced by
the forest rather than the presence of the vegetation itself
is the primary cause of the dispersion pattern observed.
Attempts are now being made to model forest dispersion by
modification of an existing diffusion model. If this can be
accomplished, dispersion in other forest situations could
readily be predicted by measuring the air flow patterns at the
site of interest.
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~RBULENT TRANSFER

CHARACTERISTICS OF
RADIOIODINE EFFLUENTS FROM AIR TO GRASS
Earl H. Markee, Jr.
ARFRO

Environmental Science Services Administration
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ABSTRACT
A total of 20 controlled field releases of radioiodine have been
performed at the National Reactor Testing Station in Idaho as a portion of a program to study the transmission of gaseous radioiodine
through the air-vegetation-cow-milk-human chain. Most of the releases
were conducted over typical pasture grasses during different wind and
stability conditions. Radioiodine adherence to grass and carbon plates
was measured during most of the tests. Vertical air concentration profiles and turbulence parameters were measured to determine flux characteristics.
Analysis of the data reveals the complex interdisciplinary nature
of transfer of radioiodine from air to a natural surface. The data are
in reasonable agreement with the deposition models of Sheppard and Chamberlain when corrections for the physical and biological receptiveness
of the grass and grass density are made. The average ratios of momentum
to mass flux were found to be 0.9 in stable conditions and 1.4 in unstable conditions. These ratios demonstrate the effect on mass flux in
the lowest 4m by a surface that acts as a partial sink for gaseous effluents.
This series of releases indicates the need for further research on
the biological receptiveness of grass and turbulent transfer within a
grass canopy.
INTRODUCTION
The deposition of gases and particulate matter with a negligible
settling velocity has recently become an important consideration in air
pollution research. The deposition of air pollutants can be either beneficial or harmful to man. The beneficial aspect is the removal of noxious gases and fine particulates from the atmosphere which lowers the
inhalation intake of these pollutants. The potentially harmful aspect
is that deposition of these air pollutants in sufficient quantities can
create natural conservation problems by destroying plants and animals
and altering soil composition. Also the deposition of effluent material
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on natural surfaces can constitute a direct hazard to man thrOUgh a
food chain. This latter potential hazard to human health gave birth
to a research project which was designed to trace radioiodine from
the air pollutant stage to its final residence in the huma.n body. This
project is known as CERT (Controlled Environmental Radioiodine Tests)
and is carried out at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) in
southeastern Idaho.
The CERT project is sponsored by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Division of Biology and Medicine and consists of tracing various forms
of radioiodine through the air-vegetation-cow-milk-human food chain.
Controlled field releases of radioiodine are conducted at the NRTS over
irrigated and unirrigated pastures by the Environmental Branch. Idaho
Operations Office. U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. The grass deposition
and air concentration over a sampling grid is measured for each release.
Six Holstein cows are usually placed on the pasture to graze on the contaminated grass. The cows are milked at regular intervals during the
grazing period and the radioiodine activity in milk is measured. Also.
at times. human volunteers drink known quantities of milk and the uptake
of radioiodine into the human thyroid is measured. To date. 20 field
releases of gaseous radioiodine have been completed; 17 releases using
elemental radioiodine (13112) and three releases using methyl iodide
(CH3131I). In addition to field releases. various biological aspects
of deposition are studied through the use of a laboratory environmental
chamber.
This paper will treat the air-to-vegetation transfer phase of the
problem in which turbulence is the prime mechanism of transfer.
SAMPLING METHODS AND PARAMETERS
During each field release airborne radioiodine is collected on activated charcoal samplers arranged in crosswind-oriented lines usually from
100 to 380 meters downwind. The standard air sampling height is one
meter. During several releases. air concentration profiles were measured
at up to six locations from the grass top to a height of two meters. The
number of air samples gathered during each release ranges from 15 to 100.
Grass samples are collected on a unit area basis at least at each
air sampling location. One release was conducted over a snow surface and
snow deposition was measured. After one release. sagebrush deposition
was measured. Soil deposition beneath the grass cover was measured accurately after only one release. The remainder of the soil deposition
measurements were considered in.accurate because the background activity
was too high. In addition to natural surface deposition measurements.
deposition on flat cardboard sheets covered with carbon was measured to
provide a biologically inert surface for deposition.
These air and deposition samples were converted to decay-corrected
activity levels in Curies (Ci) using standard radiological analysis
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sampler flow rate. The deposition data were reduced to activity per
unit dry mass of grass (Ci/g) and activity per unit area of ground (Ci/m2).
A parameter. the deposition velocity (Vd). was then calculated for
each set of air and deposition measurements by dividing the deposition
per unit area by the time-integrated air concentration. The number of
values of Vd for each field release varied from 10 to 60 and these values
were found to have a log-normal distribution for each test. Therefore.
the median value of Vd for each release was calculated instead of the
average. The deviation of 68% of the individual values was usually within
a factor of two of the median.
Low level profiles of temperature and wind speed were measured during
each test over the area on which deposition was measured. Thermocouples
(for most releases unaspirated but radiation shielded) were used to measure the temperature profiles and sensitive cup anemometers were used for
wind profile measurement. These transducers were mounted on a tower at
the 0.5. 1. 2 and 4 meter levels. Temperature and wind averages were measured over at least a 20 minute period; the temperature averages being
composed of one minute instantaneous strip chart recordings. and the wind
velocity averages being computed from total wind movement as recorded on
counters over the duration of the sampling period. The method of obtaining average wind speeds is accurate to 1 em/sec and the temperature averages are accurate to O.loC. The wind profile parameters. U* (friction
velocity) and Zo (roughness length). were computed from the log-linear
law:
U(z)

=~
It

where. k = von Karman constant = 0.4
Z = height above soil level (L)
L = Monin-Obukhov stability length (L)
B = a constant.
The friction velocity. V*. was calculated because it is a measure of the
vertical transfer of momentum. Attempts to calculate the Richardson number. Ri. from the wind and temperature gradients were unsuccessful because the recorded temperatures were unaspirated.
EXISTING MODELS OF DEPOSITION
The major factors involved in the transfer of suspended material from
air to natural surfaces are (1) turbulent transfer through the lowest layer
of the atmosphere above the vegetation canopy. (2) surface sub layer transfer within and slightly above the vegetation canopy and (3) the biological.
chemical and physical receptiveness of the vegetation itself. With these
factors in mind. two models have been developed for predicting deposition.
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First is the flux-gradient model suggested by Sheppard (1958) and
based on the equation,

K2A
az =

Vd X (= deposition rate)
0 0

( 1)

where, K = ed~ diffUsivity (L2/T)

11 = vertical concentration gradient (units/L4 )

az

Vd = deposition velocity at the interface (LIT)
o

xo =

air concentration at the interface (units/L3)

Integrating and solving the equation for Vd(z), where Vd(z)Xa(z)=Vd X and
o
o
.

ass~ng

K=kU*z+D, for kU*zD-1 »1 we obtain
V (z)=kU*
-In-(~k-U-*-zD--''''I''':''")
d

(2)

for z>O
2

where, D = molecular diffUsivity of effluent material (L IT). The portion
of the equation (2) in brackets equals 1 for a perfect sink material because theoretically X = O. The assumptions in this formulation are: (1)
momentum f~ux equals Mass flux in the atmospheric boundary layer, (2) molecular diffusion becomes the controlling factor for transfer close to the
surface, i. e., in the surface sublayer, and (3) the deposition velocity
is proportional to the relative sink capacity of the surface.
The second approach as presented by Chamberlain (1966) utilizes the
three factors or stages of transfer from air to natural surfaces in an
electrical resistance analogy form (depicted in figure 1) which is,

where rT(z) = total resistance at reference height,

Z

(=Vd\z)-l),

rBL(z) = atmospheric boundary layer resistance at reference height, z,
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r SS = surface
r

S

subl~er

resistance,

= biological,

chemical and physical resistance at the surface
of deposition.

The atmospheric boundary layer resistance, r BL is taken as the momentum
transfer resistance or r = pO( z ) IT = O( z) /U*2 where p is the density
BL
of air and T is the stress. The surface sublayer resistance formulation
was derived from wind tunnel work pertaining to heat transfer to blufftype roughness surfaces (Owen and Thomson, 1962). This formulation is:
r

=(U*B)-l
SS

u*z »)m ( • n
= a (-f; *)
in which, a

=a

function of surface roughness elements

Re = Reynolds number = U*z /v
o
Pr = Prandtl number = v/D

=

kinematic viscosity of air
v
D = molecular diffusivity of diffusing substance
empirical determination of the constants, m and n , by Owen and Thomson
led to the values 0.45 and 0.8, respectively. The parameter, a, was
determined by Chamberlain (1965) from experimental data to be about 0.08
for short grass. The interface resistance, r S' has not been evaluated
for partial sink grass (fibrous type) surface.

An

MEASURED DATA VERSUS MODEL PREDICTIONS

The measured deposition velocities should be compared with predictions
using the two models presented in the previous section to see if these
models are applicable to grass deposition in natural circumstances. Before this is done a comparison of the models to measured carbon plate
deposition velocities should be made because these plates are biologically
inert and their surface is similar to the bluff-type surfaces for which
the models were developed.
First, measured carbon plate deposition velocities were compared to
Sheppard's flux-gradient model (Equation 2) without the portion of the
equation in brackets and assuming that the molecular diffusivity of gaseous elemental iodine is 0.08 cm2/sec. A scattergram of this relationship is shown as Figure 2. The line of best fit is Vd(carbon)=0.278Vd
(Sheppard) and there is a significant correlation between the two.
Theoretically, a one-to-one correspondence between them should exist if
the carbon plates are a perfect sink surface for iodine. The regression
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- 596 result indicates that 27.8% of the material that impinges on the carbon plate is retained. However. the results of an environmental chamber stu~. in which the deposition on carbon plates and silver coated
screening (a near perfect sink substance for iodine) were compared.
showed that the relative sink value for carbon plates was inversely related to the chamber's flow rate. This implies that the relative sink of
iodine on carbon plates is correlated with U* which is also the dominant
parameter in the Sheppard model. Therefore. the determination of the
relative sink of iodine on carbon plates is not as straightforward as
is indicated in the Sheppard model.
The resistance analogy model was also tested. using the measured 2
carbon plate deposition velocities. The boundary layer resistance, U/U* ,
was subtracted from the reciprocal of the measured deposition velocity
for each test and the difference was plotted against the surface sublayer resistance as defined by Owen and Thomson without the correction
for surface roughness, a (Figure 3). The line of best fit by the statistical logarithmic least squares method had a slope of near one and
an intercept value of three. The intercept value is equivalent to the
a value in the surface sub layer resistance term. This a value of three
is in good agreement with the values found by Owen and Thomson for surfaces of similar character. The Reynolds numbers during inversion conditions were usually below those required for fUlly rough flow but this
did not seem to affect the results. A significant correlation between
calculated and observed Vd was found and the scattergram of the comparison is shown in Figure 4. Therefore, this model appears to fit the
measured carbon plate deposition rather well.
For grass deposition, the testing of models is not as straightforward because grass is a semirigid fibrous type of surface which is quite
different f.rom the bluff type of surface for which the models were developed. Also grass deposition velocities were found to be significantly
related to grass density. A scattergram of deposition velocity versus
grass density (g(dry matter)/m2) for one of the releases. in which the
grass density over the pasture varied by a factor.of five, demonstrates
this relationship (Figure 5). The data from this test permitted a comparison between soil deposition under the grass and grass deposition.
Generally the soil deposition was at least a factor of four less than the
grass deposition and was inversely related to grass density, but grass
density remained the directly propo~tional to total deposition.
Because a linear empirical relationship was found between deposition
velocity and grass density. each measurement of Vd in each test was normalized by dividing by grass density and the medians of these normalized
values were used to represent the tests. The normalized Vd values were
compared to the boundary layer transfer velocity U*2/tT (Figure 6) and
were found to be highly correlated. It is interesting to note that the
two cases with the highest normalized Vd's occurred during inversion conditions. The wind speed profiles during these two cases indicated a

- 597 stagnant lqer to a depth of 0.4m and gradients of wind velocity above
this lqer were indicative of typical inversion profiles.
Since a significant linear relationship was found between normalized V and boundary lqer transfer velocity, conformance to the bound
dary lqer resistance model was tested. First, to achieve di.mensional
consistency, reciprocals of the normalized grass V values for each test
d
were arbitrarily divided by the average grass dens1ty
for all field
tests and the boundary layer resistance values were subtracted from these
normalized V reciprocals. These differences were then compared with
d
the surface sUblayer resistances (Figure 7). With the two anomalous inversion values eliminated from the scattergram, the line of best fit
yielded an a value of 1.8 which is an order of magnitude higher than the
findings of other investigators. Also it was found that there was no
significant improvement in the prediction when the surface sUblayer resistance was added to the boundary layer resistance. This is an indication that the resistance analogy model does not apply as well to grass
surfaces as it does to relatively flat surfaces.

OTHER FINDINGS FROM THE DATA
The average ratios of momentum transfer from the wind profile to
mass transfer from the concentration profile were found to be 0.9 in
stable and 1.4 in unstable conditions. These averages are significantly
different. This indicates that the existing models would tend to overestimate deposition by an amount proportional to the transfer coefficient
ratio in unstable conditions.
The total amount of radioiodine deposited on the pasture was calculated for six of the releases for which there was sufficient field data
and the results are shown as a percentage of the total amount released
in Table 1. The ranges of distances downwind between which these total
deposition values were measured are also shown. This indicates that the
total depletion for this order of distances is nearly constant regardless
of stability. There was also no apparent correlation with grass density.
Thus air concentrations and deposition velocities tend to counterbalance
one another. During stable conditions the air concentration is relatively
high and the deposition velocity is usually low and during unstable conditions the converse is true.

TABLE 1.
Test No.
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PERCENT OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF RADIOIODINE ON PASTURE

% of Total Distance Range (m) Vd(cm/s)

U*(m/s)

Stability

1

1.06

100-300

0.72

0.60

Unstable

2

1.07

100-380

0.61

0.58

Unstable

4

0.70

50-100

0.15

0.12

Stable

5

1.33

50-300

0.10

0.36

Stable

7

2.97

100-380

1.02

0.43

Unstable

19

1.04

100-380

1.23

0.64

Unstable

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The data have demonstrated two important aspects of the turbulent
transfer of gaseous radioiodine effluents from air to a natural surface
(i.e., grass).
(1)

Because good results were obtained via the Chamberlain resistance
analogy model for carbon plate deposition velocities, and because
the boundary layer transfer velocity, U*2/U, showed a good empirical relationship to normalized grass deposition velocities, the
boundary lqer transfer term in the equation appears to be adequate.
This term, however, would be more theoretically correct if changes
in the profile of concentration due to the non-perfect sink characteristic of the iodine are taken into account. Therefore, a need
exists for the determination of fractional retention factors for
this SUbstance.

(2)

The two models tested were found to be inadequate for the region
very close to a grass surface. The necessity of normalizing ira••
deposition velocities for grass density demonstrated the need for
some measure of total effective surface area instead of plane area
available for deposition on fiberous type surfaces. Also, the scavenging of material by the grass blades is volumetric rather than
planar and, therefore, may depend on the material's residence time
in the grass. This indicates the need for more research on the
microturbulence structure within a grass canopy before a fundamentally sound model of the surface sublayer can be formulated.

- 599 The remarks in this paper have been confined to the aerodynamical
considerations of deposition but some of these considerations are intimately related to biological and chemical factors. Research on these
aspects is continuing at the NRTS.
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DISCUSSION

BARRY

I don't understand why either model could
be expected to apply to the flat plate
samplers. These will build up their own
boundary layer from the leading edge and it
is the wind profile in this layer which should
be related to the mass exchange at the surface.
Any apparent agreement between either model
using the wind profile up to 4 m must be
quite fortuitous.
The boundary layer over the plates will
build up downwind of the leading edge and
therefore Vd will be a function of the
distance from that edge. Did you take this
into account or are the va: s you give the
average for the plate as a whole? In that
case the value you obtain for Vd should
depend also on the plate size.
I believe I heard you say that the Owen and
Thomson model also applied to flow over
smooth surfaces. This is very surprising
since the model assumes that the total drag
is entirely from drag and this is not true
for smooth surface. I believe Chamberlain
also finds this but it is.difficult to
understand.

DICKSON

In answer to your first comment, I will agree
that the flat plate deposition samplers
provide a small deposition surface and the
deposition on these surfaces will be a
function of plate size. However, this
should not affect the agreement with the
models; it should only affect the relative
sink value that is obtained.
The point I am trying to make in this paper
is that either the Sheppard or the Chamberlain models, with appropriate corrections,

- 601 may apply to relatively smooth bluff-type
surfaces, whereas neither of these models
are expected to apply to a semirigid fiberous
type of surface. The semirigid fiberous
type of surface (e.g. grass) is not expected
to conform to the models because the surface
sublayer transfer characteristics must
include at least a measure of the effective
surface area available for deposition. Both
of the models presented do not include this
effective surface area and have not included
turbulent transfer characteristics within
the grass canopy.
I'm glad to see the start of experimental
studies of this type in the United States.
I believe that transfer at the interface
itself is one of the most important problems
in air pollution. If the surface of the
earth were a perfect reflector there would be
no S02 or ozone damage to vegetation, for
example.
I object to the widespread use in the
literature of the term 'deposition' when
applied to a gas. That word implies (to me)
a falling particle. I would prefer 'interface
transfer' •
CRAWFORD

Calculations made with my numerical model,
where Vd is a constant but Kz varies with
height and time, show that dry deposition
is linearly related to the value of Vd at
early times. At late times (beyond a day)
calculated deposition is relatively insensitive to Vd because a large Vd causes a reduction of surface concentration and vice
versa.
I was pleased to see the correlations of Vd
with vegetation mass. I wonder if we could
adopt a tool used by agriculture, leaf area
index. This the ratio of leaf area to ground
surface area. It also turns out that this,
for some agricultural crops, has a maximum
value of 3 to 7. Large numbers are limited
by increased shading and consequent leaf
die-off due to shading.

-
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~RAMETRICGROUND
STUDY OF GASEOUS PLUME DEPLETION BY
SURFACE ADSORPTION
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ABSTRACT
Total plume depletion by ground surface adsorption was calculated
via the one dimensional parabolic diffusion equation. Solutions of
this differential equation were obtained by digital computer for sets
of eddy diffusivity (K) and wind velocity (u) profiles representative
of stable, neutral and unstable conditions. Calculations were made
for perfect sink and typical par
sink boundary conditions at
ground level to a distance of 10 m from the source for various source
heights.

5ial

This method of estimating plume depletion was found to be extremely
sensitive to K values in the lower levels and source height. The
resultant vertical concentration profiles from a depleting plume show
markedly non-gaussian distributions with the height of 'the maximum
concentration increasing with travel distance. This departure from the
gaussian distribution is most pronounced in stable conditions.
It appears that this parabolic diffusion equation provides
realistic vertical concentration profiles and, consequent~, reasonable
plume depletion estimates.
INTRODUCTION
Estimates of effluent plume depletion and amount of material
deposited are integral considerations in assessing the harmful effects
of noxious materials that are injected into the atmosphere as a byproduct of industrial activity. Some of these noxious materials are
emitted from sources as large dense particles (generally >lO~ in size)
that have an appreciable gravitational settling rate and other
emissions are composed of gases and very small particles that are
relative~ unaffected by gravity.
These latter materials can be
adsorbed by the ground surface in varying degrees ranging from no
adsorption to complete adsorption dependent upon interaction between
the material and the ground surface. Turbulent transfer is the prime
mechanism by which this type of material is made available to the
ground surface for deposition.
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At present there are no field study data available from which
total cloud depletion can be evaluated over a wide range of distances.
Therefore, due to operational necessity, reasonable depletion
estimates via theoretical approaches tempered with existing fragmentary
knowledge of deposition mechanisms are necessary.
Methods Presented in the Literature
Several methods have been used to assess plume depletion via
ground surface adsorption. One of the first methods was devised by
Chamberlain (1953) who manipulated the Sutton (1953) diffusion equation
assuming that the effluent concentration distribution from a point
source retained its Gaussian distribution in the vertical. He
arrived at the following equati[O:vfO~ni21ound level point source.
Qo/Qx
where, Qo

= initial

= exp

d

(1)

nU6r )1/2Cz

source strength

Qx = source strength at distance X

Vd

=

rate
d epOS1·t·on
1
ve lo"t
C1 y of effluent = deposition
air concentration

n

=

Sutton stability index

u

= mean

Cz

= Sutton

wind velocity or rate of travel
virtual diffusion coefficient

tor elevated point sources the equation becomes much more complex
(Chamberlain, 1953).
The Sutton diffusion equation is applicable for near neutral
stability conditions to distances from a few hundred to a few thousand
meters and the same restrictions apply to the Chamberlain depletion
equation. For shorter and longer distances with a wide range of
stability conditions, departure of the vertical concentration from
a Gaussian distribution may be significant. This implies that
another method of making plume depletion calculations should be used
to provide estimates over wide ranges of stability and distance.
Smith, (1962) and Ito (1965) have provided analytical solutions
for depositing material of the one dimensional form of the "K-theory"
parabolic differential equation which assumes that atmospheric
diffusion is analogous to Fourier's treatment of heat conduction.
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The basic "K-theory" diffusion equation for an infinite, crosswindoriented line source is

where, U is the wind velocity,

x

is the air concentration,

K is the eddy diffusivity.
The boundary conditions are:
lim

x(x,z)=O

(3)

lim

x(X,z)=O

(4)

x(X,z)= U~h) 15 (a-h)

(5)

xz-

lim

x...o

where 15 is the Dirac delta function and a selection of boundary
conditions as z+O with X>O which is dependent upon the retention of
effluent material at ground level. These are:
a.

for no retention (Calder, 1961)
lim

~
Z"""7V

b.

(6)

for partial retention (partial sink) (Calder, 1961)
lim
z+O

c.

K h (X,z)=o
aZ

KJt(X,Z) -PX(X,z)=o

a

for total retention (perfect sink) (Monin, 1959)
lim
z+O

X(X,z)=O

(8)

The parameter, P, is the "deposition velocity" but is not the same as
Chamberlain's Vd even though it has the same units. P is evaluated at
ground level whereas Vd involves a reference height other than 0,
usually I-2m, for measurement of air concentration. Therefore, for a
perfect sink Vd is finite while p==.
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Smith shows analytical solutions for K(eddy diffusivity) constant
and K increasing and decreasing linearly with height. Wind speed is
assumed invariant with height. Some of these solutions, with their
simple functional forms of K with height, are difficult to solve without
the aid of a computer. Ito demonstrates that the depletion estimates
via the Chamberlain equation overestimate plume depletion because the
shape of the vertical profile of concentration is assumed to remain
unaltered by deposition. His comparison is based on the analytical
solution of the "K-theory" equation for a depositing material assuming
K and U are constant with height. The degree of overestimation is a
function of K,U and distance downwind.
The Parametric Stugy
Assuming that diffusion is adequately described by the K-theory
approach if the vertical profiles of K and 11 can be defined, numerical
solutions of the equation can be obtained by a computer program for
conditions representative of the three general stability classes;
stable, unstable and neutral. The complex variations of U and K with
height do not allow accurate estimates of concentration, and therefore
of deposition, to be made from analytic solutions of the equation with
appropriate boundary conditions.
The computer program used in this study was adapted from a program
originally designed to make heat conduction calculations with time in
one direction between two boundaries (Wagner, 1966). Resolution for
the magnitude of the input parameters was achieved by adjusting grid
point spacing for the computer program's finite difference calculations.
Time was converted to distance and the direction was considered to be
the vertical (z) with the boundaries being the ground level and the
depth of mixing.
Profiles of K, from ground level to 100m, representative of the
three stability categories, were derived from measurements reported by
Geiger (1965) and Wong and Brundidge (1966) and adapted to represent
average conditions over the desert type terrain of the National Reactor
Testing Station (NRTS) in Idaho. The resulting K profiles are shown
in Figure 1. Wind velocity profiles were determined through the use
of the log-linear velocity profile law and are consistant in the low
levels (region of constant stress) with the similarity theory relationship

where u~*" is the friction velocity. These wind velocity profiles are
shown in Figure 2. Above 100m, K and U were held constant.
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Computer calculations to 10 5m were made assuming complete
reflection of material from the ground (no deposition) and from the
depth of mixing height, L, for each of the stability classes. The
assumed values of L were 200m for stable conditions, and 2000m for
neutral and unstable conditions. Effective standard deviations of
vertical effluent concentration,a , were computed, for comparison
with experimentally measured valu~s, through use of the Gaussian
relationship

where, Q
TIe

= source strength
= effective wind speed

Xz=o = air concentration at ground level
These a calculations were compared against measured o values
(Yansker, Markee and Richter, 1966) derived from diffuSion experiments
at the NRTS and extrapolations to longer distances (Figure 3). It
can be seen that the calculated a z values using K-theory generally are
not different from the measured 0z values by more than a factor of two
at all distances. Therefore it is assumed that the K and ~ profiles
used in the calculation adequately describe vertical diffusion. These
profiles were used for all subsequent plume depletion calculations.
As mentioned previously, there are two boundary conditions that
can be used at ground level for an effluent material which deposits by
adsorption at the ground surface. Both of these conditions were used
in this parametric evaluation of plume depletion.
The partial retention boundary condition (equation 7) necessitated the evaluation of P and K at ground level. Empirical data from
the Controlled Environmental Radioiodine Tests (CERT) Project at the
NRTS have shown an approximately linear relationship between the
deposition velocity, Vd, measured for a 1m reference height, and
U"~~-(Vd=O.0121u~~).
This relationship was used to detennine P(=Vd) from
the u~c values used in detennining the K and 11 profiles for each
stability class. K at ground level was assumed to be equal to the
value calculated for a 5 em height from the K profiles.
The total retention (perfect sink) boundary condition (equation 8)
was included in the calculation to represent the upper limit of plume
depletion. Instances where any effluent material would deposit as a
perfect sink are rare.
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Results of the Parametric study
Calculations were made for partial and total retention during the
three stability conditionsg The unstable conditions included three
separate calculations for different depths of the mixed layer, L, of
200, 500 and 2000 m. These different L values represent the minimum L
value during the daytime and average daytime L values in winter and
sununer, respectively, at the NRTS. The L values for stable and neutral
conditions were 200 and 2000 m respectively. For the total retention
assumption, calculations were made for source heights, h, of 0.25 and
9 mg A source height of 0.25 m was assumed for all partial retention
calculations. The maximum distance for which the calculations were
made was 105mg
Values of calculated total plume depletion factors (i.e., amount
of material released/amount of material remaining airborne at distance,
X) at selected downwind distances are shown in Table 1 for the partial
retention assumption and in Table 2 for the total retention assumption.
The resultant plume depletion factors assuming total retention, are
lowest during neutral conditions and highest during stable conditions
at distances less than 3xlO4m. At longer distances, however, the
depletion factors during unstable conditions are significantly affected
by the depth of the mixed layer. The depletion values for unst
conditions with L=20Om exceed those for stable conditions at 103ble
m.
After a depositing effluent has travelled to some distance which is a
function of K and L, diffusion becomes a process which is predominantly
in the downwaId direction due to the reflection of effluent at the top
of the mixed layer. Therefore at longer distances, the rate of transfer
of effluent to ground level is increased and the deposition rate is
amplified. Thus, depletion becomes directly related to K instead of
inversely related as is the case for shorter distances where the upper
boundary does not restrict the upward diffusion. The same trends are
indicated for the partial retention cases but the change is not as
dramatic as in the total retention cases.
As indicated in Table 2, plume depletion changes rapidly with
initial source height. An increase of less than 9m in source height
lowers the depletion factors by more than a factor of two except in
the neutral case. This trend indicates that plume depletion factors
would be negligible, except at extremely long distances ( 100 km), for
most large stacks that are usually between 50 and 100 m high.
For the partial retention cases the depletion factors are
negligible except at long downwind distances during stable and unstable
L=20Om conditions. From this observation one can deduce that, for
many noxious gases and especially radioiodine, plume depletion may not
be significant except at extremely long distances from the emission
point. Most deposition velocities reported in the literature for
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Table

l.~al~ulated~lume D~'D1etiQILF~tors

- Partial Sink - h=O.25m
Unstable
P=1.81cm/s
L==200m
L=50Om
1E2OOm

Stable
P=O.12cm/s
L=200m

Neutral
P=1011cm/s
L=2000m

1.08

1.18

1.08

1.08

1.08

101lxl03

1.19

1.32

1.13

1.13

1.13

1.0lxl04
4
3.0lxl0

1.61

1.48

1.20

1.17

1.17

2.25

1.59

1.36

1.23

1.20

1000xl0 5

3.95

1.78

2.10

1.46

1.26

Distance
Downwind em)
2
101Oxl0

Table

Plume Depletion Factors - Perfect Sink
Stable
Unstable
Neutral
L=200m
L=2oOm
L=2OOOm
L=500m
h=O. 25 .b=2....Q
h=O,25 h==9,O
h=O , 25 .b::.2.e..Q h=O,25 lE2...Q

2~Calculated

Distance
Downwind(m)

L=2000m
h:::Q.25 h=9.0

1.1Oxl02

2.09

1.00

1.65 1.01

2.13 1.03

2.13

1.03

2.13

1.03

1.1lxl03

3.78

1.13

2.16 1.23

2.69 1.20

2.69 1.20

2.69

1.20

1.0lxl04

11.6

2.79

2.71 1.63

3.69 1.64

3.18 1.41

3.13

1.39

3.0lxl04

24.6

5.43

3.12 1.92

7.25 3.21

4.10 1.81

3.58

1.58

1.00xl0 5

50.4

9.88 4.38

4.50
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11.5

3.90 2.50

76.7
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gaseous, radioactive effluents that can be hazardous in the environment
have deposition velocities that are in the neighborhood of those
reported for radioiodine.
The other aspect of the plume depletion problem is the resultant
reduction in air concentration. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the variations
with height and distance by stability class of the ratios of effluent
concentration assuming no deposition to effluent concentration for
perfect sink deposition. The greatest change of concentration
reduction with height was found during stable conditions and the least
change during neutral conditions. These reduction factors always
exceeded the total plume depletion factors in the lower levels which
demonstrates the fact that vertical profiles of air concentration
are distorted by deposition.
The concentration reduction factors for selected distances are
shown in Table 3 for a source height of 0.25m at heights of 0.1 and
1 m. Note that these reduction factors change with height by greater
than a factor of two for perfect sink deposition and they exhibit very
little change for partial sink deposition. This change in concentration
reduction factors with height results in an elevation of the height of
the maximum concentration in the vertical direction with distance. The
heights of the maximum concentration for perfect sink deposition
are plotted in Figure 7.
Conclusions
It appears that the K-theory parabolic diffusion equation, solved
numerically, provides realistic vertical concentration profiles and,
consequently, reasonable plume depletion estimates. The magnitude of
the plume depletion factors for a partial sink is, however, somewhat
surprising because the values are SO low. This may be due to the fact
that either the deposition velocity estimates or the K values at ground
level are too low. A slight change in either of these parameters can
alter the depletion factors considerably.
Therefore it is indicated that more research is needed in the
determination of mass fluxes near the ground surface and their
relationship to deposition.
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Table 3,
StabilityStable

Air Concentration Reduction Factors
Distance
Downwind(m)
2
1.1Oxl0
1,1lxl03

Partial Sink
z=O,lm z=lm

Perfect Sink
z=O,l .Elm...

1,00xl0

1,17
1,38
2.14
9,20

1,09
1,28
1,99
8,58

5,91 2,52
6,58
15,3
100
43,4
1800 776

Neutral

1.1Oxl02
1.1lxl03
1.0lxl~
1.0Oxl0

1,18
1,47
1,87
2.61

1,07
1.29
1,65
2.28

4068 2,18
8,15
3,82
12,2
5.75
10,2
21,7

Unstable
L=20Om

1,1Oxl02
l,llxl03
1,0lxl04
1,0Oxl0 5

1,20
1.33
1,39
2,42

1,13
1,25
1,30
2.27

6,61
11,4
13,8
286

Unstable
L=50Om

1,1Oxl02
l,llxl0 3
l,Olxl04
1,0Oxl0 5
1,1Oxl02
1,1lxl03
1, olxl045
1,0Oxl0

1,20
1,33
1.37
1,70

1,13
1.25
1,29
1,60

6,61 3.08
11.4
5.34
12.7
5.94
39.2 18,4

1,20
1,33
1,38
1,54

1,13
1,25
1,29
1,45

6,61 3.08
11,4
5.35
13,2
6.23
22,2 11,4

l,Olxl0~

Unstable
L=200Om

3.08
5.32
6,45
134
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DISCUSSION

GIFFORD

Referring to your comparison of observed and
calculated crz's vs distance, the observed cr z
values for stable and neutral conditions
were larger. Was this perhaps because these
observations were normalized at each distance
in such a way as to rule out the effect of
plume depletion? This could be a preferred
procedure in analyzing diffusion data in my
opinion, in view of lack of knowledge of
deposition effects.
Did you judge the reasonableness of the
calculated vertical variation of concentrations by comparisons with data?

START

The observed cr z values were larger than
calculated in unstable and neutral conditions,
not stable and neutral conditions. I do not
think we can make any statements on the
effects of plume depletion on the measured
crz values at this time because we don't know
the vertical variation of K that precisely.
Also, if plume depletion was seriously
affecting the measured crz values, the slopes
of measured and calculated crz with distance
would be different.
No. I did not have any data for comparison.
The calculated dep~sition did, however,
compare quite favorably with the measured
deposition between 100 and 400 m downwind
from the Controlled Environmental Radioiodine
Tests (CERT) at the NRTS using appropriate
deposition velocities.
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CLOSING REMARKS
ENGELMANN:

I want to take this opportunity to thank the speakers for the
quality of their papers and to apologize for the fact that
many of the good papers printed on the program could not be
read for lack of time. I also want to thank the speakers for
their timing, especially the ESSA personnel and the others who
realized my original error in requesting site reviews and
corrected for this very promptly in the meeting. I want to
thank the chairmen, Ted Munn, Ken Calder, Professor Brewer,
Ben Davidson and Josh Holland for their invaluable assistance.
I also want to thank the assistants, Mr. Risto, the projectionist, Mr. Wilson and the girls, Miss Karen Thomas and
Miss Linda Watson who have been passing out the papers, and the
bus drivers, for performing their jobs so efficiently and inconspicuously.
I also want to thank the Canadian hosts, in particular
Peter D'Angelo for his long hours and perfection in planning
this meeting. I thank him for his perfection in spite of the
fact that he waited until we got here to paint the building.
Peter is without doubt primarily responsible for the quality of
the environment of this meeting and for its smooth progression.
Thank you.

HOLLAND:

Dr. Lough would like to say a few words. Dr. S. Allan Lough
is Assistant Director for Radiological Physics of the
Division of Biology and Medicine, USAEC.

LOUGH:

I don't want to take up much of your time. I'm probably the
only one of those present who is not a meteorologist of some
sort. I came in the hope, and this hope was realized, that I
would absorb enough points of view and get acquainted
sufficiently with personalities involved to be better informed
and therefore perhaps better able to make recommendations as
to whether we should give Josh Holland the money he asks for.
I think that my attendance has been very profitable from that
standpoint.
I've also been asked whether I wanted to comment upon the
desirability of another meeting in 1970. I am in favor of a
similar meeting after about three years. My impression is and I'm sure I'm not alone in this - that the quality of the
presentations at this session was far greater than that which
prevailed last time. This appears to be just a reflection of
the maturation of the field.
I've also been asked to say whether the meeting should be in
Puerto Rico or Barbados. I think this is a question which
some of you will have to decide. If you have it in one of
those places I recommend the month of January, which is a nice
time to be down there. With that much sage advice I will close
and second the remarks of Rudy Engelmann with profound thanks
and genuine appreciation for the hospitality which has been
extended to all of us on this occasion.
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HOLLAND:

I would like to repeat all the thanks and the expressions of
appreciation. I think that this has been a wonderful setting
for the meeting and it has been an excellent meeting. I'm not
going to take much time but I think that I can go a little
beyond what Dr. Lough has said in commenting on the quality of
the presentations and the progress in the research that this
reflects.
I'm much impressed with the progress that we have made since
the Brookhaven meeting three years ago on plume rise, on
attacking the meso scale and synoptic scale trajectory and
dispersion problems in a scientific manner. I think there is
much more to be done on that and in attacking the precipitation scavenging problem in a purposeful way. For the first
time I have a feeling that we are really going after a
scientific solution to this problem.
The measurement and analysis of turbulence have progressed. I
think that there still are ideas and sets of data to be brought
together and integrated with the problems of diffusion. There
has been progress on understanding the effect of changes of
roughness, changes of terrain, and transitional regimes of
various kinds - which are giving us an entree into nonuniform
micrometeorology. This step into the real world is overdue and
very encouraging. I think that we are really underway to
developing quantitative scientific models for treating
situations other than horizontally homogeneous steady state
conditions, and this is very good. So, I'm very pleased with
what I've heard and I hope that we will have as much progress
to report at our next meeting.

MAWSON:

I need only add that we at AECL have greatly enjoyed this
meeting and have learned a great deal. You have all been
wonderful guests, and we feel that it has been a great honour
to us that you should have chosen to come so far, and in such
numbers, for a meeting in the distant north country. We hope
that you will all carry away happy memories of Canada, and that
some day we shall see you here again.

HOLLAND:

I am most grateful to the people here because they have
certainly put themselves out for us. It has not only been a
matter of effort and time, but it has obviously cost AECL
money as well. I hope there will be some return to you because
I have no tangible reward or gift or token of appreciation to
offer. I think that Dr. Marko should be thanked also, and I
particularly appreciate your willingness to take on the job of
publishing the proceedings which as anyone knows who has ever
done this - is a real chore.
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